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Pursuant to Clean Air Act § 505(b)(2) and 40 CFR § 70.B(d), the Sierra Club 

hereby petitions the Administrator (lithe Administrator") of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency ("U.S. EP A") to object to the proposed revised Title V 

Operating Permit for theHugh 1. Spurlock Generating Station in Maysville, Kentucky 

("Permit"). A copy of the Permit is attached as ~xhibit A. 

Procedural Posture -
The Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection Division for Air Quality 

(hereinafter "DAQ") proposed a Title V permit revision to U.S. EPA on June 12, 2006. 

That permit revision included provisions related to the construction and operation of a 

new circulating fluidized bed ("CFB") electric generating unit known as "Spurlock 4." 

On August 15, 2006, Sierra Club petitioned the U.S. EPA to object to the revised 

Title V permit for the Spurlock plant. EPA received that petition on or before August 

17,2006. When the EPA failed to respond to Sierra Club's petition, Sierra Club filed a 

citizen suit to compel a response pursuant to 42 U.S.C § 7604. Pursuant to a Consent 

Decree between Sierra Club and EP A, EPA agreed to issue a response to Sierra Club's 

petition. Consent Decree, Sierra Club v. Johnson, Case No. 1:07CV00414 (RWR) (D.D.C). 

On August 30, 2007, the EPA Administrator signed an order granting Sierra 

Club's petition in part and denying it in part. See In re East Kentucky Power Cooperative, 

Inc., Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station, Order Responding to Petitioner's Request that 

the Administrator Object to Issuance of State Permit (Adm'r Aug. 30, 2007) (hereinafter 

"Order"). A copy of the Administrator's decision is attached as Exhibit B. Sierra Club 
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filed a petition with the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit seeking a 

review of the Administrator's partial denial. Sierra Club v. Envt'l Protection Agency, Case 

No. 074487 (6th Cir.). That appeal is pending. 

Prior to the June, 2006, proposed permit and Sierra Club's August, 2006, petition, 

EPA filed a lawsuit against East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. ("EKPC"), on 

January 24, 2003. U.S. v. East Kentucky Po'wer Coop., Inc., Case No. 04-34 (E.D.Ky.). That 

lawsuit alleged, among other claims, that EKPC modified Unit 2 at the Spurlock plant 

\.. without compliance with the Prevention of Significant Deterioration Program ("psD"). 

On September 24, 2007, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 

Kentucky entered an Order approving a Consent Decree between the United States and 

EKPC. U.S. v. East Kentucky Power Coop., Inc., Order (Dkt. #180), Case No. 04-34 

(E.D.Ky. Sept. 24, 2007). The United States subsequently requested, and the Court 

approved, a modification to certain provisions of the Consent Decree. U.S. v. East 

Kentucky Power Coop., Inc., Order (Dkt. #187), Case No. 04-34 (E.D.Ky. April 22, 2008). 

After the Administrator's Order objecting to the permit for EKPC's Spurlock 

plant, the Kentucky DAQ began to process a Significant permit modification purporting 

to respond to the Administrator's objection. Kentucky DAQ made a draft of that 

proposed revision available to the public, upon request, on December 26, 2007. 

However, Kentucky DAQ did not publish notice of the draft permit, and begin a 30-day 

notice and comment period, until January 2, 2008, or later. Sierra Club submitted 

comments on the proposed draft revision on February I, 2008. A copy of those 

comments is attached hereto as Exhibit C. Kentucky DAQ responded to comments and 
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proposed the revision of the Spurlock Title V permit to EPA on or about March 5, 2008. 

A copy of Kentucky DAQ's response to comments is attached as Exhibit D. This 

response to comments was posted on the internet, but Sierra Club was not provided a 

copy. After the expiration of EPA's 45-day review, and after EPA did not object, 

Kentucky DAQ issued the final revised permit on April 18, 2008. Sierra Club was not 

provided a copy or notice of Kentucky DAQ's proposed or final permit. 

Because the Kentucky DAQ did not issue a revised permit meeting the 

Administrator's objections within the 90 day period provided by 42 U.s.c. § 7661d(c), 

following the Administrator's objection dated August 30, 2007, the U.S. EPA is required 

to assume permitting responsibility for the Spurlock plant. On January 25, 2008, Sierra 

Club served EPA with Sierra Club's Notice of Intent to Sue, pursuant to 42 U.s.c. § 

7604, for EPA's failure to assume this permitting responsibility. Sierra Club maintains 

that EPA is now required to issue or deny the operating permits, and revisions, for the 

Spurlock plant and, therefore, the current proposed revision to the permit by Kentucky 

DAQ is without legal effect. By submitting this petition Sierra Club does not waive its 

rights to challenge Kentucky DAQ's jurisdiction to issue the revision, nor Sierra Club's 

rights to sue to compel the EPA, rather than Kentucky, to issue the permit. 

This petition is filed within sixty days following the end of U.S. EPA's 45-day 

review period as required by Clean Air Act ("CAA") § 505(b)(2). The Administrator 

must grant or deny this petition within sixty days after it is filed. If the U.S. EP A 

Administrator determines that the Permit does not comply with the requirements of the 

CAA or any" applicable requirement," he must object to issuance of the permit. 42 
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V.S.C § 7661b(b); 40 CF.R. § 70.8(c)(I) (liThe [U.s. EPA] Administrator will object to the 

issuance of any permit determined by the Administrator not to be in compliance with 

applicable requirements or requirements of this part."). "Applicable requirements" 

include, inter alia, any provision of the Kentucky State Implementation Plan ("SIP"), 

including Prevention of Significant Deterioration ("PSD") requirements, any term or 

condition of any preconstruction permit, any standard OJ' requirement under Clean Air 

Act sections Ill, 112, 114(a)(3), or 504, acid rain program requirements. 40 CF.R. § 70.2. 

This petition raises three issues. The first two issues correspond to the two 

permit revisions required by the Administrator's August 30,2007 objection. First, the 

permit revision proposed by Kentucky DAQ fails to include the required 4850 MMBtu 

per hour heat input limit applicable to Unit 2 and unlawfully attempts to increase that 

limit without going through Prevention of Significant Deterioration (or any other Clean 

Air Act Title I) permitting. Second, Kentucky DAQ undertakes an erroneous review of 

cleaner fuel (lower sulfur content coal) that does notcomport with the applicable law 

\.. and EPA policy. The last issue is the lack of Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) emission 

limits under Clean Air Act section 112(g). This issues arises from the Court of Appeals 

for the District of Columbia's decision in New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C Cir. 

2008), which was decided after the public comment period for the permit revision here 

and could not be raised in Sierra Club's public comments. 
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I. THE PROPOSED PERMIT OMITS AND ATTEMPTS TO UNLAWFULLY 
MODIFY THE APPLICABLE 4850 MMBTU PER HOUR HEAT INPUT LIMIT 
FOR UNIT 2. 

As noted above, the Administrator objected to the prior Title V permit for the 

Spurlock plant because, inter alia, the permit failed to include the 4,850 MMBtu/hour 

heat input limit applicable to Unit 2. The Administrator fist pointed out that the failure 

of DAQ to include the 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit from a 1983 state operating permit in a 

prior, 1999, Title V permit did not revoke the heat input limit. Order at 12. The 

Administrator further pointed out that a Title V permit cannot change applicable 

requirements in underlying permits. Id. Therefore, the Administrator found that the 

1983 permit limit of 4,850 MMBtu/hour remained as an applicable requirement. Id. 

Instead, the underlying permit in which the applicable 
requirement is found must be modified, and then 
incorporated into the Title V permit as an applicable 
requirement. Thus, the placement of the maximum h~at 
input in the description section of EKPC's 1999 title V permit 
could not have eliminated the heat input limit as an 
applicable requirement of the underlying 1983 SOP. 

Based on the foregoing, EPA finds that the title V permit is 
deficient for its failure to include as an applicable 
requirement the maximum heat input limit found in the 
underlying 1983 SOP. Therefore, I grant the petition on this 
issue and direct KYDAQ to amend the permit and to include 
the applicable heat input limit for Unit 2 under the 
"Operating Limits" category of the permit. 

Order at 12 (emphasis added). The "underlying SOP, II or state operating permit, 

contained a 4,850 MMBtu/hour "maximum heat input" limit. See Kentucky Natural 

Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet PERMIT, Re: H.L. Spurlock Power 

Station (November 10,1982) (Attached as Exhibit E). Therefore, to satisfy the 
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Administrator's objection, this 4,850 MMBtu/hour maximum heat input limit must be 

included. 

In response to Sierra Club's comments, Kentucky DAQ stated that it was 

required to increase the heat input limit for Unit 2 from 4,850 MMBtu/hour to 5,600 

MMBtu/hour. 

Basis for this Revision: U. S. EPA Administrator's Order in 
response to Petition Number IV -2006-4. The underlying 
basis for the decision to increase the rated heat input of Unit 
2 from 4850 MMBtu/hr to 5600 MMBtu/hr is the 
enforcement action, U.S. v. East Kentucky Porver Cooperative, 
Inc./Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. KY), and subsequent consent 
decree which requires this amendment to the Title V permit. 
The specific rationale for proposing to increase the limit in 
this permitting action is the permittee's application for a 
combined PSD review and Title V permit modification. 

Response to Comments (Ex. D) at 2. This response misunderstands the basis for the 

4,850 MMBtu/hour limit. The basis is not the If enforcement action," but the permits 

that EPA was enforcing in such action. More specifically, the 1983 State Operating 

Permit and the original PSD permit for Unit 2. Those permit were not, and could not be 

changed by the Consent Decree between EPA and EKPC. 

Kentucky DAQ's response also ignored the directive in Administrator's 

objection, which instructed that the limit from the 1983 permit (4,850 MMBtu/hour) be 

included in the permit. Furthermore, DAQ's response ignores the Administrator's 

determination that a TitleV permit cannot modify a requirement of a prior permit 
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issued pursuant to the Kentucky SIP, unless and until that underlying permit is also 

changed. Order at 12.1 

A. The Administrator's Objection Requires A 4,850 MMBtu/hour Limit Or a PSD 
Review. 

In its Response to Comments, Kentucky DAQ asserted that the Administrator's 

prior objection, and the Clean Air Act, merely require EKPC to request a Title V permit 

revision to allow a 5,600 MMBtuheat input pursuant to the Consent Decree between 

EKPC and the EPA. 

The Administrator stated "KYDAQ must amend EKPC's 
Title V permit to incorporate the maximum heat input limit 
from the underlying state permit or EKPC must apply to 
KYDAQ under the Kentucky SIP for a permit that would 
authorize a change in that heat input limit, which in tum 
would be incorporated in the Title V permit." Paragraph 165 
of the consent decree between U .5. EPA and EKPC, Civil 
Action 04-34-KSF, required EKPC to "apply for amendment 
of its Title V permit for the Spurlock plant to incorporate an 
MCR of 5600 mmBTU /hr for Spurlock Unit 2." EKPC 
applied as required by paragraph 165 and thus the draft 
permit meets the Administrator's' objection. 

Response to Comments (Ex. D) at 7. In other words, Kentucky DAQ asserts that a 5,600 

MMBtu/hour limit is required by the consent decree. This is a fundamental 

misunderstanding of both the Administrator's Order and the applicable law. The 

Administrator's prior order expressly rejected the idea that the Consent Decree, and 

The Administrator's Order noted that the heat rate could be changed through a combined PSD 
and Title V review. Order at 13. While Kentucky DAQ's response to comments implies that this 
occurred, it did not. There was no PSD review I nor any other review beyond a modification to the Title V 
permit. A PSD review would have included best available control technology determinations as well as 
air quality and increment impact and other analyses. 
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specifically paragraph 165 of the Consent Decree, changed required 4,850 MMBtu/hour 

heat input limit. 

EPA wishes to emphasize that its decision to grant 
Petitioner's request on this issue does not conflict with the 
proposed consent decree that will resolve EPA's civil 
enforcement action for EKPC's alleged violations of the 
maximum heat input limit contained its underlying state 
operating permit, filed on January 29, 2004. Paragraph 165 of 
the proposed consent decree requires EKPC to apply for an 
amendment to its title V permit for the Spurlock Plant that 
incorporates a maximum continuous rating (MCR) of 5,600 
mmBtu/hour. The proposed consent decree does not 
provide that this MCR replaces the 4,850 mmBtu/hour heat 
input limit found in its underlying 1983 SOP, nor does it 
otherwise alter the maximum heat input limit contained in 
the underlying 1983 SOP. 

Further, although the proposed ,consent decree in paragraph 
119 releases EKPC from claims arising from the alleged 
violations of Parts C and D of the Act, failure to obtain an 
operating permit that incorporates applicable requirements 
under the Kentucky SIP, and operation of Spurlock Unit 2 
above a maximum heat input of 4,850 mmBtu/hr, the 
proposed consent decree does not relieve KYDAQ of its 
obligation under Section 504, 42 U.s.c. § 7661c, and 401 KAR 
52.020, to ensure that the Spurlock Unit 2 title V permit 
contain all applicable requirements under the Act. This 
includes the maximum heat input limit contained in EKPC's 
1983 SOP. 

Order at 13 (emphasis added). Therefore, DAQ's assertion that the Consent Decree 

mandates the substitution of a 5,600 MMBtu/hour limit for the 4,850 MMBtu/hour 

limit is directly contradicted by the Administrator's prior decision. 

Furthermore, to the extent that the Administrator's prior Order allowed for the 

possibility that EKPC could apply for a revision to the 4850 MMBtu/hour input limit 
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under the Kentucky SIP, the Administrator was clearly referring to either the PSD 

program or another Clean Air Act Title I program (e.g., minor source construction 

permit) in the Kentucky SIP. This was merely recognizing that a source may increase 

heat input - and therefore emissions - through a permitted modification to the facility. 

The Administrator did not assert, and could not have meant, that this heat input limit 

could be changed through a Title V permit (as Kentucky DAQ attempts to do) for 

several reasons. First, the Order expressly rejects the concept of a Title V permit 

revising underlying requirements: 

In addition, the [District Court's decision in U.S. v. East 
Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc.] cannot be read to mean that 
the heat input limit in the 1983 SOP was not an "applicable 
requirement" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 70.2, or that 
the title V permit eliminated the heat input requirement 
from the 1983 SOP. The title V program does not impose 
new applicable requirements nor is the title V permitting 
process the appropriate mechanism for changing or 
modifying applicable requirements found in underlying 
permits. Instead, the underlying permit in which the 
applicable requirement is found must be modified, and then 
incorporated into the title V permit as an applicable 
requirement. 

Order at 12 (emphasis added). The Administrator further emphasized that he was 

rejecting the possibility of a heat input limit change through a Title V permit: "To the 

extent that a state with a merged title V JPSD permitting program (such as Kentucky's) 

seeks to change applicable requirements in an underlying permit, such changes must be 

clearly delineated as being made outside of the title V part of the process and the 

rationale for the change must be clearly stated." Order at 12 n.6 (emphasis added). In 
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other words, the heat input limit can only be changed through non-Title V processes. 

That was not done here. Nevertheless, Kentucky DAQ contends that it can now change 

the applicable heat input limit to 5,600 MMBtu/hour in the proposed revised Title V 

permit. 

Moreover, the proposed permit modification undermines the PSD program. As 

alleged in the EPA's complaint filed against EKPC, an increase from 4,850 MMBtu/hour 

to 5,600 MMBtu/hour results in increased annual emissions greater than the 

\., "significant" threshold. Complaint, U.S. v. East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., Case 

No. 04-34-KSP ~ 49 (B.D. Ky) (I/ ... Defendant [EKPC] commenced construction of one or 

more major modifications, as defined in the Act and the Kentucky SIP, at the Spurlock 

Plant. These modifications included one or more physical changes or changes in the 

method of operation at Spurlock Unit No.2, including ... increasing the heat input rate 

at the unit."); see also id. ~ 50 (asserting that it is a violation of PSD requirements to, inter 

alia, increase the heat input above 4,850 MMBtu/hour without undergoing PSD 

'" review). Specifically, the increase of 750 MMBtu/hour (5,600 - 4,850), multiplied by the 

emission rate from the boilers for NOx, 502, CO, PM, PM10 and other PSD pollutants 

results in increases greater than those in 40 c.P.R. § 52.21(b)(23)(i) and 401 KAR 

51:001(222)( a).2 

2 For example, the EPA's Acid Rain Air Markets Database indicates a NOx emission rate of 0.17 
lb/MMBtu for Unit 2 (0,171b/MMBtu * 750 MMBtu/hour * 8760 hours/year/2000 lb/ton = 558.5 
tons/year). The Database also indicates an SCh emission rate of l.03lb/MMBtu for Unit 2 (1.03 
lb/MMBtu * 750 MMBtu/hour * 8760 hours/year/2000 lb/ton = 3383.6 tons/year). 
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In fact, contrary to its proposed permit revision increasing the heat input to Unit 

2 at issue here, the Kentucky D AQ previously denied EKPC's request to increase the 

heat rate limit through a prior Title V permit unless EKPC went through PSD 

permitting. In December,1993,East Kentucky sought an increase in the permitted 

maximum hourly heath input for Unit 2 from 4850 to 5355 MMBtu/hdur. Letter from 

Robert E. Hughes, Jr., EKPC, to John Hornback, KDAQ Re: H.L. Spurlock Power 

Station- Unit #2 BTU Heat Input (attached hereto as Exhibit F). In February, 1994, DAQ 

responded by asserting that any such increase would be considered a major 

modification under the PSD rules and would be subject to PSD permitting requirements 

if it resulted in a significant net emissions increase. Letter from Gerald R. Goebel, 

KDAQ, to Robert E. Hughes, Jr., EKPC Re: Request to increase permitted heat input for 

Unit 2 at the H.L. Spurlock Station (R7532) I.e. # 103-2640-0009 (February 3,1994) 

(attached hereto as Exhibit G). Specifically, DAQ stated that "the Permit Review Branch 

has determined that if the proposed increase'in the heat input rate results in a 

significant net emissions increase, then your proposal would be a major modification, as .." 

defined in Regulation 401 KAR 51:017." [d. In January, 1995, EKPC conceded that the 

4850 MMBtu/hour heat input cannot be changed without undergoing PSD permitting 

and rescinded its request for the heat rate increase. Letter from Robert E. Hughes, Jr., 

EKPC, to Gerald R. Goebel, KDAQ Re: Letter of December 20, 1994 Spurlock Unit 2 

(January 16, 1995) (attached hereto as exhibit H); see also Order at 12 n.7 ("It is apparent 

that the EKPC was aware that the heat input limit was an enforceable limitation in that 

it previously requested that KYDAQ revise the maximum heat rate for Unit 2 from 
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4,850 million [sic] mmBtu/hr to 5,3555 [sic, 5,355] mmBtu/hr. KYDAQ denied EKPC's 

request when they informed EKPC that a PSD permit was required for such 

modification."). Nevertheless, the proposed permit before the EPA would grant the 

very heat input increase that both DAQ3 and EPA previously determined to be 

prohibited unless and until a PSD permit was issued. This is unlawful and arbitrary 

and EPA must object. 

B. A 4850 MMBtu/hour Limit Is Also Required By The EPA-Issued PSD Permit For 
Unit 2 That Cannot Be Changed Except By EPA Through A New PSD Permit. 

In addition to failing to comply with the Administrator's order to include a 4,850 

MMBtu/hour heat input limit, and constituting a major modification subject to PSD 

review, the proposed permit revision is also unlawful because it would modify an EP A-

issued PSD permit. 

Although the Administrator's prior Order objecting to the Spurlock Title V 

permit for lack of a 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit for Unit 2 cited only the 1983 State 

Operating Permit, the 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit is also an "applicable requirement" 

under Title V because it is required by a PSD permit issued by U.S. EPA for the unit. 

This was raised in Sierra Club's prior petition to the Administrator, but because the 

Administrator found that the 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit was required by the 1983 State 

Operating Permit, and objection on that basis, it did not reach the question of whether 

3 Kentucky DAQ reaffirmed, during the public comment process for the 1999 Title V permit for the 
Spurlock plant, that EKPC could not increase the maximum heat rate for Unit 2 to 5600 MMBtu/hour 
without undergoing PSD review. Response to East Kentucky Power's Comments (3/13/98 Letter) at 2 
(attached as Exhibit M). 
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the 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit was also required by the original PSD permit for Unit 2. 

See Petition Requesting that the Administrator Object, Petition No. IV-200M at 7-8 

(Aug. 15, 2006). 

When EKPC applied for a permit to construct Unit 2 in January 1976, EKPC 

represented to U.S. EPA that EKPC would construct and operate a pulverized coal unit 

with a maximum heat input of 4,850 million Btu/hour. See Letter from Ronald L 

Rainson, EKPC, to G.T. Helms, U.S. EPA and attachments (March 19, 1976) (attached as 

Exhibit I); Letter from William Gill, EKPC, to Frank L Stanonis, Kentucky Bureau of """ 

Environmental Quality, and attachments (January 23, 1976) (attached as Exhibit 1). This 

representation of the 4,850 MMBtu/hour maximum heat rate becomes an enforceable 

requirement because 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(r), which is applicable because the original PSD 

permitfor Unit was issued by U.S. EPA pursuant to Part 52,54 Fed. Reg. at 36,309, 

requires that a PSD applicant construct and operate the source consistent with and 

according to the specifications prOvided in its permit application. 

Furthermore, as is apparent from U.S. EPA's review and administrative findings .., 

in support of the PSD permit issued for Unit 2, U.S. EPA relied on the maximum 4,850 

MMBtu/hour heat input when determining air quality impacts and issuing the permit. 

See Letter from J. Little, U.s. EPA to Robert Hughes, EKPC, attaching analysis and 

permit (September 21, 1976) (attached hereto as Exhibit K). EPA has previously noted 

that EKPC's application to construct Unit 2 represented to EPA that Unit 2 would have 

a heat input limit of 4,850 MMBtu/hour, and that EPA relied upon that representation 

when permitting Unit 2. See PI. Mem. Supp. Fourth Mot. Summary Judgment at 36-37, 
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u.s. v. East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., Case No. 04-34 (E.D.Ky) (" ... the air quality 

modeling and compliance determinations performed by EPA and KDAQ when EKPC 

first sought approval to construct Spurlock Unit 2 were all based on the heat input rate 

information provided by EKPC in its applications; SOF ~~ 12, 13, 19, 20. By increasing 

its heat input over the levels identified in its applications, EKPC has fundamentally 

changed the assumptions upon which approval to construct the unit was based. If air 

quality modeling were to be redone using a higher heat input capacity and the same 

coal sulfur content that was identified in EKPCs permit application and subsequent 

permits, the unit would have been modeled at a higher emissions rate because 

increasing the heat input rate is directly proportional to the amount of emissions from a 

unit./I); see also id. at 9-10 (representing to the Court, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 56, that 

it was undisputed that EKPC's PSD application identified 4850 MMBtu/hour as the 

maximum heat rate and that EPA relied upon that representation to issue a PSD 

construction permit). Therefore, the 4,850 MMBtu/hour heat input from EKPC's PSD 

\.., application becomes an enforceable PSD requirement. 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(r). This PSD 

requirement cannot be modified through a Title V permit revision. Kentucky D AQ' s 

attempt to do so here is unlawful and requires an objection by the Administrator. 

II. KENTUCKY DAQ ERRONEOUSLY REJECTED USE OF CLEAN FUELS AS 
BACT FORS02 

The Administrator's Order concluded that EKPC and Kentucky DAQ failed to 

provide an adequate explanation for rejecting low sulfur coal as not economically viable 

in a top-down BACT analysis. Order at 29-32. The Kentucky DAQ revised its prior 
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Statement of Basis in an attempt to justify its pre-determined outcome - finding lower 

sulfur coal to be economically infeasible. Kentucky DAQ ignored substantive public 

comments on its justification and, instead, asserted that EPA had approved its attempt 

prior to the close of public notice and comment: 

In accordance with the Administrator's objection, DAQ 
revised the statement of basis for permit V -06-007 Revision 2 
to include justification for excluding low sulphur eastern 
bituminous coal as BACf for 502. DAQ included such 
justification in the Statement of Basis for this permit. By 
letter dated February 27, 2008, U.S. EPA informed DAQ that 
II [t]he draft permit revision, more specifically the statement 
of basis adequately addresses the requirement to provide 
sufficient justification for eliminating low-sulfur eastern 
bituminous coal as best available control technology (for 
sulfur dioxide emissions) for Emission Unit 17 (Unit #4)." 
Therefore the objection has been resolved. 

Response to Comments at 14. No further response to Sierra Club's detailed comments 

was provided. 

Fundamental to the Title V and PSD permitting processes is the idea that the 

public should be part of the process. It is foreign to that concept that EPA and the state .J 
can agree to outcomes without considering public comments. Therefore, Sierra Club 

presumes that EPA has not directed Kentucky DAQ to ignore Sierra Club's comments 

regarding sulfur content and that DAQ's belief that this occurred is in error. The 

Kentucky DAQ's failure to respond to Sierra Club's substantive comments; alone, 

requires an objection by the Administrator. See In re Midwest Generation, LLC, Joliet 

Generating Station, Petition No. V-2004-3, Order at 5 (Adm'r June 24, 2005) ("It is a 

general principle of administrative law that an inherent component of any meaningful 
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notice and opportunity for comment is a response by the regulatory authority to 

significant comments.") (citing Home Box Office v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 35 (D.C. Cir. 1977); In 

re Consolidated Edison Co., Hudson Ave. Generating Station, Petition II-220-10, Order at 8 

(September 30, 2003»; see also In re Midwest Generating, LLC, Waukegan Generating 

Station, Petition No. V-2004-5, Order at 4 (Adm'r, September 22, 2005) (same); In re 

Midwest Generating, LLC, Crawford Generating Station, Petition No. V-2004-2, Order at 5-6 

(Adm'r, March 25, 2005) (same); In re Midwest Generating, LLC, Fisk Generating Station, 

Petition No. V-2004-1, Order at 5-6 (Adm'r, March 25, 2005) (same). 

Furthermore, notwithstanding DAQ's refusal to consider them, Sierra Club's 

comments demonstrated that Kentucky DAQ's cost-effectiveness analysis was wrong. 

DAQ's revised Statement of Basis ("SOB") calculated the cost of using low sulfur 

eastern bituminous coals as between $9,317 and $25,665 per additional ton of S02 

removed. SOB at 4. The SOB then compared this value with incremental cost 

effectiveness values for other projects without disclosing that DAQ was relying on 

incremental cost effectiveness values. Id. Based on its comparison of incremental 

values, DAQ concluded in its SOB that low sulfur coal is not cost effective based on 

"other permitting authorities [that] have rejected additional sulfur removal costs above 

$S,OOO/ton as being excessive for BACT." Id. at 4-5. 

Unfortunately, Kentucky DAQ's analysis contained fundamental errors. If 

Kentucky DAQ would have applied the actual test for top-down BACT analyses-

average cost effectiveness of removing additional ~ by using low sulfur coal- it 
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would have concluded that the cost is $155 to $4271 ton, which is lower than other cost-

effectiveness determinations and should be the basis of BACT for Spurlock Unit 4. 

A. DAQ Failed to Use Average And Incremental Cost. 

Average and incremental cost effectiveness are the economic criteria used to 

determine if a control option is economically feasible in a BACT analysis. New Source 

Review Workshop Manual Sec. IV.D.2 (Draft October 1990) ("NSR Manual"). However, 

EKPC and Kentucky DAQ's analysis4 in response to the Administrator's Order 

requiring a top-down analysis of low sulfur coal included a single metric which is 

neither average nor incremental cost effectiveness. 

DAQ compared the cost of fuel switching (one step) with the reductions 

achieved by a three-step control regime that includes fuel, limestone addition to the 

CFB bed, and dry scrubbing. More specifically, the DAQ provided the following 

analysis: 

• First, the SOB calculates the difference in the annual cost to purchase the design 
fuel (91b 502/MMBtu and 10,757 Btu/lb) compared to the cost to purchase low 
sulfur fuel (1.2Ib 502/MMBtu and 12,500 Btu/lb) in dollars per year: 

[Annual Cost of Design Coal- Annual Cost of Low S Coal] (1) 

• Second, the 50B calculates the amount of 502 emitted when burning design fuel 
compared to the amount of 502 emitted when burning low sulfur coal in tons per 
year, assuming 99.33% 502 removal in both cases5 using limestone addition to 
the CFB bed and a dry scrubber: 

4 Kentucky DAQ refers to its analysis as "cost comparison ($jton)" and "cost of removal of an additional 
ton of SO:z." SOB at 3-4. 

5 Note that DAQ used a high control efficiency of99.33%. This is now what it used to establish a BACT limit in the 
original permit. A BACT limit based on 99.33% control would have resulted in an S02limit of 0.02 IblMMBtu
even assuming the high-sulfur design fuel. By applying this high control efficiency, DAQ inflates the amount of 
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[ 502 Emitted Design Coal - 502 Emitted Low 5 Coal} (2) 

• Finally, the 50B divides the incremental annual fuel cost by the incremental 
amount of 502 emitted and calls the results the cost per additional ton of 502 
emitted. As an example, the lower end of the SOB's cost range is calculated as: 

[$44,582,093Iyr - $29J30,565Iyr}I[1840 tonlyr - 246 tonlyr} = $9,317/ton 

The numerator (top) and the denominator (bottom) in this calculation are apples 

to oranges. The numerator is the difference in fuel costs, a single component of the 

total costs of a pollution control system. 6 The denominator is the difference in tons 

removed by the entire pollution control. This method is not a recognized economic 

feasibility metric because it distorts cost effectiveness and substantially penalizes low 

sulfur fuel by including 502 emission reductions achieved by other control options 

[limestone addition and scrubbing] while excluding the relative costs of these other 

controls. As set forth below, when the full cost is divided by the full 502 reduction, as 

required by EPA guidance (which DAQ purports to follow), clean fuel is cost effective. 

control for high sulfur coal-reducing the delta between high sulfur and low sulfur coal-and making the low sulfur 
coal appear incrementally more costly. IfDAQ andEKPC use 99.33% as the control efficiency to justify rejecting 
low sulfur coal, they must be consistent and use this efficiency to establish a BACT limit (0.020 IblMMBtu). 

6 The control costs for design fuel for the entire control train is higher than for low sulfur coal because a 
bigger, more efficient scrubber must be used; more limestone must be added to the fluidized bed; more 
water must be used to cool the flue gases; more solid wastes must be disposed; more electricity must be 
used to operate the scrubber; and more lime must be injected into the scrubber, among other increased 
costs incurred for the complete control trains as compared to just low sulfur coal. If the cost of these 
additional controls were included in both the cost of design coal and the low sulfur option, they would 
add substantially to the design coal costs and much less so to the low sulfur coal, thus narrowing the 
incremental cost. For example, for the high-sulfur, /I design coa!/' the limestone bed plus dry scrubber 
must reduce S02 emissions from 110,376 ton/yr to 1,840 toni yr, or by 108,536 ton/yr. However, for low 
sulfur coal, these controls need only reduce ~ from 14,717 ton/yr to 246 ton/yr or by 14,471 ton/yr. 
SOB at 3. In other words, less limestone and a smaller scrubber is required with low sulfur coal, resulting 
in lower scrubber operation costs. The cost to remove 108,536 ton/yr of~ with limestone injection and 
a scrubber when burning high-sulfur (design) coal is substantially higher than the cost to remove only 
14,471 tonfyr when burning low sulfur coal. Because DAQ did not consider the cost-effectiveness of the 
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The Kentucky DAQ did not calculate average cost effectiveness, which is the 

ratio of the control option annualized cost divided by the control option annual 

emission reduction. NSR Manual at B.36-B.37. In other words, to calculate average cost 

effectiveness, the numerator should be·the cost of the entire pollution control train, 

including fueL The denominator should be the difference in tons removed by the entire 

pollution control train. The key here is that the cost of the pollution control train when 

low sulfur coal is used is substantially smaller as it must remove less sulfur than when· 

high sulfur fuel is used. If DAQ had used the correct method to calculate cost 

effectiveness of low sulfur coal, it would have determined a range from $155/ton to 

$427/ ton? This is below the lower end of the range of both average cost effectiveness 

($527 to $4054/ton) and incremental cost effectiveness ($5,OOO-20,OOO/ton) cited by 

DAQ as being cost-effective (which is actually much lower thresholds than other 

permitting authorities use).B 

Kentucky DAQ also did not correctly calculate incremental cost effectiveness, 

which is the ratio of the difference in annualized cost of two control options to the 

difference in the emission rates of these same two control options. NSR Manual at B.4l. 

This is a meaningless metric here because both options were assumed to meet the same 

emission level. Thus, the denominator is zero. Division by zero is not defined. 

entire control-train together, it failed to account for the economic benefit of controlling less S02 with less 
limestone and smaller scrubber when burning lower sulfur coal. 

7 The lower end ofthe range from SOB, p. 4: ($14,851,528/yr}/(95,659 ton SO:z/yr) = $155/yr. The upper 
end of the range from SOB, p. 3: ($40,910,075/yr)/ (95,659 ton SO:z/yr) = $427.67/ton. 

S U.S. EPA Region 8, Response to Public Comments on Draft Air Pollution Control Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit to Construction, Deseret Power Electric Cooperative, August 30, 
2007, pp. 29-33. 
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DAQ's analysis is not only inconsistent with the method EPA and Kentucky 

DAQ usually use, but it appears designed to prejudice the BACT analysis against 

cleaner fuels, contrary to Congress' clear direction that clean fuels be used. 42 U.S.c. § 

7479(3) (defining BACT to include consideration of "clean fuels"); see also Inter-Power of 

New York, 5 E.A.D. 130, 134 (1994); In re Old Dominion Elee. Coop., 3 E.A.D. at 794, n. 39 

(EAB 1992) ("BACT analysis should include consideration of cleaner forms of the fuel 

proposed by the source."); In re Hibbing Taconite Co., 2 E.A.D. 838, 842-43 (Adm'r 1989) 

(remanding a permit because the permitting agency failed to consider burning natural 

gas as a viable pollution qmtrol strategy); Letter from JoAnn Heiman, Chief Air 

Permitting and Compliance Branch! EPA Region 7, to Clark Duffy, Kansas Department 

of Health & Environment, Re: Comments on Sunflower Holcomb Station Expansion 

Project for New Units H2, H3 and H4 (November 9, 2006) (rejecting Kansas' assumption 

that 1.23 Ibs/MMbtu coal should be assumed as the coal sulfur content for BACT and 

requiring a lower sulfur content). 

B. DAQ Failed to Use Representative Comparative Costs. 

The DAQ's revised SOB uses an analysis it terms" cost comparison" or" dollars 

per additional ton of S02 removed" to compare the cost of fuel switching to the 

incremental cost effectiveness of post combustion controls (Le., various types of dry 

scrubbers and sorbent injection). SOB at 4.9 As explained above, this is an apples-to-

oranges comparison. Further, it creates a number of errors. 

9 The SOB does not disclose the control technology, but the source of the comparative cost data, EPA's 
response to comments in the Desert case, does disclose the controls. 
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First, even assuming that Kentucky DAQ correctly calculated cost effectiveness 

(which it did not), the NSR Manual states that "where a control technology has been 

successfully applied.to similar sources in a source category, an applicant should 

concentrate on documenting significant cost differences, if any, between the application 

of the control technology on those sources and the particular source under review./1 

NSR Manual at 31 (underline emphasis). The "technology" at issue here is the low 

sulfur coal. A correct analysis would look to whether the cost of the technology (low 

sulfur coal) at Spurlock 4 with the cost of the technology at other sources where it is 

used. Put another way, the cost of controlling additional 502 with low sulfur coal must 

be compared to the costs incurred by other plants thatburn low sulfur coal. The NSR 

Manual elaborates that: 'I if the cost of reducing emissions with the top control 

alternative, expressed in dollars per ton, is on the same order as the cost previously 

borne by other sources of the same type in applying that control alternative, the 

alternative should initially be considered economically achievable, and therefore 

acceptable as BACT./1 NSR Manual, p. 8.44 (emphasis added). There was no attempt by 

Kentucky DAQ to compare the cost of using low sulfur coal at other boilers with the 

cost at Spurlock 4. 

Second, cost comparisons must be on an 1/ apples-to-apples" basis. E.g., NSR 

Manual at B.39 (stating that a source that compares costs between options must do so 

with standard assumptions for all options, discussing an 85% capacity factor in that 

case). The comparative cost data are based on incremental cost effectiveness, calculated 

as explained in the NSR Manual at p. B.41, such as the cost of a wet scrubber with the 
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cost of a dry scrubber. Here, however, the Kentucky DAQ attempted to compare the 

high sulfur fuel costs, alone, to the emission reductions based on low sulfur coal plus 

both a limestone CFB bed and a dry scrubber. This distorts the comparison and inflates 

the cost per ton calculation. The comparison should have been the high-sulfur coal to 

low-sulfur coal, or the high-sulfur coal plus scrubbing to the low-sulfur coal plus 

scrubbing. 

Third, the EPA cost data used by Kentucky DAQ to gauge "cost effectiveness" 

are not comparable to the cost of low sulfur coal at Spurlock 4 as the data are based on 

different assumptions as to capacity factor (Longleaf, for example, assumed 85%),502 

control efficiency (Cargil, for example, assumes only 75% 502 control efficiency for SDA 

while others assume 90%+), interest rate, and equipment life, factors that must be 

constant from plant to plant to be used in a comparative cost analysis. 0 AQ' s analysis 

fails to account for. these differences. 

c. KDAQ Failed to Use Range Of Comparative Cost Data 

Kentucky DAQ's analysis also improperly compared the upper-end cost value 

the agency calculated, $9,317/ton, with the lower end of the range of the reported 

comparative cost data. Notably, the incremental cost data that the agency summarized 

from EPA ranges from $5,000/ton to $23,855/ton. A control option is considered cost 

effective if it is "within the range of normal costs for that control alternative ... " NSR 

Mnnual at B.31 (emphasis added). Therefore, if Kentucky DAQ had properly 

considered the range of comparable costs, it would have concluded that all of the cost 
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values DAQ calculated and reported in its SOB (which range from $9,317/ton to 

$25,665/ton) were well within the range of reported comparative cost data. DAQ 

improperly used a single determination, by Pennsylvania for the River Hill CFBIO, as 

the appropriate comparison of costs. Furthermore, Kentucky DAQ failed to recognize 

that the determination for River Hill was based on an application submitted in July 

2004. Pollution control costs have escalated dramatically since mid-2004.1l As a result, 

what is cost effective today may be greater, in unadjusted dollars, than what was 

considered cost effective four years ago. 

Moreover, DAQ conducted its calculations with 2006 dollars, but used 

caparisons from 2004 determinations. By adjusting the 2004 River Hill cost data (based 

on scrubbers) to 2006 dollars-- using the Vatavuk costindex-- the $5,0001 ton value 

relied on by KDAQ becomes $7,040/ton in 2006 dollars.12 Adjusting to current dollars 

(2008) would result in a similar increase. Even if 2006 dollars are used, the -$7, 0001 ton 

value is within about 30% of the cost threshold value proffered by DAQ, $9,317. Costs 

that are this close are assumed to be cost effective. NSR Manual B.44 ("Study cost 

estimates used in BACT are typically accurate to + I - 20 to 30 percent. Therefore, 

control cost options which are within + I -20 to 30 percent of each other should 

generally be considered to be indistinguishable when comparing options."); id. at B.44 

10 This analysis, and the other prior determinations by other agencies cited by Kentucky DAQ were 
incorrectly done. None determined that the cost of cleaner fuel was unusual compared to costs bome by 
other similar facilities-the test for BACT and the test required by the Administrator's Order. In other 
words, DAQ cites erroneous prior determinations as support for its own erroneous determination. 
11 J. Edward Cichanowicz, Current Capital Cost and Cost-Effectiveness of Power Plant Emissions Control 
Technologies, June 2007. 
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(" if the cost. . .is on the same order as the cost previously borne by other sources of the 

same type in applying that control alternative, the alternative should initially be 

considered economically achievable, and therefore acceptable as BACT.") Thus, low 

sulfur coal is cost effective even under DAQs incorrect metric for calculating the cost 

per ton, and even using 2006 rather than 2008 dollars.13 

D. A Correct BACT Analysis Must Consider Combinations Of Controls 

After the errors in Kentucky's post hoc justification of dirty, high-sulfur, coal are 

corrected, low sulfur coal cannot be eliminated based on adverse economic impacts. 

The permit record contains no evidence that low sulfur coal is otherwise infeasible for 

this source (Le., based on energy, economic, or factors other than cost). Indeed, there 

are other similar boilers using much cleaner fuel than assumed in the Spurlock 4 BACT 

analysis, demonstrating that clean fuels is available. Order at n.ll. 

It should also be noted that Kentucky DAQ's analysis assumed that scrubbing 

plus limestone CFB bed can achieve 99.33 % S02 after including cleaner fuel (low sulfur 

coal). SOB at 3. This control efficiency results in a calculation indicating a higher 

incremental cost for low sulfur coal. However, it is inconstant with the control 

efficiency D AQ assumed when establishing a BACT limit for high sulfur II design" coal. 

If DAQ was consistent, it would have established a BACT limit in the original permit of 

0.02Ib/MMBtu based on 99.33% control of design coal. Alternatively, if it would have 

12 River Hill costs adjusted to 2006 using the Vatavuk cost index for scrubber: ($5000)(169.1/120.1). The 
cost indices are from the journal, Chemical Engineering. 

13 The next lowest value used by DAQ for comparison is similarly not representative, but does indicate 
that costs of $5,900 are cost-effective for cleaner fuels. The plant, a Cargill boiler in Nebraska, was 
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been consistent and applied a. lower control efficiency equivalent to the permit's 502 

limit when calculating incremental cost-effectiveness, it would have concluded that the 

incremental cost of low sulfur coal is much lower. Only through inconsistent 

assumptions favorable to the applicant can Kentucky DAQ justify the high 502 limit in 

the permit. 

Because DAQ's analysis is inconsistent with the applicable law, inconsistent with 

the NSR Manual that DAQ purports to follow, and inconsistent with DAQ's own prior 

assumptions, the rejection of low sulfur coal as the basis for BACT is unlawful, arbitrary 

and capricious. The Administrator must object. 

III. THE ADMINISTRATOR MUST OBJECT BECAUSE THE PERMIT LACKS 
MACT DETERMINATIONS FOR MERCURY AND OTHER HAZARDOUS 
AIR POLLUTANTS FROM THE MAIN BOILER. 

The Administrator must object to the Title V permit because it lacks case-by-case 

MACT determinations for mercury and other hazardous air pollutants ("HAPs") from 

Unit 4. Pursuant to section 112 of the Act, categories of sources listed pursuant to 

section 112(c) are subject to the case-by-case MACT requirements of section 112(g) when .J 
EPA has not promulgated a national standard. 42 U.S.c. §§ 7412(c)(1) (Administrator 

shall publish a list of all categories and subcategories of major sources of HAPs), 

7412(g)(2) (requiring MACT of new and modified major sources of HAPs, which is 

determined on a case-by-case basis where the Administrator has not established 

emission limitations). New and modified major sources of HAPs have been subject to 

Clean Air Act section 112(g) since 2000. On December 20, 2000, the Administrator 

required to use lower sulfur coal than proposed by the applicant (2.71b SO.z/MMBtu compared to its 
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issued a determination under Section 112(n) that it was U appropriate and necessary" to 

regulate coal- and oil-burning electric generating units (EGUs) under the HAPs 

program. Regulatory Finding on the Emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants From Electric 

Utility Steam Generating Units, 65 Fed. Reg. 79,825, 79,827 (Dec. 20, 2000) ("2000 

Determination"). In that determination, EPA found that EGUs present significant 

hazards to public health and the environment. Id. at 79,827. As a result, EGUs were 

listed under Section 112(c). National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 

Poliutants:Revision of Source Category List Under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, 67 Fed. 

Reg. 6521, 6522, 6524 (Feb. 12, 2002). While U.s. EPA proposed a numeric HAP emission 

standard for coal~fired EGUs in January 2004, Proposed National Emission Standards for 

Hazardous Air Pollutants; and, in the Alternative, Proposed Standards of Performance for New 

and Existing Stationary Sources:Electric Utility Steam Generating Units, 69 Fed. Reg. 4754 

(Jan. 30, 2004), this standard was never finalized. Therefore, case-by-case limits are 

required pursuant to § 112(g). See also Memorandum from John Seitz, U.s. EPA, to 

Regional Air Directors, at p. 1 (Aug. I, 2001). 

EPA's attempt to un-do this listing was rejected and vacated. New Jersey v. EPA, 

517 F.3d 574, 583 (D.C. Cir. 2008). Therefore, following the Court's mandate in New 

Jersey v. EPA, electric generating units ("EGUs") are subject to the case-by-case MACT 

requirements laid out in Section 112 of the Clean Air Act. 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. Feb 8, 

2008) (mandate issued March 14, 2008). 

proposal of 3.57 lb 502/MMBtu). Cargil Final Permit at pdf 32. 
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A Title V permit must include "enforceable emi~sion limitations and standards" 

and other provisions /I as are necessary to assure compliance with applicable 

requirements of [the Clean Air ActJ." 42 U.S.c. 7661c(a). Applicable requirements 

include requirements under Clean Air Act section.112. 40 C.F.R. § 70.2. Therefore, 

where a Title V permit is issued for a new or modified source subject to section 112(g), 

the case-by-case HAP limits must be incorporated into the source's Title V permit for 

each HAP. Id.; 40 C.F.R. § 63.43; National Lime Assoc. v. EPA, 233 F.3d 625, 634 (D.C. Cir. 

2000) (MACT requirements apply to each of the HAPs that a source will emit). The 

Proposed.Permit for Spurlock does not include a MACT limit for hazardous air 

pollutants from Unit 4. Therefore, the Administrator must object.l4 

Dated this 28th day of April, 2008. 

Attorneys for Sierra Club 
GARVEY McNEIL & McGILLIVRAY, S.c. 

~USt2-
David C. Bender 

14 This petition is timely, pursuant to 42 U.S.c. § 7661d(b)(2), despite the fact that Sierra Club's public 
comments do not address this issue, because the basis is the Court of Appeals' mandate that issued on 
April 14, 2008. The comments submitted by Sierra Club were due well before the issuance of the 
mandate. In fact, the comments were submitted a week before the D.C. Circuit's opinion, and more than 
two months before the mandate. Therefore, it was "impracticable to raise such objections within [the 
comment] period" and "the grounds for such objection arose after such period." 42 U.S.c. § 7661d(b)(~). 
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BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

In the Matter of the Proposed Revised 

Operating Permit for the East Kentucky 

Power Cooperative, Inc. Hugh L. Spurlock 

Generating Station in Maysville, Kentucky. 

Proposed by the Kentucky Environmental 

Protection Cabinet Department for 

Environmental Protection Division for Air 

Quality on March 5, 2008. 

Source LD. No. 21-161-00009 

Permit No. V-06-007 (Revision 2) 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

STATEOFWISCONSIN ) 
) ss 

COUNTY OF DANE ) 

I make this statement under oath and based on personal knowledge. On this day 

I caused to be served upon the following persons a copy of Sierra Club's Petition to the 

United States Environmental Protection Agency In the Matter of the Proposed Revised 

Operating Permit for the East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. Hugh L. Spurlock 

Generating Station in Maysville, Kentucky, via Certified Mail, Return Receipt 

Requested: 
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Stephen L. Johnson 
US EPA Administrator 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

Environment and Public Protection Cabinet 
Department for Environmental Protection 
Division of Air Quality 
803 Shenkel Lane 
Frankfurt, K~ 40601 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 
Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station 
P.O. Box 707 
Winchester, KY 40392-0707 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 
Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station 
1301 West 2nd Street 
Maysville, KY 41056 

Dated: April 28, 2008 

Signed and sworn to before me 
This 28th day of April, 2008. 

Notary u lie, State of Wisconsin 
My commission is permanent. 

Erik Schneider 
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Permit Number: V -06-007 Revision 2 Page:_l_of 95 

SECTION A - PERMIT AUTHORIZATION 

Pursuant to a duly submitted application the Kentucky Division for Air Quality hereby 
authorizes the operation and construction of the equipment described herein in accordance with 
the terms and conditions of this permit. This permit has been issued under the provisions of 
Kentucky Revised Statutes Chapter 224 and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. 

The permittee shall not construct, reconstruct, or modify any affected facilities without first 
submitting a complete application and receiving a permit for the planned activity from the 
permitting authority, except as provided in this permit or in 401 KAR 52:020, Title V Permits . 

Issuance of this permit does not relieve the permittee from the responsibility of obtaining any 
other permits, licenses, or approvals required by this Cabinet or any other federal, state, or local 
agency. 



Permit Number: V-06-007 Revision 2 Page: Lof95 

SECTION B - EMISSION POINTS, EMISSION UNITS, APPLICABLE 
REGULATIONS, AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Emissions Unit 01 - Indirect Heat Exchanger (Unit 1) 

Description: 

Pulverized coal, dry-bottom, wall-fired boiler, rated 3500 MMBtu/hr with low NOx burners 
Number two fuel oil used for startup and stabilization 
Control equipment: Electrostatic Precipitator; Selective Catalytic Reduction 
Construction commenced before: 1971 
New Control equipment: Wet Electrostatic Precipitator, Wet Flow Gas Desulfurization 
Construction Commenced after: May 12,2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 61:015, Existing indirect heat exchangers with a capacity more than 250 MMBtu per 
hour and commenced before August 17, 1971; 
401 KAR 51: 160, NOx requirements for large utility and industrial boilers, incorporating by 
reference 40 CFR 96; 
401 KAR 52:060, Acid rain permits, incorporating by reference the Federal Acid Rain provisions 
40 CFR Parts 72 to 78; 
40 CFR Part 64, Compliance Assurance Monitoring. 

1. Operating Limitations: None 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:015, Section 4 (1), particulate emissions shall not exceed 
0.14 Ib/MMBtu based on a three-hour average. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:015, Section 4 (2), emissions shall not exceed 20 percent 
opacity based on a six-minute average except that a maximum of 40 percent opacity is 
allowed for a period not more than six minutes in any 60 minutes. 

c) Emissions from an indirect heat exchanger shall not exceed 20 percent opacity based 
on a six-minute average except during building a new fire for the period required to bring 
the boiler up to operating conditions provided the method used is that recommended by 
the manufacturer and the time does not exceed the manufacturer's recommendations. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:015, Section 1 (3)(e), sulfur dioxide emission shall not 
exceed 3.0 Ib/MMBtu based on a twenty-four-hour average. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) In accordance with subsection 4(b), the permittee shall conduct testing for particulates 
within one year following the issuance of this permit to establish the correlation between 
opacity and particulate emissions. This testing shall be conducted in accordance with 401 
KAR 50:045, Performance Tests, and pursuant to 40 CFR 64.4(c)(l), the testing shall be 
conducted under conditions representative of maximum emissions potential under 
anticipated operating conditions at the pollutant-specific emissions unit. 

' .. 



Permit Number: V -06-007 Revision 2 Page: ...L of 95 
SECTION B - EMISSION POINTS, EMISSION UNITS, APPLICABLE 
REGULATIONS, AND OPERATING CONDITIONS (CONTINUED) 

b) If no additional stack tests are performed pursuant to subsection 4(b), the permittee 
shall conduct one performance test for particulate emissions within the third year of the 
term of this permit to demonstrate compliance with the allowable standard. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:005, Section 3, Performance Specification 1 of 40 CFR 60, 
Appendix B, and 40 I KAR 52:020, Section 26, a continuous opacity monitoring (COM) 
system shall conform to requirements of these sections which include installing, 
calibrating, operating, and maintaining the continuous monitoring system for accurate 
opacity measurement. Excluding the startup, shut down, and exempted time periods, if 
any six-minute average opacity value exceeds the opacity standard, the permittee shall, as 
appropriate: 

i) Accept the concurrent readout from the COM and perform an inspection of the 
control equipment and make any necessary repairs or; 

ii) Determine opacity using reference Method 9 if emissions arc visible, inspect the 
COM and/or the control equipment, and make any necessary repairs. If a Method 9 
cannot be performed, the reason for not performing the test shall be documented. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, to meet the monitoring requirement for 
particulate matter, the permittee shall use a COM. Pursuant to 40 CFR 64.4(a)(I) and the 
CAM plan filed on October 27,2005, opacity shall be used as an indicator of particulate 
matter emissions in conjunction with monitoring of the electrostatic precipitator's 
transformer/rectifier voltage and current levels. Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64.4( c)(1), 
testing shall be conducted to establish the level of opacity that will be used as an indicator 
of particulate matter emissions. The opacity indicator level shall be established at a level 
that provides reasonable assurance that particulate matter emissions are in compliance 
when opacity is equal to or less than the indicator level. 

i) If any six-minute average 'opacity (averaged over a period of three hours) value 
exceeds the opacity indicator level, the permittee shall, as appropriate, initiate an 
inspection of the control equipment and/or the COM system and make any necessary 
repairs. 

ii) If five (5) percent or greater of COM data (data averaged over six-minute periods) 
recorded in a calendar quarter show excursions above the opacity indicator level, the 
permittee shall perform a stack test in the following calendar quarter to demonstrate 
compliance with the particulate matter standard while operating at representative 
conditions. The permittee shall submit a compliance test protocol as required by 
Section G(a)(17) of the permit before conducting the test. The Division may waive this 
testing requirement upon a demonstration that the cause(s) of the excursions have been 
corrected, or may require stack tests at any time pursuant to 401 KAR 50:045, 
Performance Tests. 

iii) If primary or secondary voltage or current levels of the transformer/rectifier sets are 
found to be outside normal ranges, corrective action shall be initiated. 
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c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:005, Section 3 and Performance Specification 2 of 
Appendix B to 40 CFR 60 or 40 CFR 75, Appendix A, and 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 
continuous emission monitoring systems (CEMS) shall be installed, calibrated, 
maintained, and operated for measuring sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and either 
oxygen or carbon dioxide emissions. If any 24-hour average sulfur dioxide value exceeds 
the standard, the permittee shall, as appropriate, initiate an investigation of the cause of 
the exceedance and/or the CEMS and make any necessary repairs or take corrective 
actions as soon as practicable. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:015, Section6(1), the sulfur content of solid fuels, as burned 
shall be determined in accordance with methods specified by the Division. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:015, Section 6(3), the rate of each fuel burned shall be 
measured daily and recorded. The heating value and ash content of fuels shall be 'ttt!IIII 
ascertained at least once per week and recorded. The average electrical output, and the 
minimum and maximum hourly generation rate shall be measured and recorded daily. 

f) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61:005, Section 3(5), the Division may provide a temporary 
exemption from the monitoring and reporting requirements of 401 KAR 61 :005, Section 
3, for the continuous monitoring system malfunction, provided that the source owner or 
operator shows, to the Division's satisfaction, that the malfunction was unavoidable and 
is being repaired as expeditiously as practicable. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall monitor the time 
between ignition and the time steady state operation of emission unit #1 is achieved. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) Records shall be kept in accordance with 401 KAR 61:005, Section 3(l6)(f) and .J 
61:015, Section 6, with the exception that the records shall be maintained for a period of 
five years. 

b) The permittee shall maintain the records of the following: 
i) data collected either by the continuous monitoring systems or as necessary to 

convert monitoring data to the units of the applicable standard; 
ii) the results of all compliance tests; 
iii) percentage of the COM data (excluding startup, shutdown, and malfunction 

data) showing excursions above the opacity standard and the opacity indicator 
level; 

iv) transformer/rectifier primary and secondary voltage and current levels at least 
once per shift; 

v) the records of the fuel analysis; 
vi) the rate of fuel burned on a daily basis; 
vii) the heating value and ash content on a weekly basis; and 
viii) the average electrical output and the minimum and maximum hourly generation 

rates on a daily basis. 
c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall record the time of 
ignition; the time steady state operation of emission unit #1 is achieved, and shall 
calculate and record the elapsed time between the two. 
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6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61 :005, Section 3 (16), minimum data requirements, which 
follow, shall be maintained and furnished in the format specified by the Division. All 
quarterly reports shall be postmarked by the thirtieth (30th) day following the end of each 
calendar quarter. 

i) Owners or operators of facilities required to install continuous monitoring 
systems, or those utilizing fuel sampling and analysis for sulfur dioxide emissions, 
shall submit for every calendar quarter, a written report of excess emissions, the 
nature, and cause of the excess emissions if known. The averaging period used for 
data reporting should correspond to the emission standard averaging period; 

ii) For opacity measurements, the summary shall consist of the magnitude in actual 
percent opacity of six (6) minute averages of opacity greater than the applicable 
opacity standard for each hour of operation of the facility. A verage values may be 
obtained by integration over the averaging period or by arithmetically averaging a 
minimum of four (4) equally spaced, instantaneous opacity measurements per minute. 
Any time period exempted .shall be considered before determining the excess average 
of opacity. Opacity data shall be reported in electronic files only; 

iii) A report of the number of excursions (excluding any exempted time periods) 
above the opacity indicator level, date and time of the excursions, opacity value of the 
excursions, and percentage of the COM data showing excursions above the opacity 
indicator level. 

iv) For gaseous measurements the summary shall consist of hourly averages in the 
units of the applicable standard. The hourly averages shall not appear in the written 
summary, but shall be provided in electronic files only. 

v) The date and time identitying each period during which the continuous 
monitoring system was inoperative, except for zero and span checks, and the nature 
of system repairs or adjustments shall be reported. Proof of continuous monitoring 
system performance is required as specified by the Division whenever system repairs 
or adjustments have been made. 

vi) When no excess emissions have occurred and the continuous monitoring 
system(s) have not been inoperative, repaired, or adjusted, such information shall be 
included in the report. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61 :0 IS, in the event of start-up, the permittee shall report: 
i) The type of start-up (cold, warm, or hot); 
ii) The reason why the start-up was determined to be cold, warm, or hot (or the 

conditions that dictated a cold, warm, or hot start-up); 
iii) The elapsed time of (or duration ot) the start-up; 
iv) The manufacturer's recommended duration for that type of start-up or 

alternatively, typical, historical durations for that type of start-up based upon 
good engineering practices; and 
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v) Whether or not the duration of the start-up exceeded the manufacturer's 
recommendation or typical, historical durations, and if so, an explanation of 
why the start-up exceeded recommended or typical durations. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) Electrostatic Precipitator, Selective Catalytic Reduction system Wet Electrostatic 
Precipitator, and Wet Flow Gas Desulfurization system shall be operated to maintain 
compliance with permitted emission limitations, consistence with manufacturer's 
specifications and / or good operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 02 - Indirect Heat Exchanger (Unit 2) 

Description: 

Pulverized coal-fired boiler, dry bottom, tangf'ntially-fired rated 5600 MMBtuihr equipped 
with low NOx burners 
Number two fuel oil used for startup and stabilization 
Control equipment: Electrostatic Precipitator, and Selective Catalytic Reduction system 
Construction commenced: 1981 
New control equipment: Wet Electrostatic Precipitator, and Wet Flow Gas Desulfurization 
Construction Commenced after: May 12, 2006 

Applicable Rel!ulations: 

401 KAR 51: 160, NOx requirements for large utility and industrial boilers; incorporating by 
reference 40 CFR 96; 
401 KAR 52:060, Acid rain permits, incorporating by reference the Federal Acid Rain provisions 
in 40 CFR Parts 72 to 78; 
401 KAR 59:015, New Indirect Heat exchangers with more than 250 MMBtu per hour capacity 
and commenced on or after August 17, 1971; 
40 CFR 60 Subpart D, Standards of Performance for fossil-fuel-fired steam generators, for an 
emissions unit greater than 250 MMBtulhr and commenced after August 17, 1971; 
40 CFR Part 64, Compliance Assurance Monitoring; 
40 CFR 52.21, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) The permittee shall operate emission unit #2 at a maximum heat input not greater than 
5600 MMBtu/hr as determined by a weekly average. 

b) The average heating value of the coal as burned shall be ascertained at least once per 
week and recorded The hours of operation and average amount of coal burned (tons/hr) 
shall also be determined and recorded weekly. Hourly heat rate shall be calculated and 
recorded weekly. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Section 4(1)(b), particulate emissions shall not exceed 
0.1 Ib/MMBtu based on a three-hour average. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Section 4(2), emissions shall not exceed twenty (20) 
percent opacity based on a six-minute average except a maximum of twenty-seven (27) 
percent opacity shall be permissible for not more than one (1) six (6) minute period in 
any sixty (60) consecutive minutes. 

c) Emissions from an indirect heat exchanger shall not exceed 20 percent opacity based 
on a six-minute average except during building a new fire for the period required to bring 
the boiler up to operating conditions provided the method used is that recommended by 
the manufacturer and the time does not exceed the manufacturer's recommendations. 
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d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Section 5(l)(b), sulfur dioxide emissions shall not 
exceed 1.2 Ib/MMBtu based on a three-hour average. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Seotion 6(1)(c), nitrogen oxides emissions expressed as 
nitrogen dioxide shall not exceed 0.7 1b/MMBtu based on a three-hour average. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) In accord~nce with subsection 4(b), the permittee shall conduct testing for particulates 
within one year following the issuance of this permit to establish the correlation between 
opacity and particulate emissions. This testing shall be conducted in accordance with 401 
KAR 50:045, Performance Tests, and pursuant to 40 CFR 64.4(c)(1), the testing shall be 
conducted under conditions representative of maximum emissions potential under 
anticipated operating conditions at the pollutant-specific emissions unit. 

b) If no additional stack tests are performed pursuant to subsection 4(b), the permittee 
shall conduct one performance test for particulate emissions within the third year of the 
term of this permit to demonstrate compliance with the allowable standard. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Section 7, Performance Specification 1 of 40 CFR 60, 
Appendix B, and 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, a continuous opacity monitoring (COM) 
system shall conform to requirements of these sections which include installing, 
calibrating, operating, and maintaining the continuous monitoring system for accurate 
opacity measurement. Excluding the startup, shut down, and exempted time periods, if 
any six-minute average opacity value exceeds the opacity standard, the permittee shall, as 
appropriate: 

i) Accept the concurrent readout from the COM and perform an inspection of the 
control equipment and make any necessary· repairs or; 

ii) Determine opacity using reference Method 9 if emissions are visible, inspect the 
COM and/or the control equipment, and make any necessary repairs. If a Method 9 
cannot be performed, the reason for not performing the test shall be documented. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, to meet the monitoring requirement for 
particulate matter, the permittee shall use a COM. Pursuant to 40 CFR 64.4(a)(1) and the 
CAM plan filed on October 27, 2005, opacity shall be used as an indicator of particulate 
matter emissions in conjunction with monitoring of the electrostatic precipitator's 
transformer/rectifier voltage and current levels. Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64.4(c)(1), 
testing shall be conducted to establish the level of opacity that will be used as an indicator 
of particulate matter emissions. The opacity indicator level shall be established at a level 
that provides reasonable assurance that particulate matter emissions are in compliance 
when opacity is equal to or less than the indicator level. 

i) If any six-minute average opacity (averaged over a period of three hours) value 
exceeds the opacity indicator level, the permittee shall, as appropriate, initiate an 
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inspection of the control equipment andlor the COM system and make any necessary 
repairs. 

ii) If five (5) percent or greater of COM data (data averaged over six-minute periods) 
recorded in a calendar quarter show excursions above the opacity indicator level, the 
permittee shall perform a stack test in the following calendar quarter to demonstrate 
compliance with the particulate matter standard while operating at representative 
conditions. The permittee shall submit a compliance test protocol as required by 
Section G(a)(l7) of the permit before conducting the test. The Division may waive 
this testing requirement upon a demonstration that the cause(s) of the excursions have 
been corrected, or may require stack tests at any time pursuant to 401 KAR 50:045, 
Performance Tests. 

iii) If primary or secondary voltage or current levels of the transformer/rectifier sets 
are found to be outside normal ranges, corrective action shall be initiated. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 61 :005, Section 3 and Performance Specification 2 of 
Appendix B to 40 CFR 60 or 40 CFR 75, Appendix A, and 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 
continuous emission monitoring systems (CEMS) shall be installed, calibrated, 
maintained, and operated for measuring sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and either 
oxygen or carbon dioxide emissions. Pursuant to 40 CFR 64.3(d), the nitrogen oxides 
CEMS shall be used to satisfY CAM requirements. Pursuant to 40 CFR 64.3(d), the 
sulfur dioxide CEMS shall be used to satisfY CAM requirements when the flue gas 
desulfurization system is in use. 

i) If any 24-hour average sulfur dioxide value exceeds the standard, the permittee 
shall, as appropriate, initiate an investigation of the cause of the exceedance and/or 
the CEMS and make any necessary repairs or take corrective actions as soon as 
practicable. 

ii) If any three-hour average nitrogen oxide value exceeds the standard, the permittee 
shall as appropriate, initiate an investigation of the cause of the exceedance and/or the 
CEMS and make any necessary repairs or take corrective actions as soon as 
practicable. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall monitor the time 
between ignition and the time steady state operation of emission unit #2 is achieved. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3 (4), the owner or operator of the indirect heat 
exchanger shall maintain a file of all measurements, including continuous monitoring 
system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous 
monitoring system performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or 
monitoring device calibration cheeks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these 
systems and devices; and all other information required by 401 KAR 59:005 recorded in 
a permanent form suitable for inspection. 
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b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(2), the owner or operator of this unit shall 
maintain the records of the occurrence and duration of any malfunction, shutdown, or 
startup, in the operation of the emissions unit, air pollution control equipment; or any 
period during which a continuous monitoring system or monitoring device is inoperative. 

c) The permittee shall compute and record percentage of COM data (excluding startup, 
shutdown and malfunction data) showing excursions above the opacity standard in each 
calendar quarter. 

d) The permittee shall keep the results of all compliance tests. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall record the time of 
ignition; the time steady state operation of emission unit #2 is achieved, and shall 
calculate and record the elapsed ti~e between the two. """ 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3 (3), minimum data requirements which 
follow shall be maintained and furnished in the format specified by the Division. Owners 
or operators of facilities required to install CEM systems shall submit for every calendar 
quarter a written report of excess emissions (as defined in applicable sections) to the 
Division. All quarterly reports shall be postmarked by the thirtieth (30th) day following 
the end of each calendar quarter and shall include the following information: 

i) The magnitude of the excess emission computed in accordance with the 401 KAR 
59:005, Section 4(8), any conversion factors used, and the date and time of 
commencement and completion of each time period of excess emissions. 

ii) All hourly averages shall be reported for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides 
monitors. The hourly averages shall be made available in the format specified by the 
Division. 

iii) Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs during 
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions of the emissions unit. The nature and cause of 
any malfunction (if known), the corrective action taken or preventive measures 
adopted. 

iv) The date and time identifying each period during which continuous monitoring 
system was inoperative except for zero and span checks, and the nature of the system 
repairs or !\djustments shall be reported. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, Section 7(7), for the purposes of reports required under 
401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(3), periods of excess emissions that shall be reported and 
defined as follows: 

i) Excess emissions are defined as any six (6) minute period during which the 
average opacity of emissions exceeds twenty (20) percent opacity, except that one (1) 
six (6) minute average per hour of up to twenty-seven (27) percent opacity need not 
be reported. 
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ii) Excess emissions of sulfur dioxide are defined as any three (3) hour period during 
which the average emissions (arithmetic average of three contiguous one hour 
periods) exceed the applicable sulfur dioxide emissions standards. 

iii) Excess emissions for emissions units using a continuous monitoring system for 
measuring nitrogen oxides are defined as any three (3) hour period during which the 
average emissions (arithmetic average of three contiguous one hour periods) exceed 
the applicable nitrogen oxides emissions standards. 

iv) When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous monitoring system(s) 
have not been inoperative, repaired, or adjusted, such information shall be stated in 
the report. 

c) The permittee shall report the number of excursions (excluding startup, shutdown, 
malfunction data) above the opacity standard, date and time of excursions, opacity value 
of the excursions, and percentage of the COM data showing excursions above the opacity 
standard in each calendar quarter. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:015, in the event of start-up, the permittee shall report: 
i) The type of start-up (cold, warm, or hot); 
ii) The reason why the start-up was determined to be cold, warm, or hot (or the 

conditions that dictated a cold, warm, or hot start-up); 
iii) The elapsed time of (or duration of) the start-up; 
iv) The manufacturer's recommended duration for that type of start-up or 

alternatively, typical, historical durations for that type of start-up based upon good 
engineering practices; and 

v) Whether or not the duration of the start-up exceeded the manufacturer's 
recommendation or typical, historical durations, and if so, an explanation of why 
the start-up exceeded recommended or typical durations. 

Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) Electrostatic Precipitator, Selective Catalytic Reduction system Wet Electrostatic 
Precipitator, and Wet Flow Gas Desulfurization system shall be operated to maintain 
compliance with permitted emission limitations, consistence with manufacturer's 
specifications and / or good operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipments shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 08 Circulating Fluidized Bed Unit #3 

Description: 

Coal fired Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) boiler rating 2,500 MMBtu/hour, 
Emission control units: baghouse, dry lime scrubber, and SNCR 
No.2 Fuel Oil used for startup and stabilization 
Tire-Derived Fuel (TDF) <=10% coal fuel by weight ratio 
Construction date: June 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:005, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60, Subpart Da, Standards of performance 
for electric utility steam generating units applicable to an emission unit with a capacity of more 'filii 
than 250 MMBtu/hr and commenced on or after September 19, 1978; 
40 CFR 60, Appendix F, Quality Assurance Procedures; 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982; 
401 KAR 51: 160, NOx requirements for large utility and industrial boilers, incorporating by 
reference 40 CFR 96; 
401 KAR 52:060, Acid rain permits, incorporating by reference the Federal Acid Rain provisions 
40 CFR Parts 72 to 78; 
40 CFR 63, Subpart B, Requirements for Control Technology Determinations with Major 
Sources in Accordance with Clean Air Act Sections, Sections 112 (g) and 1120); 
40 CFR 64, Compliance Assurance Monitoring; 
40 CFR Part 75, Continuous Emission Monitoring; 
401 KAR 63:020, Potentially hazardous matter or toxic substances. 

State Only Enforceable Applicable Regulation: "" 

401 KAR 59:016, New Electric Utility Steam Generating Units 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control devices required to 
meet BACT. 

b) Tire-Derived Fuel (TDF) shall not be burned in excess of 10% of coal fuel by weight 
ratio. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 3 (1)(b), and 401 KAR 51:017, particulate 
emissions shall not exceed 0.015 Ib/MMBtu heat input based on a three-hour average. 
Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 6(1), compliance with the 0.015 Ib/MMBtu 
emission limitation shall constitute compliance with the 99% reduction requirement 
contained in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 3(1)(b). 
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b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 3(2), emissions from this unit shall not exceed 
twenty (20) percent opacity based on a six-minute average except that a maximum of 
twenty-seven (27) percent opacity is allowed for not more than one (1) six (6) minute 
period in any 60 consecutive minutes. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 4(1) and 401 KAR 51:017, sulfur dioxide 
emissions shall not exceed 0.20 Ib/MMBtu based on a twenty-four (24) hour block 
average. Compliance with the twenty-four (24) hour average shall constitute compliance 
with the thirty (30) day rolling average contained in 401 KAR 59:016. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, carbon monoxide emissions shall not exceed 0.15 
Ib/MMBtu based on a thirty (30) day rolling average. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, nitrogen oxides emISSIOns shall not exceed 0.07 
Ib/MMBtu based on a thirty (30) day rolling average. The NOx emission limit is waived 
for the specific SNCR optimization study activity as detailed in Section D (8 and 9). 
Should the optimization study indicate that 0.07 Ib/MMBtu is unachievable, the NOx 
emissions rate shall be the optimized rate up to a maximum of 0.1 0 Ibs/MMBtu. 

f) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, VOC emissions shall not exceed 0.0036 Ib/MMBtu 
based on a thirty (30) day rolling average. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, mercury emissions shall not exceed 0.00000265 
Ib/MMBtu based on a quarterly average. 

h) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, fluoride emISSIOns shall not exceed 0.0000466 
Ib/MMBtu based on a thirty (30) day rolling average. 

i) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, lead emissions shall not exceed 0.0000063 Ib/MMBtu 
based on a quarterly average. 

j) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, beryllium emissions shall not exceed 0.0000146 
Ib/MMBtu based on a quarterly average. 

k) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, sulfuric acid mist emissions shall not exceed 0.005 
Ib/MMBtu based on a thirty (30) day average. 

1) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 6(3), particulate matter and nitrogen oxides 
emission standards apply at all times except during periods of startup, shutdown, or 
malfunction. The sulfur dioxide emission standard under Section 4 applies at all times 
except during periods of startup, shutdown, or emergency conditions per 401 KAR 
59:016 Section 6. 

m) Pursuant to 40 CFR. 63.43(d), case-by-case MACT determination for the Unit # 3 
Boiler, shall not exceed the following hazardous air pollutants (HAP) emission 
limitations: 
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HAP Emissions Limitation 
(lb/MMBtu) 

VOC 0.0036 

Mercury 0.00000265 

Hydrogen Chloride 0.0035 

Hydrogen Fluoride 0.00047 

Beryllium 0.0000146 

Lead 0.0000063 

Metal HAPS (as PM) 0.015 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:055, Section 2, the'permittee shall demonstrate compliance 
with the applicable emission standards within sixty (60) days after achieving the 
maximum production rate at which the affected facility will be operated, but not later 
than 180 days after initial startup of such facility. Opacity data from the Continuous 
Opacity Monitor (COM) during the performance test for particulate shall be correlated 
with the particulate emissions rate to establish an opacity indicator level pursuant to 
Condition 4.b below. 

b) If no additional stack tests are performed pursuant to Condition 4.b, the permittee 
shall conduct a performance test for particulate emissions within the third year after 
demonstrating compliance with the allowable standard. 

c) The permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions from the stack by EPA 
Reference Method 9 weekly, or more frequently if requested by the Division. 

d) See Section D 

e) Case-by-Case MACT 
Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), case-by-case MACT determination, and 40 
CFR.70.6(c), the permittee shall demonstrate compliance with the applicable emissions 
limitations for the following HAPs: 
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HAP Emissions Limitation Compliance Method 

VOC (VOC HAPs) 0.0036 IblMMBtu Method 25A 

Mercury 0.000002651b1MMBtu Method 29 

Hydrogen Chloride 0.0035 IblMMBtu Method26A 

Hydrogen Fluoride 0.000471b/MMBtu Method26A 

Beryllium 0.00001461b/MMBtu Method 29 

Lead 0.0000063 Ib/MMBtu Method 29 

Metal HAPs (as PM) 0.015 Ib/MMBtu Method 5 

f) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii) case-by case MACT determination, and 40 CFR 
70.6(c), the permittee shall demonstrate compliance with these emissions limitations 
within 60 days after achieving the maximum production rate at which the facility will be 
operated, but not later than 180 days after initial startup of the emissions unit. See 
Section G( d)5 

g) During the initial compliance test, the permittee shall take a sample of the fuel "as 
fired" and analyze it to determine the HAP content in the fuel. This information shall be 
used to establish a correlation between the sample's HAP content and HAP emissions for 
monitoring purposes. The permittee shaH demonstrate compliance with these emission 
limits each year to validate the correlation between grab samples HAP content and HAP 
emissions. After three years of demonstrating compliance and the correlation between 
the samples and emissions, the permittee may petition the Division to use the grab 
samples as a surrogate for compliance testing. 

h) The permittee shall perform initial testing with the appropriate U.S. EPA test method 
for SAM to establish correlation with sulfur dioxide emission readings and the limestone 
injection rate to sulfuric acid mist (SAM) emissions. Lime injection rate and S02 CEM 
readings are the indicators of continuing SAM compliance. 

4. Specific Monitoring Reguirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7 and 401 KAR 
59:005, Section 4, the permittee shall install, calibrate, maintain, and operate continuous 
emission monitoring systems for measuring the opacity of emissions, sulfur dioxide 
emissions, nitrogen oxides emissions, carbon monoxide emissions, and either oxygen or 
carbon dioxide emissions. Oxygen or carbon dioxide shall be monitored at each location 
where sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides emissions are monitored. The owner or operator 
shall ensure the continuous emission monitoring systems are in compliance with the 
requirements of 40 1 KAR 59:005, Section 4. Compliance with the Continuous Emission 
Monitoring provisions of 40CFR 75 will constitute compliance with the _ monitoring 
requirements of 40 1 KAR 59: 016. 
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b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR59:016, Section 7(1), to meet the 
compliance assurance monitoring requirement for particulate, the permittee shall use a 
continuous opacity monitor (COM). The opacity indicator level determined pursuant to 
Condition 3.a above, shall be established at a level that provides reasonable assurance 
that PM emissions are in compliance when opacity is equal to or less than the indicator. 
Excluding the startup, shut down, and once per hour exemption periods, if any six minute 
average opacity (averaged over a period of 3 hours) value exceeds the opacity trigger 
level, the permittee shall, as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment 
and/or the COM system and make any necessary repairs. If five (5) percent or greater of 
COM data (excluding startup, shut down, and malfunction periods, data averaged over a 
three hour period) recorded in a calendar quarter show excursions above the opacity 
trigger level, the permittee shall perform a stack test in the following calendar quarter to 
demonstrate compliance with the particulate standard while operating at representative 
conditions. The' permittee shall submit a compliance test protocol as required by Section "filii 
G (a)(l9) of this permit before conducting the test. The Division may waive this testing 
requirement upon a demonstration that the cause(s) of the excursions have been 
corrected, or may require stack tests at any time pursuant to 401 KAR 50:045, 
Performance Tests. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(1), the 
permittee shall use a continuous opacity monitor (COM) to meet the monitoring 
requirements for opacity. The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of 
the opacity of emissions from the stack on a daily basis and maintain a log of the 
observations. If visible emissions from the stack are seen, the permittee shall determine 
the opacity of emissions by Reference Method 9, or by accepting the concurrent read out 
from the COM and instigating an inspection of the control equipment and making any 
necessary repairs. If no visible emissions, which would trigger Reference Method 9 
determinations or equipment repairs, are observed during any six consecutive week 
period, the frequency of observation may be reduced to weekly. Observations shalt revert 
to daily if visible emissions, which would trigger Reference Method 9 determinations or 
equipment repairs, are observed during any weekly observation. Daily observations shall 
continue until such time that no visible emissions, which would trigger Reference 
Method 9 determinations or equipment repairs, are observed during any three consecutive 
week period. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26,401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(2), to meet the 
compliance assurance monitoring requirement for sulfur dioxide, the permittee shall use a 
continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down periods, if 
any 24-hour block average sulfur dioxide value exceeds that standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment andlor the CEM system and 
make any necessary repairs as soon as practicable. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(3), to meet the 
compliance assurance monitoring requirement for nitrogen oxides, the permittee shall use 
a continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down periods, if 
any 30 day rolling average nitrogen oxide value exceeds the standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment and/or CEM system and 
make any necessary repairs or take any corrective actions as soon as practicable. 
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f) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 51:017, and 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 7(2), the permittee shall monitor sulfur dioxide emissions at the outlet of the dry 
lime scrubber using a continuous emissions monitoring system. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(3), to meet the 
continuous monitoring requirement for carbon monoxide, the permittee shall use a 
continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down periods, if any 
30 day rolling average carbon monoxide value exceeds the standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the unit and/or CEM system and make any 
necessary repairs or take any corrective actions as soon as practicable. The carbon 
monoxide CEM system shall be operated and maintained in accordance with 
Performance Specification 4 of Appendix B to 40 CFR 60 filed by reference in 401 KAR 
50:015. 

h) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(5), all the 
continuous emission monitoring systems shall be operated and data shall be recorded 
during all periods of operation of the emissions unit including periods of startup, 
shutdown, malfunction or emergency conditions, except for continuous monitoring 
system breakdowns, repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments. 

i) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, and 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(6), when 
emission data are not obtained because of continuous monitoring system breakdowns, 
repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments, the permittee shall obtain 
emission data by using other monitoring systems as approved by the Division or the 
reference methods as described in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(8) to provide emission 
data for a minimum of eighteen hours in at least twenty-two out of thirty successive 
boiler operating days. 

j) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(9), the following procedures shall be used to 
conduct monitoring system performance evaluations and calibration checks as required 
under 401 KAR 59:005, Section 4(3). 

i) Reference Method 6, 7, or 10 as applicable shall be used for conducting 
performance evaluations of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide 
continuous emission monitoring systems. 

ii) Sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides, as applicable, shall be used for preparing 
calibration mixtures under Performance Specification 2 of Appendix B to 40 CFR 60 
filed by reference in 401 KAR 50:015. 

iii) The span value for the continuous monitoring system for measuring opacity shall 
be between sixty (60) and eighty (80) percent and the span value for the continuous 
monitoring system for measuring nitrogen oxides shall be as specified in 40 CFR 75, 
Appendix A. 

iv) The span value for the continuous monitoring system for measuring sulfur dioxide 
the outlet of the control device shall be 50 percent of the maximum estimated hourly 
potential emissions of the fuel fired or span value specified in 40 CFR 75, 
Appendix A. 

k) The permittee shall take a grab sample of the fuel "as fired" to the CFB on a quarterly 
basis. The samples taken on a quarterly basis shall be analyzed to determine beryllium 
content. The samples taken on a quarterly basis shall also be analyzed to determine the 
applicable hazardous air pollutant content. This data, along with the baseline data 
established during the initial compliance test, shall be used to demonstrate compliance 
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with the emission limits for these pollutants. Depending on the results of the quarterly 
tests, additional steps may be required to ensure that applicable hazardous air pollutant 
content emission limits are not exceeded. 

1) The permittee shall monitor and record the TDF tonnage and 10% tire to coal ratio for 
fuel usage on a monthly basis. 

m) CAM Requirements 

The permittee shall use Sulfur Dioxide (S02) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Continuous 
Emissions Monitors (CEMs) as continuous compliance determination methods to 
preclude applicability of 40 CFR 64 for those specific parameters, and to demonstrate 
compliance with Best Available Control Technology (BACT) limits contained in this 
permit. 

i) The permittee shall conduct the monitoring and fulfill the other obligations 
specified in 40 C.F.R. §§ 64.7 through 64.9. 

ii) Pursuant to 40 CFR 64.6, the table below shows the monitoring approach for PM. 

CAM Requirement PM/PMlO limits 

General 0.015 Ib/MMBtu filterable particulates, 20% Opacity 
Requirements 

Monitoring Initial Source Test & hI) installation of a COM at outlet of the baghouse and 
Methods and monitorin~ of the bag ouse pressure drop and other relevant parameters 
Location identified uring inittal testing or (2) visual observation of plume from stack 

Indicator Range (1) Initial source testing to establish COM and equipment parameter indicator 
ranges, including the ba~ouse ~ressure dro8i as tffiropriate or (2) Initial 
source testing to establis comE iance with e P imlt at 20% opacity. The 
Rennittee must conduct daily sack observations. If visible emissions are seen, 
he permittee must conduct a Method 9 observation to determine the opacity of 

the emissions or shall accept the concurrent read-out from the COM .. 

Data Collection (1) COM and control device operating parameters or (2) daily observations 
Frequency 

Averaging Period (l) Opacity - 6 minute averages or (2) Visible Emission Surveys - 6 minutes 

Recordkeeping COM data system records and control device parameters will be maintained 
for a period of 5 y'ears. Visible observation records and method 9 observations 
will De kept in a aesignated logbook and maintained for a period of 5 years. 

QAlQC COM will be maintained and operated in accordance with 401KAR 59:005 / 
40CFR 60 Appendix B and other requirements as applicable. Baghouse 
monitored parameters will be maintained and orerated in accordance with 
manufacturer recommendations; or records of Method 9 certifications will be 
maintained 
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HAP 

Case-by- Case MACT 

Pursuant to 63.43(g) case-by-case MACT determination, the permittee shall conduct 
the following monitoring to assure compliance with the applicable requirements: 

Emissions Monitoring Method 
Limitation 
Ib/MMBtu 

VOC(VOC 0.0036 The continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
HAPs) compliance with the carbon monoxide emission limitation shall be 

used as an indicator of good combustion practices. Compliance 
with the carbon monoxide emission limitation assures compliance 
with the VOC (VOC HAP) emission limit. 

Mercury 0.00000265 The permittee shall take a sample of fuel "as fired" to the boiler on 
a quarterly basis. The samples taken on a quarterly basis shall be 
analyzed to determine mercury content. Emissions shall be 
estimated based on the emission correlations established during 
the most recent stack test. 

The continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
compliance with the carbon monoxide emission limitation shall be 
used as an indicator of good combustion practices. The 
continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitations shall also 
be used as an indicator or the proper dry lime scrubber operational 
procedures. Compliance with the carbon monoxide and sulfur 
dioxide emission limitations assures compliance with the mercury 
emission limit. 

Hydrogen 0.0035 The continuous comp Hance monitoring method used to assess 
Chloride compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitations shall be 

used to assure compliance with the hydrogen chloride emission 
limit. Compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitations 
assures compliance with the hydrogen chloride emissions limit. 

Hydrogen 0.00047 The continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
Fluoride compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitations shall be 

used to assure compliance with the hydrogen fluoride emission 
limit. Compliance with the sulfur dioxide emission limitations 
assures compliance with the hydrogen fluoride emissions limit. 

Lead 0.0000063 Same as beryllium 
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HAP Emissions Monitoring Method 
Limitation 
Lb/MMBtu 

Beryllium 0.0000146 The permittee shall take a sample of fuel "as fired" to the coal-
fired boiler on a quarterly basis. The samples taken on a quarterly 
basis shall be analyzed to determine beryllium. Emissions shall be 
estimated based on the emission correlations established during 
the most recent stack test. 
[The continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
compliance with the PM emission limitations shall be used to 
assure compliance with the beryllium emission limit as an 
indicator of proper operation and removal of beryllium from the 
exhaust stream.] 

Metal HAPs 0.015 The continuous compliance monitoring method used to assess 
compliance with the PM emission limitations shall be used to 
assure compliance with the metal HAPs emission limit as an 
indicator of proper operation and removal of metal HAPs from the 
exhaust stream. Compliance with the PM emission limitation 
assures compliance with the metal HAPs emissions limit. 

n) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43 (g)(2)(ii), case-by-case MACT determination, 40 CFR 
70.6(a)(3)(i)(B), and 40 CFR 64.6(c)(1), the permittee shall conduct a compliance 
demonstration each year to validate the correlation between the coal samples HAP 
content and HAP emissions. The test procedure shall consist of taking grab samples of 
coal "as-fired" concurrent with the compliance demonstration to correlate the HAP 
content of coal with the HAP emissions. The coal samples shall be analyzed for HAP 
content and the correlation with the HAP emissions shall be established based on the 
analyzed HAP content and stack emissions. 

0) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall monitor the time 
between ignition and the time steady state operation of emission unit #3 is achieved. 

p) For sulfuric acid mist, the permittee shall utilize the S02 CEMS and monitor the rate 
of limestone injection in conjunction with the initial source test to establish excursion 
levels. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(4), the owner or operator of the CFB shall 
maintain a file of all measurements, including continuous monitoring system, monitoring 
device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system 
performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device 
calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these systems and 
devices; and all other-information required by 401 KAR 59:005 recorded in a permanent 
form suitable for inspection. 
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b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(2), the owner or operator of this unit shall 
maintain the records of the occurrence and duration of any startup, shutdown, or 
malfunction in the operation of the affected facility, any malfunction of the air pollution 
control equipment; or any period during which a continuous monitoring system or 
monitoring device is inoperative. 

c) The permittee shall compute and record percentage of the COM data (excluding 
startup, shut down, and malfunction data) showing excursions above the opacity trigger 
level in each calendar quarter. 

d) The permittee shall maintain the results of all compliance tests. 

e) Case-by-Case MACT 

i) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), the permittee shall keep quarterly records of 
the sample's HAP analyses. The permittee shall keep these records according to the 
general recordkeeping requirements specified in Section F.1. and F.2. of this permit. 

ii) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), the permittee shall record continuously the 
S02 emission rate at the outlet of the dry lime scrubber using the CEM system. 

iii) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), the permittee shall record continuously the 
opacity of visual emissions at the outlet of the baghouse using the COM system. 

iv) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), the permittee shall record continuously the 
carbon monoxide emission rate using the CEM system. 

f) On a daily basis, the permittee shall record the TDF usage for fuel and the coal 
fuel/weight ratio, when TDF is used as fuel. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall record the time of 
ignition; the time steady state operation of emission unit #3 is achieved, and shall 
calculate and record the elapsed time between the two. 

h) The permittee shall record the limestone injection rates and the S02 CEMS data. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(3), minimum data requirements which follow 
shall be maintained and furnished in the format specified by the Division. Owners or 
operators of facilities required to install continuous monitoring systems shall submit for 
every calendar quarter a written report of excess emissions (as defined in applicable 
sections) to the Division for Air Quality. All quarterly reports shall be postmarked by the 
thirtieth (30th) day following the end of each calendar quarter and shall include the 
following information: 

1) The magnitude of the excess emission computed in accordance with the 401 KAR 
59:005, Section 4(8), any conversion factors used, and the date and time of 
commencement and completion of each time period of excess emissions. 
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2) All hourly averages shall be reported for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon 
monoxide monitors. The hourly averages shall be made available in the format 
specified by the Division for Air Quality. 

3) Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs during 
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected facility. The nature and cause 
of any malfunction (if known), the corrective action taken or preventive measures 
adopted. 

4) The date and time identifYing each period during which continuous monitoring 
system was inoperative except for zero and span checks and the nature of the system 
repairs or adjustments. 

5) When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous monitoring system(s) 
have not been inoperative, repaired, or adjusted, such information shall be stated in 
the report. 

6) For sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, all information listed in 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 9(2)(a-i) shall be reported for each twenty-four (24) hour period. 

7) If the minimum quantity of emission data as required by 401 KAR 59:016, Section 
7(6)(a-e) is not obtained for any thirty successive boiler operating days, the permittee 
shall report all the information listed in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(3) for that thirty 
day period. 

8) If any sulfur dioxide standards as specified in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 4(a and b) 
are exceeded during emergency conditions because of control system malfunction, 
the permittee shall submit a signed statement including all information as described in .~ 

401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(4). 

9) For any periods for which opacity, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or carbon 
monoxide emissions data are not available, the permittee shall submit a signed 
statement pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(6) indicating if any changes were 
made in the operation of the emission control system during the period of data 
unavailability. Operations of control system and emissions unit during periods of data 
unavailability are to be compared with operation of the control system and emissions 
unit before and following the period of data unavailability. 

10) The permittee shall submit a signed statement including all information as 
described in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(7). 

11) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(8), for the purposes of the reports 
required under 401 KAR 59:005, Section 4, periods of excess emissions are defined 
as all six (6) minute periods during which the average opacity exceeds the applicable 
opacity standards as specified in Subsection 2 of this section. Opacity levels in excess 
of the applicable opacity standard and the date of such excesses are to be submitted to 
the Division each calendar quarter. 
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b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(3), the permittee shall report the number of 
excursions (excluding startup, shut down, malfunction data) above the opacity trigger 
level, date and time of excursions, opacity value of the excursions, and percentage of the 
COM data showing excursions above the opacity trigger level in each calendar quarter to 
the Division Regional Office. 

CAM Requirements 

c) Pursuant to 40 c'F.R. §64.9(a) the permittee shall report the following information 
according to the general reporting requirements specified in Section F.5. of this permit: 

i. Number of exceedances or excursions; 
n. Duration of each exceedance or excursion; 

iii. Cause of each exceedance or excursion; 
IV. Corrective actions taken on each exceedance or excursion; 
v. Number of monitoring equipment downtime incidents; 

Vl. Duration of each monitoring equipment downtime incident; 
VB. Cause of each monitoring equipment downtime incident; 

Vlli. Description of actions taken to implement a quality improvement plan for 
operating and monitoring, and upon completion of the quality improvement plan, 
documentation that the plan was completed and reduced the likelihood of similar 
excursions or exceedances and downtimes. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, in the event of start-up, the permittee shall 
report: 

1) The type of start-up (cold, warm, or hot); 
2) The reason why the start-up was determined to be cold, warm, or hot (or the 

conditions that dictated a cold, warm, or hot start-up); 
3) The elapsed time of (or duration of) the start-up; 
4) The manufacturer's recommended duration for that type of start-up or 

alternatively, typical, historical durations for that type of start-up based upon good 
engineering practices;· and 

5) Whether or .not the duration. of the start-up exceeded the manufacturer's 
recommendation or typical, historical durations, and if so, an explanation of why 
the start-up exceeded recommended or typical durations. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, the permittee shall utilize the limestone injection rate, 
the S02 CEMS data, and the correlation established during initial source testing to 
calculate and report sulfuric acid mist (SAM) emissions quarterly to the Division's 
Regional Office. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The CFB, baghouse, SNCR, and dry lime scrubber shall be operated to maintain 
compliance with permitted emission limitations, in accordance with manufacturer's 
specifications and/or standard operating practices. Compliance with this condition for 
particulate matter is in accordance with the CAM submittal for this unit. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 
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HAP 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 

d) Case-by-Case MACT 

Pursuant to 40 CFR §63.43(d), the permittee shall install and operate the following control 
technology to meet the case-by-case MACT emission limitations while the emission unit is 
in operation: 

Control TechnOlogy 

Mercury Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR), 
dry lime scrubber, baghouse 

Beryllium, Lead Baghouse 

Acid Gases (Hydrogen Chloride Dry Scrubber and Baghouse 
and Hydrogen Fluoride) 

Metals (Metal HAPs) Baghouse 

e) Control Equipment Operating Conditions for the dry lime scrubber: 

Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), case-by-case MACT determination, 40 CFR and 40 
CFR 64.6(c)(2), the permittee shall monitor S02 emissions continuously using the CEM 
system. Compliance with the S02 emissions limitation assures proper operation of the 
dry lime scrubber. 

f) Control Equipment Operating Conditions for the baghouse: 

Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.43(g)(2)(ii), case-by-case MACT determination, 40 CFR and 40 
CFR 64.6(c)(2), the permittee shall maintain the opacity of visual emissions to less than 
20 % as measured by the COM system. Compliance with the opacity limitation assures 
proper operation of the baghouse. 
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Emissions Unit 17 Circulating Fluidized Bed Unit #4 

Description: 

Coal fired Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) boiler rating 2800 MMBtulhr (or 300 MWh) 
Emissions control units: Baghouse, dry time scmbber, and SNCR 
Tire-Derived Fuel (TDF), <= 10% coal fuel by weight ratio 
ASTM Grade No.2-DSI5 fuel oil, used for startup and stabilization 
Constmction Commence Date: April 2006 

Applicable Regulations:,. 

401 KAR 60:005, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60, Subpart Da, Standards of performance 
for electric utility steam generating units applicable to an emission unit with a capacity of more 
than 250 MMBtulhr and commenced on or after September 19, 1978; 
401 KAR 51: 160, NOx requirements for large utility and industrial boilers; incorporating by 
reference 40 CFR 96; 
401 KAR 52:060, Acid rain permits, incorporating by reference the Federal Acid Rain provisions 
as codified in 40 CFR Parts 72 to 78; 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
constmction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982; 
40 CFR Part 64, Compliance Assurance Monitoring (for NOx, PM/PMlO, and S02); 
40 CFR Part 75, Continuous Emission Monitoring; 
401 KAR 63:020, Potentially hazardous matter or toxic substances. 

State Only Enforceable Applicable Regulation: 

401 KAR 59:016, New Electric Utility Steam Generating Units 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install all control devices selected 
required to meet BACT. 
• BACT for PM/PMlO is Pulse Jet Fabric Filter. 
• BACT for CO is good combustion control. 
• BACT for H2S04 mist is a Dry Scmbber and Limestone Injection. 
• BACT for fluorides (as HF) is a PJFF and Dry Scmbber. 
• BACT for NOx is a CFB and SNCR. 
• BACT for S02, is a CFB with dry lime scmbber. 
• Only ASTM Grade No.2-DSI5 fuel oil, with a sulfur content not to exceed 15 ppm 

shall be used for startup and stabilization. 
• Tire-Derived Fuel (TDF) shall not exceed 10% coal fuel by weight ratio shall be 

burned. 
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2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 3(l)(b), and 401 KAR 51:017, particulate 
matter (PM, filterable) emissions shall not exceed 0.009 Ib/MMBtu based on a 30 day 
rolling average of the data from the PM CEM, and total particulates (filterable and 
condensable PM/PMIO) shall not exceed 0.012 Ib/MMBtu based on a 3 hour performance 
test. In order to ensure the validity of the NAAQS and increment consumption modeling, 
PMIO emissions shall not exceed 84 Ib/hr on a twenty four-block average. Pursuant to 401 
KAR 59:016, Section 6(1), compliance with the 0.009 Ib/MMBtu (filterable) emission 
limitation shall constitute compliance with the 99% reduction requirement contained in 
401 KAR 59:016, Section 3(1)(b). 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:005, Section 3(1)(c) and 40 CFR 60.42Da(c), filterable 
particulate emissions shall not exceed 0.015 Ib/MMBtu of heat input based on 3 hour 
average. Compliance shall be determined using procedures set forth in 40 CFR 60.48 Da. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 3(2), emissions from this unit shall not exceed 
twenty (20) percent opacity based on a six-minute average except that a maximum of 
twenty-seven (27) percent is allowed for not more than one (1) six (6) minute per hour. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 4(1) and 401 KAR 51:017, sulfur dioxide 
(S02) emissions shall not exceed 0.15 Ib/MMBtu on a 24-hour block average. 
Compliance with the limit shall be demonstrated by continuous emissions monitoring 
(CEMS). In order to ensure the validity of the NAAQS and increment consumption 
modeling, sulfur dioxide emissions shall not exceed 5041b/hr based on a twenty-four (24) 
hour block average. Compliance with the twenty-four (24) hour average shall constitute 
compliance with the thirty (30) day rolling average contained in 401 KAR 59:016. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:005, Section 3(1)(c) and 40 CFR 60.43Da(i), sulfur dioxide 
emissions shall not exceed 1.4 Ib/MWh gross energy output, based on a thirty (30) day 
rolling average. Compliance shall be determined using procedures set forth in 40 CFR 
60.48 Da. Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 4, compliance with this limit shall 
constitute compliance with the 70% reduction requirement contained in 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 4(1)(b). 

f) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 0.10 
Ibs/MMBtu based on a thirty day rolling average. Compliance with the limits shall be 
demonstrated by continuous emissions monitoring (CEM). In order to ensure the validity 
of the NAAQS and increment consumption modeling, CO emissions shall not exceed 420 
lblhr on a eight hour block average. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, nitrogen oxides emiSSlOns shall not exceed 0.07 
Ib/MMBtu on a 30-day rolling average. Compliance with the limits shall be 
demonstrated by continuous emissions monitoring (CEMS). In order to ensure the 
validity of the NAAQS and increment consumption modeling, nitrogen oxides emissions 
shall not exceed 280 Ib/hr based on a thirty (30) day block average. The NOx emission 
limit is waived for the specific SNCR optimization study activity as detailed in Section D 
(6 and 7). Should the optimization study indicate that 0.07 Ibs/MMBtu is unachievable, 
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then a significant revision to the pennit will be required. Under no case will the revised 
limit be greater than 0.09IbsIMMBtu. 

h) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:005, Section 3(1)(c) and 40 CFR 60.44Da(e), nitrogen 
oxides emissions, (expressed as NOz) shall not exceed 1.0 Ib/MWh gross energy output, 
based on a 30-day rolling average. Compliance shall be detennined using procedures set 
forth in 40 CFR 60.48 Da Pursuant to 401 KAR59:016, Section 5, complianoe with this 
limitation shall constitute compliance with the 65% reduction requirement contained in 
401 KAR 59:016, Section 5(2)(c). 

i) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, VOC emissions shall not exceed 0.002 IblMMBtu 
based on three (3) hour rolling average. Compliance with this limit shall be demonstrated 
by compliance with Subsection 2(t) above; In order to ensure the validity of the NAAQS 
and increment consumption modeling, VOC emissions shall not exceed 6 lb/hr on a three 
hour block average. 

j) Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.45Da, mercury emissions shall not exceed 21 x 10-6 Ibs/MWh 
(Gross output) based on a consecutive twelve (12) month rolling average when burning 
only coal. If the unit burns Tire Derived fuel, the pennitted mercury must meet the 
reduced allowable calculated using Equation 1 of 40 CFR 60.45Da. Compliance shall be 
detennined using the procedures set forth in 40 CFR 60.48 Da. 

k) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, fluoride emissions shall not exceed 0.000047 
Ib/MMBtu based on a three hour rolling average. In order to ensure the validity of the 
NAAQS and increment consumption modeling, fluoride emissions shall not exceed 1.32 
Ib/hr on a three hour block average. 

1) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, sulfuric acid mist emissions shall not exceed 0.005 
Ib/MMBtu based on a three-hour average. In order to ensure the validity of the Class I 
visibility modeling, Sulfuric acid mist emissions shall not exceed 14 Ib/hr on a three hour 
block average. 

m) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:020, the use of good combustion controls, baghouse, dry 
lime scrubber, and SNCR shall be used for the control of toxic substances. 

n) Compliance with emission limits in Subsections (a), (d), (t) and (I) shall constitute 
compliance with 401 KAR 63:020 with respect to toxic substances. 

0) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016 Section 6(3), PM and NOx emission standards apply at 
all times except during periods of startup, shutdown or malfunction. The sulfur dioxide 
emission standard under Section 4 applies at all times except for periods of startup, 
shutdown or emergency, pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016 Section 6. Pursuant to 401 KAR 
51 :017, the owner or operator shall utilize good work and maintenance practices and 
manufacturer's recommendations to minimize emissions during, and the frequency and 
duration of, such events. 
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3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:055, Section 2, the permittee shall demonstrate compliance 
with the applicable emission standards within sixty (60) days after achieving the 
maximum production rate at which the affected facility will be operated, but not later 
than 180 days after initial startup of such facility. 

b) During the initial compliance test, the permIttee shall take a sample of the fuel "as 
fired" and analyze it using ASTM methods to determine the fluoride content in the fueL 
This information shall be used to establish a correlation between the sample's fluoride 
content and fluoride emissions for monitoring pUlposes. The permittee shall demonstrate 
compliance with these emission limits each year to validate the correlation between coal 
samples and fluoride emissions. After three years of demonstrating compliance and the 
correlation between the samples and emissions, the permittee may petition the Division to .." 
use the grab samples as a surrogate for compliance testing. 

c) See Section D 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:005, Section 3(1)(c); 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26; 401 
KAR 59:016, Section 7; and 401 KAR 59:005, Section 4, the permittee shall install, 
calibrate, maintain, and operate continuous emission monitoring systems for measuring 
the opacity of emissions, sulfur dioxide emissions, nitrogen oxides emissions, carbon 
monoxide emissions, mercury, particulate matter and either oxygen or carbon dioxide 
emissions. Oxygen or carbon dioxide shall be monitored at each location where sulfur 
dioxide or nitrogen oxides emissions are monitored. The owner or operator shall ensure 
the continuous emission monitoring systems are in compliance with the requirements of 
401 KAR 59:005, Section 4. Compliance with the Continuous Emission Monitoring 
provisions of 40 CFR 75 will constitute compliance with the monitor requirements of 401 ~ 
KAR 59:016. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, and 401 KAR59:016, Section 7(1), to meet 
the compliance assurance monitoring requirement for particulate matter, the permittee 
shall use a continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down 
periods, if any 3-hour or 30 day average value exceeds that standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment and/or the CEM system and 
make any necessary repairs as soon as practicable. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(1), the 
permittee shall use a continuous opacity monitor (COM). The permittee shall perform a 
qualitative visual observation of the opacity of emissions from the stack on a daily basis 
and maintain a log of the observations. If visible emissions from the stack are seen, the 
permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions by Reference Method 9, or by 
accepting the concurrent read out from the COM and instigating an inspection of the 
control equipment and making any necessary repairs. If no visible emissions, which 
would trigger Reference Method 9 determinations or equipment repairs, are observed 
during any six consecutive week period, the frequency of observation may be reduced to 
weekly. Observations shall revert to daily if visible emissions, which would trigger 
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Reference Method 9 determinations or equipment repairs, are observed during any 
weekly observation. Daily observations shall continue until such time that no visible 
emissions, which would trigger Reference Method 9 determinations or equipment repairs, 
are observed during any three consecutive week period. 

d) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(2) and 40 CFR 75.2, to 
meet the continuous monitoring requirement for sulfur dioxide, the permittee shall use a 
continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down periods, if 
any 24-hour block average sulfur dioxide value exceeds that standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment and/or the CEM system and 
make any necessary repairs as soon as practicable. 

e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(3) and 40 CFR 
75.2, to meet the continuous monitoring requirement for nitrogen oxides, the permittee 
shall use a continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down 
periods, if any 30 day rolling average nitrogen oxide value exceeds the standard, the 
permittee shall, as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the control equipment and/or 
CEM system and make any necessary repairs or take any corrective actions as soon as 
practicable. 

1) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, 401 KAR 51 :017, and 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 7(2), the permittee shall monitor sulfur dioxide emissions at the outlet of the dry 
lime scrubber using a continuous monitoring system. 

g) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, and 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(3), to meet 
the continuous monitoring requirement for carbon monoxide, the permittee shall use a 
continuous emission monitor (CEM). Excluding the startup and shut down periods, if any 
30 day rolling average carbon monoxide value exceeds the standard, the permittee shall, 
as appropriate, initiate an inspection of the unit and/or CEM system and make any 
necessary repairs or take any conective actions as soon as practicable. The carbon 
monoxide CEM system shall be operated and maintained in accordance with 
Performance Specification 4 of Appendix B to 40 CFR 60 filed by reference in 401 KAR 
50:015. 

h) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26 and 40 CFR 60.49Da(p), to meet the 
continuous monitoring requirements for mercury the permittee shall use a mercury 
CEMs. 

i) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, and 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(5), all the 
continuous emission monitoring systems shall be operated and data shall be recorded 
during all periods of operation of the emissions unit including periods of startup, 
shutdown, malfunction or emergency conditions, except for continuous monitoring 
system breakdowns, repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments. 

j) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, and 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(6), when 
emission data are not obtained because of continuous monitoring system breakdowns, 
repairs, calibration checks, and zero and- span adjustments, the permittee shall obtain 
emission data by using other monitoring systems as approved by the Division or the 
reference methods as described in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 7(8) to provide emission 
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e) Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, the permittee shall record the time of 
ignition; the time steady state operation of emission unit #4 is achieved, and shall 
calculate and record the elapsed time between the two. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:005, Section 3(3), minimum data requirements which follow 
shall be maintained and furnished in the format specified by the Division. Owners or 
operators of facilities required to install continuous monitoring systems shall submit for 
every calendar quarter a written report of excess emissions (as defined in applicable 
sections) to the Division for Air Quality. All quarterly reports shall be postmarked by the 
thirtieth (30th) day following the end of each calendar quarter and shall include the 
following information: ~ 

1) The magnitude of the excess emission computed in accordance with the 401 KAR 
59:005, Section 4(8), any conversion factors used, and the date and time of 
commencement and completion of each time period of excess emissions. 

2) All hourly averages shall be reported for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, 
particulate and carbon monoxide monitors. The hourly averages shall be made 
available in the format specified by the Division for Air Quality. 

3) Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs during 
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected facility. The nature and cause of 
any malfunction (if known), the corrective action taken or preventive measures 
adopted. 

4) The date and time identifying each period during which continuous monitoring 
system was inoperative except for zero and span checks and the nature of the system 
repairs or adjustments. 

5) When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous monitoring system(s) 
have not been inoperative, repaired, or adjusted, such information shall be stated in 
the report. 

6) For sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, all information listed in 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 9(2)(a-i) shall be reported for each twenty-four (24) hour period. 

7) If the minimum quantity of emission data as required by 401 KAR 59:016, 
Section 7(6)(a-e) is not obtained for any thirty successive boiler operating days, the 
permittee shall report all the information listed in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(3) for 
that thirty day period. 

8) If any sulfur dioxide standards as specified in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 4(a and 
b) are exceeded during emergency conditions because of control system malfunction, 
the permittee shall submit a signed statement including all information as described in 
401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(4). 
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9) For any periods for which opacity, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or carbon 
monoxide emissions data are not available, the permittee shall submit a signed 
statement pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(6) indicating if any changes were 
made in the operation of the emission control system during the period of data 
unavailability. Operations of control system and emissions unit during periods of data 
unavailability are to be compared with operation of the control system and emissions 
unit before and following the period of data unavailability. 

10) The permittee shall submit a signed statement including all information as 
described in 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(7). 

11) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016, Section 9(8), for the purposes of the reports 
required under 401 KAR 59:005, Section 4, periods of excess emissions are defined 
as all six (6) minute periods during which the average opacity exceeds the applicable 
opacity standards as specified in Subsection 2 of this section. Opacity levels in excess 
of the applicable opacity standard and the date of such excesses are to be submitted to 
the Division each calendar quarter. 

12) Pursuant to 40 CFR §60. 51Da (g), mercury emissions data shall be reported 
quarterly to the Division's Regional Office. 

b) CAM Requirements 

Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. §64.9(a) the permittee shall report the following information 
according to the general reporting requirements specified in Section F.5. of this permit: 

I) Number of exceedances or excursions; 
2) Duration of each exceedance or excursion; 
3) Cause of each exceedance or excursion; 
4) Corrective actions taken on each exceedance or excursion; 
5) Number of monitoring equipment downtime incidents; 
6) Duration of each monitoring equipment downtime incident; 
7) Cause of each monitoring equipment downtime incident; 
8) Description of actions taken to implement a quality improvement plan for 
operating and monitoring, and upon completion of the quality improvement plan, 
documentation that the plan was completed and reduced the likelihood of similar 
excursions or exceedances and downtimes. 

c) If an exemption is claimed pursuant to 401 KAR 59:016 and 40 CFR 60, Subpart Da, 
the permittee shall report: 
1) The emergency conditions, type of start-up (cold, warm, or hot), and shut down; 
2) The reason why the start-up was determined to be cold, warm, or hot (or the 

conditions that dictated a cold, warm, or hot start-up), as well as the shut down; 
3) The emergency conditions, elapsed time of (or duration of) the start-up, and shut 

down; 
4) The manufacturer's recommended duration for emergency conditions, that type of 

start-up or alternatively, typical, historical durations for that type of start-up, and 
shut down based upon good engineering practices; and 
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7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The control equipment enclosures, wet suppression, and baghouses used to control 
particulate emissions shall be operated to maintain compliance with 
applicable requirements, in accordance with manufacturer's specifications and / or 
standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 06 Two fly ash silos (Truck loadout) 

Description: 

The maximum loading rate: 300 tons/hr. 
Construction commenced: 1993 

Applicable Reeulations: 

401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality. 

Applicable Requirements: 

1. 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall 
include, when applicable, but not be limited to the following: 

1. Application and maintenance of asphalt, water, or suitable chemicals on roads, 
material stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dusts; and, 

2. Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and vent the 
handling of dusty materials, or the use of water sprays or other measures to suppress 
the dust emissions during handling. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, discharge of visible fugitive dust emissions 
beyond the property line is prohibited. 

Operating Limitations: None 

2. Emission Limitations: None 

3. Testing Requirements: None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

The permittee shall monitor the amount of ash processed. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

Records of the ash processed shall be maintained. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F. 
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7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The enclosures and water spray system shall be operated to maintain 
compliance with applicable requirements, in accordance with manufacturer's 
specifications and / or standard engineering practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 07 - Coal Handling Operations 

Description: 

Rotary railcar unloader, barge unloader, sampling tower, radial stacker off-loading onto coal pile, 
haul roads, and yard area. 
Operating rate: 4,600 tons/hr 
Construction commenced: Prior to 1970 

Applicable Regulations: 
401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations oftbe Division for Air Quality. 

Applicable Requirements: 
a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall 
include, when applicable, but not be limited to the following: 

1. Application and maintenance of asphalt, water, or suitable chemicals on roads, material 
stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dusts; 

2. Installation and use of hoods, fans, and fabric filters to enclose and vent the handling 
of 
dusty materials, or the use of water sprays or other measures to suppress the dust 
emissions during handling; 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, discharge of visible fugitive dust emissions 
beyond the property line is prohibited. 

1. Operating Limitations: 
None 

2. Emission Limitations: 
None 

3. Testing Requirements: 
None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 
The permittee shall monitor the amount of coal received and processed. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 
Records of the amount of coal received and processed shall be maintained. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 
See Section F. 
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7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 
a) The control equipment (including but not limited to hoods, enclosures, use of dust 
suppressant/foam, telescopic chute, and water spray system) shall be operated to maintain 
compliance with applicable requirements in accordance with manufacturer's 
specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 

d) See Section F. 
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Emissions Unit 09 Coal Storage Pile 

Description: 

For unit 03 and Unit 04 Coal Storage Pile 
Control Equipment: Wet Suppression, Telescopic Chute, or Dust Suppressant 
Operating Rate: 750 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: February 8, 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 
401 KAR 63:0 I 0, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality. 

401 KAR 51 :017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall 
include, when applicable, but not limited to the following: 

1) application and maintenance of asphalt, water, or suitable chemicals on roads, 
material stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dust; and 

2) installation and use of compaction or other measures to suppress the dust emissions 
during handling; and 

3) proper operation and maintenance of telescopic chutes to minimize emissions. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, discharge of visible fugitive dust emissions 
beyond the property line is prohibited. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control methods selected as 
BACT. See above. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

None. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

The permittee shall monitor application of wet suppression or dust suppressant as 
required by BACT. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 
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The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of coal received and processed. 

6. Specific ReportiDl! Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The control equipment (including, but not limited to, use of dust suppressant/foam, 
telescopic chute, and wet suppression) shall be operated to maintain compliance with 
applicable requirements of 401 KAR 51:017, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions V nit 10 Coal Silos (4) 

Description: 

Machine Point 01 Coal Silos 
Control Equipment: Baghouse 
Operating Rate: 750 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: February 8, 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:005(ft), which incorporates by reference 40 CFR 60 Subpart Y, Standards of 
Performance for Coal Preparation Plants. 
401 KAR 51 :017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or moditication commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, the permittee shall install control methods selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.252, the owner or operator shall not cause to be discharged 
into the atmosphere from any coal processing and conveying equipment, coal storage 
system, or coal transfer and loading system processing coal, gases which exhibit twenty 
(20) percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.254, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions from 
each stack by EPA Reference Method 9 annually, or more frequently if requested by the 
Division for Air Quality. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

The permittee must conduct weekly stack observations and maintain a log of the 
observations. If visible emissions are seen, the permittee must conduct a Method 9 
observation to determine the opacity of the emissions. If the 20% opacity standard is 
exceeded, averaged on three 6-minute readings, the permittee shall initiate an inspection 
of the control equipment for any necessary repairs. 
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5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall monitor the amount of coal received and processed. 

b) The permittee shall maintain the results of all compliance tests. 

c) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the pemlittee must record the reason 
(if known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

7. 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The baghouse shall be maintained and operated to ensure the emission unit is in 
compliance with the applicable requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart Y and in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifications and! or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 11 Bed Ash Handling System 

Description: 

Machine Point 01 Bed Ash Silo 
Control Equipment: Baghouse 
Operating Rate: 44 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: February 8,2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 59:010, New Process Operations 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, the permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

3. 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017 and 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall not cause to 
be discharged into the atmosphere from the above mentioned emissions units gases which 
exhibit twenty (20) percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 37.5 lbs/hr 
based on a three-hour average. 

Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions 
from each stack by EPA Reference Method 9 annually, or more frequently if requested 
by the Division for Air Quality. 

b) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division for Air Quality to determine particulate matter concentration 
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4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of the opacity of 
emissions from each stack on a weekly basis and maintain a log of the observations. If 
visible emissions from any stack are seen, then the permittee shall determine the opacity 
of emissions by Reference Method 9 and perform an inspection of the control equipment 
for any necessary repairs. 

b) The pressure drop across baghouses wili be checked and recorded on a continuous 
basis and compared with the manufacturer's specified operating range to ensure 
compliance. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

6. 

a) The permittee shall maintain records of amount of ash processed. 

b) The permittee shall maintain results of all compliance tests and calculations. 

i) The pem1ittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the permittee must record the reason 
(if known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

ii) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The permittee shall maintain strip 
recorder (or other continuous recording device) chmts. In case of out-of-range 
indications, the permittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason for 
the exceedance (if known) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The baghouse shall be maintained and operated to maintain compliance with 
permitted emission limitations contained in 401 KAR 59:010 and in accordance with 
manufacturer's specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 12 Fly Ash Handling System 

Description: 

Machine Point 01 Fly Ash Silo 

Control Equipment: Baghouse 
Operating Rate: 71 tonslhour Machine Point 01 
Constmction Commenced Date: Febmary 8, 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 59:010, New Process Operations 
40 I KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
constmction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017 and 40 I KAR 59:010, the permittee shall not cause to 
be discharged into the atmosphere from the above mentioned emissions units gases which 
exhibit twenty (20) percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %. 

c) Pursuant to 40 I KAR 59:0 I 0, particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 50 Ibs/hr 
based on a three-hour average. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions 
from each stack by as required by subsection 4(a) below, or more frequently if requested 
by the Division for Air Quality. 

b ) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division for Air Quality to determine particulate matter concentration. 
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b) The pressure drop across baghouses will be checked and recorded on a continuous 
basis and compared with the manufacturer's specified operating range to ensure 
compliance. 

5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 

a) Reporting and Recordkeeping shall be done in compliance with the requirements 
contained within 401 KAR 60:670. 

b) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the permittee must record the reason (if 
known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

c) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The permittee shall maintain strip recorder 
(or other continuous recording device) charts. In case of out-of-range indications, the 
permittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason for the exceedance (if 
known) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

d) Records of the limestone processed (tonnage) shall be maintained. 

e) See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:670, specifically 40 CFR 60.676, the owner andlor operator 
shall submit written reports of the results of all performance tests conducted to 
demonstrate compliance with the standards of 40 CFR 60.672, including reports of 
opacity observations made using EPA Reference Method 9. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The facilities and baghouse shall be maintained and operated to ensure the emission 
unit is in compliance with applicable requirements of 40 1 KAR 60:670 and in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifications andlor standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 14 Limestone Storage 

Description: 

Machine Point 01 - Limestone Silo 
Control Equipment: Baghouse 
Operating Rate: 30 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: February 8, 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60 Subpart 000, Standards of 
Performance for Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants, as modified by Section 3 of 401 KAR 
60:670 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modificati::m commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

3. 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, emISSIOns of particulate shall be controlled by a 
baghouse with a design control efficiency of at least 99 %. 

b) Pursuant to 40 I KAR 60:670, emissions of particulate shall not exceed 0.05 gr/dscm 
and shall not exhibit greater than 7% opacity. 

Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:670, specifically 40 CFR 60.675(b)(2), the owner and/or 
operator shall use EPA Reference Method 9 and the procedures in 40 CFR 60.11 to 
determine opacity, annually. 

b ) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division to determine particulate matter concentration. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of the opacity of 
emissions from each stack on a weekly basis and maintain a log of the observations. If 
visible emissions from any stack are seen, then the permittee shall determine the opacity 
of emissions by Reference Method 9 and perform an inspection of the control equipment 
for any necessary repairs. 
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See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The control equipment (including, but not limited to, use of dust suppressant/foam, 
and wet suppression) shall be operated to maintain compliance with applicable 
requirements of 401 KAR 63:010, and in accordance with manufacturer's specifications 
and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emission Unit 16 Cooling Tower 

Description: 

Control Equipment: 0.005% Drift Eliminators 
Operating Rate: 2600 GPM 
Construction Commenced Date: February 8, 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

40 CFR 63, Subpart Q, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Industrial 
Process Cooling Towers 
401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality. 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

b) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63, Subpart Q, the permittee shall not use any chromium-based 
water treatment chemicals in the cooling tower 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the cooling towers shall utilize 0.005% Drift 
Eliminators. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

3. Testing Requirements: 
None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 
None 

5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 

The permittee shall maintain the records of manufacturer design of the Drift Eliminators. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 
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a) The Drift Eliminators shall be operated in accordance with manufacturer's 
specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 18 Coal Silos 

Description: 

Machine point 04 Coal Silos 
Control Equipment: Baghouse with 99% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 750 tonslhour 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:005(ff), incorporates by reference 40 CFR 60 Subpart Y, Standards of Performance 
for Coal Preparation Plants. 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control methods selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.252, the owner or operator shall not cause to be discharged into 
the atmosphere from any coal processing and conveying equipment, coal storage system, 
or coal transfer and loading system processing coal, gases which exhibit twenty (20) 
percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %, with a BACT limit of 0.10 lb/hr (or O.00013lb/ton). 

3. Testing Requirements: 

Pursuant to 40 CFR60.254, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions from 
each stack by EPA Reference Method 9 annually, or more frequently if requested by the 
Division for Air Quality. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee must conduct weekly stack observations and maintain a log of the 
observations. If visible emissions are seen, the permittee must conduct a Method 9 
observation to determine the opacity of the emissions. If the 20% opacity standard is 
exceeded, averaged on three 6-minute readings, the permittee shall initiate an inspection 
of the control equipment for any necessary repairs. 

b) The pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored and recorded on a 
continuous basis and compared with the manufacture's specified operating range to 
ensure compliance. 
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5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall monitor and record the amount of coal received and processed. 

b) The permittee shall maintain results of all compliance tests and calculations. 

1) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the permittee must record the 
reason (if known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the 
exceedance. 

2) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The permittee shall maintain strip 
recorder (or other continuous recording device) charts. In case of out-of-range 
indications, the permittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason 
for the exceedance (ifknown) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

6. Specific Reporting Requiremen ts: 

See Section F, Conditions 5,6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The baghouse shall be maintained and operated to ensure the emission unit is in 
compliance with the applicable requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart Y and in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifications and! or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 19 (04) Bed Ash Handling System 

Description: 

Machine Point 04 - Bed Ash Silo 
Control Equipment: Baghouse 99% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 44 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 59:010, New Process Operations 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

2. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall not cause to be discharged into the 
atmosphere from the above mentioned emissions units gases which exhibit twenty (20) 
percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %, with a BACT limit of 0.034 lb/ton. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions 
from each stack by EPA Reference Method 9 weekly, or more frequently if requested by 
the Division for Air Quality. 

b) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division for Air Quality to determine particulate matter concentration. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of the opacity of 
emissions from each stack on a weekly basis and maintain a log of the observations. If 
visible emissions from any stack are seen, then the permittee shall determine the opacity 
of emissions by Reference Method 9 and perform an inspection of the control equipment 
for any necessary repairs. 

b) The pressure drop across baghouses will be checked and recorded on a continuous 
basis and compared with the manufacturer's specified operating range to ensure 
compliance. 
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5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall maintain records of amount of ash processed. 

b) The permittee shall maintain results of all compliance tests and calculations. 

1) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the permittee must record the reason 
(if known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

2) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The permittee shall maintain strip 
recorder (or other continuous recording device) charts. In case of out-of-range """" 
indications, the permittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason for 
the exceedance (ifknown) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5,6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The baghouse shall be maintained and operated to maintain compliance with 
permitted emission limitations contained in 401 KAR 59:010 and in accordance with 
manufacturer's specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 20 (04) Fly Ash Handling System 

Description: 

Machine Point 04 Fly Ash Silo 

Control Equipment: Baghouse 99% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 71 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 59:010, New Process Operations 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the Permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017 and 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall not cause to 
be discharged into the atmosphere from the above mentioned emissions units gases which 
exhibit twenty (20) percent opacity or greater. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the baghouse utilized shall exhibit a design control 
efficiency of at least 99 %, with a BACT limit of 0.7 lb/ton (or 0.5 lb/hr). 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 35 lbslhr 
based on a three-hour average. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 59:010, the permittee shall determine the opacity of emissions 
from each stack by EPA Reference Method 9 weekly, or more frequently if requested by 
the Division for Air Quality. 

b ) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division for Air Quality to determine particulate matter concentration. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of the opacity of 
emissions from each stack on a weekly basis and maintain a log of the observations. If 
visible emissions from any stack are seen, then the permittee shall determine the opacity 
of emissions by Reference Method 9 and perform an inspection of the control equipment 
for any necessary repairs. 
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b) The pressure drop across baghouses will be checked and recorded on a continuous 
basis and compared with the manufacturer's specified operating range to ensure 
compliance. 

5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) The pennittee shall maintain records of amount of ash processed. 

b) The pennittee shall maintain results of all compliance tests and calculations. 

1) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the pennittee must record the reason 
(if known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. ~ 

2) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The pennittee shall maintain strip 
recorder (or other continuous recording device) charts. In case of out-of-range 
indications, the pennittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason for 
the exceedance (if known) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5,6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The baghouse shall be maintained and operated to maintain compliance with 
pennitted emission limitations contained in 401 KAR 59:010 and in accordance with 
manufacturer's specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 21 Limestone Silo 

Description: 

Machine Point 04 Limestone Silo 
Control Equipment: Baghouse 99% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 30 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: 2002 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60 Subpart 000, Standards of 
Performance for Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants, as modified by Section 3 of 401 KAR 
60:670. 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the Permittee shall install control equipment selected as 
BACT. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :017, emISSIOns of particulate shall be controlled by a 
baghouse with a design control efficiency of at least 99 %. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:670, emissions of particulate shall not exceed 0.02 gr/dscm 
(or 0.86 lb/hr) and shall not exhibit greater than 7% opacity. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:670, specifically 40 CFR 60.675(b)(2), the owner andlor 
operator shall use EPA Reference Method 9 in 40 CFR 60.11 to determine opacity, 
annually. 

b) EPA Reference Method 5 or Method 17 shall be performed as required by the 
Division for Air Quality to determine particulate matter concentration. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall perform a qualitative visual observation of the opacity of 
emissions from each stack on a weekly basis and maintain a log of the observations. If 
visible emissions from any stack are seen, then the permittee shall determine the opacity 
of emissions by Reference Method 9 and perform an inspection of the control equipment 
for any necessary repairs. 
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b) The pressure drop across baghouses will be checked and recorded on a continuous 
basis and compared with the manufacturer's specified operating range to ensure 
compliance 

5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 

a) Reporting and Recordkeeping shall be done in compliance with the requirements 
contained within 401 KAR 60:670. 

b) The permittee shall record each week the date, time and opacity of the visible 
emissions monitoring. In case of an exceedance, the permittee must record the reason (if 
known) and the measures taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

c) Pressure drop across the baghouses will be monitored through the use of a strip 
recorder or other continuous recording device. The permittee shall maintain strip recorder 
(or other continuous recording device) charts. In case of out-of-range indications, the 
permittee must log the date and time of the exceedance, the reason for the exceedance (if 
known) and the measures taken to correct the exceedance. 

d) Records of the limestone processed (tonnage) shall be maintained. 

e) See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 60:670, specifically 40 CFR 60.676, the owner and/or operator 
shall submit written reports of the results of all performance tests conducted to 
demonstrate compliance with the standards of 40 CFR 60.672, including reports of 
opacity observations made using EPA Reference Method 9. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The facilities and baghouse shall be maintained and operated to ensure the emission 
unit is in compliance with applicable requirements of 40 1 KAR 60:670 and in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifications and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit 22 Limestone Unloading 

Description: 

Machine Point 04 Limestone Truck Dump 
Control Equipment: Wet Suppression or Dust Suppressant 99% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 30 tons/hour 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality. 
401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 

construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall 
include, when applicable, but not limited to the following: 

1) application and maintenance of asphalt, water, or suitable chemicals on roads, 
material stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dust; and 
2) installation and use of compaction or other measures to suppress the dust emissions 
during handling. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, .discharge of visible fugitive dust emissions 
beyond the property line is prohibited. 

c) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the permittee shall install control methods selected as 
BACT. See above. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

See 1 above. 

3. Testing Requirements: 
None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

The permittee shall monitor application of wet suppression or dust suppressant as 
required by BACT. 

5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 
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Records of limestone processed (tonnage) shall be maintained. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The control equipment (including, but not limited to, use of dust suppressant/foam, 
and wet suppression) shall be operated to maintain compliance with applicable 
requirements of 401 KAR 63:010, and in accordance with manufacturer's specifications 
and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emission Unit 23 Cooling Tower 

Description: 

Generator Unit 04 Cooling Tower 
Control Equipment: 0.0005% Drift Eliminators 
Operating Rate: 2800 GPM 
Construction Date projected: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

40 CFR 63, Subpart Q, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Industrial 
Process Cooling Towers; 
401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality; 
401 KAR 51 :017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality applicable to major 
construction or modification commenced after September 22, 1982. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

b) Pursuant to 40 CFR 63, Subpart Q, the permittee shall not use any chromium-based 
water treatment chemicals in the cooling tower. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017, the cooling tower shall utilize 0.0005% Drift 
Eliminators. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. 

3. Testing Requirements: 
The permittee shall conduct an initial performance test based on Cooling Technology 
Institute (CTI) Acceptance Test Code (ATC) # 140 to verify drift percent achieved by the 
drift eliminator. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

The permittee shall monitor total dissolved solids content of the circulating water on a 
monthly basis. 
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5. Specific Record Keeping Requirements: 

a) The owner or operator shall maintain records of the manufacturer's design of the 
Drift Eliminators. 

b) The owner or operator shall maintain records of maximum pumping capacity and 
monthly records of the total dissolved solids content 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:055, Section 5, the drift eliminators shall be maintained and 
operated to ensure the emission units are in compliance with applicable requirements of 
401 KAR 63:010 and in accordance with manufacturer's specifications and/or standard 
operating practices. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit [New A & B] Limestone Unloading! Storage 

Description: 

Limestone truck loadout (A) and limestone storage pile (B) for facility 
Machine Point 01 - Limestone truck dump 
Machine Point 02 Limestone offloading to hopper 
Control Equipment: Wet Suppression or Dust Suppressant 90% emission control efficiency 
Operating Rate: 73 tons/hour (annual average) 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 63:010, Fugitive emissions is applicable to each affected facility which emits or may 
emit fugitive emissions and is not elsewhere subject to an opacity standard within the 
administrative regulations of the Division for Air Quality. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, reasonable precautions shall be taken to 
prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall 
include, when applicable, but not limited to the following: 

I) application and maintenance of asphalt, water, or suitable chemicals on roads, 
material stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dust; and 

2) installation and use of compaction or other measures to suppress the dust emissions 
during handling. 

b) Pursuant to 401 KAR 63:010, Section 3, discharge of visible fugitive dust emissions 
beyond the property line is prohibited. 

2. Emission Limitations: 

See 1 above. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

None 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

None 

5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 

Records of limestone processed (tonnage) shall be maintained. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 
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See Section F, Conditions 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Conditions: 

a) The control equipment (including, but not limited to, use of dust suppressant/foam, 
and wet suppression) shall be operated to maintain compliance with applicable 
requirements of 401 KAR 63:010, and in accordance with manufacturer's specifications 
and/or standard operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the control equipment shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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Emissions Unit [New C-M)] Limestone Preparations 

Description: 

Machine Point C - 200 tonslhr Receiving hopper to conveyor 
Machine Point D & E - 200 tonslhr Conveyor to day bins 
Machine Point F & G 200 tonslhr Day Bines to conveyors 
Machine Point H & 1- 100 tonslhr each two Weigh hoppers 
Machine Point J & K - 100 tons/hr each two Conveyors to crushers 
Machine Point L & M - 100 tons/hr each two Ball Mills Crushers 
Control Equipment: Enclosures on all conveyors, and Baghouse on each crusher 
Construction Commenced Date: 2006 

Applicable Regulations: 

401 KAR 60:670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60 Subpart 000, Standards of 
Performance for Nonmetallic Plants applies to each of the emissions units listed above, 
commenced after August 31, 1983. 

1. Operating Limitations: 

None 

2. Emission Limitations: 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 60.670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60.672(e), no owner or 
operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from any building enclosing 
any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any other emissions unit any visible fugitive 
emissions. 

3. Testing Requirements: 

In determining compliance with 401 KAR 60.670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 
60.672(e) for fugitive emissions from buildings, the owner(s) or operator(s) shall 
determine fugitive emissions while all emissions units are operating in accordance with 
EPA Reference Method 22, annually. 

4. Specific Monitoring Requirements: 

a) The permittee shall inspect the emissions control equipment weekly and make repairs 
to assure compliance. 

b) The permittee shall check and record the pressure drop across the baghouses on a 
continuous basis, and comply with manufacture's operating specification. 
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5. Reporting and Recordkeeping Requirements: 

a) Records of the lime and/or limestone processed shall be maintained for emissions 
inventory purposes. 

b) The permittee shall record monitoring of the opacity on a weekly basis. And in case 
of an exceedance, the permittee must record the reason (if known) and the measures 
taken to minimize or eliminate the exceedance. 

c) Pressure drop across the baghouse shall be continuously recorded, and in case of 
exceedance, the reason for the exceedance (if known) and he measures taken to 
correct the exceedance shall be maintained. 

d) See section F, conditions 5, 6, 7, and 8. 

6. Specific Reporting Requirements: 

a) Pursuant to 401 KAR 60.670, incorporating by reference 40 CFR 60.676, the owner(s) 
or operator(s) of any emissions unit shall submit written reports of the results of all 
performance tests conducted to demonstrate compliance with the standards of 40 CFR 
60.672 and Regulation 401 KAR 59:310, including reports of observations using 
Method 22 to demonstrate compliance. 

b) See Section F. 

7. Specific Control Equipment Operating Condition: 

a) The enclosure shall be used to maintain compliance with permitted emission 
limitations, in accordance with manufacturer's specifications and/or standard 
operating practices. 

b) Records regarding the maintenance of the enclosure shall be maintained. 

c) See Section E for further requirements. 
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SECTION C - INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES 

The following listed activities have been detennined to be insignificant activities for this source 
pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 6. While these activities are designated as insignificant 
the pennittee must comply with the applicable regulation and some minimal level of periodic 
monitoring may be necessary. Process and emission control equipment at each insignificant 
activity subject to a general applicable regulation shall be inspected monthly and qualitative 
visible emission evaluation made. The results of the inspections and observations shall be 
recorded in a log, noting color, duration, density (heavy or light), cause and any conservative 
actions taken for any abnonnal visible emissions. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Description Generally Applicable Regulation 

Storage vessels containing petroleum or organic 
liquids with a capacity of less than 10,567 gallons, 
providing (a) the vapor pressure of the stored 
liquid is less than 1.5 psia at storage temperature, 
or (b) vessels greater than 580 gallons with stored 
liquids having greater than 1.5 psia vapor pressure 
are equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe. 

Storage vessels containing inorganic aqueous liquids, 
except inorganic acids with boiling points below the 
maximum storage temperature at atmospheric pressure. 

#2 oil-fired space heaters or ovens rated at less than two 
million Btu per hour actual heat input, provided the 
maximum sulfur content is less than 0.5% by weight. 

Machining of metals, providing total solvent usage at 
the source for this activity does not exceed 60 gallons 
per month. 

Internal combustion engines using only gasoline, diesel 
fuel, natural gas, or LP gas rated at 50 hp or less. 

Volatile organic compound and hazardous air pollutant 
storage containers, as follows: 
(a) Tanks, less than 1,000 gallons, and throughput 

less than 12,000 gallons per year; 
(b) Lubricating oils, hydraulic oils, machining oils, 

and machining fluids. 

Machining where an aqueous cutting coolant 
continuously floods machining interface. 

Degreasing operations, using less than 
145 gallons per year. 

Maintenance equipment, not emitting HAPs: 
brazing, cutting torches, soldering, welding. 

Underground conveyors. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 
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SECTION C - INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES 

Description Generally Applicable Regulation 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Coal bunker and coal scale exhausts. 

Blowdown (sight glass, boiler, compressor, 
pump, cooling tower), 

Stationary fire pumps. 

Grinding and machining operations vented through 
fabric ftlters, scrubbers, mist eliminators, or 
electrostatic precipitators (e.g., deburring, buffing, 
polishing, abrasive blasting, pneumatic conveying, 
woodworking). 

Vents from ash transport systems not operated at 
positive pressure. 

Wastewater treatment (for stream less than 1% oil 
and grease). 

Heat exchanger cleaning and repair. 

Repair and maintenance of ESP, fabric ftlters, etc. 

Any operation using aqueous solution (less than 1 % VOC). 

Laboratory fume hoods and vents used 
exclusively for chemical or physical analysis, 
or for "bench scale production" R&D facilities. 

Machinery lubricant and waxes, including 
oils, greases or other lubricants applied as 
temporary protective coatings. 

Purging of gas lines and vessels related to 
routine maintenance. 

Flue gas conditioning systems. 

Equipment used to collect spills. 

Ash pond and ash pond maintenance. 

Emergency generators: gasoline-powered ( <110 hp), 
diesel-powered «1600 hp). 

Lime handling system; including truck unloading 
(for scrubber lime and stabilization lime), and lime 
feed systems. (changed to EU-05 non insignificant) 

401 KAR 63:010 

NA 

NA 

401 KAR 63:010 

401 KAR 63:010 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

401 KAR 63:010 
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SECTION C - INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 

Description Generally Applicable Regulation 

28. Fly ash storage silos (both loading and unloading). 401 KAR 63:010 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Off-specification used oil fuel burned for energy recovery 

Bottom ash screening and sizing system. 

Railcar/truck flyash loadout. 

NA 

401 KAR 63:010 

401 KAR 63:010 
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SECTION E - SOURCE CONTROL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:055, Section 2(5), at all times, including periods of startup, shutdown 
and malfunction, owners and operators shall, to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any 
affected facility including associated air pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with 
good air pollution control practice for minimizing emissions. Determination of whether 
acceptable operating and maintenance procedures are being used will be based on information 
available to the Division which may include, but is not limited to, monitoring results, opacity 
observations, review. of operating and maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source. 
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SECTION F - MONITORING, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

1. Pursuant to Section 1 b (IV) 1 of the Cabinet Provisions and Procedures for Issuing Title 
V Permits incorporated by reference in 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26, when continuing 
compliance is demonstrated by periodic testing or instrumental monitoring, the permittee 
shall compile records of required monitoring information that include: 

a. Date, place as defined in this permit, and time of sampling or 
measurements; 

b. Analyses performance dates; 
c. Company or entity that performed analyses; 
d. Analytical techniques or methods used; 
e. Analyses results; and 
f. Operating conditions during time of sampling or measurement. 

2. Records of all required monitoring data and support information, including calibrations, 
maintenance records, and original strip chart recordings, and copies of all reports required 
by the Division for Air Quality, shall be retained by the permittee for a period of five 
years and shall be made available for inspection upon request by any duly authorized 
representative of the Division for Air Quality [Sections 1 b(IV) 2 and 1a(8) of the Cabinet 
Provisions and Procedures for Issuing Title V Permits incorporated by reference in 401 
KAR 52:020, Section 26]. 

3. In accordance with the requirements of 401 KAR 52:020 Section 3(l)h the permittee 
shall allow authorized representatives of the Cabinet to perform the following during 
reasonable times: 

a. Enter upon the premises to inspect any facility, equipment (including air 
pollution control equipment), practice, or operation; 

b. To access and copy any records required by the permit: 
c. Sample or monitor, at reasonable times, substances or parameters to assure 

compliance with the permit or any applicable requirements. 
Reasonable times are defined as during all hours of operation, during normal office 
hours; or during an emergency. 

4. No person shall obstruct, hamper, or interfere with any Cabinet employee or authorized 
representative while in the process of carrying out official duties. Refusal of entry or 
access may constitute grounds for permit revocation and assessment of civil penalties. 

5. Summary reports of any monitoring required by this permit, other than continuous 
emission or opacity monitors, shall be submitted to the Regional Office listed on the front 
of this permit at least every six (6) months during the life of this permit, unless otherwise 
stated in this permit. For emission units that were still under construction or which had not 
commenced operation at the end of the 6-month period covered by the report and are subject 
to monitoring requirements in this permit, the report shall indicate that no monitoring was 
performed during the previous six months because the emission unit was not in operation 
[Section 1 b (V ) I of the Cabinet Provisions and Procedures for Issuing Title V Permits 
incorporated by reference in 401 KAR 52:020, Section 26]. 
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SECTION F - MONITORING, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED) 

6. The semi-annual reports are due by January 30th and July 30th of each year. If 
continuous emission and opacity monitors are required by regulation or this permit, data 
shall be reported to the Technical Services Branch in accordance with the requirements of 
401 KAR 59:005, General Provisions, Section 3(3). All reports shall be certified by a 
responsible official pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020 Section 23. All deviations from permit 
requirements shall be clearly identified in the reports. 

7. In accordance with the provisions of 401 KAR 50:055, Section 1 the owner or operator 
shall notify the Regional Office listed on the front of this permit concerning startups, 
shutdowns, or malfunctions as follows: 

a. When emissions during any planned shutdowns and ensuing startups will 
exceed the standards, notification shall be made no later than three (3) 
days before the planned shutdown, or immediately following the decision 
to shut down, if the shutdown is due to events which could not have been 
foreseen three (3) days before the shutdown. 

b. When emissions due to malfunctions, unplanned shutdowns and ensuing 
startups are or may be in excess of the standards, notification shall be 
made as promptly as possible by telephone (or other electronic media) and 
shall be submitted in writing upon request. 

8. The owner or operator shall report emission related exceedances from permit 
requirements including those attributed to upset conditions (other than emission 
exceedances covered by Section F.7. above) to the Regional Office listed on the front of 
this permit within 30 days. Other deviations from permit requirements shall be included 
in the semiannual report required by Section F.6 [Section 1 b (V) 3, 4. of the Cabinet 
Provisions and Procedures for Issuing Title V Permits incorporated by reference in 401 
KAR 52:020, Section 26]. 

9. Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Permits, Section 21, the permittee shall annually certify 
compliance with the terms and conditions contained in this permit, by completing and 
returning a Compliance Certification Form (DEP 7007CC) (or an alternative approved by 
the regional office) to the Regional Office listed on the front of this permit and the U.S. 
EPA in accordance with the following requirements: 

a. Identification of the term or condition; 
b. Compliance status of each term or condition of the permit; 
c. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent; 
d. The method used for determining the compliance status for the source, 

currently and over the reporting period. 
e. For an emissions unit that was still under construction or which has not 

commenced operation at the end of the 12-month period covered by the 
annual compliance certification, the permittee shall indicate that the unit is 
under construction and that compliance with any applicable requirements 
will be demonstrated within the timeframes specified in the permit 
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SECTION F - MONITORING, RECORDKEEPING, AND REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED) 

f. The certification shall be postmarked by January 30th of each year. 
Annual compliance certifications should be mailed to the following 
addresses: 

Division for Air Quality 
Ashland Regional Office 
1550 Wolohan Drive, Suite 1 
Ashland, KY 41102-8942 

Division for Air Quality 
Central Files 
803 Schenkel Lane 
Frankfort, KY 40601 

U.S. EPA Region 4 
Air Enforcement Branch 
Atlanta Federal Center 
61 Forsyth Street 
Atlanta, GA 30303-8960 

10. In accordance with 40] KAR 52:020, Section 22, the permittee shall provide the Division 
with all information necessary to determine its subject emissions within thirty (30) days 
of the date the KYEIS emission survey is mailed to the permittee. 

11. Results of performance testes) required by the permit shall be submitted to the Division 
by the source or its representative within forty-five days or sooner if required by an 
applicable standard, after the completion of the fieldwork. 

12. Within 18 months of startup of the Unit 08 CFB, the permittee shall install and 
commence operation of an ambient monitoring station for measurement of ambient 
ozone. The ozone monitoring equipment shall be operated and maintained in accordance 
with 40 CFR 58, Appendix B. Ifno ozone exceedances are observed for a period of three 
(3) consecutive years after commencement of operation of Emission Unit 17, the 
permittee may cease the monitoring program. 
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SECTION G - GENERAL CONDITIONS (CONTINUED) 

16. Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 11, a permit shield shall not protect the owner or 
operator from enforcement actions for violating an applicable requirement prior to or at 
the time of issuance. Compliance with the conditions of a permit shall be considered 
compliance with: 

17. 

a. Applicable requirements that are included and specifically identified in the permit 
and 
b. Non-applicable requirements expressly identified in this permit. 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:045, Section 2, a source required to conduct a performance test 
shall submit a completed Compliance Test Protocol form, DEP form 6028, or a test 
protocol a source has developed for submission to other regulatory agencies, in a format 
approved by the cabinet, to the Division's Frankfort Central Office a minimum of sixty 
(60) days prior to the scheduled test date. Pursuant to 401 KAR 50:045, Section 7, the 
Division shall be notified of the actual test date at least Thirty (30) days prior to the test. 

18. The permittee shall submit a startup and shut down plan to implement the requirements of 
this permit and 401 KAR 50:055. The plan shall be submitted at least ninety (90) days 
prior to the startup of the Unit #4 for the Division's approval. The startup/shutdown plan 
will be accessible for public review at the Division's central office and the regional 
office. 

(b) Permit Expiration and Reapplication Requirements 

1. This permit shall remain in effect for a fixed term of five (5) years following the original 
date of issue. Permit expiration shall terminate the source's right to operate unless a 
timely and complete renewal application has been submitted to the Division at least six 
months prior to the expiration date of the permit. Upon a timely and complete submittal, 
the authorization to operate within the terms and conditions of this permit, including any 
permit shield, shall remain in effect beyond the expiration date, until the renewal permit 
is issued or denied by the Division [401 KAR 52:020, Section 12]. 

2. The authority to operate granted shall cease to apply if the source fails to submit 
additional information requested by the Division after the completeness determination 
has been made on any application, by whatever deadline the Division sets [40 I KAR 
52:020 Section 8(2)). 

(c) Permit Revisions 

1. A minor permit revision procedure may be used for permit revisions involving the use of 
economic incentive, marketable permit, emission trading, and other similar approaches, 
to the extent that these minor permit revision procedures are explicitly provided for in the 
SIP or in applicable requirements and meet the relevant requirements of 40 I KAR 
52:020, Section 14(2). 
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SECTION G - GENERAL CONDITIONS (CONTINUED) 

2. This permit is not transferable by the permittee. Future owners and operators shall obtain 
a new permit from the Division for Air Quality. The new permit may be processed as an 
administrative amendment if no other change in this permit is necessary, and provided 
that a written agreement containing a specific date for transfer of permit responsibility 
coverage and liability between the current and new permittee has been submitted to the 
permitting authority within ten (10) days following the transfer. 

(d) Construction, Start-Up, and Initial Compliance Demonstration Requirements 

Pursuant to a duly submitted applications the Kentucky Division for Air Quality hereby 
authorizes the construction of the equipment described herein, in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of this permit. Authority is granted by the following permit and 
permit revisions: 

Emission Unit 17 and ancillary equipment 

WFGD and WESP on both Units I & 2 
and ancillary equipment 

(V-06-007) 

(V-06-007 -Revision #1) 

1. Construction of any process and/or air pollution control equipment authorized by this 
permit shall be conducted and completed only in compliance with the conditions of this 
permit. 

2. Within thirty (30) days following commencement of construction and within fifteen (15) 
days fonowing start-up and attainment of the maximum production rate specitled in the 
permit application, or within fifteen (15) days following the issuance date of this permit, 
whichever is later, the permittee shall furnish to the Regional Office listed on the front of 
this permit in writing, with a copy to the Division's Frankfort Central Office, notification 
of the following: 
a. The date when construction commenced. 
b. The date of start-up of the affected facilities listed in this permit. 
c. The date when the maximum production rate specified in the permit application 

was achieved. 

3. Pursuant to 401 KAR 52;020, Section 3(2), unless construction is commenced within 
eighteen (IS) months after the permit is issued, or begins but is discontinued for a period 
of eighteen (1S) months or is not completed within a reasonable timeframe then the 
construction and operating authority granted by this permit for those affected facilities for 
which construction was not completed shall immediately become invalid. Upon written 
request, the Cabinet may extend these time periods if the source shows good cause. 

4. For those affected facilities for which construction is authorized by this permit, a source 
shall be allowed to construct with the proposed permit. This permit does not grant 
operational or final permit approval until compliance with the applicable standards 
specified herein has been demonstrated pursuant to 401 KAR 50;055. If compliance is 
not demonstrated within the prescribed timeframe provided in 401 KAR 50:055, the 
source shall operate thereafter only for the purpose of demonstrating compliance, unless 
otherwise authorized by Section I of this permit or order of the Cabinet. 
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SECTION G - GENERAL CONDITIONS (CONTINUED) 

d. Persons disposing of small appliances, MV ACs, and MV AC-like appliances (as 
defined at 40 CFR 82.152) shall comply with the recordkeeping requirements 
pursuant to 40 CFR 82.166. 

e. Persons owning commercial or industrial process refrigeration equipment shall 
comply with the leak repair requirements pursuant to 40 CFR 82.156. 

f. Owners/operators of appliances normally containing 50 or more pounds of 
refrigerant shall keep records of refrigerant purchased and added to such 
appliances pursuant to 40 CFR 82.166. 

2. If the permittee performs service on motor (fleet) vehicle air conditioners containing 
ozone-depleting substances, the source shall comply with all applicable requirements as 
specified in 40 CFR 82, Subpart B, Servicing of Motor Vehicle Air Conditioners. 
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SECTION H - ALTERNATE OPERATING SCENARIOS 

N/A 

SECTION I - COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE 

N/A 

Page: 89 of 95 
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SECTION J - PHASE II ACID RAIN PERMIT 

ACID RAIN PERMIT CONTENTS 

1) Statement of Basis 

2) S02 allowances allocated under this permit and NOx requirements for each affected 
unit. 

3) Comments, notes and justifications regarding permit decisions and changes made to 
the permit application forms during the review process, and any additional requirements 
or conditions. 

4) The permit application submitted for this source. The owners and operators of the 
source must comply with the standard requirements and special provisions set forth in the 
Phase II Application. ..II 
5) Summary of Actions 

Statement of Basis: 

Statutory and Regulatory Authorities: In accordance with KRS 224.10-100 and Titles IV and 
V of the Clean Air Act, the Kentucky Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet, Division for 
Air Quality issues this permit pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020,401 KAR 50:060, Acid Rain Permit, 
and 40 CFR Part 76 (Emission Units 01 and 02). 
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SECTION J • PHASE II ACID RAIN PERMIT 
PERMIT (Conditions) 

Plant Name: Hugh L. Spurlock Station 

Affected Unit: 01 

• S02 Allowance Allocations and NOx Requirements for the affected unit: 

S02 Allowances Year 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Tables 2, 3 or 4 of 9,821 * 9,821 '" 9,821* 9,821 * 9,841 * 
40 CFR Part 73 

NOx Requirements 

NOx Limits 

* 

Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 76, the Kentucky Division for Air Quality approves a NOx 
standard emissions limitation compliance plan for unit 1. The NOx compliance plan 
is effective from January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2004. Under the NOx 
compliance plan, annual average NOx emission rate for each year, determined in 
accordance with 40 CFR Part 75., shall not exceed the applicable emission limitation, 
under 40 CFR 76.5(a)(2), of 0.50 Ib/MMBtu for dry bottom wall-fired boilers. 

In addition to the described NOx compliance plan, this unit shall comply with all 
other applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 76, including the duty to reapply for a 
NOx compliance plan and requirements covering excess emissions. 

The number of allowances allocated to Phase II affected units by the U.S. EPA may 
change under 40 CFR part 73. In addition, the number of allowances actually held by 
an affected source in a unit account may differ from the number allocated by U. S. 
EPA. Neither of the aforementioned conditions necessitates a revision to the unit S02 
allowance allocations identified in this permit (See 40 CFR 72.84). 
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SECTION J - PHASE II ACID RAIN PERMIT 
PERMIT (Conditions) 

Plant Name: Hugh L. Spurlock Station 

Affected Unit: 02 

• S02 Allowance Allocations and NOx Requiremenb for the affected unit: 

S02 Allowances Year 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Tables 2, 3 or 4 of 16,586* 16,586* 16,586* 16,586* 16,621 * 
40 CFR Part 73 

NOx Requirements 

NOx Limits 

* 

Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 76, the Kentucky Division for Air Quality approves a NOx 

standard emissions limitation compliance plan for unit 1. The NOx compliance plan 
is effective from January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2004. Under the NO" 
compliance plan,annual average NO" emission rate for each year, determined in 
accordance with 40 CFR Part 75, shall not exceed the applicable emission limitation, 
under 40 CFR 76.5{a)(1), of OA5 Ib/MMBtu for tangentially fired boilers. If the 
unit is in compliance with its applicable emission limitation for each year of the plan, 
then the unit shall not be subject to the applicable limitation, under 40 CFR 
76.7(a)(1), ofOAO Ib/MMBtu until calendar year 2008. 

In addition to the described NOx compliance plan, this unit shall comply with all 
other applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 76, including the duty to reapply for a 
NOx compliance plan and requirements covering excess emissions. 

The number of allowances allocated to Phase II affected units by the U.S. EPA may 
change under 40 CFR part 73. In addition, the number of allowances actually held by 
an affected source in a unit account may differ from the number allocated by U. S. 
EPA. Neither of the aforementioned conditions necessitates a revision to the unit S02 
allowance allocations identified in this permit (See 40 CFR 72.84). 
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SECTION J - PHASE II ACID RAIN PERMIT 
PERMIT (Conditions) 

Plant Name: Hugh L. Spurlock Station 

Affected Units: 03 (Emission Unit 08) and 04 (Emission Unit 17) 

Page: 93 of 95 

• S02 Allowance Allocations and NOx Requirements for the affected unit: 

S02 Allowances Year 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Tables 2,3 or 4 of 0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 
40 CFR Part 73 

I NO. Requirements 

NOx Limits N/A** 

* 

** 

The number of allowances allocated to Phase II affected units by the U.S. EPA may 
change under 40 CPR Part 73. In addition, the number of allowances actually held by 
an affected source in a unit account may differ from the number allocated by U.S. 
EPA. Neither of the aforementioned conditions necessitates a revision to the unit S02 
allowance allocations identified in this permit (See 40 CPR 72.84). 

This unit currently does not have applicable NOx limits set by 40 CPR, part 76. 
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SECTION J - PHASE II ACID RAIN PERMIT 
PERMIT (Conditions) 

• Comments, Notes, and Justifications: 

Page: 94 of 95 

Units 03 and 04 will be constructed after the S02 allocation date; therefore these units 
will have no S02 allowances allocated by U.S. EPA and must obtain allowances. 

Units 03 and 04 do not have applicable NOx limits set by 40 CFR Part 76. 

• Permit Application: 
The Phase II Permit Application is part of this permit and the source must comply with 
the standard requirements and special provisions set forth in the Phase II Application. 

• Summary of Actions: 

Previous Actions: 

1. Draft Phase II Permit (# AR -96-11) including S02 compliance plan was issued for 
public comment on September 19, 1996. 

2. Final Phase II Permit (# AR-96-11) including S02 compliance plan was issued on 
December 11, 1996. 

3. Draft Phase II Permit (# A-98-01O) was issued with the revised S02 allowance 
allocations and NOx emissions standard for public comment on December 23, 
1998. 

4. Final Phase II Permit (# A-98-010) was issued with the 1998 revised S02 allowance 
allocations and NOx emission standard on June 1, 1999. 

5. Draft Phase II Permit has been proposed for public comment. 

Present Action: 

1. Final Phase II permit is being issued with the renewed Title V permit. 
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SECTION K - NOx BUDGET PERMIT 

1) Statement of Basis 

Statutory and Regulatory Authorities: In accordance with KRS 224.10-100, the 
Kentucky Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet issues this permit pursuant to 
401 KAR 52:020 Title V permits, 401 KAR 51:160, NO:,( requirements for large 
utility and industrial boilers, and 40 CFR 97, Subpart C. 

2) NOx Budget Permit Application, Form DEP 7007EE 

The initial NOx Budget Permit application for electrical generating units (1-3) was 
submitted to the Division and received on November 24,2003. Application for Unit 4 
was received with the PSD application initially submitted on September 13, 2004 
Requirements contained in that application are hereby incorporated into and made 
part of this NOx Budget Permit. Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020, Section 3, the source 
shall operate in compliance with those requirements. 

3) Comments, notes, justifications regarding permit decisions and changes made to 
the permit application forms during the review process, and any additional 
requirements or conditions. 

Affected units are one (1) 3500MMBtuJhr dry-bottom wall-fired boiler, one (1) 5600 
MMBtu/hr tangentially fired boiler, one (1) 2500 MMBtu/br pulverized coal-fired 
CFB boiler and one (1) 2800 MMBtu/hr pulverized coal-fired CFB boiler. Each unit 
has a capacity to generate 25 megawatts or more of electricity, which is offered for 
sale. The units use coal as a fuel source, and are authorized as base load electric 
generating units. 

4) Summary of Actions 

The NOx Budget Permit is being issued as part of this renewed and revised Title V 
permit for this source. Public, affected state, and U.S. EPA review will follow 
procedures specified in 401 KAR 52: 1 00. 
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" 
BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

) 
IN TIlE MA TIER OF ) 
EAST KENTUCKY POWER ) 
COOPERA TIVE, INC. ) 
HUGH L. SPURLOCK GENERATING ) 
STATION ) 
MAYSVILLE, KENTUCKY ) 
PETITION IV -2006-4 ) 
PERMIT No. V-06-007 ) 
ISSUED BY TIlE KENTUCKY ) 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET ) 
DEPARTMENT FOR ENvIRONMENTAL ) 
PROTECTION, DIVISION FOR AIR QUALITY ) 

ORDER RESPONDING TO 
PETITIONER'S REQUEST 
THAT THE 
ADMINISTRATOR 
OBJECT TO 
ISSUANCE OF 
STATE PERMIT 

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART 
PETITION FOR OBJECTION TO PERMIT 

On August 17,2006, the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) received a petition from the Sierra Club (Petitioner) pursuant to section 
505(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act (CAA or the Act), 42 U.S.C. § 766Id(b)(2). Sierra 
Club's petition requests that the Administrator object to the permit issued by the 
Kentucky Division for Air Quality (KYDAQ or Kentucky) to East Kentucky Power 
Cooperative, Inc. (EKPC), for the operation of the Hugh L. Spurlock Generating 
Station (Spurlock Station) located in Maysville, Kentucky. The permit (No.V-06-
007) is a state-issued operating permit for Units 1 through 4 at the Spurlock Station, 
with a combined Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) construction air 
quality permit for Unit 4, and was issued by KDAQ pursuant to Kentucky 
Administrative Regulations (KAR) at 401 KAR 52:020 and 40 KAR. 51.017. 

Sierra Club's petition raises several issues in requesting that EPA object to 
this permit. Petitioner alleges that: (1) the permit does not specify whether 
continuous opacity monitoring (COMS) data will be available to prove a violation 
of the opacity standard for Unit 1; (2) the permit must include a heat input limit 
under the heading Operating Limits for Unit 2; (3) the permit must contain a 
compliance schedule for bringing Unit 2 into compliance with PSD requirements; 
(4) the permit improperly omits an applicable requirement to construct and operate 
Unit 3 consistent with and according to the specifications provided in its permit 
application; (5) the permit contains erroneous best available control technology 
(BACT) limits at Unit 3 for several pollutants; (6) the permit contains 
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unenforceal;de limits related to particulate matter and hazardous air pollutant 
emissions from Unit 3; and (7) the permit contains erroneous BACT limits for Unit 
4. 

EPA has reviewed these allegations pursuant to the standard set forth in 
section 50S(b)(2) of the Act, which requires the Administrator to issue an objection 
if the Petitioner demonstrates to the Administrator that the pennit is not in 
compliance with the applicable requirements of the Act. See also 40 C.F.R. 
§ 70.8(d); Sierra Club v. Johnson, 436 F.3d 1269, 1280 (11 th Cir. 2006); and New 
York Public Interest Group v. Whitman, 321 F.3d 316, 333 n.11 (2nd Cir. 2002). 

Based on a review of the information before me, including the petition; the 
facility's permit application dated January 20, 2006; the fmal effective permit 
issued on July 31, 2006; the admiriistrative record supporting the permit; KYDAQ's 
Response to Comments dated June 1, 2006; and relevant statutory and regulatory 
authorities, I partially deny and partially grant Petitioner's request for the reasons 
set forth in this Order. 

I. STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

Section 502(d)(l) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7661a(d)(l), calls upon each state 
to develop and submit to EPA an operating pennit program intended to meet the 
requirements ofCAA title V. The Commonwealth of Kentucky originally 
submitted its title V program governing'the issuance of operating permits in 1993. 
EPA granted interim approval to the program on November 14, 1995. See 60 Fed. 
Reg. 57186. Full approval was granted by EPA on October 31,2001. See 66 Fed. 
Reg. 54953. The program is now incorporated into Kentucky's Administrative 
Regulations at 401 KAR 52:020. All major stationary sources of air pollution and 
certain other sources are required to apply for title V operating permits that include 
emission limitations and other conditions as necessary to assure compliance with 
applicable requirements of the Act, including the applicable implementation plan. 
See CAA § 502(a) and 504(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7661a(a) and 7661c(a). 

The title V operating pennit program does not generally impose new 
substantive air quality control requirements (which are referred to as "applicable 
requirements") but does require permits to contain monitoring, recordkeeping, 
reporting, and other conditions to assure compliance by sources with all applicable 
requirements. 40 C.F.R. § 70.1 (b); see also 57 Fed. Reg. 32250,32251 
(July 21, 1992). One purpose of the title V program is to "enable the source, States, 
EPA, and the public to better understand the requirements to which the source is 
subject, and whether the source is meeting those requirements," Id. Thus, the title 
V operating permit program is a vehicle for ensuring that existing air quality control 
requirements are appropriately applied to facility emission units in a single 
document and that compliance with these requirements is assured. 
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A. Title V Review 

Under section 505(a) of the Act and the relevant implementing regulations, 
see 42 U.S.C. § 7661d(a); 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(a), states are required to submit each 
proposed title V permit to EPA for review. Upon receipt of a proposed permit, 
EPA has 45 days to object to final issuance of the permit jf it is determine~ not to 
be in compliance with applicable requirements or the requirements oftitle V. 
40 C.F.R. § 70.8( c). If EPA. does not object to a permit on its own initiative, 
section 505(b)(2) of the CAA provides that any person may petition the 
Administrator, within 60 days of the expiration of EPA's 4S-day review period, to 
object to the permit. 42 U.S.C. § 7661d(b)(2); see also 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(d). In 
response to such a petition, the Act requires the Administrator to issue a permit 
objection if a petitioner demonstrates that a permit is not. in compliance with the 
requirements of the Act, including the r~quirements of 40 C.F.R. part 70 and the 
applicable state implementation plan (SIP). 42 U.S.C. § 7661d(bX2); see also, 
40 C.F.R. § 70.8( c)(l); New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG) v. 
Whitman, 321 F.3rd 316, 333 n.ll (2nd Cir. 2003). 

Petitions must be based on objections to the permit raised with reasonable 
specificity during the public comment period, unless the petitioner demonstrates 
that it was impracticable to raise such objections within that period or the grounds 
for such objections arose after that period. CAA § 766Id(b)(2); 40 C.F.R. 
§ 70.8(c)(I). If the permitting authority has not yet issued the permit, it may not do 
so unless it revises the permit and issues it in accordance with section S05( c) of the' 
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7661d(c), However, a petition for review does not stay the 
effectiveness of the permit or its requirements if, as is the case here, the permitting 
authority issued the permit after the expiration of EPA's 45-day review period and 
before receipt of the petition for review. If, in responding to a petition, EPA objects 
to a permit that has already been issued, EPA or the permitting authority will 
modify, terminate, or revoke. and reissue the permit. consistent with the procedures 
set forth in 40 C.F.R. §§ 70.7(g)(4) and (5)(i)- (ii), and 40 C.F.R. § 70.8(d). 

B. Applicable PSD Requirement 

For new major stationary soW'ces,l ~pplicable requirements include the 
requirement to obtain a preconstruction permit that complies with applicable new 
source review ~d J?SD requirements. Part C of the CAA establishes the PSD 
program, the preconstruction review program that applies to areas of the country 
that have attained the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). CAA 
§§ 160-169,42 U.S.C. §§ 7470-7479. In such areas, a major stationary source may 
not begin construction or undertake certain modifications without first obtaining a 

I "Major stationary source" is defined, inter alia, as a fossil fuel-fired steam electric plant 
of more than 250 British thermal units (Btu) per hour heat input with the potential to emit 
100 tons per year or more of certain criteria pollutants, such as nitrogen oxide (NOJ. sulfur 
dioxide (S02), or particulate matter (PM). 40 C.F.R. § SI.166(b)(1 XiXa); and 401 KAR 
51.001. 
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PSD permit. CAA § 165(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(1). In broad overview, the 
PSD program includes two central requirements that must be satisfied before the 
pennitting authority may issue a permit; the program (1) limits the impact of new or 
modified major stationary sources on ambient air quality and (2) requires the 
application ofstate-of~the-art pollution control technology, known as BACT.' CAA· 
§§ 165(aX3) & (4), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a)(3) and (4). The CAA further defines 
BACT as ~'an emission limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction of 
each pollutant subject to regulation under this Act emitted from or which results 
from any major emitting facility, which the permitting authority, on a case-by-case 
basis, taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other 
costs determines is achievable for such facility through application of production 
processes and available methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning, 
clean fuels, or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of 
such pollutant." CAA § 169(3) (emphasis added); see also 401 K.AR 51.001. 

EPA has promulgated two largely identical sets of regulations to implement 
the PSD program. One set, at 40 CFR § 52.21, contains EPA's own federal PSD 
program, which was incorporated into the implementation plans of all states at the 
inception of the PSD program in the 1970s. EPA is the permitting authority in 
states operating under 40 CFR § 52.21 and pennits issued under such programs are 
federal pennits that may be appealed to EPA's Environmental Appeals Board, and 
ultimately, the federal courts of appeals. The other set of regulations contain 
requirements that state PSD programs must meet to be approved as part of a SIP. 
40 CFR § 51.166. Over time, most states have received EPA approval for their 
PSD programs. In 1989, EPA approved Kentucky's PSD revision to its SIP as 
meeting these requirements in relevant part. 54 Fed. Reg. 36307 (September 1, 
1989); see also 40 CFR § 52.931. For new major stationary sources in Kentucky 
and for major modifications of existing sources, the Commonwealth's regulations 
require sources to apply for a PSD permit at the same time that it applies for its title 
V operating permit. 401 KAR 52:020. 

Where, as in this case, Petitioner's request that the Administrator object to 
the issuance of a title V pennit is based in whole, or in part, on KYDAQ's alleged 
failure to comply with the requirements of the Commonwealth's approved PSD 
program in issuing a combined title V IPSD permit, the burden is on Petitioner to 
demonstrate that KYDAQ clearly erred by issuing the PSD pennit with terms that 
are not in compliance with applicable PSD requirements. 

As noted above, EPA has approved the PSD programs of most states, 
including the Commonwealth of Kentucky. As the permitting authority, such states 
have substantial discretion in issuing PSD pennits. Given this, in reviewing a 
state's PSD permitting decision, EPA will not substitute its own judgment for that 
of the state. Rather, consistent with the decision in Alaska Dep't ofEnvt'l 
Conservation v. EPA, 540 U.S. 461 (2004), EPA's oversight role in the review of . 
PSD permits i_n the context. of a title V petition is limited to ensuring that the,state 
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has adequately explained the basis for its detennination and that the PSD permit 
comports with the requirements of the state's approved PSD program. 

In determining the appropriate standard to apply to the PSD determinations 
in this case, the standard of review applied by the Environmental Appeals Board 
(EAB) in reviewing the appeals of federal PSD permits issued pursuant to the 
federal regulations at 40 CFR § 52.21. provides a useful analogy. Unlike title V 
objections, the appeal of federal PSD permits is go:vemed by the regulations at 40 
CFR ~ 124.19, and authority to review such permits rests exclusively with the 
EAB. The standard of review applied by the EAB in its review of federal PSD 
permits has been explained in numerous orders of the EAB. See e.g., Prairie State 
Generation Company, PSD Ap~cU. No. 05~05, slip op. (EAB, Aug. 24, 2006); 
Kawaihae Cogeneration, 7 E.A.D. 107, 114 (EAB 1997). In short, in such appeals, " 
the burden is on a petitioner to demonstrate that review is warranted. Ordinarily, a 
PSD permit will not be reviewed by the EAB unless the decision of the pennitting 
authority was based on either a clearly erroneous finding of fact or conclusion of 
law, or involves an important matter of policy or exercise of discretion that warrants 
review. 

. Thus, when a response to a petition to object to a title V pennit requires the 
Administrator to determine whether an approved state's PSD permitting decision 
was adequately explained and meets the requirements of its SIP, EPA believes it is 
appropriate to apply a similar standard of review to that employed by the EAB in its 
review of federal PSD pennits. When EPA promulgated the regulations governing 
the EAB's exercise onts review authority, the Agency noted that the power of 
review "should be only sparingly exercised." 45 Fed. Reg. 33290, 33412. Similar 
deference to the pennitting authority is also justified in the case of a PSD permit 
issued by'a state with an approved PSD program, as is the case here. 

II. BACKGROUND 

. A. The Facility 

The facility at issue -: Spurlock Station - is an electric generating plant 
owned and operated by EKPC in Maysville, Mason County, Kentucky. The plant 
burns fossil fuels, primarily coal,to generate electricity. The plant includes two 
pulverized coal boilers and one circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler, with plans to 
construct an additional CFB boiler. 

Emission Unit 1 is a 3500 mmBtulhr dry-bottom wall fired boiler equipped 
with electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) and a 10w~NOx burner, for which 

2Because of the exclusive authority of the EAB in this area, the Administrator has declined 
to review the merits of a federal PSD permit in the context of a petition to review a title V 
permit. See e.g., In Fe Kawaihae Cogeneration Project, Petition No. 000l~Ol-C (March 10, 
1997). 
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construction began before 1971. The precipitators were installed as part of the 
original plant construction but were rebuilt in 1990-199~. In addition, a selective 
catalytic reduction device was installed in 2003. 

Emission Unit 2 is a 4850 mmBtu/hr tangentially fired boiler equipped with 
ESPs, low NOx burners, and a flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system and was 
subject to review under 40 C.F.R. part 52.21, in November 1979. The FGD system 
has not been in operation since 1985. A selective catalytic reduction device was 
installed in 2003, after the date of the original title V permit issuance. 

Emission Unit 3 was constructed in 2002. It is a 2,500 mmBtuIhr CFB, 
boiler equipped with a baghouse filter, flash dry absorber and a selective non- , 
catalytic reduction (SCNR) unit. This unit bums coal and tire derived fuel (TDF) 
with the condition that TDF will not be burned in excess of 10 percent of coal fuel 
by weight ratio. 

Emission Unit 4 will be constructed at EKPC's existing Spurlock Station 
pursuant to issuance of the title V and combined PSD permit. Unit 4 is a new 300 
megawatt coal-fired electric utility boiler, utilizing CFB technology. The new CFB 
boiler will be equipped with selective non-catalytic reduction, pulse jet fabric 
filters, dry scrubbing, and limestone injection pollution control systems. Unit 4 is 
virtually identical to the existing Unit 3, which also has a CFB boiler. 

B. The Permit 

The Spurlock Station title V pennit at issue is a renewal pennit. EKPC 
submitted an application for its initial operating permit in January 1976 to construct 
Unit 2. The initial operating permit issued by Kentucky was effective on November 
10, 1982. The 1983 permit was subsequently amended on October 7, 1983. In 
1996, EKPC submitted title V permit applications for its Dale and Spurlock units. 
On December 10, 1999, Kentucky issued a final title V permit"for Spurlock Unit 2. 
On April 24, 2001, EKPC submitted a construction permit application for Spurlock 
Unit 3. The application was considered to be complete on February 8, 2002. The 
permit for Unit 3 became effective on June 21, 2002. 

On June 8,2004, KYDAQ received an application for renewal of the titJ,e 
V permit. This title V permit is combined with the proposed construction of Unit 4. 
EKPC submitted an air permit application dated September 13,2004, seeking a 
permit to construct a new 300 megawatt net nominal generating unit. Kentucky's 
permit prQgraIn provides for PSD permitting to occur concurrently with the ~tle V 
permitting process. From December 2004 through January 2006, EKPC provided 
KYDAQ with additional information to support the combined title V and PSD 
permitting process. The application was administratively completed on January 20, 
2006. Thereafter, KYDAQ proposed a draft title V permit and provided a public 
comment period, during which KYDAQ received timely comments, including those 
submitted by the Petitioner. EPA did not object to the proposed permit within its' 
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45-day review period, which ended July 27,2006. KYDAQ issued the final permit 
on July 31, 2006, which included the renewals of the existing title V permit for 
U¢ts 1 though 3 and the initial combined title V and PSD permit for Unit 4. 

c. Litigation History 

On January 24,2003, EPA issued an Notice of Violation (NOV) to EKPC 
for PSD violations at the Spurlock Station concerning Unit 2. Subsequently on 
January 29, 2004, EPA filed an enforcement action in federal district court against 
EKPC alleging similar PSD violations at Unit 2. US. v. East Kentucky Power 
Cooperative, Inc., Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. KY). 3 While the parties have entered 
into a proposed consent decree to resolve the enforcement proceeding, it has not yet 
been finalized by the court. 

In addition, Petitioner brought a state administrative challenge of this title V 
permit pursuant to the Kentucky Revised Statute (KRS) 224.10-440. A formal 
administrative hearing on that challenge was held on December 4, 2006. At the 
conclusion of the oral arguments, the case was submitted to the Secretary of the 
Kentucky Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet (Secretary) for issuance of 
the final Order. The Hearing Officer's Report and Recommended Secretary's 
Order was filed on April 16, 2007. The Secretary has until September 12, 2007, to 
file a final Order in the administrative proceeding.4 

c 

, Finally. on September 28.2006, Petitioner filed a deadline suit to compel the 
Administrator to respond to the title V petition at issue in this Order. Sierra Club v. 

3 The United States alleged, inter alia, that EKPC perfonned "major modifications" at the 
Spurlock and Dale Plants, within the meaning of the regulations implementing the PSD 
program, in connection with a series of capital projects and operational changes at the 
Spurlock Plant to supply steam to th~ Inland Container Corporation, and a series of capital 
projects at the Dale Plant involving the replacement of boiler and turbine components. At 
Spurlock Unit 2 and Dale Units 3 and 4, the United States alleged that these projects 
resulted in unpennitted ~'signjficant net emission increases" of NO x, S02 andlor PM under 
the PSD program. The United States' askep that the Court order EKPC, inter alia, to 
remedy the alleged violations by requiring installation of the best available control 
technology on Spurlock'Unit 2 and Dale Units 3 and 4, in order to control and reduce 
emissions of NO x, S02 andlor J:lM. The United States also alleged that the projects 
undertaken at Dale. Units 3 and 4 violated the applicable New Source Performance 
Standards for these pollutants, and that EKPC failed to include PSD and NSPS 
requirements triggered by its projects in its operating pennits required by title V of the 
CAA. On July 2. 2007, the United States and EKPC lodged a proposed Consent Decree in 
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky. Judicia] approval of the 
settlement is pending court review. 

4 The issues presented at the hearing include the fo])owing allegations:(a) that the Cabinet 
failed to make certain infonnation available to the public during the public comment 
period~ and (b) that the Cabinet erred in determining the BACT selection for NOx for Unit 
4. 
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Johnson, No 1 :07CV00414 (R WR) (D.D.C). On July 18, 2007, notice of the 
proposed consent decree to addres's this deadline lawsuit was published. 72 Fed. 
Reg. 9413. Pursuant to the 'tenns of the proposed consent decree, EPA has until 
August 31, 2007, to respond to the petition. 

III. THRESHOLD REQUIREMENTS 

A. Timeliness of Petition 

Section 505(b )(2) of the Act provides that a person may petition the 
Administrator of EPA, within sixty days after the expiration of EPA's 45·day 
review period, to object to the issuance of a proposed permit. As noted above, 
EPA's 45-day review period for the Spurlock Station title V permit expired on July 
27., 2006. Thus, the sixty-day petition period ended on September 27. 2006. EPA 
received the subject petition on August 17,2006. Accordingly, EPA finds that· 
Petitioner timely filed its petition. 

B. Objections Raised with Reasonable Specificity During Public Comment 
Period 

The Petitioner filed this petition pursuant to CAA § 505(b)(2), under which 
the Administrator will object to a pennit if ''the petitioner demonstrates to the 
Administrator that the permit is not in compliance with the requirements of this Act, 
including the requirements of the applicable implementation plan." EPA considers 
whether the Petitioner has provided sufficient infonnation to make the requisite 
"demonstrat[ion)" under the fa~ts, circumstances, and legal issues of the particular 
case, viewed in light of the provisions, structure of title V and the relationship of 

. those provisions with the enforcement provisions of title 1. See In the Matter of 
Georgia Power Bowen Steam -Electric Generating Plant, et al Final Order~ dated 
January 8, 2007. Section 505(b)(2) oftlie Act also provides that a petition shall be 
based on objections raised with reasonable specificity during the public comment 
period provided by the pennitting agency. EPA reviewed the comments submitted 
to Kentucky during the public comment period for the Spurlock Station title V 
permit and found that the comments provide a sufficient basis for the petition - the 
objections raised in the petition were timely raised, with reasonable specificity, in 
Petitioner's written comments. Therefore, Petitioner has satisfied this statutory 
requirement. 

IV. ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER 

A. Use of Credible Evidence 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner points to·the permit's specific monitoring 
requirements for Unit 1 and asserts that Section B.4.a. could be read to limit the 
credible evidence that may be used to establish an opacity violation. Petitioner 
states that when the continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS) indicates an 
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exceedance of the opacity standard, the pennit requires the source to either conduct 
a Method 9 test 'or accept the COMS readout, but asserts that this provision is not a 
limit on the type of evidence that can be used to enforce the underlying opacity 
limit. Petitioner asks the Administrator to object to the pennit because it may 
create confusion on this point. 

EPA's Response: EPA interprets the title V permit to allow EPA, KYDAQ, 
citizens and EKPC to use any credible evidence to determine compliance with 
andlor enforce an applicable requirement of the pennit. This interpretation is 
grounded in both the CAA' s statutory and regulatory enforcement provisions, as 
well as the provisions of the title V permit itself. 

The Act provides EPA, KYDAQ and citizens with authority to bring 
enforcement actions against a source for violation of any requirement or prohibition 
of an applicable implementation plan or pennit, including a title V permit. 42 
U.S.C. §§ 7413{a), 76.D4{a){l), 76.o4{f)(4). Section 113(a) of the CAA provides that 
EPA may bring an enforcement action based on "any infonnation."· 42 U.S.C. § 
7413(a). In response to a 1984 district court ruling that limited the evidence EPA 
could use to prove a violation of an emission standard or limitation, Congress . 
amended Section 113(e) of the CAA in 199.0, to clarify that "any credible evidence" 
could be used for compliance and enforcement purposes. 42 U.S.C. § 7413{e). 

EPA promulgated the Credible Evidence Rule (CER) following the 199.0 
~AA Amendments, to further clarify that any credible evidence could be used for 
compliance with the new title V permit program, as well as other compliance and 
enforcement efforts. 62 Fed. Reg. 8314 (February 24, 1997). As stated in the 
preamble, the CER "merely removes what some have construed to be a regulatory 
bar to the adm.ission of non-reference test data to prove a violation of an emission 
standard, no matter how creqible and probative those data are that a violation has 
occurred." 62 Fed.Reg. at 8315. SpecificalJy, the CER was "designed to clarify 
that non-reference test data can be. used in enforcement actions, and to remove any 
potential ambiguity regarding this data's use for compliance certifications under 
Section 114 and title V of the [CAA]." 62 Fed.Reg. at 8314. Further, to clarify the 
ability of citizens to use any credible evidence (such as in an action under section 
3.04 of the CAA), EPA noted in the CER that "today's rule creates no new rights or 
powers for citizen enforcers; instead, the rule clarifies existing EPA regulations. 
Citizens have been free to use credible evidence in [CAA] enforcement and have 
prevailed in at least two court cases using it." 62 Fed. Reg. at 8318. See e.g., 
Sierra Club v. Public Service Company o/Colorado, Inc., 894 F. Supp. 1455 (D. 
Colo. 1995); Unitek Environmental Services, Inc. v. Hawaiian Cement, 1997 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 19261 (D. HI 1997); but see, Sierra Club v. TVA, 43.0 F.3d 1337 (11 th 

Cir. 2.0.05) (prohibiting a citizen from admitting evidence because Alabama had not 
adopted the CER into its SIP). 
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The CER also included changes to federal regulations, notably, 40 C.F.R. 
§ 60.11 (g), related to New Source Performance Standards. That regulation 
specifically provides: 

For the purpose of submitting compliance 
certifications or establishing whether or not a person 
has violated or is in violation of any standard in this 
part. nothing in this part shall preclude the use, 
including the exclusive use; of any credible evidence 
or information, relevant to whether a source would 
have been in compliance with applicable 
requirements if the appropriate performance or 
compliance test or procedure had been performed. 

40 C.F.R. §60.11(g). 

Further, EPA interprets Kentucky's State implementation Plan, consistent 
with the 1997 CER. specifically 40 C.F.R. § 51.212( c). as not precluding any entity, 
including EPA, citizens, or the state, from using any credible' evidence to enforce 
emission standards, limitations, conditions or any other provision of the Kentucky 
SIP.s See Letter from Stephen L. Johnson, EPA Administrator, to Robert Ukeiley, 
June 29. 2007 (Response to Petition for Rulemaking on Credible.Evidence 
Revisions in Kentucky). . 

Finally, the title V permit here does not preclude the use of any credible 
evidence in determining compliance with applicable requirements. There is no 
language in the permit which Petitioner can identify that implies or affirmatively 
disallows the use of any credible evidence. Furthermore, the absence oflanguage 
regarding the use of credible evidence in the title V permit does not preclude its use 
in demonstrating compliance. See e.g., In the Matter of Motiva Enterprises Final 
Order, Petition Number: II-200l-05, dated September 24,2004; and In the Matter 
of Starrett City Final Order. Petition Number: II-2001-01, dated December 16. 
2002. The Spurlock Station permit does not state that Method 9 is the sole or 
exclusive method used to determine compliance. The permit refers to Method 9 test 
as the reference test method provided in the SIP for the purpose of determining 
compliance with the opacity limit. However. as EPA explained in adopting the 

S The' Kentucky SIP also includes language indicating that Kentucky can use "any 
infonnation" to enforce its SIP. See, e.g., 40 KAR 50:055 (concerning compliance); and 
401 KAR 50:060 (concerning enforcement). These two provisions were incorporated into 
the Kentucky SIP on May 4, 1989 (54 Fed Reg. 19169) and July 12, 1982.(47 Fed. Reg. 
30059), respectively. Further, Kentucky's regulations include the incorporation by 
reference of 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.11 and 61.12 in 401 KAR 60:005, Section 2(1); and 401 KAR 
57:002, Section 2(1), respectively. These provisions are not contained in the Kentucky SIP 
because regulations pertaining to new source perfonnance standards and hazardous air 
pollutants are not included as part of the SIP for any state. 
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CER, this means that reference tests, such as a Method 9 test in this case, performed 
under EPA and State regulations are the benchmark against which to compare other 
emissions data or parametric data, or engineering analyses, regarding source 
compliance. See' 62 Fed. Reg. 8314. Regardless of whether the source chooses to 
conduct a Method 9 test, the permit requires the source to maintain records of all 
COMS data which ensures the availability of this data in an enforcement action. In 
short, nothing in the permit limits EPA, KYDAQ, or citizens from using credible 
evidence to bring an enforcement action for opacity violations consistent with 
EPA's 1997 Credible Evidence Rule and Kentucky's SIP. 

While the permit allows EKPC to conduct a Method 9 test as a response to 
an exceedance of the opacity standard, as measured by COMs, EKPC could conduct 
such a test irrespective of whether the permit specifically allowed it as a response to . 
the opacity exceedance. The permit's provision for a Method 9 test does not 
change the fact that the COM may measure an exceedance and does not affect the 
right of EPA, Kentucky or citizen to bring an enforcement action to remedy the 
exceedance. In short, EPA does not believe this permit provision has any effect on 
the scope of the evidence that can be utilized in enforcement action, given that 
Petitioner has not demonstrated that the permit is inconsistent with the Act. EPA 
denies the petition ,with respect to this issue. 

B. Unit 2 Operating Limits 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner asserts that the permit appears to require 
no operating limits for Unit 2 when this Unit should be subject to operating limits· 
carried over from the underlying state issued operating permit. Petitioner points out 
that the 1976 construction permit application submitted for Unit 2 represented that 
EKPC would construct and operate a pulverized coal unit with a maximum heat 
input of 4,850 million British thermal units per hour (mmBtuJhr). Further, this 
maximum heat input appears in the 1982 and 1983 state issued operating permits 
covering Unit 2. Petitioner also points out that EPA issued an NOV and filed an 
enforcement suit against EKPC for violating the 4,850 mrnBtuIhr heat input limit 
(referenced in footnote 1, above). Petitioner asks the Administrator to object to the 
title V permit because it lacks an enforceable heat input limit. 

EPA's Response: Petitioner's primary argument is that the title V permit 
states "none" under the permit category "Operating Limits" for Unit 2. Petitioner 
argues that the title V permit, therefore, does not contain an enforceable operating 
limit. EPA recognizes that there is no maximum heat input limit stated under 
"Operating Limits" in the title V permit. EPA also notes that the title V permit 
specifically states in Section 0.15, that the title V permit subsumes and incorporates 
all of the applicable requirements from the existing operating permit. EPA believes 
this would include the maximum heat input from the underlying state operating 
permit (SOP). 
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Howeve~, on March 30, 2007, as part of the ongoing EPA enforcement 
action described above, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 
Kentucky ruled that the heat input limit in the underlying SOP ceased to be 
enforceable upon issuance ofEKPCts 1999 title V permit. Specifically, the court 
stated: "[T]o the extent any term conditio~ or description in the 1983 SOP was 
modified by the title V permit or is inconsistent with the title V permit, the later
issued title V permit must control. The Court fmds that the reference to the '4850 
mmBtuIhr' in the title V permit is just such a term," United States v. East Kentucky 
Power Coopercitivet slip op, at 21. The court noted that KYDAQ listed Spurlock 
Unit 2ts maximum heat input as a "description" in the title V permit rather than as a 
federally enforceable '<Operating Limitation." Slip op. at 20-25. The court further 
ruled that the "description" identifying the "maximum continuous rating" of 4,850 
mmBtuIhr listed for Spurlock Unit 2 in the 1999 title V permit was not an 
enforceable limitation as it appeared in that permit. Id. The title V permit that is 
the subject of this petition contains language similar to the 1999 title V permit. 
Therefore, according to the rulmg of the court, the title V permit does not contain 
the maximum heat input limit contained in the underlying SOP. 

In additiont the use of the term "modifiedu in the language cited above 
cannot be read to mean that the heat input limit in the 1983 SOP was not an 
"applicable requirement" within the meaning of 40 C.F.R. § 70.2t or that the title V 
permit eliminated the heat input requirement from the 1983 SOP. The title V 
program does not impose new applicable requirements nor is the title V permitting 
process the appropriate mechanism for changing or modifying applicable 
requirements found in underlying permits. Instead, the underlying permit in which 
the applicable requirement is found must be modifiedt and then incorporated into 
the title V permit as an applicable requirement.6 Thust the placement of the . 
maximum heat input in the description section ofEKPC's 1999 title V permit could 
not have eliminated the heat input limit as an applicable requirement of the 
underlying 1983 SOP. 

Based on the foregoing, EPA finds that the title V permit is deficient for its 
failure to include as an applicable requirement the maximum heat input limit found 
in the underlying 1983 SOP. Therefore, I grant the petition on this issue and direct 
KYDAQ to amend the permit and to include the applicable heat input limit for Unit 
2 under the "Operating Limits>t category of the permit. 7 

6 To the extent that a state with a me~ged title VIPSD pennitti:ng program (such as 
Kentuckts) seeks to change applicable requirements in an underlying permitt such changes 
must be clearly delineated as being made outside of the title V part of the process and the 
rationale for the change must be clearly stated. 

1 It is apparent the EKPC was aware that the heat input limit was an enforceable limitation 
in that it previously requested that KYDAQ revise the maximum heat rate for Unit 2 from 
4,850 million mmBtuIhr to 5,3555 mmBtuIhr. KYDAQ denied EKPC's request when they 
infonned EKPC that a PSD pennit was required for such modification. 
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EPA wishes to emphasize that its decision to grant Petitioner's request on 
this issue does not conflict with the proposed consent decree that will resolve 
EPA's civil enforcement action for EKPC's alleged violations of the maximwn heat 
input limit contained its underlying state operating permit, filed on January 29, 
2004. Paragraph 165 of the proposed consent decree requires EKPC to apply for an 
amendment to its title V permit for the Spurlock Plant that incorporates a maximwn 
continuous rating (MCR) of 5,600 mmBtu/hour. The proposed consent decree does 
not provide that this MCR replaces the 4,850 mmBtu/hour heat input limit found in 
its underlying 1983 SOP, nor does it otherwise alter the maximwn heat input limit 
contained in the underlying 1983 SOP. 

Further, although the proposed consent decree in paragraph 119 releases 
EKPC from claims arising from the alleged violations of Parts C and D of the Act, 
failure to obtain an operating pennit that incorporates applicable, requirements 
under the Kentucky SIP. and operation of Spurlock Unit 2 above a maximwn heat 
input of 4,850 mmBtuIhr, the proposed consent decree does not relieve KYDAQ of 
its obligation under Section 504, 42 U.S.C. § 7661c, and 401 KAR 52.020, to 
ensure that the Spurlock Unit 2 title V pennit contain all applicable requirements 
under the Act. This includes the maximwn heat input limit contained in EKPC's 
1983 SOP. Therefore, KYDAQ must amend EKPC's title V penni! to incorporate 
the maximwn ];leat input limit from the underlying state permit or EKPC must apply 
to KYDAQ under the Kentucky SIP for a permit that would authorize a change in 
that heat input limit, which in turn would be incorporated in the title V permit. 

C. New Source Review (NSR) Compliance Schedule for Unit 2 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner asserts that the EKPC permit is not in 
compliance with the CAA because it does not assure that Unit 2 is in compliance 
with applicable PSD requirements and does not include a compliance schedule to 
bring the Spurlock Station into compliance with applicable PSD requirements, 
which are found in the Act and Kentucky's SIP. Petitioner points out that EPA 
issued an NOV to EKPC for alleged PSD violations at Unit 2 and also filed a 
complaint in federal district court alleging similar violations. 'Petitioner asserts that 
where EPA has issued an NOV alleging CAA violations, the title V permit must 
include compliance schedules~, 

EPA's Response: EPA disagrees with Petitioner's conclusion. Petitioner 
has not sufficiently demonstrated to the Administrator that the permit is out of 
compliance with the Act, and therefore, EPA denies the petition with respect to this 
issue. 

1. Enforcement and Regulatory History 

EPA issued an NOV to EKPC on January 24, 2003, alleging PSD violations 
at the Spurlock Station. EPA filed a civil complaint in federal district court for the . 
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Eastern District of Kentucky on JanuarY 29, 2004, alleging similar violations. See 
United States v. East Kentucky Power Coop. Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. KY). The 
alleged violations at Spurlock Station arose from EKPC's failure to operate Unit 2 
in accordance with the stated purpose in its application. EKPC's construction 
permit application stated that all steam generated by Unit 2 would be used solely to 
generate electricity. However, in August 1992, EKPC began supplying steam to 
Inland Container .. Further, EPA alleged that the increased steam demand created by 
connecting to and supplying steam to Inland Container violated the CAA because it 
resulted in an unpermitted significant net increase of emissions. EPA alleged that 
EKPC's physical changes constituted "major modifications" as defined in the Act 
and the Kentucky SIP. This claim flowed from EKPC's decision to uprate the 
boiler at Spurlock Unit 2, and subsequently operate it at heat input levels above the 
4850 mmBtuIhr maximwn heat input capacity included in its operating permit. 
EPA alleged in its NOV and complaint that EKPC did not obtain the required PSD 
permit prior to constructing or operating these alleged major modifications and has 
subsequently operated Spurlock station without installing or operating BACT, as 
required by the Act and the Kentucky SIP. On July 2, 2007, the United States and 
EKPC lodged a proposed consent decree in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern 
District of Kentucky. Information regarding the settlement can be found at 
http://www .epa.gov/compliance/resourceslcaseslcivillcaaleastkentuckypower.html . 

. Notably, in the proposed consent decree, EKPC has disclaimed liability for the 
PSD, Kentucky SIP, New Source Performance Standards, and title V violations 
alleged in the United States' complaint. 

As required by title V of the Clean Air Act, part 70, and the Kentucky SIP, 
EKPC submitted a title V permit application to KYDAQ for its Spurlock Station. 
Title V requires a facility to include in its application a description of how the 
facility will comply with all applicable requirements and a schedule of compliance 
for requirements with which the source is not in compliance at the time of permit 
issuance. See CAA 503(b); 40 C.F.R. § 70.5(c); and 401 KAR 52:020. 

EKPC submitted the required title V permit application to KYDAQ; 
however, EKPC did not include PSD requirements in the application as applicable 
requirements, nor a compliance schedule, because the company does not believe 
PSD requirements have been triggered at the plant. 

Petitioner requested that KYDAQ include, in EKPC's title V permit, 
requirements to obtain a PSD permit. Accordingly, Petitioner asserts that since 
EPA identified violations cited in the NOV and the complaint filed against EKPC 
the permit must address the violations and include a compliance schedule pursuant 
to which EKPC is required to obtain the requisite PSD permit and comply with 
BACT. As explained in the permit's Statement of Basis at page. I , and KYDAQ's 
Response to Comments, KYDAQ views the issue ofPSD applicability as 
unresolved in light of the on-going litigation and indicated that depending on the 
outcome of the litigation, it may be required to reopen the permit. Accordingly, 
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KYDAQ did not include PSD requirements in the Spurlock Station permit as 
applicable requirements. 

The Petitioner petitioned EPA to object, under CAA 505(b)(2), to the 
Spurlock Station permit, and require a compliance schedule. All sources subject to 
title V must have a permit to operate that assures compliance by the source with all 
applicable requirements. See CAA § 504(a); 40 C.F.R. § 70.1(b). Ifa source is not 
in compliance with applicable requirements, then the title V permit must also 
contain a schedule of compliance leading to the facility's compliance with 
applicable requirements. See CAA § 504(a); 40 C.F.R. §§ 70.1 (b),70.6(c)(3). 
Such applicable requirements may include the requirement to obtain PSD permits 
that comply with applicable PSD requirements under the Act, EPA regulations, and 
state implementation plans; See generally CAA §§ 11 0(a)(2)(c), 160-69; 40 C.F.R. 
§§ 51.166, 52.21. Jfthe state permitting authority includes in a title V permit a 
requirement that the source does not believe applies, the source may, after 
exhausting any applicable state administrative appeal processes, seek review in 
state court. That case would involve the source and the state permitting agency, 
but, absent intervention, noUhe U.S. EPA. 

The Petitioner bases its petition on the fact that the Agency has issued an 
NOV and filed a complaint in U.S. District Court alleging PSD violations. 
Petitioner argues that the NOV and the allegations therein, coupled with the 
complaint, establish the applicability ofPSD to Spurlock Station.s Petitioner 
concludes, therefore, that the lack of any PSD requirements or a compliance 
schedule demonstrates that the permit is not in compliance with the Act, and thus 
requires the permit to address the violations alleged in the NOV and complaint. 

2. Discussion 

Contrary to Petitioner's views, and as previously explained by EPA in 
declining to object to two title V permits issued to Georgia Power Company, the 
issuance of an NOV and/or the filing of a complaint alone is not sufficient evidence 
to make the requisite "demonstrat[ion]" under section 505(bX2). See generally In 
the Matter of Georgia Power Company. Bowen Steam - Electric Generating Plant, 
et ai, Final Order, dated January 8, 2007, at 5-9. Under section I 13(a)(1), 
"[w]henever, on the basis of any information available to the Administrator, the 
Administrator finds that any person has violated or is in violation of any 
requirement or prohibition of an applicable implementation plan or permit, the 
Administrator shall [issue an NOV]." An NOV is simply one early step in the 
EPA's process of determining whether a violation has, in fact, occurred. It is not a 
final agency action and is not subject to judicial review. It is well-recognized that 
no legal consequences flow from an NOV, and an NOV does not have the force or 
effect oflaw. See Pacijieorp v. Thomas, 883 F.2d 661 (9th Cir. 1988); Ashestee 
Constr. Servs. v. EPA, 849 F.2d 765, 768-69 (2nd Cir. 1988); Union Elee. Co. v. 

8 In its petition, Petitioner offers no evidence of PSD noncompliance, other than EPA' s 
NOV and the United States' complaint. 
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EPA, 593 F.2d 299,304-06 (8th Cir. 1979); and West Penn Power Co. v. Train: 522 
F.2d 302, 310-11 (3td Cir. 1975). 

A complaint is simply "a pleading which sets forth a claim for relief,,' and 
includes a "short and plain statement of the claim that the [plaintiff] is entitled to 
relief .... " See Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a). While a plaintiff may be subject to sanctions 
for filing a complaint that includes inaccurate allegations, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 11, the 
complaint does not in-and-of itself prove the facts plead. Rather, as the Eleventh 
Circuit has noted, when EPA files a complaint in a civil enforcement action, "if the 
defendant believes that the EPA has reached its conclusions based upon erroneous 
facts or an incorrect understanding of the law, the defendant may make legal and 
factual arguments in an independent fotwn-one that enables the defendant to 
utilize a panoply of pre-established procedural rights." See TVA v. Whitman, 336 
F.3d 1236. 1241 (lIth Cir. 2003). 

Thus, both an NOV and a complaint are initial steps in the process of 
determining whether the source is in violation of any CAA requirements. These 
steps are commonly followed by additional investigation or discovery, information
gathering, and exchange of views that occur in the context of an enforcement 
proceeding and that are considered important means of fact-finding under our 
system of civil litigation. As a result, EPA believes that the fact of the issuance of 
an NOV or the filing of a complaint does not definitively establish the necessity of 
a compliance schedule for title V purposes. 

Petitioner also points to the information contained in the NOV allegations, 
and appears to suggest that such information is sufficient to "demonstrate[]" PSD 
applicability. under CAA section 502(b)(2). However, information contained in an 
NOV (or a complaint) alone is not sufficient to demonstrate that a requirement is 
applicable for permitting purposes. EPA may consider an NOV's filing or 
complaint's issuance as a relevant factor when determining whether the overall 
information presented by the petitioner - in light of all the factors that may be 
relevant - demonstrates the applicability of a requirement for title V purposes. 
Other factors that may be relevant in this determination include the quality of the 
information. whether the underlying facts are disputable, the types of defenses 
available to the source, and the nature of any disputed legal questions, all of which 
would need to be considered within the constraints of the title V process. If, in any 
particular case, these factors are relevant and the Petitioner does not present 
information concerning them, then EPA may find that the Petitioner has failed to 
present sufficient information to demonstrate that the requirement is applicable. 

I 

Another factor that EPA considers is the potential impact eDforcement cases 
and title V decisions have on one another, as illustrated by the following example. 
As is the case here, EPA could bring a civil judicial enforcement action for 
violations by a source of a substantive rule. The source and EPA would be 
engaged in litigation over the merits of the allegations of EPA's judicial complaint. 
Should EPA prevail in that enforcement proceeding, or should the source and EPA 
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propose to settle their differences - as has happened in this particular enforcement 
proceeding - then the court would enter judgment in the form of an order or consent 
decree requiring the source achieve compliance with the law either pursuant to the 
terms of a compliance order, or, at a minimum, by a date certain. (In the Matter of 
Georgia Power Company, Bowen Steam Electric Generating Plant, et al Final 
Order, dated January 8, 2007~ and In the Matter of Lovett Generating Station Final 
Order, Petition Number: II-2001-07, dated February 19,2003). In the event of a 
proposed settlement, the enforcement proceeding would not be "final" or concluded 
until such time that the consent decree is entered by the court. Thus, should the 
proposed consent decree be entered by the court in the related enforcement action, 
KYDAQ and EKPC would need to appropriately respond by incorporating the 
compliance schedule(s) required by the consent decree into the title V permit. 
Specifically, the proposed consent decree requires EKPC to amend its title V permit 
within 180 days of entry of the consent decree to "include a schedule for all Unit
specific performance, operational, maintemmce, and control technology requirements 
established by this consent decree including, but not limited to, emission rates, 
removal efficiencies, fuel limitations, tonnage limitations, and the requirement in 
Paragraph 72 pertaining to the- surrender of S02 Allowances." Proposed Consent 

Decree, 'If 166. 

Separately, in the context of the issuance of a title V permit to the same 
source, the permitting authority may determine (on its own or as a result of an EPA 
objection) that the source is in non-compliance with the substantive rule (Le., 
applicable requirement) that is the subject of the enforcement proceeding, and 
require in the title V permit that the source achieve compliance with the applicable 
requirement pursuant to a schedule of compliance. Under such circumstances, the 
source could challenge the permit, petition EPA for relief, and appeal to the 
appropriate circuit court. In these circumstances, the source and EPA could find 
themselves in two separate forums for litigating essentially the same issues -
whether the substantive rule was violated and the appropriateness of a compliance 
schedule - which risks potentially different and conflicting results. 

In light of the settIement,loqgedbut.notyet clltered in the federal court 
enforcement action between the United States and EKPC, the fact that EKPC 
continues to dispute its PSD liability not:withstanding reaching that settlement with 
the United States,and Petitioner's sole reliance on the existence o( an NOV and 
complaint in the enforcement action, I fmd that the petition does not "demonstrate" 
that the title V permit does not comply with the Clean Air Act. At this point, the 
PSD claims in the complaint have not been fully adjudicated and the proposed 
consent decree has not yet been entered in federal court, and thus, Petitioner has not 
met its burden of showing that the permit is not in compliance with the Act. 

I note that, while the permit does nct contain PSD ~ applicable 
requirements for Unit 2, it also do¥s not provide any safe harbor from enforcement 
ofPSD requirements. Thus, the permit does not disturb any ongoing or future 
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enforcement action against EKPC for violations of PSD requirements. 9 EPA 
believes that, considering these specific circumstances it would be premature to 
make a determination on PSD applicability and any NSR compliance schedule 
requirements. The appropriate path is to allow the PSD applicability issue to be 
fully resolved by the federal district court in the enforcement process before· 
determining that the title V permit must contain such requirements. 

For the reasons explained herein, EPA denies the petition with respect to 
this issue. 

D. Construct and Operate Unit 3 in Actordance with Permit Application 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner asserts that the permit omits a requirement· 
that EKPC construct and operate Unit 3 in accordance with the plans and 
specifications submitted with the pre-construction permit application. The CAA 
. and requires that a PSD applicant construct and operate the source consistent with ~ 
the specifications of the permit application. 40 C.F.R § 52.21(r). This includes, but 
is not limited to, the fuel, control equipment, and maximum heat rating included in 
the permit application. Petitioner is requesting that the Administrator object to the 
permit and require that it be revised to include these requirements. 

EPA's Response: EPA disagrees with Petitioner's conclusion. The permit 
is written based on the specifications, terms and conditions of the application 
submitted by EKPC, and as a pre-requisite, that application must be complete and 

, accurate in order to comply with the applicable regulations. 401 KAR 52:020. 
Petitioner's reliance on 40 C.F.R § 52.21(r) to argue that the eAA requires that a 
PSD applicant construct and operate the source consistent with and according to the 
specifications provided in the permit application is misplaced' -:- that regulation 
governs federally issued or delegated PSD permits. For Kentucky, which issues 
PSD permits pursuant to a federally approved SIP, the applicable and relevant 
federal regulation is set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 51.166(r)(I), which states that the SIP "fill 
for an approved PSD program "shall include enforceable procedures to provide that 
approval to construct shall not relieve any owner or operator of the responsibility to 
comply fully with applicable provisions of the plan and any other requirements 
under local, State or Federal law." While Petitioner correctly notes the relevant 
state PSD law, Petitioner fails to recognize that under that law, the source must be 
operated "in accordance with the application (to construct] ... or under the terms of 
an approval to construct." 401 KAR 51 :017(16) {emphasis added). Because a PSD 
source in Kentucky that operates in accordance with its permit to construct has met 

') In the ongoing case, U.S. v East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Case No. 04-34-KSF 
(B.D. KY), the Sixth Circuit recently ruled that EPA had not proven in its Motion for 
Summary Judgment, when and how frequently EKPC exceeded the 4,850 mmBtuIhr limit, 
therefore, that issue would have to be addressed at a future trial. The Court also ruled that 
EPA had not met its burden of proof required to establish the relationship between EKPC's 
uprating its boilers to 4 million pounds per hour of steam and an alleged corresponding 
increase in the heat input to the boiler. 
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the requirements of the applicable state and federal law, it is not necessary for 
KYDAQ to include language in the title V permit requiring EKPC to construct and 
operate Unit 3 consistent with the specifications of the PSD pennit application. 
Therefore, EPA denies the petition with respect to this issue. 

E. BACT Limits for Unit 3 

Petitioner's Comment: As a general matter, Petitioner claims BACT limits 
established in prior title I permitting actions can <be revisited in subsequent title V 
permitting processes if it is established that the historic BACT detennination was 
erroneous. With regarp to the Spurlock Station title V pennit, Petitioner alleges -
that the permit contains erroneous BACT limits for Unit 3;and relies heavily on 
EPA's Order In re Chevron Products Co., Petition No. IX-2004-08 (Chevron), to 
substantiate its claim. 

EPA's Response: The Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that the Spurlock 
Station title V pennit for Unit 3 is not in compliance with the applicable CAA 
requirements, including the requirements of the Kentucky SIP. CAA Section 
505(b)(1). Further, as stated in Chevron, pursuant to EPA policy, the Agency 
generally does not object to the issuance of a title V permit due to concerns over 
BACT or related determinations made long ago during a prior reconstruction 
permitting process. Id at 9; see also Letter to John S. Seitz to Robert Hodanbosi 
and Charles Lagges at page 2 (May 20, 1999). 

Notwithstanding EPA's general policy not to object to the issuance of a title 
V pennit due to concerns over BACT detenninations made during a prior 
reconstruction permitting process, EPA clearly retains its authority to reopen a 

, permit to reevaluate BACT detenninations under limited circumstances. 
Specifically, EPA will reopen a permit when an emissions limit unit has not gone 
through the proper PSD permitting process, and therefore lacks one or more 
applicable requirements of the CAA in the draft or proposed title V permit. See 
Chevron at 11 n13. EPA exercised its authority on this basis to reopen the Chevron 
permit because the BACT limits wer~ adopted under local district rules that were 
not approved by EPA and that provided an exemption from NSR requirements. The 
local district adopted the rule exemption 11 months prior to the submittal of 
Chevron's application and deleted it within two months after approving 
construction of the Chevron unit in question. Consequently, EPA concluded that 
there was insufficient information to make a detennination as to whether the 
Chevron pennit limits accurately reflected BACT or whether the NSR requirements 
were followed. However, in granting the Chevron title V petition on the BACT 
issue, EPA made it abundantly clear that it was doing so solely because the specific 
facts demonstrated degrees of deficiency and a possible compromise in the PSD 
permitting process. See jd. at 11-13 and n13. 

The scenario presented in this petition concerning the BACT limits for Unit 
3 is quite distinguishable from Chevron. KYDAQ adopted the Unit 3 limits under 
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an EPA approved PSD program, and EPA and the public were given the 
opportunity to review and comment on these limits prior to the issuance of the final 
PSD pennit in June 2002. At that juncture, Petitioner clearly had the opportunity to 
r~ise its concerns regarding the BACT limits for Unit 3, but for unknown reasons, it 
failed to do so. In this instance, Petitioner has not demonstrated, and there is 
nothing in the record to suggest any deficiency in the PSD permitting process or 
that Unit 3 BACT determination was unreasonable. (The Supreme Court held that 

,EPA may act to block construction ofa new major pollutant emitting facility'ifEPA 
finds that the state's BACT determination was unreasonable.) Alaska Dep't of 
Environmental Conservation v. EPA, 540 U.S. 461,488 (2004). In addition, 
Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that the title V permit including the Unit 3 
BACT limits, is not in compliance with the applicable CAA requirements. 

For these reasons, and as explained more fully below, EPA denies the 
petition with respect to this issue. 

1. Visible Emission BACT Limits 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner claims the permit does not contain visible 
emission BACT limits for PM and sulfuric acid mist (SAM) from Unit 3. Any new 
or modifie4 major source must have a permit requiring BACT and BACT is 
expressly defined as an "emissions limitation including a visible emission 
standard," for each "regulated NSR pollutant." 401 KAR 51 :001, Section 1(25). 

EPA;s Response: Consistent with KYDAQ's Response to Comments, EPA 
concludes that opacity is not an NSR regulated pollutant, and thus, there is no 
applicable federal or state requirement to have a BACT opacity limit. See 
KYDAQ's Response to Comments at page 46; see also Knauf Fiber Glass, 8 
E.A.D. 121 (EAB 1999) (stating that an opacity limit "is not a requirement of the 
federal PSD program"). It is permissible for an agency to use opacity as an 
emission limitation. Contrary to Petitioner's assertion, the inclusion of visibility in 
the definition of BACT merely clarifies that a visible emission standard is an 
acceptable fonn of a BACT limit for an NSR regulated pollutant. See Alabama 
Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323, 408 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (emphasis added). 
Accordingly, opacity may be used as an indicator of particulate matter, fumes, 
gases or vapor but it is not independently regulated. This position is consistent with 
EAB and state decisions fmding that PSD does not necessarily require opacity 
limits. See generally In re Amerada Hess Corp. Port Reading Refinery, PSD 
Appeal No. 04-03, slip op. at 11 (EAB Feb. 1,2005); In re Air Pollution Control 
Construction and Operation 0/ a 500 MW Pulverized Coal-Fired Plant Known as 
Weston Unit 4 in Marathon County, Wisconsin, Wis. Div. of Hearing and Appeals, 

. Case No. IH-04-21 (Feb. 10, 2006). The Spurlock permit as written provides direct 
and specific limits for the pollutants identified by Petitioner (PM and SAM). 
Further, the regulated NSR pollutant PMlPMIO will also be monitored by PM 
continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS), thus providing a continuous 
method for ensuring compliance with the particulate emissions standards. Because 
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opacity is not an NSR regulated pollutant, and there is not an applicable federal or 
state requirement to have a BACT opacity limit, EPA denies the petition with 
respect to this issue. 

2. Sullur Dioxide (S02) Limit 

Petitioner's Comment: The S02limit for Unit 3 does not represent BACT 
as of June 2002, when construction commenced on Unit 3. Other permits issued 
prior to the time construction commenced on Unit 3, contain much lower S02 
limits. Therefore, these lower limits must be preswned to be BACT for Unit 3 
since EKPC has not demonstrated that it is technologically infeasible. 

EPA's Response: As stated above, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that 
the S02 limit for Unit 3 contained in this title V pennit is not in compliance with 
the applicable CAA requirements, including the requirements of the Kentucky SIP. 
CAA § 505(b)(l). Based on the record before the Agency, the existing S02limit 
for Unit 3 contained in this title V permit represents BACT for Unit 31 This BACT 
determination was made during a prior permitting action, at which time Petitioner 
had the opportunity to raise the issue but failed to do so. See KYDAQ Response to 
Comments at page 32. As explained above, the Agency generally will not object to 
a title V permit due t9 concerns over BACT determination made in a prior PSD 
preconstruction pennitting process. See discussion Section E, supra. 

As a basis for its position, Petitioner provides examples of lower limits 
established for S02 at similar sources throughout the country. However, Petitioner 
fails to provide any analysis to demonstrate that these BACT limits ar~ appropriate 
for Unit 3. The other sources that Petitioner references are distinguishable from 
Unit 3 based on several factors, including plant size and fuel type. It is well . 
recognized that due to characteristics .of individual plant processes, the application 
of identical technology·may not yield identical emission limits. See Newmont 
Nevada Energy Investments, UC TS Power Plant, PSD Appeal No. 05-04, slip op. 
16-17 (EAB Dec. 21, 2005); In reo Knauf Fiberglass GmbH, 8 EAD at 143 (EAB 
1999). Petitioner refers to the PSD permit for the AES Puerto Rico facility without 
pointing out that the AES permit has a specific and distinguishable condition that 
limits the fuel the soUrce canburn to a maximwn of 1 percent sulfur. Spurlock Unit 
3 has no such limits ·and is permitted to burn coal in the 4.5 percent sulfur range. In 
arguing that the limit in the.AES Puerto Rico permit is BACT for Unit 3, Petitioner 
disregards the "case-by-case" site specific natm'e of the BACT analysis. CAA § 
169(3) anti 401 KAR 51.001. Petitioner has failed to establish that KYDAQ's 
BACT determination for the S02 limit was unreasonable, or otherwise not in 
compliance with the applicable CAA requirements. See generally Alaska Dep't of 
Environmental Conservation, 540 U.S. 461,488 (2004). For these reasons, EPA 
depjes the petition with respect to this issue. 
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3.' Particulate Matter (PM) Limit 

Petitioner's Comment: The PM limit for Unit 3 does not represent BACT 
for Unit 3 as of the date of construction on June 22,2002. Other pennits issued 
prior to the commencement of Unit 3's construction contain much lower PM limits, 
and therefore, these lower limits must be presumed to be BACT for Unit 3 unless 
EKPC demonstrates that such limits are not technically feasible or cost effective. 

EPA's Response: As stated above, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that 
the title V permit is not in compliance with the applicable CAA requirements, 
including the requirements of the Kentucky SIP. CAA, Section 505(b)(1). The 
existing PM limit established in the permit represents BACT for Unit 3. This 
BACT determination was made during a prior permitting action, at which time 
Petitioner had the opportunity to raise the issue but failed to do so. See KYDAQ 
Response to Comments at page 33~ Further, the Agency generally will not object 
to a title V permit due to concerns over BACT determination made in a prior PSD 
preconstruction permitting process. See discussion Section E, supra. 

As a basis for claiming that the Unit 3 PM limit ofO.015lb/mrnBtu 
(filterable) does not represent BACT, Petitioner references another source 
(Northampton facility) that is similar to Unit 3 but fails to recognize that the source 
has characteristics that influence PM emissions and are distinct from Unit 3, such as 
fuel type (i.e., Northamption burns anthracite as opposed to high sulfur bituminous 
coal used in Spurlock Unit 3). In re BP Cherry Point, PSD Appeal No. 05-01, slip 
op. 21 (BAB June 21, 2005); and In re Prairie State Generating Co. PSD Appeal 
No. 05·05 slip op. at 71 (August 24, 2006). Moreover, Petitioner neglects to 
mention that the PM limit for Unit 3 is actually lower than some limits imposed on 
other similar facilities (ABS Beayer Valley and Archer Daniel Midland) prior to 

. June 2002. Overall, Petitione~ fails to provide any analysis to demonstrate that its 
preferred PM BACT limit for this pollutant is appropriate for Unit 3 and in so 
doing, Petitioner continues to disregard the "case-by-case" site specific nature of 
the-BACT analysis. CAA § 169(3) and 401 KAR 51.001. In its petition, the 
Petitioner has failed to establish that KYDAQ's BACT determination for PM limit 
was unreasonable for Unit 3, or otherwise not in compliance with the applicable 
CAA requirements. See generally Alaska Dep 't of Environmental Conservation, 
540 U.S. 461,488 (2004). For these reasons, EPA denies the petition with respect 
to this issue. 

4. Nitrogen Oxides (NO:!) Limit 

Petitioner's Comment: The NOli. limit for Unit 3 does not represent BACT 
for Unit 3 as of the date of construction on June 22, 2002. Other pennits issued 
prior to the commencement of Unit 3's construction contain much lower NOli. limits 
and therefore, these lower limits must be presumed to be BACT for Unit 3 unless 
EKPC demonstrates that such limits are not technically feasible or cost effective. 
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EPA's Response: As stated above, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that 

the title V permit is not in compliance with the applicable CAA requirements, 
including the requirements of the Kentucky SIP. CAA § 505(b)(I). The existing 
NOx limit established in the permit represents BACT for Unit 3. This BACT 
determination was made during a prior permitting action, at which time Petitioner 
had the opportunity to raise the issue but failed to do so. See KYDAQ Response to 
Comments at page 33. As explained previously, the Agency generally will not 
object to a title V permit due to concerns over a BACT determination made in a 
prior PSD preconstruction permitting process. See discussion Section E, supra. 

As a basis for its position that the Unit 3 NOx limit of 0.07 lb/mmBtu does 
not represent BACT, Petitioner provides examples oflower limits established for 
NOx at facilities that use boilers similar to Spurlock Unit 3, but Petitioner fails to 
recognize that these other facilities have striking differences that distinguish them 
from Unit 3. For instance, the BMCP facility cited by Petitioner is a 20 megawatts 
(MW) facility burning 0.6 percent sulfur coal, while Unit 3 is a 270 MW unit burns 
high sulfur bituminous coal. Moreover, Petitioner fails to acknowledge that the 
NOx limit for Unit 3 is consistent with the NOx limits imposed on similar facilities 
(NEVCO-Sever, Kentucky Mountain Power and JEA Northside). In presenting its 
position, Petitioner does not provide any analysis to demonstrate that its preferred 
BACT limits for NOx is appropriate for Spurlock Station Unit 3. In so doing, 
Pef.ttioner continues to disregard the "case-by-case" site specific nature of the 
BACT analysis. CAA § 169(3) and 401 KAR 51.001. Because Petitioner has 
failed to establish that KYDAQ's BACT determination for the NOx limit was 
unreasonable for Unit 3, or otherwise not in compliance with the applicable CAA 
requirements, EPA denies the petition with respect to this issue. 

5. SAM Limit 

Petitioner's Comment: The SAM limit for Unit 3 does not represent BACT 
for Unit 3 as of the date of construction on June 22, 2002. Other permits issued 
prior to the commencement of Unit 3' s construction contain much lower SAM 
limits and therefore, these lower limits must be presumed to be BACT for Unit 3 
unless~KPC demonstrates that such limits are technically infeasible or not cost 
effective. 

EPA's Response: As stated above, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that 
the title V permit is not in compliance with the applicable CAA requirements, 
including the requirements of an applicable implementation plan. CAA 
§ 505(b)(1). The existing SAM limit established in the permit represents BACT for 
Unit 3. This BACT determination was made during a prior permitting action, at 
which time Petitioner had the opportunity to raise the issue but failed to do so. See 
KYDAQ's Response to Comments at page 33. Further, the Agency generally will 
not object to a title V permit due to concerns over BACT detefI11ination made in a 
prior preconstruction process. See discussion Section E, supra. 
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As a basis for claiming that the Unit 3'SAM limit of 0.07 Ib/mmBtu does -
not represent BACT, Petitioner references another source (ABS Puerto Rico j that is 
similar to Spurlock Unit 3, but ABS Puerto Rico is clearly distinguishable based on 
the sulfur content of the fuel. Again, Petitioner disregards the' "case-by-case" site 
specific nature of the BACT analysis. CM § 169(3) and 401 KAR 51.001. 
Petitioner references the SAM limit contained in the AES Puerto Rico PSD permit 
but fails to take in consideration that this limit is based on the low sulfur content of 
the fuel that is also required by the permit. As stated above, Unit 3 has no such 
limits on coal sulfur content, and is permitted to burn coal in the 4.5 percent sulfur 
range. Based on these circumstances, the SAM limit for Unit 3 is entirely 
consistent with other permits where the facility is burning a higher sulfur coal (e.g., 
Greene Energy Recovery Project, Permit No. PA-30-00l SO, burning high sulfur 
waste coal with a 0.0060 Ib/mmBtu limit). Since Petitioner has failed to establish 
that KYDAQ's BACT detennination for the SAM limit was unreasonable for Unit 
3, or otherwise not in compliance with the applicable CAA requirements, EPA 
denies the petition with respect to this issue. 

F. Enforceable Limits and Monitoring to Ensure Continuous Compliance 
For Unit 3 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner claims. that the limits for Unit 3 are not 
enforceable and do not require monitoring to ensure continuous compliance. A title 
V permit must require moniton'bg sufficient to ensure that the source is in 
continuous compliance with the permit limits during the relevant time periods. 
40 C.F.R. § 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). This permit contains 'insufficient monitoring to ensure 
compliance with PM and hazardous air pollutant (HAP) limits, including hydrogen 
fluoride (HF). The permit establishes opacity as a surrogate for PMlPMIO 
compliance and if the source violates the opacity surrogate it is required to conduct 
a stack test. However, the permit does not explicitly state that a violation of the 
opacity surrogate range is a violation of the PM limit. In addition, an annual stack 
test is insufficient to insure compliance with the HAPs limits. 

EPA's Response: Petitioner requests that the Administrator object to the 
permit and require KYDAQ to modify the permit to explicitly state that: (1) COMs 
can be used to establish violations of the opacity limit, and (2) exceedance of the 
Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) level for opacity is a violation of the PM 
standard, in addition to triggering corrective action under the CAM rule. However, 
EPA has determined that Petitioner's request is inconsistent with the requirements 
of CAM, Kentucky's SIP and title V: As explained previously, an agency may use 
opacity as an emission limit for an NSR regulated pollutant but there is no federal 
or state requirement to have an opacity limit in a permit other than those contained 
in the applicable CAM regulation. Petitioner's comment fails to recognize that 
exceedance of the CAM level for PM or HAPs monitors is not a permit violation, 
but rather a trigger for corrective action under the CAM rule. 
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Notwithstanding Petitioner's assertion, pursuant to the CAA §§ 114(a)(3), 
and 504(c), a title V pennit is required to provide for "enhanced monitoring" and 
submission of compliance certification. In Natural Resources Defense Councn 
Inc. (NRDC) v. EPA, 194 F.3d 130 (D.C. Cir.1999), the court confmned.that CAM 
standards assured compliance as required by the CAA. "CAM enhances monitoring 
by requiring each major source owner to design a site-specifIC monitoring system 
sufficient to provide a reasonable assurance of compliance with emissions 
standards." Id. If CEMS or COMS is required, the Act requires that the source use 
that system to satisfy the CAM rules. 40 C.F.R. § 64.3(d). Iri the absence of 
continuous monitoring, CAM requires that indicators be established to provide an 
indication of whether or not a control device is working properly. 40 C.F .R. 
§ 64.3(a). 

With regard to Unit 3, since a PM CEMS has not yet been installed at Unit 
3, opacity is selected as an indicator of PM compliance, as are electrostatic 
precipitator (ESP) transformer/rectifier set voltages and currents. This is consistent 
with 40 C.F.R. § 64.3(d), which states in part that "if an opacity standard applies to 
the pollutant-specific emissions unit, such limit may be used as the appropriate 
indicator." Since the specific voltage and current levels that indicate proper levels 
of ESP performance will vary from unit-to-unit, CAM requires testing at Unit 3 to 
establish the opacity level that will be used as an indicator of particulate matter 
emissions. As the permit states "the opacity indicator level shall be established at a 
level that PM emissions are in compliance when opacity is equal to or less than the 
indicator level." Permit at B4(b) and 40 C.F.R. § 64.4(c)(1). 

Petitioner's assertion that EKPC's excess emissions of opacity should be 
independently considered as violations of the PM standard is unsubstantiated. The 
Petitioner fails to demonstrate where the permit is lacking enforceable terms and 
conditions. The permit requires EKPC to install COMS, which includes installing, 
calibrating, operating, and maintaining, the continuous monitoring system for 
accurate opacity.Id at B4(a). The permit clearly sets forth that the source will 
monitor COMS readings and record pressure drop across the baghouse once per 
shift. and Unit 3 is also subject to recordkeeping and reporting requirements. 
Regarding opacity, the permit requires that the source conduct tests to establish the 
level of opacity that will be used as an indicator of PM emissions. See id at B4(b). 
Pursuant to 40 C.F.R § 64.4(e), the source is required to conduct initial performance 
tests within 180 days of the permit issuance to establish the opacity and PM 
correlation, pursuant to 40 C.F.R § 64.4{e). Similarly, the permit requires EKPC to 
conduct an initial performance test to establish the parameter monitoring for the 
control device and upon completion of the initial performance test, the appropriate 
monitoring r~ge will be incorporated into the permit. EPA has consistently found 
the combination of parametric monitoring for control of PM. monthly opacity 
reading, testing and reporting to be adequate. See e.g., In the Matter ofGCe 
Dacotah Cement Manufacturing Plant Final Order, Petition Number: VIII-2006-03 
at page 10 lJune 2007). 
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) 
Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 64.4(c)(1) and the CAM plan filed on October 27, 

2005, opacity must be used as an indicator of PM emissions in conjunction with 
monitoring of the ESP's transformer/rectifier voltage and current levels. As stated 
above, in order to provide reasonable assurance that PM emissions are in 
compliance. the permit establishes opacity (20 percent) at a range that is set well 
below the limit which would constitute a violation. See B4(m)(U) and 40 CFR 
§ 64.4(c)(I). 

Further, Petitioner's assertion regarding the lack of monitoring for HAPs 
limits, including HF, is also incorrect. The permit specifies methods for ensuring 
compliance with applicable requirements for volatile HAPs, mercury, hydrogen 
chloride, HF, beryllium, lead and metals. ld. In accordance with CAM, the permit 
requires EKPC to conduct annual stack tests and to use a "grab bag" sampling of \ 
the fuel content to establish correlation between HAP content and HAP emissions. 
EPKC is required to demonstrate compliance with these emission limits annually to 
validate the correJation between grab samples HAP contel,lt and HAP emissions. 
After three years of demonstrating compliance and correlation between the samples 
and emissions, the permit affords EKPC the opportunity tause the quarterly grab 
samples as a surrogate for compliance testing. However, the permit indicates that 
the annual stack testing not the "grab samples" will be used to determine a violation 
of the emission limit. Further, the permit states that the compliance with the sulfur 
dioxide emissions indicates compliance with HF limits. The emission unit uses a 
dry lime scrubber to control the S02 and HF emissions by injecting lime into the 
scrubber line. The permit requires the source to conduct a performance test to 
determine a lime injection rate and this method will be used to determine 
continuous compliance with the HF emission limit. 

The position taken by Petitioner that the permit must specifY "enforceable 
limits" for each of the monitored parameters is also not supported by the final CAM 
rule. As EPA explained in the preamble to that rule, 

The CAM approach builds on the premise that if an emissions unit is proven. 
to be capable of achieving compliance as documented by a compliance or 
performance test and is thereafter operated under the conditions anticipated 
and if the control equipment is properly operated and maintained, then there 
will be a reasonable assurance that the emissions unit will remain in 
compliance. In most cases, this relationship can be shown to exist'through 
results from the performance testing without additional site-specific 
correlation of operational indicators with actual emission values ... 

... the presumptive approach for establishing indicator ranges in part 64 is to 
establish,the ranges in the context of performance testing. To assure that 
conditions represented by performance testing are also generally 
representative of anticipated operating conditions, a performance test should 
be conducted under conditions specified by the applicable rule or. if not 
specified, generally under conditions representative of maximum emission 
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potential under anticipated operating conditions. In addition, the rule allows 
fot' adjusting the baseline values recorded during a performance test to 
account for the inappropriateness of requiring that indicator conditions stay 
exactly the same as during a test. The use of operational data collected 
during performance testing is a key element in establishing indicator ranges; 
however, other relevant information in establishing indicator ranges would 
be engineering assessments, historical data and vendor data. Indicator 
ranges do not need to be correlated across the whole range of potential 
emissions. 

62 Fed. Reg. 54909, 54926 (October 22, 1997). In addition, EPA has explained 
that established CAM parameters are not enforceable limits. The CAM rule 
preamble addressed this by pointing out that: 

The obligation to correct excursions as expeditiously as practicable is the 
enforceable component associated with establishing an indicator range 
under part 64. Part 64 does not establish that an excursion from an indicator 
range constitutes an independent violation by itself. 

Id. 54931. See also id at 54928. Thus, CAM provides a reasonable assurance of 
compliance with emission limits and consequently, the adoption of CAM as 
"enhanced monitoring" meets the requirement of the CAA but does not convert the 
CAM parameters to enforceable permit limits. Accordingly. EPA denies the 
petition with respect to this issue. 

G. BACT Limits for Unit 410 

In arguing that the Unit 4 BACT limits are not in compliance with the PSD 
requirements of the Clean Air Act, Petitioner describes the BACT selection process, 
but EPA has determined that Petitioner'S arguments concerning the BACT limits 
for Unit 4 fail to consider the critical "case-by-case" analysis that defines BACT. 
CAA § 169(3) and 401 KAR 51.001. PSD permit decisions depend heavily on site
specific analysis, and this case-by-case decision-making inevitably results in 
substantive differences from permit to permit. See In re Cardinal FG Co., PSD 
Appeal No. 04-04. slip op. at 11 (Explaining that "BACT is a site-specific 
determination); In re Old Dominion Elec. Coop., 3 B.A.D. 779, 788-89 
(Adm'r1992) ("PSD permit determinations are made individually under the Act on 
a case-by-case basis"). Petitioner further ignores that a BACT analysis does not 
necessarily yield a single objective and correct BACT determination that can be 
applied to all plants. See Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation. 540 U.S. 
461,488 (2004). BACT is a site-specific determination resulting in the selection of 

10 Unlike the BACT issues regarding the previously pennitted Unit 3, see Section E supra, 
EPA policy has maintained the Agency's discretion to object to the issuance of a title V 
pennit due to concerns over BACT when the PSD pr9Cess is merged with the title V 
process. See Letter to John S. Seitz to Robert Hodanbosi and Charles Lagges at page 2 
(May 20, 1999). 
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an emission limitation that represents application of control technology appropriate 
for the particular facility. See In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, 10 E.A.D. 39, 47 
(EAB 2001). 

As evidenced in EPA's response to Petitioner's BACT Unit 3 challenge, 
see section IV.E., supra, Petitioner continues to overlo,ok the fact that a BACT 
analysis may consider certain distinguishable factors at a particular facility when 
setting emission limit, inter alia, the type of fuel that will be used, type of source, 
size of the source and geographic considerations. A high degree of technical 
judgment must also be exercised in any BACT analysis for coal-fired plants given 
the wide variety of coals (e.g., anthracite and sub-bituminous) and coal-fired 
facilities (e.g., pulverized coal, and CFB) available for permitting authorities to 
consider. In re BP Cherry Point, PSD Appeal No. 05-01 slip op. at 71 (EAB June 
21,2005); In re Prairie State Generating Co., PSD Appeal No. 05-05 slip op. at 71 
(EAB August 24, 2006). 

While EPA agrees with Petitioner's position that BACT requires a forward
looking analysis, BACT also.takes into account that the selected limit must be 
"achievable for such facility." Newmont Nevada Energy Investments, LLC TS 
Power Plant, PSD Appeal No. 05-04, slip op. 16-17 (EAB Dec. 21, 2005). Several 
EAB decisions reflected this position and explained that "the underlying principle 
of all these PSD cases is that PSD permit limits are not necessarily a direct 
translation of the lowest emissions rate that has been achieved by a particular 
technology at another facility, but those limits must also reflect consideration of any 
practical difficulties associated with using the control technology." In re Kendall 
New Century Dev., PSD Appeal No. 03-0 I, slip op. at 17 (EAB April 29, 2003); 
Three Mountain Power, 10 E.A.D at 38 and 47. The.permit issuer must be given 
some flexibility and "may take into account the absence of long-term data, or the 
unproven long-term effectiveness of the technology, in setting emissions limitation 
that is BACT for a facility." Newmont, slip op. at 18; and In re Cardinal FG Co., 
PSD Appeal No. 04-04 (EAB Mar. 22, 2005). The Supreme Court has made it 
clear that "Congress entrusted state permitting authorities with the initial 
responsibility to make BACT determinations 'case by case' § 7479(3). See Alaska 
Dept. of Environmental Conservation. 540 U.S. 461,488 (2004). A state agency, 
no doubt, is best positioned to adjust for local differences in raw materials or plant 
configurations, differences that might make a technology 'unavailable' in a 
particular area" ld. 

Regarding Petitioner's reliance on the draft NSR Workshop Manual (NSR 
manual), the EAB has ruled that although the NSR manual provides a framework 
that assures adequate consideration and consistency within the PSD permitting 
program, it is not a binding Agency regulation and as such, strict application of the 
methodology described therein is not mandatory. In re Tondu Energy Co., 9 E.A.D. 
710, 719 (EAB 2001); In re Steel Dynamics, Inc., 9 E.A.D. 165, 183 (EAB 2000); 
Three Mountain Power at 42. Since the NSR manual has not been incorporated in 
the Kentucky SIP, as long as the state conducts careful and detailed analysis of the 
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criteria identified in the-regulatory definition of BACT, KYDAQ is not required to 
strictly adhere to the manual. . 

1. Sulfur Dioxide (S02) BACT Limits and Low Sulfur Coal 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner claims that the BACT determination for 
Unit 4 failed to consider lower sulfur coal as a method to reduce sulfur dioxide 
(S02) emissions. EKPC and KYDAQ are required to determine whether lower 
pollution rates could be achieved by switching to a cleaner fuel. EKPC attempted 
to justify an S02 BACT limit higher than the limits set for similar facilities by 
relying on the fact that Unit 4 will use high sulfur coal, but its own analysis shows 
that using Powder River Basin (PRB) coal or low-sulfur eastern bituminous coal as 
the fuel for Unit 4 would reduce S02 emissions by 1,700 or more tons per year and 
would be cost effective. 

EPA's Re'sponse: In reviewing Petitioner's request that the Administrator 
object to the permit because it does not include an accurate BACT limit for S02, 
EPA reviewed the BACT determination provided by KYDAQ and EKPC. Without 
deciding the merits of Petitioner's claim regarding the cost effectiveness of the 
various coal options considered by for Unit 4, EPA has determined that EKPC and 
KYDAQ have not provided an adequate explanation for their determination that the 
design basis coal is the BACT fuel for Unit 4. In particUlar, EPA finds that 
KYDAQ and EKPC have failed to provide a complete justification for excluding 
low sulfur eastern bituminous coal as BACT for limiting S~ emissions from this 
project. Accordingly, the Administrator grants the petition on the narrow issue of 
the selection of S02 BACT, limits and directs KYDAQ and EKPC to provide a 
complete analysis to support the selection of the design coal as BACT. 

EPA has traditionally utilized. a 5~step,' top-down process for. determining 
whether BACT emission limits for each PSD:·regulated pollut8nt considered in a 
permitting decision fIleet the statutory criteria: (1) identify all potentially applicable 
control options (2) eliIninate technically infeasible control options; (3) rank 
remaining technologies by ,control effectiveness; (4) eiiminate control options from 
the top down based on energy, environmental, and economic impacts; and (5) select 
the most effective option, not elimipatc:rd. as BACT~ See In, re Prairie State 
Generating Co., 13 E.A.D. ~.PSD Appeal No. 05-05, slip op. at 14-18 (EAB 
Aug. 24,2006) (summarizing and describing steps in the top-down BACT 
analysis). Accord In re Three Mountain Power, L.L.c., 10 E.A.D. 39,42-43 n.3 
(EAB 2001); In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH, 8 E.A.D. 121, 129-31 (EAB 1999); 
and In re Hawaii Electric Light Co., 8 E.A.D. 66, 84 (EAB 1998). In this case, 

. EKPC and KYDAQ used this 5-step, top-down process to 'determine the BACT 
emission limits, including the S02 limit, contained in the permit for Spurlock Unit 
4. See EKPC Supplemental BACT Analysis for Spurlock Unit 4 (January 12, 
2006) at 2-5 (describing this process as its "BACT Methodology"); and KYDAQ 
Permit Statement of Basis (February 3, 3006) at 22 (explaining that BACT limits 
for Unit 4 were determined by using EKPC's BACT analysis). 
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In responding to Petitioner's previous comments regarding the use of lower 
sulfur coals in determining the S02 BACT for Unit 4, KYDAQ said it did not 
"concur that a limit restricting the coal sulfur content is appropriate or necessary for 
this type of unit, nor is the Division aware of any other permits for this type of 
facility that contain a limit in the percentage of sulfur that the fuel can contain." 
KYDAQ's Response to Comments (June 1,2006) at 54; see also KYDAQ Permit 
Statement of Basis at 23-24 (describes the BACT limit for S02 without any 
discussion of coal choice or coal sulfur content). This response is insufficient 
because it does not provide any explanation as to why KYDAQ did not consider 
selection of a lower sulfur coal "appropriate or necessary" for achieving BACT at 
Unit 4 based on the applicable permitting criteria. 11 While permitting authorities 
have discretion in making the case-by-case technical assessments necessary to 
determine BACT for a specific source, in exercising that discretion, they must 
provide a reason for rejecting a specific control technology as BACT based on the 
applicable criteria in the Clean Air Act and its relevant implementing regulations. 
See Indeck-Elwood, 13 E.A.D. --' PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip op. at 29 (EAB 
Sept. 27, 2006) ("A permit issuer must, therefore, articulate with reasonable clarity 
the reasons for its conclusions and must adequately document its decision 
making.") and cases cited therein; Accordingly, in order to justify the S02 BACT 
selected for this project, KYDAQ needs to provide additional analysis and/or a 
justification for its determination that use of lower sulfur coal was not an achievable 
option for Spurlock Unit 4. See Inter-Power o/New York, 5 E.A.D. 130, 145-49 
(EAB 1994) (upholding PSD pennit for a CFB boiler where petitioners claimed 
lower sulfur coal would have been used, but where the record showed that the~ 
permit's S02 limit was within the range of S02 limits of similar projects that had 
recently been issued PSD permits). 

Given that KYDAQ's Permit Statement of Basis explains that BACT limits 
for Unit 4 were determined after considering the applicant's BACT analysis, id. at 
22, EPA has also examined EKPC's S02 BACT analysis to determine ifit provides 
an adequate basis for selection of the design basis coal as BACT, see EKPC 
Supplemental BACT Analysis for Spurlock Unit 4 (January 12,2006) at 5-8. Upon 
complete examination, EPA finds that EKPC's analysis is also deficient because it 
does not explain (based on the BACT criteria) why one coal type -low sulfur 
eastern bituminous coal- was excluded as BACT for this project. Using the 5-step, 
top-down process for determining the S02 BACT emission limits, at step one, 
EKPC identified the use of three potential types of coal for use as fuel in Unit 4 and 
examined the potential for controlling S02 emissions: high-sulfur western Kentucky 

II EPA understands that pennitting authorities have issued PSD penn its for CFB boilet:s 
that contain S02 BACT emissions limits established by controlling the sulfur content of 
coal fuel used at the facility. See. e.g., AES Puerto Rico, 8 E.A.D. 324, __ (near n3) 
(EAB 1999) (upholding issuance of a PSD pennit for a CBF boiler that contained BACT 
limits on S02 emissions achieved thro:ugh "a combination ofthtee control strategies: 1) 
CFB boilers with limestone injection, 2) low sulfur coal (maximum sulfur content of 1.0%), 
and 3) an add-on dry scrubber"). 
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coal (DB coal), PRB coal, and low sulfur eastern bituminous coal.12 Supplemental 
BACT Analysis for Spurlock Unit 4 (January 12,2006) at 6-7. From the analysis, it 
does not appear that EKPC eliminated any of these three coal options as technically 
infeasible at Step two. See id. 

In accordance with Step three of the BACT analysis, EKPC provided 
information regarding the S02 potential for the each of three coaltypes: 0.8 for 
PRB coal, 1.23 for low sulfur eastern bituminous coal, and 9 for DB coal. Id. at 7. 
In Step four, EKPC provided an economic analysis of the S02 control achieved 
with each coal, including total, average, and incremental costs. In examining the 
control costs of the various coals considered, EKPC's analysis provides the 
following: 

Total Coal Difference Average Incremental 
Cost in Cost Control Cost Control Cost 
(approx. $) (approx. $) ($/ton S02 ($Iton S02 

removed) removed) 

Design 30,662,842 baseline 283 baseline 
(DB) coal 

PRBcoal 76,650,000 45,987,158 8,033 23,733 

Low 45,715,846 15,053,003 3,092 7,898 
sulfur E. 
Bit. coal 

Supplemental BACT Analysis at 7_8.13 See a/so Inter-Power of New York, 5 
B.A.D. at 135 (explaining that BACT economic analysis usually involves an 
evaluation of two costs - ~'the total cost per ton of control for the pollutant" and 
''the comparative cost;effectiveness of various control options to determine their 
incremental cost-effectiveness"). In other woids, EKPC determined that using PRB 
coal instead of DB coal would,inctease to'UllfUel costs by approximately $46 
million 'and would cost $23,733 more per ton of additional S02 control. EKPC then 

12 EKPC's analysis also includes relevanti~fonnation for washed DB coal, but as will be 
explained in § 7c infra, coal washing is considered to be a supplemental S02 control option 
considered after, and in addition to, the selection of primary S02 controls, such as coal to 
be used in the boiler. Accordingly, EPA's review of the S~ BACT analysis with regard to 
coal choice is limited to these three different types of coal and excludes washed DB coal. 

13 EKPC has provided somewhat different cost figures in its response to the Title V 
petition. See Response to title V Petition at page 19. Since the response does not provide 
any infonnation regarding the basis of the new figures and KDAQ's Supplemental BACT 
Analysis was before KDAQ when it issued the penn it, EPA's review will focus on the 
infonnation provided in KDAQ's Supplemental BACT Analysis. 
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eliminated PRB coal as "not economically viable" given total costs. Supplemental 
BACT Analysis at 7. After examining incremental costs, EKPC determined that the 
design basis coal was "the most economical for Unit 4," and based on this 
assessment, EKPC then selected the design basis .coal as BACT for S.o2 emissio~s. 
Id at 8. . 

However, EKPC's BACT selection in this instance is deficient because the 
analysis does not demonstrate that use of low sulfur eastern bituminous coal is not 
achievable for this source considering technical feasibility or economic, 
environmental, or energy impacts. Indeck-Elwood, slip op. at 77 (citing Knauf 
Fiber Glass, 8 E.A.D. 121, 130 (BAB 1999). Since EKPC's analysis shows that 
low sulfur e~tern bituminous coal has a lower S02 potential than the DB coal (1.23 
compared with 9), EKPC must provide a basis for excluding that option as a BACT 
and selecting a less stringent emission limit associated with the DB coal. EKPC's 
Supplemental BACT analysis does not sufficiently. address the economic, 
environmental, or energy impacts of using low sulfur eastern bituminous coal. See 
id at 7-8. While EKPC determined that the design coal was "the most 
economical", this does not demonstrate that use oflow sulfur eastern bituminous 
coal is economically infeasible for this source. See, e.g., Masonite Corp., 5 E.A.D. 
551, 564 (EAB 1994) (Determining whether use of a technology is cost effective 
usually involves a comparison of the control option's cost-effectiveness "with what 
other companies in the'same industry have been required to pay in recent BACT 
determinations to remove a ton of the same pollutant. In most cases, a control 
option is determined to be economically achievable if its cost-effectiveness is 
within the range of costs being borne by other sources of the same type to control 
the pollutant.") (citing Inter-Power afNew York, 5 E.A.D. at 135). 

Accordingly, the Administrator is granting this petition with respect to .the 
issue oflow sulfur coal.and remanding the permit to.KYDAQ and EKPC for further 
explanation and/or analysis regarding the choice of the design basis coal as BACT 
for S02 and, ifnecessary after such analysis, for adjustment of the S02limit to 
appropriately reflect BACT. See Indeck-Elwood, slip op at 83 (remanding a 
specific BACT determination to the permitting authority after finding the record did 
not provide a sufficient explanation for the decision making process used to set the 
emission limit). In so doing, EPA is not concluding that the Unit 4 permit's S02 
limit does not represent BACT - only that the present permit record does not 
provide EPA (or the public) sufficient information to make a reasonable decision as 
to the adequacy of the BACT determination. 

2. . Sulfur Oxide (S02) BACT Limit and Coal Washing 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner claims that the S02 (fmission limit for 
Unit 4 is too high because the BACT determination failed to consider coal washing 
as a method to reduce S02 emissions. KYDAQ did not provide an adequate basis 
for concluding that coal washing was not an effective S~ reduction technique. The 
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permit also fails to recognize that coal washing must be considered for all coal 
types in the BACT determination, not just for the EKPC's preferred source of coal. 

EPA's Response: Contrary to Petitioner's assertions, KYDAQ and EKPC 
did consider the feasibility of coal washing as a way to limit S02 emissions from 
this project. See generally EKPC Supplemental BACT Analysis at 8-9 and related 
tables at 7, 8; KYDAQ's Response to Comments at 54-56. KYDAQ determined 
that washed DB coal was not BACT because "coal washing is not uniformly 
effective in reducing sulfur in [the design basis] coal." KYDAQ's Response to 
Comments at 56. Such a determination is consistent with the EAB's determination 
that "a permitting authority must be allowed a certain degree of discretion to set the 
emis,sions limitation at a level that does not necessarily reflect the highest possible 
control efficiency, but will allow the permittee to achieve compliance consistently." . 
Maspnite Corporation at 551 and 560-561. 

While Petitioner argues that KYDAQ's only support for its determination is 
a website, Petitioner does not provide any information showing that coal washing is 
a consistently effective mechanism for reducing sulfur in eastern coal or provide 
information showing that KYDAQ's analysis "was so flawed as to be clearly 
erroneous." Inter-Power o/New York, 5 E.A.D. at 146. Moreover, in addition to 
the,website, KYDAQ also based its coal washing determination on EKPC's BACT 
analysis. See Permit Statement of Basis at 22 (noting that all BACT determination 
relied, in part, on EKPC's BACT analysis). EKPC's analysis excluded coal 
washing as an effective add-on BACT mechanism based on adverse economic, 
environmental, and energy impacts.. See Supplemental BACT Analysis at 8-9 
(noting that coal washing cost $11,706 per ton S02 removed, would produce slurry 
ponds"and would lower pollutant removal efficiencies in the CFB). Thus, based on 
the information provided by KYDAQ and EKPC and the lack of information to the 
contrary from Petitioner, EPA does not find that the decision to exclude coal ' 
washing as an additional control mechanism for limiting S~ emissions brings this 
permit out of compliance with the CAA, including the PSD permitting 
requirements. See Prairie State Generating Co., slip op. at 53-55 (finding that 
petitioners had failed to demonstrate clear error in the decision to reject coal 
washing in the BACT analysis when the analysis showed that any benefits of coal 
washing where outweighed by its cost, energy, and environmental impacts). 

Petitioner's assertion that KYDAQ and EKPC were required to consider the 
feasibility of coal washing for all three coal types considered, and not just the 
design basis coal, is also misplaced. Having already determined earlier in the S02 
BACT analysis that the other coal types could be excluded, KYDAQ and EKPC 
proceeded to determine whether the additional mechanism of coal washing could be 
combined with the remaining BACT option - the design basis coal - to further 
reduce S02 emissions. 14 See Prairie State Generating Co., slip op. at 51-52 

14 While EPA acknowledges that the BACT determination with regard to coal selection is 
being remanded to KYDAQ as discussed above, this does not change the basic premise 
that coal washing is a supplemental control technology that can be considered after 
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(explaining why coal washing is an "additional" or "supplemental" control 
technology). Nothing in the PSD permitting requirements require that the possible 
emission reduction benefits of supplemental control technologies must be analyzed 
with regard to control options that have already been eliminated. Accordingly, . 
Petitioner fails to demonstrate that the S02limit contained in the permit for Unit 4 
is not in compliance with the CAA. For these reasons, E~A denies the petition with 
respect to this issue. 

3. . Consideration of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) 

Petitioner's Comment: Petitioner argues that "[t]he Administrator must 
object to the permit because it contains limits that do not represent BACT," and 
explains that "[a] BACT analysis for a coal fired power plant must include 
consideration ofIntegrated Gasification Combined Cycle ("IGCC") technology." 
Petitioner emphasizes that "IGCC constitutes a cleaner production process and an 
innovative fuel combustion technique under the definition of BACT," and that 
"IGCC is a different process and combustion technique, which achieves much 
lower emission rates than the [circulating fluidized bed] process proposed for 
Spurlock 4." Petitioner argues that IGCC should be considered under the BACT 
analysis, and should not be considered to redefine the source, based on the 
definition of BACT under CAA section 169(3), the legislative history of that 

. provision, and decisions of EPA' $ Environmental Appeals Board C'EAB" or 
"Board''). 

EPA's Response: EPA disagrees with Petitioner's conclusion. Petitioner 
has not sufficiently demonstrated to the Administrator that the permit limits, by not 
reflecting IGCC, do not represent BACT. As a result, Petitioner has not 
demonstrated that the pennit fails to include applicable PSD requirements, and the 
petition is, therefore, denied with respect to this issue. 

Petitioner made the same IGCC comment on the proposed pennit as it now 
makes this petition. KYDAQ responded to the initial comment by stating: "IGCC 
would result in a redefinition of the basic design of the project and is not required 
under a BACT analysis .... " KYDAQ's Response to Comments at 44. IS 

selection of the primary BACT fuel. Accordingly, the Administrator notes th~t if 
KYDAQ were to choose a different coal type as BACT following remand, KYDAQ 
should consider in its BACT analysis whether washing the different coal should be 
an additional S02 control technology for Spurlock Unit 4. 

IS KYDAQ added that "review ofIGCC could be perfonned under [CAA] section 
165(a)(2)," which requires the pennitting authority to provide an opportunity for interested 
persons to comment on "alternatives" to the source. KYDAQ determined that '"the 
Division will not require the use of an IGCC design as an alternative to a [cirCUlating 
fluidized bed] unit," KYDAQ's Response to Comments at 44. Petitioners have not 
challenged the adequacy of this latter detennination; and in denying this petition with . 
respect to the IGCC issue, I am not making any detennination regarding the adequacy of 
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In repeating, in their petition, the comments made on the proposed permit, 
Petitioners have not demonstrated that KYDAQ erred in declining to analyze IOCC 
under BACT on grounds that IOCC would redefine the source. The Administrator 
and the EAB have long maintained a policy against utilizing the BACT requirement 
as a means to fundamentally redefine the basic design or scope of a proposed 
project. See e.g., In re Knauf Fiber Glass, 8 E.A.D. 121, 140 (EAD 1998); In the 
Matter of Pennsauken County, New Jersey, Resource Recovery Facility, 2 E.A.D. 
667,673 (Adm'r 1988) {"Pennsauken County"}. EPA has not required applicants 
proposing to construct coal-fired steam electric generating facilities to evaluate 
building natural gas-fired combustion turbines as part of a BACT analysis, even 
though a gas turbine may be inherently less polluting. In re SEI Birchwood Inc, 5 
E.A.D. 25 (1994); In the Matter of Old Dominion Electric Cooperative Clover, 
Virginia, 3 B.A.D. 779, 793 n. 38 (Adm'r 1992). Likewise, in In re Hawaii 
Commercial & Sugar Co., the EAB found no error by the permitting authority in 
rejecting the petitioner's argument that the BACT analysis for a coal-fired steam 
electric generator should include the option of constructing an oil-fired combustion 
turbine. 4 E.A.D. 95, 99-100 (EAB 1992). 

EPA's policy reflects the Agency's longstanding judgment that limits 
should exist on the degree to which permitting authorities can dictate the design and 
scope of a proposed facility through the BACT analysis. This policy is based on a 
reasonable interpretation of sections 165 and 169(3) of the CAA, which the EAB . 
recently reiterated and explained in In re Prairie State Generating Company, PSD 
Appeal No. 05-05 (Aug. 24,2006). In the Prairie State case, involving a pennit for 
an coal-fired electric generating station that was co-located and co-permitted with a 
new coal mine supplying fuel for the facility, the Board determined that it was 
consistent with EPA's historic policy and the CAA for the permitting authority in 
this case to decline to conduct a detailed BACT review of the option of using 
lower-sulfur coal from another location. Based on various provisions of the CAA, 
including language that requires the "proposed facility" to be "subject to" BACT, 
the Board concluded that "the statute. contemplates that the permit issuer looks to 
how the permit applicant defines the proposedracility's purpose or basic design" as 
part of Step 1 of the top-down BACT analysis. Pl'airie State, slip op. at 28-29. The 
Board further explained that '1he permit issuer must be mindful that BACT, in most 
cases, should not be applied to regulate the applicant's objective or purpose for the 
proposed facility." Prairie State,.slip op. at 30. The Seventh Circuit recently 
affirmed the EAB's Prairie State decision, including the Board's interpretation of 
the interplay between determining what redefines a source and the required BACT 
analysis. See generally Sierra Club v. EPA, slip op. (7th Cir. Aug. 24, 2007). 

As discussed by the Board in the Prairie State opinion, affirmed by the 
Seventh Circuit, and explained more fully below, EPA's policy against redefining 

KYDAQ's alternatives analysis. Cj Sierra Club v. EPA, slip op. at 3 (7th eir. Aug. 24, 
2007) (finding that only the BACT requirements were at issue because the petitioners had 
not invoked the alternatives provision). 
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the proposed source through the BACT analysis is supported by a pennissible and 
reasonable interpretation of the Clean Air Act. The language in sections 165 and 
169 of the CAA distinguishes between the consideration of alternatives to a 
proposed source on the one hand, and permitting and selection of BACT for the 
proposed source on the other. Alternatives to a proposed source are evaluated 
through the CAA section 165(a)(2) public hearing process, which requires that, 
before a pennitting authority may issue a pennit, interested persons have an 
opportunity to "submit written or oral presentations on the air quality impact of 
such source, alternatives thereto, control technology requirements, and 01her 
appropriate considerations." 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(2) (emphasis added). By listing 
"alternatives" and "control technology requirements" separately in section 
165( a)(2), Congress distinguished "alternatives" to the proposed source that would 
wholly replace the proposed facility with a different type offacility, from the kinds 
of "production processes and available methods, systems and techniques" that are 
potentially applicable to a particular type of facility and should be considered in the 
BACT review. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3).16 

In contrast to the requirements of section 165(a)(2), other parts of the PSD 
pennitting process, including the requirement to apply BACT, focus on, and are 
generally confined by, the project as proposed by the applicant. Sections 165(a)(1) 
and-165(a)(4) of the CAA provide that no facility may be constructed unless "a 
permit has been issued for such proposed facility in accordance with this part" and 
''the proposedfacility is subject to best available control technology for each 
pollutant subject to regulation under the Act." 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(1) and (a)(4) 
(emphasis added). The following definition of BACT in section 169(3) of the Act 
also makes clear that the BACT review is based on the proposed project, as 
opposed_to something fundamentally different: 

an emission limitation based on the maximum degree of reduction of 
each pollutant subject to regulation under this Act emitted from or 
which results from any major emitting facility, which the pennitting 
authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into accoUnt energy, 
environmental, and economic impacts and other costs determines is 
achievable for such facility through application of production 
processes and available methods, systems, and techniques, including 
fuel cleaning, clean fuels; or treatment or innovative fuel combustion 
techniques for control of such pollutant. 

42 U.S.C. § 7479(3) (emphasis added). The phrases "proposed facility" and "such 
facility" in section 165(a)( 4) and 169(3) refer to the specific facility proposed by 
the applicant, which has certain inherent design characteristics. lbe Act also 
requires BACT to be determined "on a case-by-case basis." The case-specific 
nature of the BACT analysis indicates that the_particular characteristics of each 
facility are an important aspect of the BACT determination. Thus, the Act requires 

16 As noted above, KYDAQ considered, but rejected, IGCC as an "alternative[]," and 
Petitioner has not challenged that detennination. 
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that permitting authorities-determine BACT for each facility individually, 
considering the unique characteristics and design of each facility. 

However, as the Petitioner has pointed out, the statu~ory defInition of BACT 
also requires permitting authorities in selecting BACT to consider "application of 
production processes and available'methods, systems, and techniques, including 
fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques." 
42 U.S.C. § 7479(3). EPA has interpreted this phrase to require'that permitting 
authorities evaluate both add.,on pollution control technologies~d lower polluting 
process in the BACT review. Prairie State at 33. 

Considering these provisions together, the Act requires that the permitting 
authority conduct the BACT analysis on a "case-by-case".basison the "proposed 
facility" while concurrently c01)Sidering the "application of production processes 
and available methods, systems and techniques" that could alter the proposed 
facility. The statute does not provide clear direction on how the permitting 
authority is to reconcile these concepts and simultaneously consider the particulars 
of the facility proposed by the applicant while also assessing the use of methods or 
technology that could modify those particulars. Where a statute is ambiguous and 
Congress has not spoken to the precise issue; an administrative agency may 
formulate a policy to resolve the issue, provided that ,the policy is based on a 
permissible construction of the statute. Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense 
Council, 104 S.Ct. 2778,2782.. (1984). In, this instance, sections 165 and 169(3) of 
the CAA are permissibly construed to authorize EPA and permitting authorities to 
establish some level of balance between the case-by-case nature of a BACT 
determination and the need to consider available processes, methods, systems, and 
techniques to reduce emissions. EPA's policy against redefIning a source as part of 
the BACT analysis, which KYDAQ implemented for this permit, reasonably 
harmonizes the competing BACT obligations by requiring th.e permitting authority 
to consider potentially applicable processes, methods, systems, or techniques that 
may reduce pollution from the type of source proposed, provided such processes or 
techniques do not fundamentally redefme the basic design or scope of the facility 
proposed by the permit applicant., \ i 

EPA does not read the legislative ,history cited by the Petitioner to require a 
detailed evaluation of the IGCC technology in the BACT analysis for every 
proposed facility that generates electricity from coal. Petitioner points out that 
when Congress enacted the BACT defInition in 1977, Senator Huddleston intended 
for the phrase "innovative fuel combustion techniques" to encompass "gasifIcation" 
or "low Btu gasifIcation, ,,17 but this. does not necessarily require EPA or other 
permitting authorities to identify the IGCC option as a candidate for further analysis 
at Step 1 of a top-down"BACT review. The "innovative fuel combustion 
techniques" phrase appears in the BACT defInition among a list of examples of 
things included in the phrase "production processes and available methods, systems, 
and techniques." Thus, the "innovative fuel combustion" language, like the phrase 

17 123 Congo Rec. 89434-35 (June 10, 1977) (debate on P.L. 95-95), 
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it modifies in the definition of BACT, is limited by other language discussed above 
that requires BACT to be applied to each proposed facility and determined on a 
case-by-case basis. Thus, even assuming that coal gasification was in all respects 
an innovative fuel combustion technique for producing electricity from coal, EPA 
does not interpret the CAA to require an "innovative fuel combustion technique" to 
be subject to a detailed BACT review when application of such a technique would 
re-design the proposed source to the point that it becomes an alternative type of 
facility, which, as discussed below, EPA believes would be the case if the IGCC 
technology were applied to Spurlock's Unit 4. 

Furthermore, it is not clear from the terms of his statement that Senator 
Huddleston himself intended to require mandatory review of coal gasification in 
every case where such an option was not proposed by the permit applicant. 
Senator Huddleston said the purpose of the amendment was to leave no doubt that 
"all actions taken by the fuel user are to be taken into account." This phrase 
suggests the Senator wanted to make sure that, when a fuel user was proposing an 
innovative fuel combustion technique, such as coal gasification, that such actions 
by the fuel user would be taken into account and credited in the determination of 
BACT for the proposed facility. Thus, the Senator's statement could be read to 
express an intent similar to that expressed in a subsequent Congress when adding 
the phrase "clean fuels" to the definition of BACT in the 1990 amendments of the 
Clean Air Act. Pub. Law No. 101-549, § 403(d), 104 Stat. at 2631 (1990). At the 
'time "clean fuels" was added to the list that includes "innovative fuel combustion 
techniques," the relevant Senate committee report stated the following in 
consecutive paragraphs: 

The Administrator may consider the use of clean fuels to meet BACT 
requirements if a permit applicant proposes to meet such requirements using 
clean fuel .... In no case is the Administrator compelled to require 
mandatory use of clean fuels by a pennit applicant. 

S. Rep. 101-228, at 338 (describing section 402(d) of S. 1630). Based on this 
legislative history. EPA does not interpret the list of examples that appear in the 
BACT definition after the phrase ("production processes, methods, systems, or 
techniques" to require mandatory evaluation of each of those options at advanced 
stages of the BACT analysis, regardless of the degree to which such an option 
would redefine the type of facility proposed by the permit applicant. 

Although EPA reads the Act to preclude redefming the source, EPA does 
not interpret the CAA to obligate a PSD permitting authority to accept all elements 
ofa proposed project when determining BACT. To the contrary, EPA recognizes 
that the Act calls for an evaluation of the "application of production processes and 
available methods, systems, and techniques." 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3). 

As the Board observed in Prairie State, EPA's policy against redefining the 
source is only relevant when considering lower polluting processes and would not 
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permit a reviewing authority to rule out "add-on controls" at Step 1 of the BACT 
analysis. Slip op. at 33. Further, although EPA does not require·a source to 
consider a totally different design, some design changes to the proposed source are 
within the scope of the BACT review. See Knauf Fiber Glass, 8 E.A.D. 121, 136. 
As the Board observed in the Prairie State case, the central issue in situations 
involving a lower polluting process concerns "the proper demarcation between 
those aspects of a proposed facility that are subject to modification through the 
application of BACT and those that are not." Slip Op at 26. The Board observed 
that one of the permit issuer's tasks at Step 1 of the BACT analysis is to "discern 
which design elements are inherent to [the applicant's] purpose, articulated for 
reasons independent of air quality permitting, and which design elements may be 
changed to achieve pollutant emissions reductions without disrupting the 
applicant's basic business purpose for the proposed facility." Prairie State, slip op. 
at 30. 

Since this line can be difficult to draw in each case, the Administrator and 
Environmental Appeals Board have generally recognized that the decision on 
whether to include a lower polluting process in the list of potentially-applicable 
control options compiled at Step 1 of the top-down BACT analysis is a matter 
within the discretion of the PSD permitting authority. Knauf, 8 E.A.D. at 136; Old 
Dominion, 3 E.A.D. at 793; Hawaiian Commercial, 4 E.A.D. at 100 and n.9. The 
Administrator and the EAB have usually respected the decisions of the permitting 
authority and only remanded permits in cases where it was Clear that the permitting 
authority abused its discretion by excluding a particular option from consideration 
in the BACT review. Knauf Fiber Glass, 8 E.A.D. 121, 140; See e.g., In the 
Matter of: Hibbing Taconite Company, 2 E.A.D. 838, 843 (Adm'r 1989) 
("Hibbing"). The Seventh Circuit affirmed this view in upholding the EAB's 
Prairie State decision, emphasizing the discretion. given the permitting authority in 
making the technical judgment as to "where control technology ends and a redesign 
of the 'proposed facility' begins." Sierra Club v. EPA, slip op. at 5. 

Petitioners insist that in Pennsauken County, the EAB made clear that the 
"'redefining the source' policy only prevents substituting a type of industrial 
category for another," and does not prevent substituting one type of source for 
another type of source in the same source category. Petitioners argue that the EAB 
affirmed this view in Hibbing. EPA does not read those two decisions in that 
manner. In particular, in Hibbing, the Board considered whether the option in 
question would "require any fundamental change to Hibbing's product, purpose, or 
equipment." Hibbing at 843 n. 12. Thus, in Hibbing, the EAB specifically 
identified a "fundamental change to ... equipment" as a type of redefinition of the 
source. 

With respect to the project proposed by Spurlock, petitioner's have not 
demonstrated that the KYDAQ erred in concluding that the application of the IOCC 
process to the facility would fundamentally change the nature of the proposed major 
source because it would fundamentaHy change the basic design of the equipment 
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that EKPC proposes to install at Spurlock. Specifically, EKPC has proposed a 
facility that fires coal in a fluidized mixture with limestone and inert materials, in a 
boiler to generate steam to drive an electric turbine. An IGCC facility uses a 
chemical process to first convert coal into a synthetic gas and to fire that gas in a 
combined cycle turbine. "Final Report, Enviromnental Footprints and Costs of 
Coal~Based Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle and Pulverized Coal 
Technologies," EPA-4301R-06/006, July 2006. The combined cycle generation 
power block of an IGCC process employs the same turbine and heat recovery 
technology that is used to generate electricity with natural gas at other electric 
generation facilities. Thus, this portion of the IGCC process is very similar to 
existing power generation designs that EPA has agreed would redefine the basic 
design of the source when an applicant proposed to construct a pulverized coal-fired 
boiler. In re SEI Birchwood Inc, 5 E.A.D. 25 (1994); Old Dominion Electric 
Cooperative Clover, 3 E.A.D. 779. Furthermore, the core process of gasification at 
an IGCC facility is fundamentally different than a boiler. Coal gasification is more 
akin to technology employed in the refinery and chemical manufacturing industries . J 
than technologies generally in use in power generation (Le. a controlled chemical 
reaction versus a true combustion process). Use of coal gasification technology 
would necessitate different types of expertise on the part of the applicant and 
employees to produce the desired product (electricity). Thus, these fundamental 
differences in equipment design are sufficient to conclude that the IGCC process 
would redefine the proposed source. 

EPA acknowledges that in the Prairie State case, the EAB recognized that 
IGCC technology could be listed as a potentially applicable option at Step 1 of the 
BACT analysis, as IJIinois EPA had elected to do in that case. However, the 
Board's opinion in Prairie State did not interpret the CAA to require IGCC to be 
listed as a potentially applicable control option at Step 1 for every permit 
application involving a coal-frred steam electric generating unit. That is, the Board 
did not conclude that IGCC, or any other option involving such extensive design 
changes, had to be listed as a potentially applicable option at Step 1 in each case or 
find that it would be an abuse of a permitting authority's discretion to decline to list 
IGCC at Step 1 of the BACT analysis for the type of facility proposed by Spurlock. ' 
The Board continued to recognize that the decision of where to draw the line 
between BACT options listed at Step 1 and alternatives to the proposed source is 
ultimately a matter within the discretion of the permitting authority. Prairie State 
slip op. at 29 n. 22. . 

Accordingly, I believe that the KYDAQ properly exercised its discretion in 
determining not to consider IGCC in the BACT analysis fQr Spurlock Unit 4, and 
Petitioner has not demonstrated that the title V permit fails to contain applicable 
requirements as a result. Accordingly, I deny the petition with respect to this issue. 
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4. Visible Emission Standard 

Petitioner's Comment: The definition of BACT contained in the Kentucky 
SIP requires that a visible emission standard be included in each BACT limit for 
pollutants constituting visible emissions (i.e. PMlPMlo'and SAM). Although a 
BACT limit for PM, PMlo or SAM typicallY'includes an emissions rate limit, the 
Kentucky SIP requires BACT limits to include a visible emission standard. 

EP A Response: In responding to Petitioner's claim concerning opacity for 
Unit 3, EPA expressed that BACT does not require an opacity limit. See discussion 
Section E.l., supra. Pursuant to 401 KAR 51 :001 (25), BACT is defined as "an 
emissions limitation, including a visible emission, based on the maximum degree of 
reduction for each regulated NSR pollutant that will be emitted from a proposed 
major stationary source or major modification that .... " Petitioner asserts that the 
phrase "including a visible emi~ion standard" requires a visible emission standard 
in each BACT limit for pollutants constituting visible emissions. Based on EPA's 
interpretation of similar regulatory language contained in 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(l2), 
it was reasonable for KDAQ to conclude that visible emissions may be part of a 
BACT emissions limit but are not a required element of BACT. This position is 
consistent with KYDAQ's Response to Comments at page 46, which states in part 
.. , "opacity may be an indicator of particulate matter, fumes, gases or vapor, but is 
not an independent entity to be regulated. Opacity is the property for the absorption 
of light, an appropriate indicator for a variety of air pollutfon concerns, but not a 
regulated NSR pollutant.,,18 Notwithstanding Petitioner's clai,m; the permit does 
contain an opacity limit of 20 percent. Further, PMJPMlO will also be monitored by 
PM CEMS which will provide a continuous method for ensuring compliance with 
the particulate emissions stan~d. For these stated reasons, EPA denies the 
petition with respect to this Issue. 

5. BACTLimit for, Fine Particulate Matter (PM:!.5) 

Petitioner's Comment: .The permit must include Ii BACT limit for PM2,S 
emissions from Unit 4 beca"l,lsePM2.s is a regulated NSR pollutant. Further, EPA 
established a "national ambient aU qUality standard" (NAAQS) for PM2,S. and the 
Kentucky SIP requires aBACT limit "for 'each regulated NSR pollutant for which 
the source has the potential to emit in significant amounts." 401 KAR 51 :017. 

EPA's Response: While EPA acknowledges that PM2.5 is a regulated NSR 
pollutant, at this time EPA has not yet implemented NSR regulations for PM2.S 
NAAQS. It is well established that EPA has proposed the interim use ofPMJO as a 

18 See a/so Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Bureau of Air, Responsiveness 
Summary for Public Questions and Comments on the Construction Pennit Application 
from Springfield City Water, Light and Power for Proposed Dallman Unit 4 at 39 (stating 
that "since opacity is not a po]]utant, there is not a statutory obligation to set an opacity 
limit·~). 
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surrogate for PM2.S Wltil NSR rules have been implemented. EPA has represented 
that: 

In view of the significant technical difficulties that now exist with 
respect to PM 2.S monitoring, emissions, estimation, and modeling, 
EPA believes that PMlO may properly be used a~ a surrogate for PM2.s 
in meeting NSR requirements Wltil these difficulties are resolved. 

When the technical difficulties are resolved, EPA will amend the PSD 
regulations under 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.166 and 52.21 to establish a PM2,S 
significant emissions rate and EPA will also promulgate other 
appropriate regulatory measures pertinent to PM2.S, and its precursors. 

Memorandum from John Seitz, Office of Air Quality,Planning and Standards, 
"Interim Implementation of New Source Review Requirements for PM2.s" (October 
21,1997). 

This position was recently reaffinned in specific guidance to the states: 

Using the surrogate PM2.S nonattainment major NSR program, States 
should assume that a major'stationary source's PMIO emissions 
represent PM2.S emissions and regulate these emissions using either 
Appendix S or the States' SIP-approved nonattainment major NSR 
program. I!} . 

Memorandum from Stephen Page, Office of Air Quality and Planning and 
Standards (April 5, 2005). Thus, Wlder the circumstanees presented here, it was 
clearly appropriate for KYDAQ to use PMIO as a surrogate for PM2.s. For these 
reasons, EPA denies the petition with respe~t to this issue. 

6. PM Emissions from Unit 4 Cooling ToWer 

Petitioner's Comment: The source was required to consider as BACT for 
PM the use of a less polluting process, Le., an air cooled condenser (ACC). 
KYDAQ unlawfully restricted its BACT analysis to the cooling design proposed by 
the facility. 

19 The tenns of 40 C.F.R. § 52.24(k), Appendix S of Part 5i provide provisions for a 
transitional nonattainment major NSR program until EPA approves a State's Part D major 
NSR program into the SIP, 
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EPA's Response: EPA concurs with the position taken by KYDAQ 
regarding the appropriateness of the selected BACT for PM emissions from the 
cooling tower for Unit 4. In responding to the Petitioner, KYDAQ stated: 

Given that EKPC has chosen to build a facility employing a cooling 
tower as part of the process, a drift eliminator With a maximum drift 
rate of 0.0005 percent as included in the permit is BACT. 

KYDAQ's Response to Comments at 49. 

Petitioner asserts that the use of an ACC would be more appropriate because 
it is a less polluting process. However, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that 
ACC technology is feasible at this source. BACT as defined by the CAA and 
Kentucky regulations allow for the use of a design standard rather than an 
emissions standard when technological limitations make imposition of an emission 
standard infeasible. As previously discussed, this interpretation has been confirmed 
by the Supreme Court and in numerous EAB decisions that took into consideration 
geographical differences and other constraints in determining that a given 
technology was not feasible for a particular source. See Alaska Dept. of 
Environmental Conservation, 540 U.S. 461, 488 (2004); In re Cardinal FG, Co., 
PSD Appeal No. 04-04 slip op. at 11; and In re Three Mountain Power, 10 EAD 39 
(EAB 2001). Such considerations are appropriate here, because the ACC 
technology advocated by the Petitioner is typically utilized in drier climate, 
particularly where the water supply is limited. In more humid climates, the 
technology is less effective and not as economically viable wh~re water is less 
expensive. For these reasons, ACC is typically not considered a feasible 
technology for sources located in the southeast region of the United States, such as 
the Spurlock Station. See Masonite Corp, 5 EAD at 560 (noting that the permit 
issuer must have flexibility where "the technology itself or its application to the 
type of facility in question may be relatively unproven"). 

EPA previously determined that ACC was not the best technology available 
in its Clean Water Act § 316(b) rulemaking. 66 Fed. Reg. 65256,65282 (Dec. 18, 
2001). EPA estimated that the energy penalty of an ACC plant in a hot 
environment at peak summer conditions could be as much as 19.4 percent. Further, 
the cost of ACC is more than three times the cost of wet cooling after considering 
the costs for construction and operating costs. In light of the foregoing information, 
it is EPA's position that KYDAQ's BACT determination is reasonable for PM 
emissions from the cooling tower for Unit 4. For these ,reasons, EPA denies the 
petition with respect to this issue. 

7. Monitoring and Reporting of PM Emissions from the Cooling 
Tower 

Petitioner's Comments: Utilizing 0.0005 percent drift eliminators is not 
BACT for PM and it is not an enforceable emission limit. The permit must contain 
a BACT limit for PMlPM10. PMlPMJO emissions result when drift from a cooling 
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tower evaporates and leaves mineral and other solids as suspended particulate 
matter in the air. An effective BACT limit must regulate all these factors or directly 
limit PMlPMlO. The permit does not require a correlation between these factors and 
PMlPMIO. Additionally, the pennit requires only a one-time drift rate test rather 
than periodic tests. 'TItis is not sufficient to demonstrate continuous compliance 
with applicable limits. 

EPA's ResPonse: Contrary to Petitioner's assertion, the drift elimination 
rate limit ofO.OOOS percent as BACT for the Unit 4 cooling tower is consistent with 
BACT determinations in several other recent coal-fired power plant pennits. 
Recent examples of permits for coal-fired power plants with similar BACT limits 
for cooling towers include Longleaf Energy pulverized coal project in Georgia 
(0.001 percent); the Longview Energy pulverized coal project in West Virginia 
(0.002 percent); and the Prairie State Generation pulverized coal project in Illinois 
(0.0005 percent). 

Further, Petitioner claims that the Spurlock pennit provides insufficient 
monitoring provisions for emissions from the cooling tower is unsubstantiated. 
Specifically, the permit requires monthly monitoring of total dissolved solids (TDS) 
content of the circulating water and requires maintenance of records of the 
maximum pumping capacity and IDS content. Permit, Emissions Unit 23~ Sections 
BA and 5. In addition, the permit requires the source to perform an initial 
performance test to assess the efficiency of the drift eliminators, as well as maintain ' 
the drift eliminators in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. In 
making its claims, Petitioner provides no infonnation to support the idea that the 
permit contains deficient monitoring for PMlPMIO and that periodic drift tests 
should be required. EPA finds that the permit contains sufficient monitoring, 
recordkeeping and performance test requirements for enforceability of the 
requirement to install a 0.0005 percent drift eliminator as a method oflimiting PM 
emissions. 

Finally, Petitioner's recommendation that a limit be placed on mineral and 
other solids that are suspended as particulate matter in the drift from the cooling 
tower is highly impractical, since EKPC has no direct control over the dissolved 
solids concentration in the Unit 4 emissions. Given the low drift elimination rate 
limit of 0.0005 percent established as BACT for the Unit 4 cooling tower, EPA 
does not believe that additional limits for PMIO emissions are necessary or 
practical.20 For these reasons, EPA denies the' petition with respect to this issue. 

8. BACT Limit for Mereury aDd Beryllium 

Petitioner's Comment: The Kentucky SIP, existing at the time the permit 
was issued, requires BACT limits for facilities that emit mercury in a "significant" 
amount. Although the Kentucky administrative regulations have recently been 

20 In light of this conclusion, Petitioner has not demonstrated that any failure to respond to 
comments on this issue resulted in, or may have resulted in, a flaw in the permit. 
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changed with respect to the 1evel of mercury and berylliwn emissions considered 
significant, the change has not yet been approved by EPA. Therefore, the existing 
Kentucky SIP controls and a BACT limit for mercury and berylliwn is required. 
Additionally, because mercury is subject to a new source performance standard, a 
BACT limit for mercury must be established. 

EPA's Comment: EPA has since approved Kentucky's revised SIP that 
changes the amount of mercury emissions that are considered "significant." 71 Fed. 
Reg. 38,990 (July 11, 2006). Since the mercury level referenced by Petitioner is ," 
obsolete and no longer applicable to the level of emissions generated at the 
Spurlock Station, this issue is moot. See Glynn Environmental Coalition, Inc. v. 
EPA, Docket No. 05-10375-GG (11 Cir. 2006) (dismissing petition as moot where 
sole issue was whether permit contained sufficient conditions to assure compliance 
with a rule that had since been removed from the Georgia SIP). 

Pe~itioner also asserts that a BACT limit for mercury is required by the CAA 
because it is it is a regulated NSR pollutant under 401 KAR 51 :001, which includes 
pollutants that are subject to any standard promUlgated under 42 U.S.C. § 7411. 
However, CAA § 112(b), 42 U .S.C. § 7412(b) specifies that "the provisions of Part 
C (Prevention of Significant Deterioration) shall not apply to pollutants listed under 
this section." Mercury and berylliwn compounds are listed in Section 112(b)(l) of 
the CAA. The CAA provides a note to Section 112(b)(1) explaining that" for all 
listings above which contain the word 'compound' ... the following applies: 
Unless otherwise specified, these listings are defined as including any unique 
chemical substances that contains the named chemical ... as part of that chemical 
infrastructure." See also KYDAQ's Response to Comment at 73. Consequently, 
since both mercury and beryllium are listed. HAPs regulated under Section 112, the 
PSD program requirem~nts do not apply to these emissions. See Newmont. slip op. 
at 75-77 (concurring with Nevada Department of Environment that PSD provisions 
do not apply to mercury). For these reasons, EPA denies the petition with respect 
to this issue. 

v. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, and pursuant to section 505(b)(2) of the Clean 
Air Act, I partially deny. and partially grant the petition from the Sierra Club 
requesting that the Administrator object to the issuance of the title V permit for the 
Spurlock Station o~ed and operated by East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 

AUG 3 02007 
Dated: _______ _ 
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February 1, 2008 

Re: Draft Revised Title V Permit V -06-007 Revision 2 

Mr. Morse: 

East KY Power Cooperative, Inc.-H.L. Spurlock Power Station 
Plant I.D. 21-161-00009 

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Sierra Club. The Division 
is proposing to revise the Title V permit for the Spurlock plant to increase the 
heat rate limit included in the prior state operating permit and to justify the 
Division's prior failure to consider clean fueL low sulfur coal in the BACT 
analysis for S02. Both proposals are in error for the reasons set forth below. 

As an initial matter, the Division and State of Kentucky have forfeited 
jurisdiction over the final permit for the Spurlock plant. Following the US. EPA 
Administrator's objection on the Division's prior permit (" Administrator 
Order"), the Division was required to respond with a permit corrected to meet 
the Administrator's objections within 90 days. 42 U.S.C § 7661d(c). The 
objection was dated August 30, 2007. Ninety days expired on November 28, 
2007. The Division failed to submit a revised permit before that date. Neither 
EPA nor the Division has authority to extend that deadline, notwithstanding 
EP A' s letter purporting to do so. Furthermore, to the extent that the current 
draft permit was provided to U.s. EPA, it fails to "meet the objection" of the 
Administrator because it fails to include a 4850 MMBtu/hour heat input limit for 
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Unit 2. 42 U.S.c. § 7661d(c). For each of these reasons, the Division no longer 
has authority to issue the permit and, instead, U.s. EPA is now the permit'ting 
authority. 

By submitting these comments Sierra Club does not waive its objection to 
the Division continuing to assume jurisdiction over the permit. Sierra Club has 
provided a notice of its intent to sue the U .s. EPA, pursuant to 42 U.S.C § 7604, 
to compel the EPA to issue the permits for the Spurlock plant. 

I. THE DRAFT PERMIT DOES NOT MEET THE ADMINISTRATOR'S 
OBJECTION BECAUSE IT FAILS TO INCLUDE A 4850 MMBTU PER 
HOUR HEAT INPUT LIMIT FOR UNIT 2. 

The basis of the Administrator's August 30, 2007, objection was that the 
Title V permit failed to include the 4850 MMBtu/hour heat input limit applicable 
to Unit 2. The Administrator fist pointed out that the failure of KDAQ to include 
the 4,850 MMBtu/hour limit from a 1983 state operating permit in a prior, 1999, 
Title V permit did not revoke the heat input limit. Administrator Order at 12. 
The Administrator further pointed out that a Title V permit cannot change 
applicable requirements in underlying permits. Id. Therefore, the Administrator 
found that the 1983 permit limit of 4850 MMBtu/hour remained as an applicable 
requirement. Id. 

Instead, the underlying permit in which the 
applicable requirement is found must be modified, 
and then incorporated into the Title V permit as an 
applicable requirement. Thus, the placement of the 
maximum heat input in the description section of 
EKPC's 1999 title V permit could not have eliminated 
the heat input limit as an applicable requirement of 
the underlying 1983 SOP. 

Based on the foregoing, EPA finds that the title V 
permit is deficient for its failure to include as an 
applicable requirement the maximum heat input limit 
found in the underlying 1983 SOP. Therefore, I grant 
the petition on this issue and direct KYDAQ to amend 
the permit and to include the applicable heat input 
limit for Unit 2 under the "Operating Limits" 
category of the permit. 

Administrator Order at 12 (emphasis added). The "underlying SOP" contains a 
4850 MMBtu/hr "maximum heat input" limit, See Kentucky Natural Resources 
and 'Environmental Protection Cabinet PERMIT, Re: H,L. Spurlock PO'Yer Station 
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(November 10, 1982) (Attached as Exhibit A). Therefore, to satisfy the 
Administrator's objection, this 4850 MMBtu/hour maximum heat input limit 
must be included. The draft permit's proposed 5900 MMBtu/hour limit does not 
satisfy the objection. 

II. INCREASING THE HEAT INPUT LIMIT REQUIRES PSD 
PERMITTING, AS KDAQ PREVIOUSLY ACKNOWLEDGED. 

In addition to failing to satisfy the objection of the Administrator, the draft 
permit's proposed 5900 MMBtu/hour limit is an unlawful modification to 
applicable Clean Air Act Title I standards through a Title V permit. 

The 4850 MMBtu/hour operating limit is required by the PSD permit 
issued for the original construction of Unit 2. When EKPC applied for a permit 
to construct Unit 2 in January 1976, EKPC represented to U.S. EPA that EKPC 
would construct and operate a pulverized coal unit with a maximum heat input 
of 4850 million Btu/hour. See Letter from Ronald L. Rainson, EKPC, to G.T. 
Helms, U.S. EPA and attachments (March 19,1976) (attached as Exhibit B hereto); 
Letter from William Gill, EKPC, to Frank Stanonis, Kentucky Bureau of 
Environmental Quality, and attachments (January 23, 1976) (attached as Exhibit 
C hereto). This representation of the 4850 MMBtu/ hour maximum heat rate 
becomes an enforceable requirement because 40 c.P.R. § 52.21(r), which is 
applicable because the original PSD permit for Unit was issued by U.S. EPA 
pursuant to Part 52, requires that a PSD applicant construct and operate the 
source consistent with and according to the specifications provided in its permit 
application. Additionally, as is apparent from U.S. EPA's review and 
administrative findings in support of. the PSD'permit issued for Unit 2, U.S. EPA 
relied on the maximum 4850 MMBtu/hour heat input when determining air 
quality impacts and issuing the permit. See Letter from John A. Little, U.s. EPA 
to Robert Hughes, EKPC attaching analysis and permit (September 21,1976) 
(attached hereto as Exhibit D). 

Additionally, a federally-enforceable state operating permit was issued by 
Kentucky that limits Unit 2 to 4850 MMBtu/hour. See November 10, 1982 
Permit, supra (Exhibit A). For each of these reasons, the 4850 MMBtu/hour limit 
is an applicable requirement that can only be modified after satisfying all 
requirements of Clean Air Act Title I. EKPC has not applied for, nor been issued, 
a pre-construction permit for a heat rate change to Unit 2. Therefore, the Permit 
must include the existing operational limit of 4,850 million Btu/hour. 

The Title V program does not and cannot impose nor change applicable 
requirements. As the Administrator's Order expressly states-where a state has 
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a merged PSD and Title V program, as Kentucky does-changes to applicable 
heat rate requirements must be done" outside of the title V part of the process 
and the rationale for the change must be clearly stated." Administrator Order at 
12 n.6. KDAQ cannot include in the revised permit any heat rate limit other than 
the 4850 MMBtu/hour limit from the original PSD permit and original Kentucky 
SIP-based operating permit. If EKPC wishes to increase the heat rate, it must 
undergo PSD permitting and satisfy all other Clean Air Act Title I requirements. 

In fact, the KD AQ previously denied EKPC's request to increase the heat 
rate limit through a prior Title V permit unless EKPC goes through PSD 
permitting. In December, 1993, East Kentucky sought an increase in the 
permitted maximum hourly heath input for Unit 2 from 4850 to 5355 
MMBtu/hour. Letter from Robert E. Hughes, Jr., EKPC, to John Hornback, 
KDAQ Re: H.t. Spurlock Power Station- Unit #2 BTU Heat Input (attached 
hereto as Exhibit E). In February, 1994, KDAQ responded by asserting that any 
such increase would be considered a major modification under the PSD rules and 
be subject to PSD permitting requirements if it resulted in a significant net 
emissions increase. Letter from Gerald R. Goebel, KDAQ to Robert Hughes, 
Jr., EKPC Re: Request to increase permitted heat input for Unit 2 at the H.t. 
Spurlock Station (R7532) I.e. # 103-2640-0009 (February 3, 1994) (attached hereto 
as Exhibit F). Specifically, KDAQ stated that "the Permit Review Branch has 
determined that if the proposed increase in the heat input rate results in a 
significant net emissions increase, then your proposal would be a major 
modification, as defined in Regulation 401 KAR 51:017." ld. In January, 1995, 
EKPC conceded that the 4850 MMBtu/hour heat input cannot be changed 
without undergoing PSD permitting and rescinded its request for the heat rate 
increase. Letter from Robert E. Hughes, Jr., EKPC, to Gerald R. Goebet KDAQ 
Re: Letter of December 20, 1994 Spurlock Unit 2 (January 16, 1995) (attached 
hereto as exhibit G). 

If there were any doubt as to KDAQ's prior position that a change in the 
permitted heat rate required a PSD permit, KDAQ reaffirmed that it did in its 
response to comments on the original Title V permit for the plant. During the 
public comment process for the 1999 Title V permit, EKPC again requested that 
the maximum heat rate for Unit 2 be increased to 5600 MMBtu/hour. Response 
to East Kentucky Power's Comments (3/13/98 Letter) at 2 (attached hereto as 
Exhibit H). KDAQ again denied the request without PSD permitting, stating: 
11 As stated in the Division for Air Quality letter dated February 3, 1994, this 
rating cannot be increased until the demonstration of applicability or non
applicability of Regulation 401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant 
deterioration of air quality." ld. 
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- Despite the fact that Title V permits cannot change applicable 
requirements, and that KDAQ has previously denied EKPC's requests to modify 
the heat input limit without PSD permitting, KDAQ is currently proposing to do 
exactly that: to raise the heat rate from 4850 MMBtu/hour to 5900 MMBtu/hour 
through a Title V revision, and without going through PSD permitting. See also 
Administrator Order at 12 n.7 ("It is apparent that the EKPC was aware that the 
heat input limit was an enforceable limitation in that it previously requested that 
KYDAQ revise the maximum heath rate for Unit 2 from 4,850 million [sic] 
mmBtu/hr to 5,3555 [sic, 5,355] mmBtu/hr. KYDAQ denied EKPC's request 
when they informed EKPC that a PSD permit was required for such 
modification."). 

KDAQ must include a 4850 MMBtu/hour limit in the permit. Should 
EKPC wish to increase this limit, it must apply for the appropriate permits under 
Clean Air Act Title I (including PSD). 

III. USE OF CLEAN FUELS IS COST EFFECTIVE FOR S02 BACT 

The Administrator's objection also concluded that EKPC and KYDAQ did 
not provide an adequate explanation for rejecting low sulfur coal as not 
economically viable. Administrator Order at 29-32. In response, the Statement 
of Basis ("SOB") for the revised permit calculates the cost of using low sulfur 
eastern bituminous coals as ranging from $9,317 to $25,665 per additional ton of 
S02 removed. SOB, p. 4. The SOB then compares this value with incremental 
cost effectiveness values for other similar projects without disclosing that they 
were relying on incremental cost effectiveness values. ld. Based on this 
comparison, the SOB concludes that /I other permitting authorities have rejected 
additional sulfur removal costs above $5,OOO/ton as being excessive for BACT." 
Id. Therefore, the SOB concludes that additional sulfur removal using low sulfur 
coal is not economically feasible. Id., pp. 4-5. 

This analysis is premised on a number of conceptual errors and, as a 
result, arrived at an erroneous conclusion. As demonstrated below, the average 
cost effectiveness of removing additional S02 by using low sulfur coal is $155 to 
$427/ ton, which is lower than the lower end of the range bf average cost 
effectiveness values for similar sources relied on by KDEQ. Thus, low sulfur fuel 
is per se economically feasible. 

A. Average And Incremental Cost Effectiveness Were Not Used 

Average and incremental cost effectiveness are the two economic criteria 
that are used to determine if a control option is economically feasible in a BACT 
analysis. NSR Manual, Sec. IV.D.2. The Administrator's Order cited extensively 
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to E.t\B cases supporting these two metrics defined as used in the N5R Manual. 
However, EKPC and KYDAQ responded with a single metric which is neither 
average nor incremental cost effectiveness. 

The cost metric used in the SOB is variously called II cost comparison 
($/ ton)" and 11 cost of removal of an additional ton of 502." SOB pp. 3-4. This 
metric is neither average cost effectiveness nor incremental cost effectiveness 
and, in fact has no basis in the practice of top-down BACT analyses. KDAQ's 
analysis compares the cost of fuel switching with the reductions achieved by a 
three-stage-control option using design coal: fuel switching, limestone addition 
to the CFB bed, and dry scrubbing. This is an erroneous and misleading 
comparison. The SOB also compares this unrecognized cost-effectiveness 
standard with incremental cost effectiveness values as specified in the 
Administrator's Order for a wholly different set of pollution controls. 

The SOB calculates a single cost value, which purports to be incremental 
cost effectiveness, but upon close examination, is not. The SOB's cost metric is 
calculated as the ratio of the incremental fuel cost to the incremental amount of 
S02 emitted. 

• First, the SOB calculates the difference in the annual cost to purchase the 
design fuel (9 lb S02/MMBtu and 10,757 Btu/lb) compared to the cost to 
purchase low sulfur fuel (1.21b S02/MMBtu and 12,500 Btu/lb) in dollars 
per year: 

[Annual Cost of Design Coal - Annual Cost of Low 5 Coal] (1) 

• Second, the SOB calculates the amount of 502 emitted when burning 
design fuel compared to the amount of 502 emitted when burning low 
sulfur coal in tons per year, assuming 99.33% 502 removal in both cases 
using limestone additions to the CFB bed and a dry scrubber: 

[ 502 Emitted Design Coal 502 Emitted LOI0 5 Coal] (2) 

• Finally, the SOB divides the incremental annual fuel cost by the 
incremental amount of S02 emitted and calls the results the cost per 
additional ton of S02 emitted. As an example, the lower end of the SOB's 
cost range is calculated as: 

[$44,582,093/yr - $29J30,565/yr]/[1840 ton/yr - 246 ton/yr] ::: $9,317/ton 

This result is neither average cost effectiveness nor incremental cost 
effectiveness, the tnetrics required by the Administrator's Order and the typical 
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metrics used in PSD permitting. Further; the SOB1 s method of calculating cost 
are incorrect and substantially penalize low sulfur fuel by including 502 
emission reductions achieved by other control options and excluding the relative 
costs of these other controls. 

This value is not average cost effectiveness because average cost 
effectiveness is the ratio of the control option annualized cost divided by the 
control option annual emission reduction. NSR Manual at B.36-B.37. This value 
is also not incremental cost effectiveness because incremental cost effectiveness is 
the ratio of the difference in annualized cost of two control options to the 
difference in the emission rates of these same two control options. NSR Manual 
at B.4l. In both cases, cost effectiveness is the ratio of costs of a control option(s) 
to emission reductions achieved by that control option(s). This is not what is 
calculated in the SOB. 

Instead, the SOB calculates control option [low 5 coal] annualized cost 
divided by 502 emission reductions from the entire control train [low 5 coal + 
limestone bed + dry scrubber]. For incremental cost effectiveness, the annual 
emission reductions due to the use of low sulfur coal sh0uld be the difference 
between 502 in the design coal and 502 in the low sulfur coal or 95,659 ton/yr 
[110,376-14,717], not 1,594 ton/yr [1840-246]. The use of the lower value, after 
the post-combustion controls-- for emission reductions attributable to the lower 
sulfur coal artificially inflates cost effectiveness of low sulfur coaL KDAQ's 
analysis divides annual cost by incremental emission reductions, resulting in a 
calculated reduction that is 60 times smaller than it should be. 

Correcting this error, incremental cost effectiveness of using a low sulfur 
coal ranges from $155/ton to $427/ton.1 The,se values are below the lower end 
of the range of both average cost effectiveness ($527 to $4054/ ton) and 
incremental cost effectiveness ($5,OOO-20,000/ton) relied upon by the SOB (which 
are also lower than other permitting authorities use).2 Thus, the use of low sulfur 
coal is cost effective and cannot be eliminated based on cost effectiveness. 

The use of emission reductions from the entire pollution control train to 
calculate cost effectiveness is also wrong because it includes reductions from 
adding limestone to the fluidized bed and dry scrubbing, but does not consider 
the relative costs of these additional controls when using design coal as 
compared to low sulfur coaL In other words, KDAQ's analysis attributes all of 

1 The lower end of the range from SOB, p. 4: ($14,851,528/yr)/(95,659 ton S02/yr) $ 1 55/yr. The upper 
end of the range from SOB, p. 3: ($40,91O,075/yr)/(95,659 ton S02/yr) = $427.67/ton. 
2 U.S. EPA Region 8, Response to Public Comments on Draft Air Pollution Control Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit to Construction, Deseret Power Electric Cooperative, August 30, 
2007, pp. 29-33. 
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the reduction but none of the cost from limestone injection and scrubbing to the 
high sulfur coal when comparing the cost effectiveness of high and low sulfur 
coal. For the high-sulfur, "design coal," the limestone bed plus dry scrubber 
must reduce S02 emissions from 110,376 ton/yr to 1,840 ton/yr, or by 108,536 
tan/yr. For low sulfur coal, these controls need only reduce S02 from 14,717 
ton/yr to 246 ton/yr or by 14,471 ton/yr. SOB, p. 3. The cost to remove 108,536 
ton/yr of S02 with limestone injection and a scrubber when burning design fuel 
is substantially higher than the cost to remove only 14,471 tonfyr when burning 
low sulfur coal. The economic benefit of controlling less S02 with lower sulfur 
coal is not considered in the SOB. 

The contTol costs for design fuel for the entire control train is higher than 
for low sulfur coal because a bigger, more efficient scrubber must be used; more 
limestone must be added to the fluidized bed; more water must be used to cool 
the flue gases; more solid wastes must be disposed; more electricity must be used 
to operate the scrubber; and more lime must be injected into the scrubber, among 
other increased costs incurred for the complete control trains as compared to just 
low sulfur coal. If the cost of these additional controls were included in both the 
cost of design coal and the low sulfur option, they would add substantially to the 
design coal costs and much less so to the low sulfur coal, thus narrowing the 
incremental cost. This would reduce incremental cost effectiveness. This is the 
reason that cost-effectiveness must look at the entire pollution control train
rather than attempting to add one piece (low sulfur coal) to a control train that is 
designed around a different input (high sulfur coal). 

B. The Comparative Costs Are Not Representative 

The SOB compares a metric it calls /I cost comparison" or" dollars per 
additional ton of S02 removed" for using fuel switching to incremental cost 
effectiveness values for post combustion controls -- various types of dry 
scrubbers and sorbent injection. SOB, p. 4.3 This is an apples-to-oranges 
comparison that creates a number of errors in KDAQ's analysis. 

First, even assuming the SOB correctly calculated cost effectiveness (which 
it did not), the NSR Manual explains that "where a control technology has been 
successfully applied to similar sources in a source category, an applicant should 
concentrate on documenting significant cost differences, if any, between the 
application of the control technology on those sources and the particular source 
under review." NSR Manual at 31 (emphasis added except as to "any"). In other 
words, the cost of controlling additional S02 with low sulfur coal must be 
compared to the costs incurred by other plants that burn low sulfur coal. The 

3 The SOB does not disclose the control technology, but the source of the comparative cost data, EPA's 
response to comments in the Desert case, does disclose the controls. 
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NSR Manual elaborates that: " . .if the cost of reducing emissions with the top -
control alternative, expressed in dollars per ton, is on the same order as the cost 
previously b9rne by other sources of the same type in applying that control 
alternative, the alternative should initially be considered economically 
achievable, and therefore acceptable as BACT." NSR Manual, p. B.44 (emphasis 
added). 

The comparison, then, must be on a 11 control technology" basis, not a 
pollutant basis. Neither EKPC nor KDAQ appear to have undertaken a 
comparison of the cost of fuel switching borne by other sources that have used 
fuel switching as a pollution control method with the cost of fuel switching in 
this instance at the Spurlock 4 unit. The record contains no comparative cost 
data for fuel switching as a control option. It is incorrect to compare the cost of 
scrubbing and sorbent injection, which are separate and distinguishable 502 
control technologies, to the cost of fuel switching. 

Second, cost comparisons should be made on an 1/ apples-to-apples" basis. 
E.g., NSR Manual at B.39 (stating that a source that compares costs between 
options must do so with standard assumptions for all options, discussing an 85 % 
capacity factor in that case). The comparative cost data are based on incremental 
cost effectiveness, calculated as explained in the NSR Manual at p. B.4l. These 
values compare the cost of a wet scrubber with the cost of a dry scrubber-a one 
to one comparison. However, the SOB then attempts to compare the fuel costs, 
alone, to the emission reductions based on low sulfur coal plus both a limestone 
CFB bed and a dry scrubber. This distorts the comparison and inflates the cost 
per ton calculation. 

Further, the EPA cost data are not otherwise directly comparable as they 
are based on different assumptions as to capacity factor (Longleaf, for example, 
assumed 85%),502 control efficiency (Cargil, for example, assumes only 75% S02 
control efficiency for SDA while others assume 90%+)~ interest rate, and 
equipment life, factors that must be constant from plant to plant to be used in a 
comparative cost analysis. KDAQ's analysis fails to account for these differences. 

C. KDAQ Failedto Use Range Of Comparative Cost Data 

First, the SOB compared the cost value it calculated, $9,317/ ton, with the 
lower end of the range of the reported comparative cost data. The incremental 
cost data summarized from EPA ranges from $5,OOO/ton to $23,855/ton. A 
control option is considered cost effective if it is "within the range of normal 
costs for that control alternative ... " NSR Manual at B.31 (emphasis added). All 
of the cost values reported in the SOB, which range from $9,317/ton to 
$25,665/ton are well within the range of reported comparative cost data. The 
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SOB has provided no justification for focusing on a single determination by 
Pennsylvania for the River Hill CFB. 

Second, the one determination relied on by KD AQ, River Hill, is based on 
an Application submitted in July 2004. Pollution control costs have escalated 
dramatically since then.4 As a result, what is cost effective today may be greater, 
in unadjusted dollars, than what was considered cost effective four years ago. 
Moreover, the SOB cost calculations are based on 2006 dollars. By adjusting the 
2004 River Hill cost data (based on scrubbers) to 2006 dollars-- using the Vatavuk 
cost index-- the $5,000/ ton value relied on by KDAQ becomes $7,040/ ton in 2006 
dollars.5 Adjusting to current dollars would result in a similar increase. 
Moreover, this ~$7,OOO/ton value is within about 30% of the cost value proffered 
by KDAQ, $9,317, and thus, even under KDAQ's limited use criterion, is cost 
effective. NSR Manual B.44 ("Study cost estimates used in BACT are typically 
accurate to + / - 20 to 30 percent. Therefore, control cost options which are within 
+ / - 20 to 30 percent of each other should generally be considered to be 
indistinguishable when comparing options./I). The cost of low sulfur coal at 
Spurlock 4 is certainly II on the same order" as the River Hill cost, when adjusted 
for inflation. NSR Manual B.44 ("if the cost .. .is on the same order as the cost 
previously borne by other sources of the same type in applying that control 
alternative, the alternative should initially be considered economically 
achievable, and therefore acceptable as BACT./I) Thus, low sulfur coal is cost 
effective even under KDAQ's incorrect metric for calculating the cost per ton. 

Third, the next lowest value used for comparison suffers similar problems. 
Nebraska required the applicant to use lower sulfur coal than proposed, 2.71b 
502/ MMBtu compared to its proposal of 3.57 lb 502/ MMBtu. In that case, lower 
sulfur coal was economic. Cargil Final Permit at pdf 32. The cost effectiveness 
value of $5,900/ton corresponds to an additional reduction of only 75% above 
limestone injection using a dry scrubber, which is not representative of the 
instant case. 

Fourth, none of the comparative cost data the SOB relies on used 
comparative cost data to determine whether the costs were unusual compared to 
costs borne by other similar facilities-which is the test for BACT and the test 
required by the Administrator's Order. In other words, by relying on other cost
effectiveness determinations that, themselves, were incorrectly done, KDAQ 
bootstraps its cost effectiveness determination to erroneous analyses. 

41. Edward Cichanowicz, Current Capital Cost and Cost-Effectiveness of Power Plant Emissions Control 
Technologies, June 2007. 
5 Red HilI costs adjusted to 2006 using the Vatavuk cost index for scrubber: ($5000)(169.11120.1). The 
cost indices are from the journal, Chemical Engineering. 
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D. The BACT Analysis Must Be Redone To Consider Combinations Of 
Controls . 

After the errors in the SOB analysis are corrected, the analysis indicates 
that low sulfur coal cannot be eliminated based on adverse economic impacts. 
The record contains no evidence that low sulfur coal is otherwise infeasible for 
this source. In fact, other BACT analyses, such as for AES Puerto Rico (See 
Administrator's Order at n.ll) and the Cargill CFB, indicate that it is. Thus, 
clean fuels must be the basis for establishing new 502 and sulfuric acid mist 
BACT limits. The SOB assumes that scrubbing and limestone CFB bed can 
achieve 99.33% 502 from low sulfur coal. SOB at 3. As a result, BACT must be 
O.02Ib/MMBtu, which is substantially lower than the O.15Ib/MMBtu BACT 
limit in the permit, but consistent with other CFB boilers burning low sulfur coal. 

GARVEY McNEIL & MCGILLIVRAY, S.c. 

David C. Bender 
Attorneys for Sierra Club 
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Commonwealth of Kentucky 
Division for Air Quality 

REVISED STATEMENT OF BASIS AND 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

ON DRAFT TITLE V PERMIT No. V -06-007 REVISION 2 
EAST KENTUCKY POWER COOPERATIVE, INC. 

Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station 
MAYSVILLE, KY 
MARCH 5,2008 

BEN MARKIN, REVIEWER 
SOURCE LD. #: 21-161-00009 
SOURCE A.!. #: 3004 
ACTIVITY ID #: APE2007003 

CURRENT PERMITTING ACTION (V-06-007 REVISION 2): 

Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 70.7 (g)( 1), the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
requested that the Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection (KDAQ) submit a proposed 
pennit to modify the existing Title V pennit for East Kentucky Power Cooperative's (EKPC) Hugh 
L. Spurlock Generating Station (Pennit No. V -06-007) in accordance with the Administrator's Order 
(IV-2006-4) responding to a petition submitted by the Sierra Club. Consistent with the 
Administrator's Order and 401 KAR 52:020 Section 19, the scope of this reopening is limited to the 
issues related to the maximum heat input for Emission Unit #2 and the consideration of low sulfur 
eastern bituminous coal in the sulfur dioxide (S02) Best Available Control Technology (BACT) 
detennination for Emission Unit 17. The pennit has been amended to include a heat input limitation 
for Emission Unit 2. The underlying basis for the decision to increase the rated heat input of Unit 2 
from 4850 MMBtulhr to 5600 MMBtulhr is the enforcement action, u.s. v. East Kentucky Power 
Cooperative, Inc., Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. KY), and subsequent consent decree which requires 
this amendment to the Title V pennit. The specific rationale for proposing to increase the limit in 
this pennitting action is the pennittee's application for a combined PSD review and Title V penni! 
modification. No revision to the permit has been made regarding low sulfur eastern bituminous 
coal; however, further explanation for rejecting low sulfur eastern bituminous coal as BACT is 
provided in this document. 

SOURCE DESCRIPTION: 

Pennitted equipment at the Spurlock Generating Station includes two (2) Pulverized Coal (PC) 
boilers and two (2) Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) boilers. 

Emission Unit 01 is a 3500 MMBtulhr dry-bottom wall-fired boiler equipped with an electrostatic 
precipitator and 10w-NOx burner, for which construction began before 1971. The precipitators were 
installed as a part of the original plant construction but were rebuilt in 1990-1992. In addition, a 
selective catalytic reduction device was installed in 2003. 

Emission Unit 02 is a 5600 MMBtu/hr tangentially fired boiler equipped with electrostatic 
precipitators, 10w-NOx burners, and a flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system and was subject to 
review under 40 CFR 52.21 (PSD) in November,~ 1979. The FGD system is not currently operating, 
and has not operated since 1985. A selective catalytic reduction device has been installed since the 

EXHIBIT D 
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original Title V permit issuance. 
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Emission Unit 08 is a 2500 MMBtu/hr CFB boiler equipped with a baghouse filter, flash dry 
absorber (FDA), and a selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) unit. 

Emission Unit 17 is a 2800 MMBtu/hr CFB boiler that will be equipped with Selective Non 
Catalytic Reduction (SNCR), Pulse Jet Fabric Filters (PJFF), Dry Scrubbing (DS), and Limestone 
Injection pollution control systems upon completion of construction. 

There is a natural draft cooling tower, coal/limestone/ash material handling equipment, an 
emergency liquefied petroleum gas generator, and fuel oil storage tanks. The existing natural draft 
cooling tower, coal/limestone/ash material handling equipment, and fuel oil storage tanks will 
increase utilization when the new CFB boiler becomes operational. 

Pursuant to 401 KAR 52:020 Section 19(2), permit number V -06-007 was reopened for cause and 
therefore this revision is subject to public notice and comment in accordance with 401 KAR 52: 100. 
This revision only affects the issues related to heat input value for Emission Unit 02 and the 
consideration of low sulfur eastern bituminous coal in the sulfur dioxide best available control 
technology determination for Emission Unit 17. Therefore public comment is limited to those two 
issues. 

The following is a list of the emission units affected by this permitting action: 

Emission Unit 02: Pulverized Coal-Fired Boiler, 5600 MMBtu/hr 

5600 MMBtu/hr tangentially fired boiler equipped with electrostatic precipitator, 10w-NOx burners, 
and a flue gas desulfurization (FGD) system, subject to review under 40 CFR 52.21 (PSD) in 
November, 1979. The precipitators were installed as a part of the original plant construction but 
were rebuilt in 1990-1992. The FGD system is not currently operating, and has not operated since 
1985; instead, the facility bums low sulfur coal. A selective catalytic reduction device has been 
installed since the original Title V permit issuance. 

Basis for this Revision: 

U. S. EPA Administrator's Order in response to Petition NumberIV-2006-4. The underlying basis 
for the decision to increase the rated heat input of Unit 2 from 4850 MMBtulhr to 5600 MMBtulhr is 
the enforcement action, U.S. v. East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. 
KY), and subsequent consent decree which requires this amendment to the Title V permit. The 
specific rationale for proposing to increase the limit in this permitting action is the permittee's 
application for a combined PSD review and Title V permit modification. 

Permitting Action Taken: 

KDAQ has amended the permit to include a heat input limitation of 5600 MMBtu/hr under the 
"Operating Limits" category of the permit. 

't 
( 
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Emission Unit 17: Circulating Fluidized Bed Coal-Fired Boiler, 2800 MMBtu/hr 

Coal fired Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) boiler rating 2800 MMBtu/hr, designed to bum high 
sulfur eastern bituminous coal, equipped with a baghouse, dry lime scrubber, and SNCR. This unit 
is permitted to bum Tire-Derived Fuel (TDF), <= 10% coal fuel by weight ratio, and ASTM Grade 
No.2-DS15 fuel oil for startup and stabilization. Construction on this unit commenced in June 2006. 

Supplemental Information: 

The U. S. EPA Administrator's Order in response to Petition Number IV-2006-4 required KDAQ to 
provide further explanation regarding consideration oflow sulfur eastern bituminous coal in the S02 
BACT determination for this unit. To respond to the request of U. S. EPA, KDAQ requested 
additional information from EKPC regarding the data supplied in EKPC's Supplemental BACT 
analysis dated January 12,2006 (misdated as January 12,2005). EKPC's response contained the 
following information: 

Coal Cost Infonnation 

HHV S02 Content Coal Usage 

Coal Btu/lb Ib/MMBtu (tons) $/ton Total Cost 

!Design Coal 10,787 9 1,136,924 $26.15 $29,730,565 

fLOW -S (E. Bit) 12,500 1.2 981,120 $72.00 $70,640,640 

$60.001 $58,867,200 

$50.00 1 $49,056,000 

I Lower $/ton costs presented for analYSIS. 

S02 Cost Analysis Based on Fuels Only 

SOl S02 ,1 Emitted Cost 

Coal [n Coal Emitted (tons/yr) Comparison 

(tons/yr) (tons/yr)1 ($Iton) 

[Design Coal 110,376 1,840 baseline baseline 

fLOW -S (E. Bit) @ $72.00/ton 14,717 246 1,594 $25,665 

@ $60.00/ton " " " $18,279 

@ $50.00/ton " " " $12,124 
0 98.33 Yo removal effiCIency from CFB combustion plus dry scrubber. 

EKPC also stated: 
The first lower sulfur eastern bituminous values listed in each 
table above were provided in EKPC's Response to EPA 
Region IV's March 15,2006 Comments, and were based on 
updated data from the US Coal Review and Coal Outlook. 
The incremental cost associated solely with the purchase of 

,1 Cost 

baseline 

$40,910,075 

$29,136,635 

$19,325,435 
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entirely lower sulfur eastern bituminous coal rather than 
higher sulfur coal (design coal) would therefore be the 
difference in cost of the two coals, which is $40,910,075 per 
year or $25,665 higher per ton of S02 removed. Even 
assuming the cost of lower sulfur eastern bituminous coal is 
$50 per ton, the cost per ton of S02 removed would be 
SI2,124. This cost differential eliminates the use of lower 
sulfur eastern bituminous coal as a BACT option. Therefore, 
the S02 permit limit based on design fuel and 98.33% 
removal efficiency is BACT for Spurlock 4. 
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In their January 12,2006 Supplemental BACT analysis, at page 7, EKPC also provided a cost of 
$45.44/ton forlow sulfur eastern bituminous coal. KDAQ has independently researched historical 
spot and futures prices oflow sulfur eastern bituminous coal. Based on historical data, volatility and 
trends in the coal market, KDAQ believes that it is reasonable to conclude that the long-term cost of 
low sulfur eastern bituminous coal will not be less than $45.44/ton. 

To determine the cost of removal of an additional ton of S02 at a coal cost of $45.44/ton, KDAQ 
performed the following calculations: 

$45.44/ton of coal x 981,120 tons of coal used per year = S44,582,093/year. 
$44,582,093/yr - $29,730,565 baseline coal cost = SI4,851,528/year. 
$14,851,528/yr+ 1594 additional tons ofS02removedJyear= $9,317 ladditional ton ofS02 
removed. 

In considering whether or not $9,317 per ton of additional sulfur removed would be acceptable or 
excessive for BACT, KDAQ compared this cost to other recent BACT determinations. For this 
comparison, the most up-to-date and comprehensive analysis found by KDAQ was the amplified 
S02 BACT analysis provided by U. S. EPA in the Response to Public Comments to the Deseret 
Power Electric Cooperative's Bonanza Power Plant draft permit. 

In their Response to Comments, EPA examined recent BACT determinations by permitting 
authorities for similar projects. Below is a summary of those projects: 

1.) Longleaf Energy Associates LLC: The permitting authority (Georgia) determined that a 
cost increase of $8964 per ton of additional sulfur removed was excessive. 

2.) Rocky Mountain Power Inc.'s Hardin County project: The permitting authority (Montana) 
determined that a cost increase of $23,855 per ton of additional sulfur removed was 
excessive. 

3.) Cargill's Blair com milling and ethanol production plant: The permitting authority 
(Nebraska) determined that a cost increase of $5900 per ton of additional sulfur removed 
was excessive. 

4.) Archer Daniel Midlands (ADM) Columbus com milling and ethanol production plant: The 
permitting authority (Nebraska) determined that a cost increase of $6700 per ton of 
additional sulfur removed was excessive. 

5.) Red Trail Energy's Richardton North Dakota ethanol production plant: The permitting 
authority (North Dakota) determined that a cost increase of $10,252 per ton of additional 
sulfur removed was excessive. 

! 
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6.) River Hill Power Company: The permitting authority (Pennsylvania) determined that a cost 
increase of $15975 per ton of additional sulfur removed was excessive. Pennsylvania also 
indicated that all S02 BACT options involving wet FGD systems "were economically 
infeasible at an incremental dollar per ton value grater than $5000 per ton of S02 removed." 
Pennsylvania concluded that use of a spray dryer absorber or flash dryer absorber (i. e., dry 
FGD) was "economically feasible for the control ofS02 at an incremental cost of$1511.01 
per ton of S02 removed." 

7.) Wellington Development's Green Energy Resource Recovery Project: The permitting 
authority (Pennsylvania) determined that a cost increase of at least $20,000 per ton of 
additional sulfur removed was excessive. 

These examples show that other permitting authorities have rejected additional sulfur removal costs 
above $5000/ton as being excessive for BACT, and that U. S. EPA has accepted these 
determinations. Additional sulfur removal at EKPC's Spurlock facility using low sulfur eastern 
bituminous coal would cost at least $9,317 .14/ton. Therefore, KDAQ concurs with EKPC that use 
oflow sulfur eastern bituminous coal is not economically feasible as BACT for Spurlock Emission 
Unit 17. 

PUBLIC AND U.S. EPA REVIEW: 

On January 4,2008, the public notice on availability of the draft permit and supporting material for 
comments by persons affected by the plant was published in The Maysville Ledger Independent in 
Maysville, Kentucky. The public comment period expired 30 days from the date of publication. 

Comments were received from EKPC, Sierra Club and U.S. EPA. Minor changes were made to the 
permit and the Statement of Basis was expanded as a result of the cO.mments received from EKPC 
and U.S. EPA. In no case were any emissions standards nor monitoring, recordkeeping or reporting 
requirements relaxed. The Division has made a final determination to issue a proposed permit. The 
U.S. EPA has 45 days to comment on this proposed permit. A final permit will be issued after the 
U.S. EPA's 45-day review. 

COMMENTS AND RESPONSE: 

Comments on Title V Permit V -06-007 Revision 2 

Re: Draft Revised Title V Permit V-06-007Revision 2 
East KY Power Cooperative,lnc.-H.L. Spurlock Power Station 
These comments were received from David C. Bender, Attorney for Sierra Club, on February 1, 
2008. 

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Sierra Ciub. The Division is proposing to revise the 
Title V permit for the Spurlock plant to increase the heat rate limit included in the prior state 
operating permit and to justify the Division's prior failure to consider clean fuel, low sulfur coal in 
the BACT analysis for S02. Both proposals are in error for the reasons set forth below. 

As an initial matter, the Division and State of Kentucky have forfeited jurisdiction over the 
final permit for the Spurlock plant. Following the U.S. EPA Administrator's objection on the 
Division's prior permit ("Administrator Order"), the Division was required to respond with a permit 
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corrected to meet the Administrator's objections within 90 days. 42 U.S.C. § 766Id(c). The 
objection was dated August 30, 2007. Ninety days expired on November 28,2007. The Division 
failed to submit a revised permit before that date. Neither EPA nor the Division has authority to 
extend that deadline, notwithstanding EPA's letter purporting to do so. Furthermore, to the extent 
that the current draft permit was provided to U.S. EPA, it fails to "meet the objection" of the 
Administrator because it fails to include a 4850 MMBtu/hour heat input limit for Unit 2.42 U .S.C. 
§ 7661d(c). For each of these reasons, the Division no longer has authority to issue the permit and, 
instead, U.S. EPA is now the permitting authority. 

By submitting these comments Sierra Club does not waive its objection to the Division 
continuing to assume jurisdiction over the permit. Sierra Club has provided a notice of its intent to 

sue the U.S. EPA, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 7604, to compel the EPA to issue the permits for the 
Spurlock plant. 

Division's response: 
The Division does not concur. The Division received notification from us. EPA of the 
Administrator's objection by letter on September 24, 2007. 40 CFR 70.7(g)(4) allows the 
permitting authority 90 days from the receipt of an EPA objection to resolve the objection and to 
take permitting action in accordance with the Administrator's objection. Kentucl.y Divisionfor Air 
Quality issued the draft permit in a timely manner. 

I. THE DRAFT PERMIT DOES NOT MEET THE ADMINISTRATOR'S OBJECTION 
BECAUSE IT FAILS TO IN CLUDE A 4850 MMBTU PER HOUR HEAT INPUT LIMIT 
FOR UNIT 2. 

The basis of the Administrator's August 30, 2007, objection was that the Title V permit 
failed to include the 4850 MMBtu/ hour heat input limit applicable to Unit 2. The Administrator fist 
(sic) pointed out that the failure ofKDAQ to include the 4,850 MMBtulhour limit from a 1983 state 
operating permit in a prior, 1999, Title V permit did not revoke the heat input limit. Administrator """ 
Order at 12. The Administrator further pointed out that a Title V permit cannot change applicable 
requirements in underlying permits.ld. Therefore, the Administrator found that the 1983 permit limit 
of 4850 MMBtu/hour remained as an applicable requirement. ld. 

Instead, the underlying permit in which the applicable requirement is found must be 
modified, and then incorporated into the Title V permit as an applicable requirement. 
Thus, the placement of the maximum heat input in the description section ofEKPC's 
1999 title V permit could not have eliminated the heat input limit as an applicable 
requirement of the underlying 1983 SOP. 

Based on the foregoing, EPA finds that the title V permit is deficient for its failure to 
include as an applicable requirement the maximum heat input limit found in the 
underlying 1983 SOP. Therefore, I grant the petition on this issue and direct 
KYDAQ to amend the permit and to include the applicable heat input limit for Unit 2 
under the "Operating Limits" category of the permit. 

Administrator Order at 12 (emphasis added). The "underlying SOP" contains a 4850 MMBtu/hr 
"maximum heat input" limit. See Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection 

, 
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Cabinet PERMIT, Re: H.L. Spurlock Power Station (November 10, 1982) (Attached as Exhibit A). 
Therefore, to satisfy the Administrator's objection, this 4850 MMBtu/hour maximum heat input 
limit must be included. The draft permit's proposed 5900 MMBtul hour limit does not satisfy the 
objection 

Division's response: 

The Division does not concur. First, the commenters 'assertion that the draft permit proposes a 5900 
MMBtulhour maximum heat input limitfor Unit 2 is in error. The maximum heat input limitfor Unit 
2 is 5600 MMBtul hour. The Administrator stated "KYDAQ must amend EKPC 's Title V permit to 
incorporated the maximum heat input limit from the underlying state permit or EKPC must apply to 
KYDAQ under the Kentucky SIP for a permit that would authorize a change in that heat input limit, 
which in turn would be incorporated in the Title V permit; " Paragraph 165 of the consent decree 
between u.s. EPA and EKPC, Civil Action 04-34-KSF, required EKPC to "apply for amendment of 
its Title V permit for the Spurlock plant to incorporate an MCR of 5600 mmBTUlhr for Spurlock 
Unit 2." EKPC applied as required by paragraph 165 and thus the draft permit meets the 
Administrator's objection. 

II. INCREASING THE HEAT INPUT LIMIT REQUIRES PSD 
PERMITTING, AS KDAQ PREVIOUSLY ACKNOWLEDGED. 

In addition to failing to satisfy the objection of the Administrator, the draft permit's 
proposed 5900 MMBtul hour limit is an unlawful modification to applicable Clean Air Act Title 
I standards through a Title V permit. 

The 4850 MMBtul hour operating limit is required by the PSD permit issued for the original 
construction of Unit 2. When EKPC applied for a permit to construct Unit 2 in January 1976, EKPC 
represented to U.S. EPA that EKPC would construct and operate a pulverized coal unit with a 
maximum heat input of 4850 million Btu/hour. See Letter from Ronald L. Rainson, EKPC, to G.T. 
Helms, U.S. EPA and attachments (March 19, 1976) (attached as Exhibit B hereto); Letter from 
William Gill, EKPC, to Frank L. Stanonis, Kentucky Bureau of Environmental Quality, and 
attachments (January 23, 1976) (attached as Exhibit Chereto). This representation of the 4850 
MMBtulhour maximum heat rate becomes an enforceable requirement because 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 (r), 
which is applicable because the original PSD permit for Unit was issued by U.S. EPA pursuant to 
Part 52, requires that a PSD applicant construct and operate the source consistent with and according 
to the specifications provided in its permit application. Additionally, as is apparent from U.S. EPA's 
review and administrative findings in support of the PSD permit issued for Unit 2, U. S. EPA relied 
on the maximum 4850 MMBtul hour heat input when determining air quality impacts and issuing 
the permit. See Letter from John A. Little, U.S. EPA to Robert Hughes, EKPC, attaching analysis 
and permit (September 21,1976) (attached hereto as Exhibit D). 

Additionally, a federally-enforceable state operating permit was issued by Kentucky that limits Unit 
2 to 4850 MMBtu/hour. See November 10, 1982 Permit, supra (Exhibit A). For each of these 
reasons, the 4850 MMBtulhour limit is an applicable requirement that can only be modified after 
satisfying all requirements of Clean Air Act Title 1. EKPC has not applied for, nor been issued, a 
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pre-construction permit for a heat rate change to Unit 2. Therefore, the Permit must include the 
existing operational limit of 4,850 million Btulhour. 

The Title V program does not and cannot impose nor change applicable requirements. As the 
Administrator's Order expressly states - where a state has a merged PSD and Title V program, as 
Kentucky does-changes to applicable heat rate requirements must be done "outside of the title V 
part of the process and the rationale for the change must be clearly stated." Administrator Order at 
12 n.6. KDAQ cannot include in the revised permit any heat rate limit other than the 4850 MMBtu/ 
hour limit from the original PSD permit and original Kentucky SIP-based operating permit. IfEKPC 
wishes to increase the heat rate, it must undergo PSD permitting and satisfy all other Clean Air Act 
Title I requirements. 

In fact, the KDAQ previously denied EKPC' s request to increase the heat rate limit through a 
prior Title V permit unless EKPC goes through PSD permitting. In December, 1993, East Kentucky 
sought an increase in the permitted maximum hourly heath input for Unit 2 from 4850 to 5355 
MMBtu/hour. Letter from Robert F. Hughes, Jr., EKPC, to John Hornback, KDAQ Re: H.L. 
Spurlock Power Station- Unit #2 BTU Heat Input (attached hereto as Exhibit E). In February, 1994, 
KDAQ responded by asserting that any such increase would be considered a major modification 
under the PSD rules and be subject to PSD permitting requirements if it resulted in a significant net 
emissions increase. Letter from Gerald R. Goebel, KDAQ, to Robert E. Hughes, Jr., EKPC Re: 
Request to increase permitted heat input for Unit 2 at the H.L. Spurlock Station (R7532) I.e. # 103-
2640-0009 (February 3, 1994) (attached hereto as Exhibit F). Specifically, KDAQ stated that "the 
Permit Review Branch has determined that ifthe proposed increase in the heat input rate results in a 
significant net emissions increase, then your proposal would be a major modification, as defined in 
Regulation 401 KAR 51:017." ld. In January, 1995, EKPC conceded that the 4850 MMBtu/hour 
heat input cannot be changed without undergoing PSD permitting and rescinded its request for the 
heat rate increase. Letter from RobertE. Hughes, Jr., EKPC, to Gerald R Goebel, KDAQ Re: Letter 
of December 20, 1994 Spurlock Unit 2 (January 16, 1995) (attached hereto as exhibit G). 

If there were any doubt as to KDAQ's prior position that a change in the permitted heat 
rate required a PSD permit, KDAQ reafftrmed that it did in its response to comments on the 
original Title V permit for the plant. During the public comment process for the 1999 Title V 
permit, EKPC again requested that the maximum heat rate for Unit 2 be increased to 5600 
MMBtulhour. Response to East Kentucky Power's Comments (3/13/98 Letter) at 2 (attached 
hereto as Exhibit H). KDAQ again denied the request without PSD permitting, stating: 
"As stated in the Division for Air Quality letter dated February 3, 1994, this rating cannot be 
increased until the demonstration of applicability or nonapplicability of Regulation 401 KAR 
51 :017, Prevention of significant deterioration of air quality." Id 

Despite the fact that Title V permits cannot change applicable requirements, and that KDAQ 
has previously denied EKPC's requests to modify the heat input limit without PSD permitting, 
KDAQ is currently proposing to do exactly that: to raise the heat rate from 4850 MMBtul hour to 
5900 MMBtul hour through a Title V revision, and without going through PSD permitting. See also 
Administrator Order at 12 n.7 ("It is apparent that the EKPC was aware that the heat input limit was 
an enforceable limitation in that it previously requested that KYDAQ revise the maximum heath rate 
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for Unit 2 from 4,850 million [sic] mmBtulhr to 5,3555 [sic, 5,355] mmBtulhr. KYDAQ denied 
EKPC's request when they informed EKPC that a PSD permit was required for such modification."). 

KDAQ must include a 4850 MMBtul hour limit in the permit. Should EKPC wish to 
increase this limit, it must apply for the appropriate permits under Clean Air Act Title I 
(including PSD). 

Division's response: 

The Division does not concur. See previous response. 

III. USE OF CLEAN FUELS IS COST EFFECTIVE FOR S02 BACT 

The Administrator's objection also concluded that EKPC and KYDAQ did not provide an 
adequate explanation for rejecting low sulfur coal as not economically viable. Administrator Order 
at 29-32. In response, the Statement of Basis ("SOB") for the revised permit calculates the cost of 
using low sulfur eastern bituminous coals as ranging from $9,317 to $25,665 per additional ton of 
S02 removed. SOB, p. 4. The SOB then compares this value with incremental cost effectiveness 
values for other similar projects without disclosing that they were relying on incremental cost 
effectiveness values. ld. Based on this comparison, the SOB concludes that "other permitting 
authorities have rejected additional sulfur removal costs above $5,000Iton as being excessive for 
BACT." ld. Therefore, the SOB concludes that additional sulfur removal using low sulfur coal is not 
economically feasible. ld., pp. 4-5. 

This analysis is premised on a number of conceptual errors and, as a result, arrived at an 
erroneous conclusion. As demonstrated below, the average cost effectiveness of removing 
additional S02 by using low sulfur coal is $155 to $427/ton, which is lower than the lower end of 
the range of average cost effectiveness values for similar sources relied on by KDEQ. Thus, low 
sulfur fuel is per se economically feasible. 

A. Average And Incremental Cost Effectiveness Were Not Used 

Average and incremental cost effectiveness are the two economic criteria that are used to 
determine if a control option is economically feasible in a BACT analysis. NSR Manual, Sec. 
IV.D.2. The Administrator's Order cited extensively to EAB cases supporting these two metrics 
defined as used in the NSR Manual. However, EKPC and KYDAQ responded with a single metric 
which is neither average nor incremental cost effectiveness. 

The cost metric used in the SOB is variously called "cost comparison ($/ton)" and "cost of 
removal of an additional ton ofSOz." SOB pp. 3-4. This metric is neither average cost effectiveness 
nor incremental cost effectiveness and, in fact, has no basis in the practice of top-down BACT 
analyses. KDAQ's analysis compares the cost of fuel switching with the reductions achieved by a 
three-stage-control option using design coal: fuel switching, limestone addition to the CFB bed, and 
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dry scrubbing. This is an erroneous and misleading comparison. The SOB also compares this 
unrecognized cost-effectiveness standard with incremental cost effectiveness values as specified in 
the Administrator's Order for a wholly different set of pollution controls. 

The SOB calculates a single cost value, which purports to be incremental cost effectiveness, 
but upon close examination, is not. The SOB's cost metric is calculated as the ratio of the 
incremental fuel cost to the incremental amount of S02 emitted. 

First, the SOB calculates the difference in the annual cost to purchase the design fuel (9 
lb S02IMMBtU and 10,757 Btu/lb) compared to the cost to purchase low sulfur fuel (1.2 
Ib S02IMMBtu and 12,500 Btu/lb) in dollars per year: 

[Annual Cost of Design Coal- Annual Cost of Low S Coal] (1) 

• Second, the SOB calculates the amount ofS02 emitted when burning design fuel compared 
to the amount of S02 emitted when burning low sulfur coal in tons per year, assuming 
99.33% S02 removal in both cases using limestone additions to the CFB bed and a dry 
scrubber: 

[S02 Emitted Design Coal- S02 Emitted Low S Coal] (2) 

• Finally, the SOB divides the incremental annual fuel cost by the incremental amount of 
S02 emitted and calls the results the cost per additional ton of S02 emitted. As an 
example, the lower end of the SOB's cost range is calculated as: 

[$44, 582, 0931yr - $29, 730, 565Iyr]/[J 840 tonlyr 246 tonlyrJ S9,3171ton 

This result is neither average cost effectiveness nor incremental cost effectiveness, the metrics 
required by the Administrator's Order and the typical metrics used in PSD permitting. Further, the 
SOB's method of calculating cost are incorrect and substantially penalize low sulfur fuel by 
including S02 emission reductions achieved by other control options and excluding the relative costs 
of these other controls. 

This value is not average cost effectiveness because average cost effectiveness is the ratio of 
the control option annualized cost divided by the control option annual emission reduction. NSR 
Manual at B.36-B.3 7. This value is also not incremental cost effectiveness because incremental cost 
effectiveness is the ratio ofthe difference in annualized cost of two control options to the difference 
in the emission rates of these same two control options. NSR Manual at BAl. In both cases, cost 
effectiveness is the ratio of costs of a control option(s) to emission reductions achieved by that 
control opdon(s). This is not what is calculated in the SOB. 

Instead, the SOB calculates control option [low S coal] annualized cost divided by S02 
emission reductions from the entire control train [low S coal + limestone bed + dry scrubber]. For 
incremental cost effectiveness, the annual emission reductions due to the use of low sulfur coal 

I 
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should be the difference between S02 in the design coal and S02 in the low sulfur coal or 95,659 
tonlyr [110,376-14,717], not 1,594 tonlyr [1840-246]. The use of the lower value, after the post
combustion controls-- for emission reductions attributable to the lower sulfur coal artificially inflates 
cost effectiveness of low sulfur coaL KDAQ' s analysis divides annual cost by incremental emission 
reductions, resulting in a calculated reduction that is 60 times smaller than it should be. 

Correcting this error, incremental cost effectiveness of using a low sulfur coal ranges from 
$155/ton to $427/ton l

.' These values are below the lower end of the range of both average cost 
effectiveness ($527 to $4054/ton) and incremental cost effectiveness ($5,000-20,000/ ton) relied 
upon by the SOB (which are also lower than other permitting authorities use).2 Thus, the use of low 
sulfur coal is cost effective and cannot be eliminated based on cost effectiveness. 

The use of emission reductions from the entire pollution control train to calculate cost 
effectiveness is also wrong because it includes reductions from adding limestone to the fluidized bed 
and dry scrubbing, but does not consider the relative costs of these additional controls when using 
design coal as compared to low sulfur coal. In other words, KDAQ's analysis attributes all of the 
reduction but none of the cost from limestone injection and scrubbing to the high sulfur coal when 
comparing the cost effectiveness of high and low sulfur coal. For the high-sulfur, "design coal," the 
limestone bed plus dry scrubber must reduce S02 emissions from 110,376 tonlyr to 1,840 ton/yr, or 
by 108,536 tonlyr. For low sulfur coal, these controls need only reduce S02 from 14,717 tonlyr to 
246 ton/yr or by 14,471 ton/yr. SOB, p. 3. The cost to remove 108,536ton/yr ofS02 with limestone 
injection and a scrubber when burning design fuel is substantially higher than the cost to remove 
only 14,471 tonlyr when burning low sulfur coal. The economic benefit of controlling less S02 with 
lower sulfur coal is not considered in the SOB. 

The control costs for design fuel for the entire control train is higher than for low sulfur coal 
because a bigger, more efficient scrubber must be used; more limestone must be added to the 
fluidized bed; more water must be used to cool the flue gases; more solid wastes must be disposed; 
more electricity must be used to operate the scrubber; and more lime must be injected into the 
scrubber, among other increased costs incurred for the complete control trains as compared to just 
low sulfur coal. If the cost of these addition!;ll cqntrols were included in both the cost of design coal 
and the low sulfur option, they would add substantially to the design coal costs and much less so to 
the low sulfur coal, thus narrowing the. incremental cost. This would reduce incremental cost 
effectiveness. This is the reason that cost-effectiveness must look at the entire pollution control 
train- rather than attempting to add one piece (low sulfur coal) to a control train that is designed 
around a different input (high sulfur coal). 

B. The Comparative Costs Are Not Representative 

I The lower end of the range from SOB, p. 4: ($14,851,528/yr)/(95,659 ton S02/yr) = $155/yr. 
The upper end of the range from SOB, p. 3: ($40,91 0,075/yr)/(95,659 ton SOiyr) = $427.67/ton 

2 U.S. EPA Region 8, Response to Public Comments on Draft Air Pollution Control Prevention 
of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit to Construction, Deseret Power Electric Cooperative, 
August 30,2007, pp. 29-33 
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The SOB compares a metric it calls "cost comparison" or "dollars per additional ton of S02 
removed" for using fuel switching to incremental cost effectiveness values for post combustion 
controls -- various types of dry scrubbers and sorbent injection. SOB, p. 43 This is an apples-to
oranges comparison that creates a number of errors in KDAQ's analysis. 

First, even assuming the SOB correctly calculated cost effectiveness (which it did not), the 
NSR Manual explains that "where a control technology has been successfully applied to similar 
sources in a source category, an applicant should concentrate on documenting significant cost 
differences, if any, between the application of the control technology on those sources and the 
particular source under review." NSR Manual at 31 (emphasis added except as to "any"). In other 
words, the cost of controlling additional S02 with low sulfur coal must be compared to the costs 
incurred by other plants that bum low sulfur coal. The NSR Manual elaborates that: " . .if the cost of 
reducing emissions with the top control alternative, expressed in dollars per ton, is on the same order 
as the cost previously borne by other sources of the same type in applying that control alternative, 
the alternative should initially be considered economically achievable, and therefore acceptable as 
BACT." NSR Manual, p. B.44 (emphasis added). 

The comparison, then, must be on a "control technology" basis, not a pollutant basis. Neither 
EKPC nor KDAQ appear to have undertaken a comparison of the cost of fuel switching borne by 
other sources that have used fuel switching as a pollution control method with the cost of fuel 
switching in this instance at the Spurlock 4 unit. The record contains no comparative cost data for 
fuel switching as a control option. It is incorrect to compare the cost of scrubbing and sorbent 
injection, which are separate and distinguishable S02 control technologies, to the cost of fuel 
switching. 

Second, cost comparisons should be made on an "apples-to-apples" basis. E.g., NSR Manual 
at B.39 (stating that a source that compares costs between options must do so with standard 
assumptions for all options, discussing an 85% capacity factor in that case). The comparative cost 
data are based on incremental cost effectiveness, calculated as explained in the NSR Manual at p. 
BAl. These values compare the cost of a wet scrubber with the cost of a dry scrubber - a one to 
one comparison. However, the SOB then attempts to compare the fuel costs, alone, to the emission 
reductions based on low sulfur coal plus both a limestone CFB bed and a dry scrubber. This distorts 
the comparison and inflates the cost per ton calculation. 

Further, the EPA cost data are not otherwise directly comparable as they are based on 
different assumptions as to capacity factor (Longleaf, for example, assumed 85%), S02 control 
efficiency (Cargil, for example, assumes only 75% S02 control efficiency for SDA while others 
assume 90%+), interest rate, and equipment life, factors that must be constant from plant to plant to 
be used in a comparative cost analysis. KDAQ's analysis fails to account for these differences. 

C. KDAQ Failed to Use Range Of Comparative Cost Data 

3 The SOB does not disclose the control technology, but the source of the comparative cost data, 
EPA's response to comments in the Desert case, does disclose the controls. 

, 
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First, the SOB compared the cost value it calculated, $9,317/ton, with the lower end of the 
range of the reported comparative cost data. The incremental cost data summarized from EPA ranges 
from $5,000/ton to $23,855/ton. A control option is considered cost effective if it is "within the 
range of normal costs for that control alternative ... " NSR Manual at B.31 (emphasis added). All of 
the cost values reported in the SOB, which range from $9,317 Iton to $25,665/ton are well within the 
range of reported comparative cost data. The SOB has provided no justification for focusing on a 
single determination by Pennsylvania for the River Hill CFB. 

Second, the one determination relied on by KDAQ, River Hill, is based on an Application 
submitted in July 2004. Pollution control costs have escalated dramatically since then.4 As a result, 
what is cost effective today may be greater, in unadjusted dollars, than what was considered cost 
effective four years ago. Moreover, the SOB cost calculations are based on 2006 dollars. By 
adjusting the 2004 River Hill cost data (based on scrubbers) to 2006 dollars-- using the Yatavuk cost 
index-- the $5,000/ton value relied on by KDAQ becomes $7,040/ton in 2006 dollars.s Adjusting to 
current dollars would result in a similar increase. Moreover, this $7,000/ ton value is within about 
30% of the cost value proffered by KDAQ, $9,317, and thus, even under KDAQ's limited use 
criterion, is cost effective. NSR Manual B.44 ("Study cost estimates used in BACT are typically 
accurate to +1- 20 to 30 percent. Therefore, control cost options which are within +/- 20 to 30 percent 
of each other should generally be considered to be indistinguishable when comparing options."). The 
cost of low sulfur coal at Spurlock 4 is certainly "on the same order" as the River Hill cost, when 
adjusted for inflation. NSR Manual B.44 ("if the cost.. . is on the same order as the cost previously 
borne by other sources of the same type in applying that control alternative, the alternative should 
initially be considered economically achievable, and therefore acceptable as BACT.") Thus, low 
sulfur coal is cost effective even under KDAQ's incorrect metric for calculating the cost per ton. 

Third, the next lowest value used for comparison suffers similar problems. Nebraska required 
the applicant to use lower sulfur coal than proposed, 2. 71b S02IMMBtu compared to its proposal of 
3.571b S02IMMBtu. In that case, lower sulfur coal was economic. Cargil Final Permit at pdf32. The 
cost effectiveness value of $5,900/ton corresponds to an additional reduction of only 75% above 
limestone injection using a dry scrubber, which is not representative of the instant case. 

Fourth, none of the comparative cost data the SOB relies on used comparative cost data to 
determine whether the costs were unusual compared to costs borne by other similar facilities 
which is the test for BACT and the test required by the Administrator's Order. In other words, by 
relying on other cost- effectiveness determinations that, themselves, were incorrectly done, KDAQ 
bootstraps its cost effectiveness determination to erroneous analyses. 

4 J. Edward Cichanowicz, Current Capital Cost and Cost-Effectiveness of Power Plant Emissions 
Control Technologies, June 2007. 
5 Red Hill costs adjusted to 2006 using the Yatavuk cost index for scrubber: 
($5000)(169.11120.1). The cost indices are from the journal, Chemical Engineering. 
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D. The BACT Analysis Must Be Redone To Consider Combinations Of Controls 

After the errors in the SOB analysis are corrected, the analysis indicates that low sulfur coal 
cannot be eliminated based on adverse economic impacts. The record contains no evidence that low 
sulfur coal is otherwise infeasible for this source. In fact, other BACT analyses, such as for AES 
Puerto Rico (See Administrator's Order at n.ll) and the Cargill CFB, indicate that it is. Thus, clean 
fuels must be the basis for establishing new S02 and sulfuric acid mist BACT limits. The SOB 
assumes that scrubbing and limestone CFB bed can achieve 99.33% S02 from low sulfur coal. SOB 
at 3. As a result, BACT must be 0.02 lb/MMBtu, which is substantially lower than the 0.15 
Ib/MMBtu BACT limit in the permit, but consistent with other CFB boilers burning low sulfur coal. 

Division's response: 
The Division does not concur. In accordance with the Administrator's objection, DA Q revised the 
statement of basis for permit V-06-007 Revision 2 to include justification for excluding low sulphur 
eastern bituminous coal as BACTfor S02. DAQ included such justification in the Statement of Basis 
for this permit. By letter dated February 2 7, 2008, U.S. EPA informed DA Q that H[tJ he draft permit 
revision, more specifically the statement of bas is adequately addresses the requirement to provide 
sufficient justification for eliminating low-sulfur eastern bituminous coal as best available control 
technology (for sulfur dioxide emissions) for Emission Unit 17 (Unit #4)." Therefore the objection 
has been resolved. 

I 
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These comments were received from Greg M. Worley of U.S. EPA Region 4 on February 29,2008. 

We have completed our review of the draft permit revision for East Kentucky Power Cooperative -
Hugh L. Spurlock Station [V-06-007(R2)], which seeks to address the Administrator's Order (IV-
2006-4) responding to a petition submitted by the Sierra Club. Our initial comments are as follows: 

I) The draft permit revision adequately addresses the requirement to include the applicable 
maximum continuous heat input rating (MCR) as an operating limit for Unit #2 in the appropriate 
section of the title V permit. However, the statement of basis does not explain the proposed increase 
in the underlying MCR (from 4850 to 5600 MMBtU/hr). Because the original 4850 MMBtuJhr heat 
input was an operating limit in the underlying prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) permit, 
the statement of basis needs to provide an adequate basis for a decision to increase the limit, such as 
providing details of previous events [e.g., the enforcement action, u.s. v. East Kentucky Power 
Cooperative, Inc .. Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. KY), and subsequent consent decree] as well as the 
specific rationale for proposing to increase the limit in this permitting action (Le., the permittee's 
application for a combined PSD review and title V permit modification) that resulted in the change 
in the MCR value. 

Division's response: 
The Division acknowledges the comment and the Statement of Basis has been expanded accordingly. 

2) The draft permit revision, more specifically the statement of basis, adequately addresses the 
requirement to provide sufficient justification for eliminating low-sulfur eastern bituminous coal as 
best available control technology (for sulfur dioxide emissions) for Emission Unit] 7 (Unit #4). 

Division's response: 
The Division acknowledges the comment. 
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These comments were received from Jerry Purvis ofEKPC on January 23,2008. 

On page 7 of 95 of the draft permit, the Emission Unit 02 Description indicates that the pulverized 
coal-fired boiler is rated at 4850 MMBtulhr. This is contradictory to the Emission Unit 02 Operating 
Limitation of 5600 MMBtulhr. EKPC respectfully requests that the rate of 4850 MMBtu/hr be 
deleted from the Description of Emission Unit 02. The revised first line of the Description would 
read as follows: 
"Pulverized coal-fired boiler, dry bottom, tangentially-fired 
equipped with low NOx burners" 

Additionally, item (3) on page 95 of the draft permit lists affected units, including "one(l) 4850 
MMBtu/hr tangentially fired boiler .... " For consistency, the reference to 4850 MMBtulhr should be 
changed to 5600 MMBtU/hr. 

Division's response 
The Division acknowledges the comment, and the editorial errors have been corrected in the permit. 

l 
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DEMRTME T FOR UMaONME NT,o, l PRO £e nOl 

""IVISION FOR AIR QUAUTY 
jl& ~. Clair Mall 

f-(~n OTt, Kentucky ';00)1 

February 3, 1994 

M~. Robert E. HuGbcs. Jr. 
Manager. Envlrorrmwlai Affairs 
EJt Kentucky Power Cooperative. Inc. 
P. ~ . Box 7fJ7 
Winchester Kenrucky 40392-0707 

\ 
R£: ' Rcque~ to mcreasc permitted heal if. [for Unit '2 

at the R L. Spur oc S tation (R7532 
1.0. 10~ 640-0009 

Dear MI . Hughes: 

T his letter is in msponse to au ~mher ). 1993, etteJ to the Division , 'The Per ' t 

Revlew Bran h h2..'i de mine.d that' f .f'?!'cpuserl inCTC'.d.Se fD ea . l nte results if; G. 

sign ificw, n t ero'~o S Jncrease, thcnOil; ,upfl5:al \1,'0 Ild be 3 majo [Q ' Ii atian , as defined 
III R(!gulatior.4 I KAR 51 :017. 

Thercfon •. au are required t q 3.Ou:) . e eml 'ions ro ~- Y{J\)1 ropo~ in old 
demonstrate i e appl"ca tli tyor non-a 'pliGJ II. ' o f Regul a.uon 4 1 KAR 51:017, Prevention 0 

signitkantd ten . ofaiT qua]jty, YouarcrequeS(M los~bmi Uti information by Fehruary 
28 , 1994. 

If you have a.ny questio~s, ph~ 

exlcn~ion 308 , 

I 

coo ',,, Mr. Roger '\. Cook a (502) 564--3382, 
\ 

Pe:rnl it Review Branch 

GRG: M'RE: mlc I 

cc: Roger S. Cool: --¥ /' 
William A. ClerirltSlRegional Office.. 0Cc' Miles M. Smith 

James W. DJlls 
Source :J eJ6 

~ 

co qo:~ P~l>e r 

.•. ....-: ... F".,a :eycr MlFfH 

EXHIBIT G 



bee. Gerald R. Goebel 
Source fiIe'6 

---
--. P. s,..s 



• 
~ /sa 1~'fllfO" Ra.d (41J.i,1 
'_O_b 101 

-.. - .....--- . 

January 16, 1995 

Gerald R... G ebe.t. As.:;is.ant Manaoer 
Permit Review BJlUlch 
Divis-on for AU Quality 
803 Schenkd Lane 
Frankfon, Kentucky 40601-1403 

SUbjt!d,: 

Dear Sir. 

Letter ofDecernber '20, 1994 
Spurlock Unit 2 

~. r ~ 
Silt 16061/44~1 2 
fa !6061 7+l bOO! 

-- 1;. - -

,-
~r' ,... 

-- " - .. 
c. 

C-

~-- L . 
.,.. 

~ L .. ...... ~ --~ ~1 ~ 0'. -
:> 

We are rnm:.~- rev"lewtng the ope;rmif)'" S1atuS of ur units md wo d request that OUT 

P oposal to i ease the permlued :.ca - t C wilhdra'Wn at Lhi~ e_ 

We will r~vi . th :: facility op-eratio , W_O Its fi..t ure planned use:m ~ evaluate th¢ need 
t c.onti e this proceSs at a ateT da e_ 

Tharnt " 00 fo r 'Our help with thi_ ' 1/;\\ 

Sincerely. 

\\~;lt:t 
EnvironmenJaI Affain 

\REH:mdt 

- EXHIBIT H 

~ 
I , 
--. . . 

j 

, . 





r ~ 

! :V. ~IR lITY r 
,,' 

ast Men,uck~ POllier 
= 

'~ Rural Efectri . Coopera!i 

P. O. Bo;.c 707 ' le-x ro~ n Ro~ 

. Ha-rch 19. 1916 

I 

~~. puty Director 
<:\ir and Haz r dous Materials i v1:!" 

g1.011 IV - . S. !:'P. 
142J"Peach ree S _at, 'N .t. 
~c lanta ~~ ~g:2 j 03 9 

A ' h',. • • ~~. $ f" -------~ent!'oIl! .... ~ 

Dear ,Hr . Re.u:s : 

. W["~hes~ 

0 

Enc.lo cd is 
infot:m.:ltion I: 

I 

u . e:ed "Air ~ , ' 1.lt~~t Enissiono> Re?or 
~O;;~I' ;>lancs . 

I heTeb'y er cify ~~St the ·n£or--a1.~crc n tained in tb 
valid 2'Cd ple _ ::0 t ile bes't or cy :'::lO".::ledga 

Sinc'!rely . 

1ER. iPERAJ'.IVE J - C. 

c..-~~' 
ttollald L. nscm., P. E. 
Genet-al !anaste t' , 

~nc:l6surc5 
(1 I Ai~ .011 ta~t Emissions Repo~t 
(2) DraQings (2 each) 

( a) ysvllle est Quad1"ang-e . 'la 

( ) Sit e __ }'oo:: 

( c) P ro '2S3 : _ '.1 _iagr2t:l 
(d) U~i : - Ch~mne 1 t eri r : 1 tfQ~ 
( ~) n~: _ pOTt p_~tiG~ 
(f) "- ' " y 'r,' tr. Fla_t':' _ : ~.e [' 

(3) C.alc ·.l la i !",s 

. , 
11A'y.s,~}~2 

;:;'1 e. s.t' ~z!;o.u , 
/03 .... zc.~_ eoor 

oope rati' e 
: - :;t: 

pare) 'an" 

'. 40391 • 60;- 744-4812 

EXHIBIT I 



e noporl SIIr.miUtrl I·larcb J.9. 1 976 l!..N \' JIiUNMl!.1'. lAL l-"ROTl!:G'l'lON AGENCY 

AIR POLLUTANT EMl~SlONS RErORT 

,ltUft ."', f'trJ'L:UI\ "-, '1 

()J.f lJ K \lL.It'f:.l' UII.ln~ 

SECT10N 11 ~ lo'UEL COMnUSTION FOR GENERATION Oli' UEAT. STEAM, AND POWER 

Plant, insti tution, or establishment name' Hugh L. Spurl ock POvler Stat ion. Ea s t Kentucky Po\ ... e r CooperatIve 

Normal (lp~rntiog schedl.llc for fuel usc ' 24 Hounpcr day • 7 _ DnY(I~e,r week 52 WeclQ ;~ y~ 8760 Hours per year. 

Dalc.'l of annually occurring shutdowns of opc.rolion$ :"" Apr! I o ( O ... tobcl" • AIJ Uition'al op~rlllior. illfQrmrllion enclosed O. 

-.. 
, Nultlbcr of 

t • .., . rcrcent ElCN!I1'i 

:?ourcCo,. Combul:L'on 
Shl' (\( 

~ .rm l.:t lln.t iol~ Air lhed fn Power OutpuL 
So II 1'Ct::l " ,. 

, Unil «lout).,. Type of ll llitd,e Dnto- Corobll llLiori 1\!CgllWBlLs r .l Cad,' 
(Boile rs) wenT lb. , 

(Dl!siSU)o 

2825 (2) 
Pulve r ized , Dry Oot t P,? Sc:pt . 1976 20(4) UNIT 1 I Wi I hout Fly Ash Rc i nice t Ion 1 17 

q850 (3) 
Pulver ized . Dry Bot t o 

fTli Sept. 1980 
, 

UN IT 2 l ' Wi hr.ru t Fl y Ash Reini cc , on 25 l)..tS 
, . 

I 

. 
.' ., -

I' 
, : 

, . 
.. 

f . . 
0 .. . , . ., , -t 

~ I . 
-

lJ. Li~t fL sC)Juml e code uurnbcr to rcprc::;ClIL each I.l('urce (e .g., n·ll" lI· l>, IT-c, etc.), LLcu coLer l he :.OtDC cOlh: num bllr anu the required dnllJ. on lho c:onU.Ilullticm of 

,hi .. :':\.'clioo on PliCa :'. ll nu ill Secliuns V "uJ VI. 

I,. ~ JlJ l'lpl c ;;('I1I1~r.,!; mny Le ~r()I,lpL' <l if u ni t s u.ro :. llIlil,ll· i ll Site nut! ~.}'Il\). I) llru Ih.· .,IUTll' Iud. or nrC \Ionic.,! to lhc so.tnc Il~ck_ 

.:. :--Illu<; rll'alc <.I1l ~: 1 or" !.1111ic;icllt (I~i vo lIlled or 1l1l1J:.imuo. ,·.IJllU'l ly. w!lidu;v\-r i.'l I{ft!;l.lcl). 

d. IJJi lllJ fll\;u, IIlll lerCccu, ovcrft-cJ, lr.\vclinft·~rIlLiJ or spr~ndcr IIlQI.&:r; cydoJl~ furll1lC;6. pulveriud. Wet. or dry botlom with or wit,houl ily Ilsh reiojection : rol.fI"Y or 
liun type oil burlle,,; otc. 

\!. Li.>~ ~~JlaTa ldy fu ture equipment ShU c~pecLcJ date of insUiUAlion. 

f. Power Generation only. 
r 1) BASED ON PO\4E R DEMUg 
(2) PEAK I NPUT 3022 X 10 Btu/hr. 
(3) PEAK INrUT 5120 x lOb Bt~/hr. 
(II) I\T BO J I.CR OUTLET ~~O"I&I l'I, .... ,..d , ••• , .. ~.I . Q/ 

\hI. p .... U ... ;1\1. ;/0&11.1 .b"l. 
il •• ..--.uI'J', n.Wa I ..... ""pf. 



DEPAR'n NT F OR NATURAL RESOU RCES AND ENVIRONME TAL P ROTECTlO 
DIvisIon of A1r Pollution 

Frankfort. 'Veotucky 40601 
P ERMJT APPUCATI OH FOR AlR CONT A.\\lH»lT WURC e 

I -
ADMI~I STRATIVE I ;:mt"'ATIOH 

and rerum of -tnt , f m1 i~ rOq.JircxJ undar R.-guJo l en No. 401 KAR 3 : 010, P ornlit to u,n !ltruc t and OP01"csto 

ir n eminen t So rc., p\J r.3ucnt tu Ih. Kel"llvdty Air pon icr. (A lro J Law. A;-pJicationa cue ."COmpl.' e unleu oc-
I ' -

;np :.6 by copi u 0ld' pla\", sp ciflc.a lians and draWing, _ F illJ(e 10 l~pply i nf~rnc;j i Cln requiud or d~!l'mod n-ecc~JQ.ry 

th e Di v ision to C1b1. It 10 cd upon til. PlHmit Appl ' cotiol1 !!.hall ".u1t in d iol 01 th. panr.U . -' " 

il 
' 

Hem" of f i or In 'l'iMiM: £: 5 ~en t ll(: y Power Co~?~rac :'ve I Inc. 

Moiling Addru,; I B x 70 
Nu.lH,. 

Fodlil' Lnc o1i~ 
N~u 

Rax J 
Siree-, 

Previou 1st at i D . 
I 

'rl inches _!' 

City 

May. • 

City 

", .. r: E'i c at 1oo , r Pc.~i lurnbe 'l::;; 

Gen.1'd Hlrt\J of pu.l/'Ieu; ':1 ': _ ".:-: c: 'e nc.ra r l ~ ·on . SIC ~ 9 11 

1 :-k 
C OIm '/ 

M on 
C w . 

O~_ 

Zip 

410~5 
Zip 

P ur ~ (;1' 10 t he provi lion~ 0; otio" 0.4 0) KMl 3 : , _ o f In Kenluc:'~:; Di'-~S- :1 or Air Po lu 

cpp ice- ion is"" 't ""xl" fOI C\.1 ' ri ty tn co"nrv~ __ :._: _ or op~ot., __ _ en oir c: rCltllnmt sourc e.. 
I 

E~i ct co~t of CJ~ipm"l or o f a! t.,atio". -

T otol F ac:ili ty (i nc! I ding ui ' Hng Qi, P'=I'lution <:::ln trc l equipalent) .$ 250 mi 

Ai, P luti >n Cannol EC!Ul~e\t uhli~ a. o f dot . o~ OWHccdion 

I 
No".. ;"- r Poilu ien jontrol E-:;ci pes~t to insroll .d 

Me IlicClIOll !'o exi s tl n-g Al l P c lvtion Control CG'JI$>II\M 

$------
1 8 . 5 ~ ion $ 

$-----
I 

;)rc"N1r 210 3 of lI~lpmt!l'\t: (o,..dt O":CI cOftIpl.-i. c:pp1Jc:ohl. it,"" s) 

' F!) f -r- EXis til g Facilities : Dac e CO DStnIct.ior. Cotr.pleted 

'b £ iD le~t lo b~ nodi -1ed r constructed 
I 



. , 

ee) Trmsf., of a .,sl:Iip pendr~ 

For b. r;, or d; 

E •• ",,;" ••• f; .. do. . 1976 

E-sti11'"ot. compl . ti oo dCile ""--.,.;;:.:9:....;8:;.;.._---

o 
o 

), Th. £Gllo .. in9 J rms are ollodlod d modo a pCl' I" 01 thi cpplic ion: (l ndrcc1 mil of e ach rom) 

......2- APC 110A ndireet Herct Excn ctl3al' 
__ fiP e l1oa MClI'IurClc1Ulin~ ?!1' ProcoHing Oper aticns 
____ IJ'C 110clncinoto on l!'dlor West . Bum_,. 
'-APe ]100[:0(11 Rlllfu,. Anos • 

, I ' 
). 0 .. chc~half;n1:11 en Q~ l i:ited Cl'\d cwo peri of the-oUid a 

....L-APC llOEM ni oring E~jpmen t 
~APC 110F E i do- St andby PIClO 
-!..-.APCI10GC~ pli onc.o Sehadul o 

". 
. , 

! ~ tachn:~ r A - Fl " i .. .::3 0 

wh:nittol. (Si te PIM Requi red) 

A ta ch 'en - n - a ys is Un'c 2- 345 
:,tt,,-b en t B '- .fu r E'cl ' Clc 'o Gen t rol 5-i~:: ~ u t 
. ttaehment Stei!l!i G_ , Specs - EiE t~ -::iL At. t.acli..WEi1 

Pree'7 ft - Jr A rae 
1. t.r. cny of the followjll£llTl tif., l cl~ e-mi He-d llito m. C"'lT!o,; I.~~ fro m OIl ,! op 

(Ot.uth. c::pplieabl. Ho:n-( ~)}" :: • . ';. 

Lin 
;., - ':0[:' Map J ) 
, - .. .mbie t MODi Qrin 

r~cl:lu at thi~ (leoti ? 

___ .·.: ~ :-r:r.c ~lliUIII ____ L.ori ~~_Sili 'c 

_ __ A'i erst-o. ___ C::.c!J!\\um _ .rc<.., ry 

/ 
I person w bmJ tfin-g ~'Ic jc a s requ ired 

E "e, Inc. 

!l. O. .Bo:~ 70,7 
ches t er , Kc. Luck. 'O]g 

: h . e 60617 4':1 - 4812 -

' 711 Coord ina tcs 

1{or'zontal 

Vel"tiCal

l 
___ _ 

I 
I 

For Of f ice se nly 

- 2-

ID N ber 

401 

.. 

T 

" 

3:0~O , 

/UlC 110 (R_. on2) 

rat s-

Spe.cs . 



I. 

~~PAFlrHENT FOR 
AT URAL RESOURC€S AND Log 11 

eN'! I RON"E~T At PROTE'CT ION 
DIVISION OF AIR POL LUTION 
FRAN~ FORT. K ENTUCK Y 40601 

--- -

. INDIRECT HeAT EXOIJ.NG"%R 

. I 

,. ~l".d fa, .. (I. •. APe n0;"l ,h.ll ". ,"~ .. lllod fa , .,01. lndl.ld,,'" un;'. 
fro -hIS p Onlo."l of tho opphc;ch~ : 

Poltlt of E~lnlon H\lntb.l' 02 --
-"-____ A. I l ndit"clll1~01 .. d,a>g6r$ uncI $01.1)1 Fur h.mlng l'81 idMlli o\ buildings not oJl: cesdino 0 lotal of si x 

,qlcrtm lltl t units; . . 

____ __ 0. Nllw in :sla ll~! ,$ wit CI capaci ty 01 . 5 I thtn 1 million BTU per how- inp t; I . · 
_____ c. r~ rtW in:slaUct i s u tin" netural orl.iC1.Mi..o p.trcl ~u!1l gOl, incllltlins; Ih~u, hoving di still ale JIHII r:.iI 

is •• andby fu.1 wllh Cl capacity Df l e~ s then.50 illion BTU p"' , r inplJ1; 

_____ D. Merl n. ins lallatic 'a'ld lo~omatiy .. ; 
.1 

_____ :: . In t&rnoT com\:lll ion ongln.s end v.hh:lu u..o f(l[ Ircrupot1otion r pauer'9l1u ,? r fro lgbt. 

If you -ind i rect heat ...:X hanger is in one of the above cat gori s peas:£: check tha t: c a·egory 
,. d i te 0'l11y i ID S 7 .. ~ 1 9 . 

N. i ~I~ laI ; t ero tho .. jot ....nI l: CCiI'Ish'uc: tien~. ~nC&d dt , AprH 9, 1912 

T we of i t __ S_t;...e~· a..;.:;::1~G;.;:€~i'!=,,-..:..·.:::.a~t::::.o~1r _ __ ..;.. __ ~_ A. 

- . 6, Mc:n r=-= reef':s Modol N ma .. _ __ 4 _"_" ' ____ _ C. 

R ad Cc:;cctiy-Inpu {BT UM .J _--':....:;..;.;;;;.;;;.~=-'----'=_-: 

.1-... P IVltfi ud 
Dry Bof1't)m ~ 
¥/"J Bottom _ _ 

B. Cyclo .• _ I 

T p_ o f C: .l:.vJt ion IUni! (oil) 

A - D'\fWllicllr-f)>>tl __ _ 
8. Horil:Ol\lol ly-fir~ _ 

. \ 

Type ~ r Cl>nlhlJJI ;On lUnil (Woo<!) 

Yt'lIh fl y ash ,,,,1 ja-ctic-n __ _ 

A. Pit. __ 
B. Thin 3.d _ _ 
C. Cyclo. i.e __ 

C. 

D. 

E. 

- 1-

Mer.' ac iultff ' ~ H 

Da1C1 I r. doJl.d 

0 b U/IIR 

Wi out fl y o,h reinject ion 

Sto!cK-fl,ed 

S? a&u Stokt-r_ 
Othlif'Slak. ,_ 

H cI- fi red _ 

Otl,er (~ .. ci Ey) 

:.: 

\ 

!>PC 110A. {R~. lOn'll 



.. 
. nu !CT HZAT lXCH~Gi!R (CONT"D) 

Log fF 
-- --

T ypa end (;,\,CI\1i'ty of Fu.1 (Li s t hath primCIt)' CIId Ilo:rICby): 

PC 01 fuel 

.oc 
;u ~l it 
1, 2,~,5. 6. 

: itde OM) 
IclurGI -Q$ 

',ope/u, 

'ulctla 
!c.od 
trher ___ _ 

. : 
i 

pet 0 Fuel 

01 
,,1 Oil 
2,4,5,6 
rei on) 
.L~ I , 

t ~t ___ _ 

, P etcenl As"-
Min Max.. ).Vi. 

Uhih 

Ton. 

Gcllons 

Mt:F 
( 0.3 C\J • • f. 

Gallolu 
Gallo", • 
Tons 

U .O 

Qry • 
P-er 
Yr , Jon. 

POfC.nt SulfL<t 9 

Min. M OL Avo. 

0 . 66 

0 .-

A::lr . 

ose -.., ac .. . 

BTU p r Uat ... 
(speci fy lJnU s) 

Min. MO¥- Avg. 

_ 500/ b 

9._50/ b . 

S"p t. Oct. Dec. 

1". _ I ~ - t~ • ~ • ruo ~ r~e _____ ~~~~ ____________ ~~~~~-------_---------____________ ~~ 

NOmlal 0 

52 

Q1 ing ~.duie: 

C1!lu tier y Otlt , ___ 7 __ Dey.! pfi y,&Uk, ___ 1_4 __ Hou" fl'!>r doy 

A .. un:oj-.,. d ba,i,. (P ro xfn't • (1 oJy.si for c lh, ult ima'- c:'lo1 Y21 1i for JuHur} 
Hig er h.!C:-ring oluo. 

. - 1 - WC llOA (tn. n1l 



IIUCT H!AT !!XCH~C!R (COHT" P) 

I 
\0. PUrpol. (If mUltr'pyrpoMI duc,u,. pHc.n' Ineoch UN C~) 

~oce Heof _ -
P 'Occon Hoot _ I~--::-____ -:--__ 
Powmo Electr;lc Ceneration 

'I 
11. Typ_ of Centro\ Fqvipmln . Co~h'6t Efficl~ cy . 

PcrtiC'IJlatu 502 Oftl or (Sped ry) 

_---'x;.:.· __ EI~rroslatjc Pre-.:iFl c or 
_ _ _ __ Cyclono 
____ Mult iple Cycloo . 
____ W., "ScnJ!'~or 
_ ___ Settline qhcxn'o ... 
____ Othel (~~c:ify) 

99. 5 

!:,. 

\1. SlaQ 
Sta~ 5peci ~i c ions to b determi,ed 

A. 0 rl.t '~pffr,otu,. -F 
B. 0 ' let velo ci iY CfO.lf ft/,tlC 
C. Hel G~t 805 ret'l ~' _ !.. ~ { 
0 , Ins.i dlP dieme lor (outl et) ~ inch., 

--- "--~--'---

N," ber of ~ampling pcrh p rovi ~ _ _ :..:N.,;,..:..;' .:,.c.:..-____ _ 

Log ~ -'---

des ign sp 

F. 10'8 51 di,t<r<c.frOfti SQ':\pl - . en downstr.cmto doc'cou leI, b e11dorcb.il r d 1 N. A . F t ~. --------_________ 'ec 
G. eutut di,tc:n ce from _=pl ' g rt up'ltreom to b.n ! ~) trud i o l' ---.;.:·..:....::;;.:.... ____ _ _ feot 

H. L·.. oth.,. ~ure"""«1 ..::I to .hh .rode 

J. C!:r"\;'uJtio a Ir. N ctvr 01 drrlf ______ ...,-__ Indund ____ :_ . . , ___ _ 
FOfC~ F _ 1.11. b ... /aq.. i,'l, 

Exceu oi r (t-,:, t rJ air cUJ:pll.d in li e: n of r., fc .ti cel o' r "Gl.'i r 

L D d. cmd ra lcrt.d dU:J co"lT':Ill?~' lJr.' . 
Co y :: t a ge. 'In ~_ l. _c..:- g ' s '-1i 1 e 

to pI! c.; ns rll:: t e: . Ril i l cars YilJ. be un oa ~d y 
1. I From e ' e :' bar ge or ai I coE.]. i ~ nr; to fI 

i~ i ' either S~. t L =h~ ~ockpilc or joe ow r s t 
~ coveted I ~n d a:i e r~nsport is equip~ed ~~ th dust 
' -e~5 arc Qr en Do c ~acced . 

sh d ' bon tJ ?sh .a ~ e remo'l d ~ -< lui e ,,,,'en ·.:ater , r: t an open ash -po. :Ol' 

A 11ater 1,,,,-; -':5 i tain d a c\· the a 11 t o pr~v -n - d us t probl et:lS . 

J II en =ulC'Ctvrer' .lih'fc1vl. r.:n d gVClc::r1t .. <I pwf.t>rmcnc. ~at(l for th. indirect heGI xcncn9" end oir poilu ion cont rol 
a ipt"\.nl. Inclu1- inf1m'lctioo COI\ comin~ f'U_llrp~, bumH~ end combuslion c.hCW1lb.t d imv1"ions. , 

See e 1: t,2.chmen ts 

-3- M'C 110A (R.,.. 10n2) 
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:·'r. Robl?rt tt nhes , 01 rector 
[ nv1 rtlMienta Affai rs 
East f..entuclQr p~ COQf1enti ve 
P. O. Box 1f1J 
'./i nclles t er. Kentucky 40391 

Llo::ar I.r . Ii ::: "'5 : 

SEP 21 197b 

- ~ " s rc lirnin:a .. ,t'l"I"lntJti O'1o n 1.he 
LIto li a ion wa s pub is ~ pr11 27 J 7 ' . fter C(·n:· iderat1 
of su~ -1 t"~ed coorneuts, Jluthorl y to Construct S ' nary Sou rce is 
here i s lied for the f i?l c1 1 t.y scr1 ed above su ject to the attache 
cono ' t ons . ~tch are i~ accorda Cf wi th t CGfi it10ns deta1 1eo 1n the 
dttacn · Sep er~er 1, 1 97~ , P~2<Onstruct1on Rev1 dn Fina l D€tenni nat1Ln 

I for £as .... entucky Power Cooperative thnles ton tt~ Generatin.g Sut10n -, 
to b-e CQflstructed near ~IIlY v11 ' e, Kentucky". 

I C3S_ oe advised t hot i 13110n of a;'1Y CCI hi n iss ued as pa ... 
tI : :d s a rova , lSS \liell as n constrlJct1on ",hi'i'J .. roceeds at .,launal 
'Ju ia. c(: wi I nfo,-,:nat ion s.;~~.ftteJ i n your a licatton. \'J il l he regar /L'-f 
as a v 1 01~tion o · constr- (\,,10, 4;,/thor ity, anti flU be subject to enforcc
nc:n _ act an. 

age: 1 of G 

EXHIBIT K 



AlJ or1ty to construct s 11 take effect on the date of this letter. 
The co l et ana l~ts , in<:ludi 9 publ1 c coa:ments, whi ch justifies this 
approval has ~n f ul ly doc nt~d for fu ture reference~ i f necess r.1. 
Any questton~ concerning this approval ~4Y be directed to Winston th~ 
Chief : rends na1Y515 and gr Coord1nat ton Section (404/526-2864). 

Attac nts 

cc: ire ie l~e 
. ns ton Sm1 t h 

hn ag es 
,dy e901'Y 

Jesse naskerv111e 
o n Sc t th~1" 

Mi'!~l=JEd 2 ' 0::$: kh; 2864 : 9/1 o/r 

Si ncerely yo rs , 

·/5/ Jo 
Uepu'ty Reg 

Jilek E. Ray n 
Res"1 Qft 1 Adm trUOl' 
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List of Conditions of Approval 

For Pa l i culate Emi ssi ons ~rlJm t he Boi ler : 

. T e ap~l icant must SU l it to EPA , with; twenty wo rking days 
after it becomes ava il a 1 copies of all echni cal data per ta i n-
ing t he se lected COOL device, includ"n ua anteed eff iciency 
or emission ra te , an mao r es;gn parame t ers such as plate are.a, 
g- ' low ate , and gas ci"') r ature . Alt ,0 'g he ype of cont ' 0 
device whi ch is des ~ri ed in general i l the ~ p 1 c t ion has een 
de lon' e y CPA 0 be dequate. EPA mus t r vi e the fina l sele1:ted 
device on order t o ve ' iry ' h ' emi s510n liml : , ta ed ir he appl i a
ti on . EPA may, uron re'·ew i ~he s e dai ~ d ·sapprove t he appJ cat ' on 
if EP determine~ th e: le ed con t rol device 0 be inadequate to 
eet the emiss ion l i~i s ec i - oed in th is ~ndit "onal app roval . EPA 

m st revi ew and appr ve the sel ected co n~ro evice ~e fore ~rchase 
f - _ 'evl ce by t he a "icari t. If a pa r · ulilte contto l device has 

cll ret cy b rl purchasE: • ali t •• on ;: hi s dev ic should be suL,mitt ed w·· hin 
" en0' w. rki ng dilY~. of ~ '2: ate of ap rova 

.dd~ ,tiorla l1y, t must c mpl -:: h fo llowing: 

tS 
r f or 1.31'-':: ~ -~ - " . 

- -, forrnun ° ccor-

1 owner or 
o the perfor anc_ 
o server pres~nt. 

( rer or l) f1U~ oi 
<iva 11 til I r. 0 U' ~ -.vd 
tn~ condi~ or 0 l ~ 

'5 hill P' vi - 30 d<i') S pr' i 0)- 00 ti 
ord the oppo -JniLY to hay a 

e. Th _ owner 0° a-a 0 ° Jhal l pro ,d~ or ~a 
performa nce tes t i ng faci ities as folIo 5; 

t o be pr ." de . 

( l) Sampling 
he f aci 1 ity. 

· t..S adequa t e f r eS.t methods app 1 icab I? to 

(2 ) Sa fe sampl i 9 pl atfonn( s). 

Flage 3 Gi 5 
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(2) 

(3 ) Safe access 40 sampl i ng 'platfor (s). 

(4) uti l i 'es f sampling and testio9 equi pmen t. 

f, est shal l cO Isist 
e .est ethnd. Ea 

e,' t he cond it ion 

Tie source must lee - an e.miL i on 1; ; ., a rc .. a~ured und r par. , 
c 1 OW v : 

)i .' 'd 

id '_ I:,'cd l 
s, 0 \. r fl 

1I1 r ' oi Ef : 

f-om c bo ' c 
hea t tL (0 . ' _ 

re , i r d b l:' e ' r i. i 

.. illr!\i ng cia_ -
d L·3 IIC ;" 6 Hal o 

i on of r -

I , 

2. ddi ionall y. the a pl ' cant must comply ith lhe folla inJ : 

a. \.Iithin 60 days ftet ach ieving t e 
at which the fac ; i I w'11 ~e operated . 

Page 4 of G 
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180 'd~ys after initi al star t- up t he ower or operatOl~ sha 1 
conduct performa nce tests and f urn' shEPA a written . report 
of the r esult s of such er f ormance t sts . 

b. Per forrna Ce tests sh 1 be conduct~ a data red uced i 
accordance '(Ii th thoch and procedures s eci fled by EPA. e
ference method 6 a lished i n Ap en ix A of 40 CFR 60 wi 1 

e u. ed for sulfur dioxide tests . 

c. Perf rm nee E'~ ts s hall be co due -
as 'EPA sha l1. sp cify as 
fa ci l ity . Til . wner r operator shall 
r ecord s as may be nec "ssa y t o deternine 
p farmance tests , 

d. The ow-ne.· r () 
f "he perfonnanc 

observer pr esent . 

sha 11 pray ide 
1 a for t he IJ 

. 
unoer such cond i ti o ~ 

performa ce of, the. ~ 
aVailable to EP such 

the condi tions of he 

not ' e 
an 

E . The owner . r 
e fo -mance t esti n 

er tor sha ll pro'.' H1 0 '- n us 
' c' it· es ; s '= 0 1 ,,' s: 

La be pr ed. 

( 1) 
e 

" 
( , . 
'. ! 

( .' J 

:: ' c t! 

run 

eq l1 E: fo r ,7:: T _', 01s ap l ie e ' o 

U i 1 i ties "or S aFIp 1 . IICJ . lr.. t c .. l 1 

l h r fCc. A ' )) i l r = 1.( ' n!# 
.I I liE: cont.luc ed 

,-, t,y r PA. f= ( e 
1111l l imi tl ion ' II 

-h, I ,] p ~, l y . In II 
or s· occu ~ i 

3. T e 'Source must meet ~n emiss ion 1 irui t. :. llI "'a~urcd under part 
(2 as fo110 'l5: 

Su l fur di oxi de emitted to t he il tmos pher e fr the boi ler shall 
no t exceed 2.2 gr per mil l i on ca l ories hea t i nput (1 ,2 pounds 
per mi ll ion BTU ) . 

Pa e 5 of 6 
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The emi ss ion l imi 3 ion i s id€ntical t hat requi red by edera 
flew Sou rce Performance St andards , 40 efR 60 . 

r Co 1 har a ter is t i cs: 

Co i -s of co trar. 
C -sh con ten • a 

2_ 

." t ': 
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PRE-C NS LI 
ETERM INATI ON - R 
~HARLESION BOTTOMs 
r BE CONSTR UCTE 

T' is reI," t; .s . 

: - .'s 
ni ' C": > .. 

Septembe r 1, 1976 
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lNTRODUCT IO: ON 

I On De-: eftber 5 974 , the Env ' enta 1 Protec t ~ on 

~~gTations . r . event ian of S i_ni ' ~ ant Air Qua1 ' t 

Ine e regu a os re amended 0 ne 2, 1975 ~ 

or omulgi1 -~ 

at ' on ( S ) , 

~ esc r~gu 1 at on • 
/ 

a SQlurce tnat, s. included i one • g sou rce categor ' es ;:us"t be revi c ed 

wi th regar 0 s ' qfl i fican t deteriara.- ion pri or t t1on. Author " 

far lfm Pleme these r egulati s "n .he State f 

I '~ .. t ~ Th f ' h ' • K k n:stiS Wi W I F,?c _ ere. 0 e. s. refS Wl S , nq i I en . UC ' 

must obta =ppr II' from EP, as as a pen!1i t F to t 

I Un er - It: -ri :O r egu ations ~ S i 

b,e appr _v - he firs t cd t~;a 

e must pas s n 0 er 

:hat , 
~ BAar) T -: -: '- sE:i on a 1 nts E! ~. I par t. . u j c • 2; 

,~rter w' -: .e: ::'CT 1 ' ty . d . ri teri~ 1_ :, a ~ r "'-_ . _C! es " ) 

amb i ene c s " ... , I _ ',:fnis5 i 

froar til i s ~ e- st not exceed ce4 :: i rr i ncremenn . L i - eas al-e 
I 

res'en tly ~l as 'fOe<! as CTass I • 
I -

I Anowc le. . l:rE!TIents i n amb 'e t :cncentrations acre 3S fo l lows: 

t.. ug/m3. \ 

Partie' ate Hatter 
Anrrua eoo\etr1c Mea. 10 
24-Hour ximurn 30 

Sulfur iox1 de 
nnual 'thmet1c Mean 15 

2.4-HClJr Max t.mI 100 
3-HClUT Max1mun 700 

EPA4Thf"81816 • 
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Eas~ K~ntucky Powe~ Coopera ive wishes to construct' 526 MW ower 

"--
generati ng rac "l"ty near Maysv; e, e ucky, and has ~ad e appli cation to 

he EPA for 0 roya l to ; - ~2 " The cmpa 

construct" n Unit I at t is .'.; t th is unit 

's a ready c enced 

subject to re i w 

under- the- PSD re 1 at1 Dns. Sea se c nstruc"'; on for Un ; t II' .... 'as 

obtar ned prior to J anuary 1 J 191 5; . e' i crease· i concentra t ·ons 

ter (TSP) and su i s source \fi · ot 

cO!Jnt aga . n 

ev'p.wed 

Un i t 2 

e a. lowable ' nc a Cl as s . r aree .. T e cPA has 

~, Eas t Ke ntuc1< 

d~ 'er : ~:i ' rt t hat ' 

perat 've f r 

40 eFR 52. ( )( ( i ' ). h "s co ~ Lr uc:~ n w'l 0: ep , '"h con it. i 

The: co 

i. 

z. 

i 1: ~ C!re net:essary .C" - c .: 
I -

"n _--riss n init i 2._ 1 '" ::' ::.s con 1:. on -- : . .pr _ Y 1 for 

nder - -~ -- - ' d ., ( i . -:3 S urce 

rrm:. .I. eo. da t.a submitted . - .. ~ ~ 'p iicativn ;: : 5 unab le ... _. - - I~ 

deurmf e.: whe thel- DEst vel . le om:rol . ec.il or (BACT) for 

corrtra of particu ate 

app 1ed ta the source. n foTlow ing ge. era state cnts can 

maae concern ing BACT ~ ower plants : 

3. CT ~or particula~es consist f a hig effi ci ency 

(sreater than 99% ) ~ar:i a ta remov~ evice , us ually an 

eTectrostatic prec· pitator (ESP). 

b. BACT for sul fur dioxide wou ld cons i st of ei er low 

su fur coal (less tha I 0.7%) or a flue gas desu lf urization 

( GO) system . 

s , 

f 

'. 
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c. e maximum emi ssions f articul ate and S 2 i ch wi l l be 

aiiowab e are 0. 1 ion BTU heat n u- and 1.2 lb/ mi n 

ely : These Vo u s a e ' ixed y input , respcc 
~ 

sion limi t~ti n ~ 

h 

ed - 'ed i n 40 8 1 N '=',-i Sour CE ;:. er~ 

sea rOs . Al tl:ough · e ci Ticari cn stat-es , at a 99% f - 'c en 

ESP- and' cr.66%- su - ,... c a are t o be use-d ( th d.re acc.ep " e) , 

t determine spec; ftc pl an- c 

~ata and coal 0 tiacLs l wether tnE 

= ~ .a .ed ~mi sic r ~ e:. S'nc= 

:-:, he antrol cev' e, ::P,,", annat m ~ ke : 

~r~s en- _' me~ Pa ~ of : , - -ond itio 5 f~ 

- e ' ant . there' -2- , e 1: e. 

ev i ces an - -

f't;r" ~ 5 ff i d ent t ' e-" a ow for- ', 5.t 3 j :: 

r-emo ... al devices . f coa. 

The ·Fol iaw; 9 ' 5" a Listing of t he 

For Dart ' _ i ace emissi - e boil er : 

ntro 1 devi ce 

, 1 'n fac-: - "2: 

on 

al to 

u mi i: cer-c.: 

a cop 

f 5 ul ~ur 

, 
" 

.1: 
• 

E -

a. e pli cant mus t ~u~ ' - t EPA, wi t n f ~ ~ Hark ' 9 day~ 

er i t becomes ava'lab'e, copi es of a ec ' ca da ta 

ertaining to the sel et ed contr ol devi ce, 'neludi ng form 

bid fro the vendor , g aranteed effic iency or emi ss i on rate. 
I 

an ~ or des ign parar.ete s such as plate ar (ESP) and a'r 

10w r ate. Although t e t ype of control devica which is 

des :r bed i n general i he appl ication as bn determ ' ned 

an '= 
I 

\ 

., 
.iI 
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3. Stack Lsti ng: 

u. i thin 60 days after zchisv ' n9 the max 'mum producti on rate 

at h ' ch the fac i l ' ty e opera ted I o later than ' Si 

"ays after i nitfal st~r t 0 t ' e owne r perator shall co uc . 

erf nnanc~ tes ts rn "s EPA a wri en eport of the 

resu ts of such pe - ne e tests, 

b. er -annance tests shill e conducted and dat~ redu ced 'n 

' .. 

0:-, 

ace. r ,once wi th a d Pl'ocedures . 

Re ·ere e Met ads 5 as in ,ppend i x A 

CFR 60 'Hi ~ . _ _ . :0 Fi r pa rr. i c a: e tests, Referenc~ 

ci i ll be :; t esr.s. 

~fDrmanc~ ~e_ ts z a : ~ ' 0 duc~ed _er s ondit; ons 

rad Tity _ 'e ... _r " . cerar.: r . a: ,ake avai able 0 

:":)A- . dt re.cords ~ 5: 0-= ~ces s .:r :l · 'cU: II i e: t he ond -

ciens- f' the: penol.[":' C E. i:est=-. 

eo- c er or opera t s a. 1 provide EPA 

of the performance te.s ~ to afford the 0 

o se~ver' present . 

dcys r i or not ice 

e woer or ope r a _ r ~, a r ovide or ca se to be provided. 

er f orli'.ance tes t n ac ", i- ias as -010' 5 : 

i. 'Sa pli ng ports adequate f or tes t me ods applicabl e to 

the facility, 

Safe s 

i i i. to ' sa! l 1n_ platfonn (s 

v. Util i t ies f or s p1 "ng and tes t i ng equipment. 

f. Each per;ormanc~ tes t sall cons ist of t hree separat~ runs 
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'.is ing the applicab l e tes method . Each nJ :~ na 11 be conducted 

f r the time and u er .. e condittons s~c' f~ ed by EPA, Fa l.. 

: e urpose of dete ng compl'anc€ . a enl1 ss; on , i 'tQ i . , I • 

t e !r t hmet i c eaR res ts of the t ee s shal l app y . 

. n e event that a sa.- le ' s acciden 

ccur ; n wh i ch one of . e three ru 5 " s t ,,e. ; s ca nt i nueo eca " ~~ 

f ·arced shutdown~ -a" re of an ir ep laceau e por t i on of 

sa le train, extreme -et Eorolag ' cal c 

stances ey nd :he " ner r ~h:: ;3""_-0 " S on trol , -

e ay, pon ~ "e val of ~p: te e-;:mine<l us "ng :'" == 

-rac:eri sti cs ar~ , ac:s: 

j contr . 1 

n i -~ ) C '2 , ~ar~ ' :er ~ - . T thE coa 

't to E A - p-:~ ; r Dn~ra~~ : o 

r : ase coal and ex ~CLEd . ulfur conten~ > ~ s . nten t. ~nd hee : 

content of t e coal t o e fir ed , These ata '1 e use<! by EP 

in its eva l uation Of . he aco: acy OT the 0 tr ' evices . l so. 

. e applicant must eQionstrate the abi1 i t y " 0 ae ire a l ow 

· u r ccal supply of s u ~ f " cient length to e ' ns ta 11 o-t • 

of sulfur r emoval equi ent 'f the suppl'es f . sulfur coa 

sho ld e discont inued . -' erefore , the c a cent ac s must be ;or 

a period of at least tree {3} years from the date of startup of t e 

b nero 

\ 
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Beg; nni n9 one month after fi na 1 cond ti ona construct i on 

approval from EPA and end 'ng when on-si te construction of the 

5 urce. ~~ in itiated . the ap 'cant shel SlJ -t Q EPA a month ly 

st s report br i efly outl'n'ng p~ogress e n e gineeri ng 

desi gn a d urchase of '.0 P . eces of equi pml:'nt , i ncl ud; ng contro 1 

EPA4EM='81B168 
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by EPA to be adequate. EPA ust review t e fOna selected 

e.v ce, in arde~ to er' ':! t e emis s on e 

o icati on. EP ~y. pon review 

e cpp l ica t ion " f r-, determi nes t 

a, d is l1 ppr e 

antr al _E i -e 

- (1 be: 'nadequate to Teet the em" ss 'Q . ' :5 'SpeC ' fi ed in 

.. i s cond i tiona T appro fa T .. 

b. source mus t meet c emiss ion l'm; >: " as easured und.er 

ar c (3) as fa l 

articula te la~-er from tn 

o' - er- snal 0- E .. '(Ce f:d , 13 gr- p r -,"'" - ion cd l orie~ 

heat nput ( unc1 per 

-oi : . aci ry IT. - t e. boi ' : r -- at em ~s - j .5 . exce. 

5 a.T bE' per : S5 ~ 1 _ for at morfr r:;:- - _ lin tes ; n on'j 

se requi rr:d !J 

rede.nT 'New- Source ?er . rIDa nce' s tan arcs, At 60 . 

2.. For s 1 f ur- dioxide fr om e boiler: 

- he s ur :e=- must meet -3 l"i ' 5S 'on imit as j'e~_ re under ar 

( 3 L as "01 lows: 

Su lfur 'oxide emitted to the atmosphere fro t~e bo il er shall 

no t exceed 2.2 grams ~er mi 1 " 0 0 calor ' es hea ~ put ( 1 .2 pOU 5 

per . l i on BTU). 

Th's e.'llh~ ion li rrrl t at on is identical to .. at 

~ie:w Sourt:e Perfonnance Sta dards, 40 CF 60 . 

i r.ed by F ~der 1 

, 
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ETERMIHATION 

The.- re ' nary detenninat.: n j<f(1 S ade avai lab ' e at the fo llowing , Cd ions : 

" \ The secon 

U.S . cnv'r ental Protect· n _ency 
1421 Peac ' t ee Str:e t. l. E. 
Atl anta, G. rg ~ J0309 

O' vi S ·OIT f 
Kentucky Oena -ant for Hatu a Res urces 

and En' ' ro errta 1 Pra tec·i n 
West Frankfort f -ice Complex 
U.S. 127 S uth 
Frankforr, Ken tuc 'y 40601 

-'=f"ce 

noti cES ir -hE "~ v s '/~il Led ent 
~ E J~ , _ : , dd' t "ona l "y a €ir' 9 was e 

L76. a c :mt== t:s wer e r ecei ved ~: =: 1 .1 

1ver . The esi re 
for mora t ori 

Si nce no "nfo ation was rece; e whi ch waul alter the PSD ana l s ' s Me 
in the Pn: l' 1nary Detenn · nat .: , the Final p.tenninaticn is t ha t construc 
tion f u it 12 is al l owable , with cond itions. 
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Air Qua ty Analysis 

Intro.ciuct·on 

i e urpose Qf th's :ec s to p -esen f.: r sui ::s of a 

dH-us ' n ana ys ; s, usi ng E? 1 5 a' r qua i ty H l:€ i s _0 predic't 

th~ max' - m concentrati ns - r 5 spendea par- 'c =-es (T P) and 

su fur averagin~ per; s . he methc o iogy 

and the esu ts of tile ana ysis ~re presented e ext sect' on 

of th s eoort . Based on t hese resul t s . c e 

I may be nw 01" in-s tal1a ion it #2. 

- eground- level co~ce -ration~ o ~-5 
~ a -~ y to the ope 1-: n 

a ene any apl.! . 
ua:Tity S1:an a _. 

_ Jy and Results 

7 ,e: :::roacr:. of thE proposec ni t un on l .. ca 

Tevels wCS Evaiuated by means 

\ the- recesses or transpor: an~ '; ffus i on of s 

fo this aonos- ere. n e models emo 0 e pu r 

jmodel s ev~ oped by the Meteor gical labo a 

a d 

~e 

ry 

Prate!: ";; n . ger.cy. Inputs i c u e ohys ica i;rens 

n conc1usions 

:; np iance 
• .J: _. gn i fica nt 

contaminant 

h~ch sim la te 

e r ents ; "\ he 

~ - :.:aus s 

-- : he Env;l"O I ental 

sana emissio 

\characteMst ics of the source, as well as hour y va ues of those 

eteorologJca parameters affe~t1ng plume behav·or . he ern; 5S i on rate 

\used for deli ng the new un't ere emissions hie are all owable 

under ew _0 rce Performance aoda ds. Ground €v Q l ncentrat;ons 

FPA.;n::-,~. ,... -, 
... 
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of TS? and S02 attribu tab e ' 0 operati on of Unit =-2 were computed 

for one-hour .. 24-hour,. and annual averaging periods " Th e ou tput 

ob taine f m appl icati~n e mode s consi _ 0 . ur y, da i 

and annua l 13verage concen: c.t; os at each des i a.t.eG r eceptor" 

locat'on _ 

Table rEsents t e. i pu_ arame ters to e dels for the 5i ie 

emiss i n point f t he propose_ n i r.~ as wel as stack parameters for 

I source~ ocated i n the ar~a . 

uSed and r 'e, s r Oes of ==ch I del are given be" w: 

,axirnum co csn- a 
ci ass and cl 

a l cu 
ase c n-

~"-ti - A ,.ul ~ples.l whi ch 
a ncentrati on:: :: e ve ra ge - ancen nion for 
s.everirT hours " S a f neticn of :: ec ' 'eo eteo r 
afogtcaT condi ti ns. cit spedfi ed rete to 

Temi _: !-lode. - A multiple s urce mode.1 wh-cn (;A culates ~he 
annual ari thmet ' c avera9e.. concentration from 

eq"onaT source:. iss-on and meteorol gieai data in 
areas- of rough . 

When i: ' 'zi ng the PTM'P- ndTe r ai nM ei a i ma jor sources 0 "= 

iemiss i ns che .... UfIO nd - area are included t C EtEnmine;bo th ~ e i cr~-

":Ienta- " -pa~- _Wpit f2 -ad t - e~ _ot.a,r ait~- qua~ti-r-p.acf from-a-l -SQurces- i n 

-a-n-d - t.Hethe area . In j:ht; cas~ _ of-~p~ ()~k:S-Uni~}2 ~ emi~~fon~ _ ~f'om~iift.-

-stuart facilTfy-were inc l uded "n this anal ys is. 
I --

EPA4EM="018172 •• 
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To insure that Unit ~ 2 wou a not cause i ent air qua l i ty 

v' oTat'ons t al the major sources of emissions 'n -he immedi ate are~ 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRlCT OF KENTUCKY 

LEXINGTON DIVISION 

CIVIL ACTION NO. 04-34 - KSF 

UNITED STATES OFAMEIDCA PLAINTIFF, 

VS. 

EAST KENTUCKY POWER COOPERATIVE, INC. DEFENDANT. 

*********** 

PLAINTIFF UNITED STATES' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ITS 
FOURTH MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT: 

EKPC'S ACTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE INLAND STEAM 
SUPPLY PROJECT INVOLVED PHYSICAL AND OPERATIONAL CHANGES 

WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE APPLICABLE 
PREVENTION OF SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION REGULATIONS 
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See Wisconsin Elec. Power Co. v. Reilly. 893 F.2d 901,905,909 (7th Crr. 1990) (WEPCo); 

Alabama Power Co. v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323,400 (D.C. Cir. 1979). The Clear Air Act defines 

"modification" as; 

any physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, a stationary 
source which increases the amount of any air pollutant emitted by such source or 
which results in the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted. 

42 U.S.C. §§ 7479(2)(C), 7411(a)(4). 

In order to determine whether a planned activity is a "modification," the statute thus 

requires as a first step an evaluation ofwbether the project contemplates a "physical change ... 

or change in the method of operation." [d. Neither the Act nor EPA's PSD regulations further 

defme "physical change" or "change in the method of operation." However, EPA's PSD 

regulations provide that certain kinds of activities, such as "[rJoutine maintenance, repair and 

replacement" and certain increases "in the hours of operation or in the production rate" are 

deemed not to be physical or operational changes. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 51.166(b)(2)(iii)(a), (1); 

45 Fed. Reg. 52676, 52698, 52730 (Aug. 7, 1980) (Appendix A).4 

EPA has explained that the exclusions applicable at the time of tbe projects at issue in 

this case are intended to be construed in a "common-sense" fasbion: 

The EPA has always recognized that the definition of pbysical or 
operational change ... could, standing alone, encompass the most mundane 
activities at an industrial facility (even the repair or replacement of a single leaky 

4 In 2003, EPA promulgated a new "Equipment Replacement Provision" that would apply prospectively only, and 
would provide that the replacement of components of a process unit with identical or "functionally equivalent" 
components will Dot be deemed a "modification" if (1) there is no change in the basic design parameters of the unit; 
(2) applicable emission or operation limits are not exceeded; and(3) the cost of the replacement activity does not 
exceed twenty percent of the replacement value of the process unit. 68 Fed. Reg. 61248, 61252 (Oct. 27, 2003). 
The new rule was challenged by environmental organizations and certain states, and is currently not in effect because 
it has been stayed by lhe D.C. Circuit. 70 Fed. Reg. 33838, 33847 (June 10,2005). Thus, both because of its 
prospective-only application and its current status, this rule is not at issue in this case. 
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pipe. or a change in the way that pipe is utilized). However, BP A has always 
recognized that Congress obviously did not intend to make every activity at a 
source subject to new source requirements. 

As a result. BPA has defined 'modification' ... to include common-sense 
exclusions from the 'physical or operational change' component of the definition. 

57 Fed. Reg. 32314,32316 (July 21, 1992)(Appendix B). BPA has further characterized the 

hours of operation/production rate exclusion as one of a '''narrow and limited set of exclusions 

... only to allow for routine changes in the normal course of business .... " Letter from David 

Howekamp, EPA Region IX Air Management Division Director, to Robert Connery, Holland 

and Hart, at 5-6 (Nov. 6, 1987) (Cyprus Casa Grande Applicability Determination) (Ex. 1). 

EPA regulations do not define "routine maintenance, repair. and replacement," but EPA's 

authoritative interpretation of the routine maintenance exclusion applicable in this case holds that 

it is a "very narrow exclusion" and that its application calls for a multi-factor, "common-sense," 

"case-by-case" determination taking into account the "nature, extent, purpose, frequency, and 

cost" of the activity. Memorandum from Don Clay, Acting Assistant Administrator of EPA, to 

David Kee, EPA (Sept. 9, 1988) (Clay Memo) (Ex. 2); see United States v. Southern Ind. Gas 

& Elec. Co. (SIGECO l), 2003 WL 446280, at'" 2 (S.D. Ind. Feb. 18,2003); United States v. 

Southern Ind. Gas & Elec. Co. (SIGECO 1/),245 F. Supp. 2d 994. 1014 (S.D. Ind. 2003). 

Consistent with its plain language as a simple exclusion from the definition of operational 

"change," EPA's authoritative interpretation of the production ratelhours of operation exclusion 

similarly holds that it is narrowly construed, so as to allow sources to simply vary production rate 

and operating hours as part of normal operations within otherwise applicable limits. Otherwise, 

even normal and lawful variations could potentially be considered an operational change. 

4 



However, EPA has explained that the exclusion does not apply when increased hours or 

production rates are otherwise unlawful, nor does it apply when such increases are themselves 

caused by or associated with other physical or operational changes: 

Although a source may vary its hours of operation or production as part of its 
everyday operations, an increase in emissions attributable to an increase in hours 
of operation or production rate which is the result of a construction-related 
activity is not excluded from review. 

57 Fed. Reg. at 32328; see also 45 Fed. Reg. at 52704 (exclusion allows sources to "take 

advantage of favorable market conditions"); WEPCO, 893 F.2d at 916 n. 11 (exclusion "was 

provided to allow facilities to take advantage of fluctuating market conditions, not construction 

or modification activity"); Puerto Rican Cement Co. v. EPA, 889 F.2d 292, 297-98 (1st Cir. 

1989) (upholding EPA interpretation of exclusion as allowing sources "simply to increase their 

output" through "increased use of existing facilities" as opposed to increases resulting from 

construction or modification activity), 

This exclusion thus applies only to "simple, "stand-alone" changes that do not otherwise 

violate the law and which are not caused by some other physical or operational change that 

allows for increased hours or production rates: 

[TJhis exclusion is intended to allow a company to lawfully increase emissions 
through a simple change in hours or rate of operation up to its potential to emit 
(unless already subject to any federally enforceable limit) without having to obtain 
a PSD permit. Thus, emissions increases ... associated with increased operations 
would not, standing alone, subject [a source] to PSD requirements. However, ... 
the exclusion for increases in hours of operation or production rate does not take 
the project beyond the reach ofPSD coverage if those increases do not stand alone 
but rather are associated with non-excluded physical or operational changes. 

Clay Memo, at 6-7 (Ex. 2); see Letter from Lee Thomas, EPA Administrator, to John Boston, 

WEPCo, at 4-5 (Oct. 14, 1988) (1988 Thomas Letter) (Ex. 3) (holding that the exclusion is 
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intended to allow increased hours and production in response to "routine fluctuations in the 

business cycle" and not in response to increases "stemming from significant new capital 

investment."); In re Monroe Elec. Generating Plant Proposed Operating Permit, Petition No. 

6-99-2, at 13 (U.S. EPA 1999) (Monroe Electric Determination) (Ex. 4) ("The purpose of this 

'increase in hours' exception was to avoid undue disruption by allowing routine increases in 

production during the norma] course of business in order to respond to market conditions. "); 

Cyprus Casa Grande Determination, (Ex. 1) at 3, 6 (exclusion intended to apply to "routine 

change in the hours or rate of operation"). 

Following EPA's promulgation of its 1980 PSD regulations, Kentucky submitted its own 

PSD regulations to EPA for approval and inclusion in the Kentucky SIP at 401 K.AR 51 :017 

(Appendix cV EPA approved Kentucky's SIP provisions for PSD on September I, 1989, after 

determining that Kentucky's PSD regulations met EPA's minimum requirements set forth at 40 

C.F.R. § 5LI66 for approval of state PSD regulations. See 54 Fed. Reg. at 36307 (Appendix D). 

For enforcement purposes, however, EPA explicitly retained in the SIP its own pre-existing PSD 

regulations promulgated at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21, as they apply to sources (such as Spurlock Unit 2) 

that originally obtained PSD permits directly from EPA under these regulations. See 54 Fed. 

Reg. at 36309. Thus, the applicable language governing the routine maintenance and production 

5 EPA initially promulgated PSD regulations in December 1974 at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21, which applied to construction 
which, like that at Spurlock Unit 2, commenced on or after June 1, 1975. See 39 Fed. Reg. 42510,42514,42515 
(Dec. 5, 1974). When Congress enacted the statutory PSD program in 1977, it significantly expanded and 
strengthened PSD requirements and broadened the scope of the program under which sources such as Spurlock Unit 
2 had been originally pennitted. New York v. EPA, 413 F.3d 3, 12, 19-20 (D.C. Cir. 2005); Alabama Power, 636 
F .2d at 349-50. In 1980, EPA thus promulgated regulations setting forth the minimwn requirements for EPA
approved PSD programs contained in SIPs at 40 C.F.R. § 51.24 (Iaterredesignated as 40 C.F.R. § 51.166 (1987». 
See 45 Fed. Reg. at 52729. The regulatory PSD requirements for sources in states without approved PSD programs 
in their SIPS were amended at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21. See id. at 52735. Prior to 1980 EPA directly issued PSD pennits 
in Kentucky under 40 C.F.R. § 52.21. See 54 Fed. Reg. 36307, 36309 (Sept 1, 1989). 
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ratelhours of operation exclusions as applied to the modifications alleged in this case states in 

material part: 

A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include: 

1. Routine maintenance, repair and replacement; 

*** 
5. An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless the 
change would be prohibited after January 6, 1975 pursuant to 40 CPR 52.21 ... or 
under 401 KAR 50:035 .... ' 

401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 51:017 Section 1 (2)(b) (1992) (Appendix C). 

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE 

I. The Spurlock generating Station is located in Mason County, Kentucky. At times 

relevant to this case, the station had two steam-electric generating stations, including Spurlock 

Unit 2, which went into commercial operation in March 1981. EKPC Feb. 25, 2005 Responses 

to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Page 11. 

A. Spurlock Unit 21s Original Boiler and Turbine Design Capacity. 

2. The boiler on Unit 2 was designed and manufactured by Combustion Engineering. It 

originally had a maximum continuous rating (MCR) of 3,800,000 pounds of steam per hour at 

1005°F. The guaranteed steam load was 3,600,000 pounds of steam per hour. EKPC Feb. 25, 

2005 Responses to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Page 14-15; EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests 

for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 91; Combustion Engineering Instruction Manual (Ex. 7), at S-

0035939, S-0035942, 8-0035945; July I, 1976 Design Summary Letter (Ex. 8), at 

EKPC _ ABB0000461 - EKPC _ABB0000465. 

6 At the time of the alleged modifications, 401 KAR 50:035 set forth Kentucky's separate SIP provisions governing 
construction and operation of all air pollution sources, even those that did not trigger PSD requirements (Appendix 
E). 
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3. Based on both design and testing, the Spurlock Unit 2 boiler required a heat input rate 

of 5,120 mmBTU per hour to operate at 3,800,000 pounds per hour of steam. November 2005 

Joint Stipulation Concerning Plaintiff's Exhibit 173 with attachment (Ex. 9). 

4. The original design data for Spurlock Unit 2 indicates that 454,200 pounds per hour of 

coal with a heating value of 10,648 BTU per pound, was assumed to be required to produce 

3,600,000 pounds per hour of steam. EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions 

(Ex. 6), No. 94. The boiler heat input rate required to produce this much steam using such coal is 

\.., 454,200 pounds of coal times 10,648 BTU per pound equals 4,836,321,600 BTU per hour, or 

approximately 4,836 mmBTU per hour. 

5. The steam turbine at Spurlock Unit 2 was originally designed to handle 3,580,250 

pounds per hour of steam with the steam inlet valves wide open. EKPC Responses to First Set of 

Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 90. 

B. EKPC Previously Applied for a PSD Permit Upon Initial Construction of 
Spurlock Unit 2, and Identified the Rated Heat Input Capacity ofthe Unit as 
4850 mmBTU per Hour, With a Short-Term Peak Beat Input of 5120 
mmBTU Per Bour. 

6. Spurlock Unit 2 was constructed in the mid-l 970s. and prior to beginning construction 

on the unit, EKPC was required to apply for and obtain approval from EPA under EPA's 1974 

PSD regulations set forth at 40 C.F.R § 52.21. See supra footnote 5. 

7. As part ofthePSD review process, EKPC was required to submit to EPA aPSD 

application, including an "Air Pollutant Emissions Report." The instructions for completing the 

Air Pollutant Emissions Report informed EKPC that the required infonnation would be used to 

detennine the impact of the unit on air quality. Therefore: 
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Data requested in this report should be representative of anticipated operating 
conditions. Any changes in this data should be reported immediately to the EPA 
Regional Office> as this may affect the air quality or emissions analysis. (Such as 
new fuel supplies, process modifications, change in emission rates, etc.). 

Instructions for Completing the Air Pollutant Emissions Report (Ex. to), at H-0074403; EKPC 

Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 65. 

8. As part of its PSD application. EKPC submitted its Air Pollution Emissions Report for 

Spurlock Unit 2 in March 1976. March 19, 1976 Letter from Ronald Rainson with enclosures 

(Ex. 11); Jan. 23, 2003 Letter from Jay Holloway with enclosures (Ex. 12); January 10, 2005 

Declaration of Mary Hawkins (Ex. 13). 

9. EKPC's PSD application identified the rated capacity of Spurlock Unit 2 as 4,850 

mmBTU per hour. EKPC calculated this heat input to result in 526 megawatts (MW) of power 

generation. March 19, 1976 Air Pollutant Emissions Report (Ex. 11). at KDAQOOO0003. 

10. Although EKPC indicated in a footnote that Spurlock Unit 2 was capable of a short-

tenn peak heat input rate of 5,120 mmBTU per hour, when asked to estimate the unit's total 

annual emissions, EKPC did so using the unit's rated capacity of 4,850 nunBTU per hour. 

March 19, 1976 Air Pollutant Emissions Report (Ex. 11). at KDAQ0000021. 

11. On September 21, 197 6, EPA issued fonnal permission for EKPC to construct 

Spurlock Unit 2 under the 1974 PSD regulations. September 21. 1976 Letter from John Little 

(Ex. 14); September 1, 1976 Pre-Construction Review and Final Determination (Ex. 15). 

12. For purposes of estimating annual emissions of sulfur dioxide {SOJ from Spurlock 

Unit 2 to determine compliance with PSD requirements, EPA modeled the unit at a boiler heat 

input of 4,850 mmBTU per hour, which corresponded to the rated heat input capacity identified 
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by EKPC in its PSD application. EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 

6), No. 67; Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15,2005) (Ex. 16). at 25. 

13. For purposes of estimating short-term emissions ofS02 from Spurlock Unit 2 to 

determine compliance with PSD requirements. EPA also modeled Spurlock Unit 2 at a short· 

term heat input of 5,120 mmBTU per hour, which corresponded to the short-tenn peak heat input 

rate identified by EKPC in its PSD application. September 1, 1976 Pre-Construction Review and 

Final Determination (Ex. 15), at Table 1; Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15, 2005)(Ex. 16). 

at 33-34, 175·176. 

14. EKPC indicated that Spurlock Unit 2 would burn coal containing 1.2 pounds of S02 

per mmBTU in infonnation submitted as part of its PSD application, and EPA's subsequent 

Authority to Construct permit allowed Spurlock Unit 2 to burn coal containing 1.2 pounds of S02 

per mmBTU. March 19, 1976 Letter from Ronald Rainson with enclosures (Ex. 11), at 

KDAQ000002I; September 1, 1976 Pre-Construction Review and Final Determination (Ex. 15). 

at EPA4ENF018165. 

15. Assuming a rated heat input of 4,850 mmBTU per hour, this equates to 

approximately 733 grams per second ofS02• At a heat input rate of5,120 mmBTU per hour, this 

equates to approximately 774 grams per second ofS02• Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15. 

2005) (Ex. 16). at 25, 33-34, 175-176. 

16. When it approved EKPC's application to construct Spurlock Unit 2, EPA specifically 

stated that the Authority to Construct was based on the infonnation submitted in EKPC's PSD 

application, and advised EKPC that subsequent construction which proceeded in material 
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variance with the information in its application would be subject to enforcement action. 

September 21, 1976 Letter from John Little (Ex. 14), at 1. 

17. EPA subsequently reiterated this warning to EKPC: 

A conditional approval such as this to construct a new source under PSD 
regulations carries with it an obligation, on the part ofthe applicant, to maintain 
contact with the approving regulatory agency and to keep that agency informed of 
any changes contemplated in the proposed source .... Any change from your 
application must be reviewed to ensure compliance with the PSD requirements. 
e.g .• BACT and applicable air quality increments. 

March 13, 1978 Letter from G.T. Helms (Ex. 17), at 2 (italics added; underline in original), 

C. EKPC Obtained State Construction and Operating Permits for Spurlock 
Unit 2 Based on a Rated Heat Input Capacity of 4850 mmBTU per Hour. 

18. In its separate January 23.1976 application to the state of Kentucky's Division of Air 

Pollution Contro17 for a "permit to construct and operate," EKPC indicated that the rated capacity 

of Spurlock Unit 2 was approximately 4.850 mmBTU per hour, and that the only purpose of the 

unit was "power-electric generation." January 23, 1976 Letter from William Gill with enclosures 

(Ex. 18), at EPA4ENF018180, EPA4ENF018182. 

19. The Kentucky Division of Air Pollution Control also performed its own analysis of 

expected emissions from Spurlock Unit 2 for purposes of demonstrating compliance with the 

NAAQS. Tr. of April 3. 1976 Joint Public Hearing (Ex. 19), at KY-0000006. 

20. For this analysis, the Kentucky Division of Air Pollution Control indicated that it had 

assumed that Spurlock Unit 2 would operate at its rated capacity of 4.850 mmBTU per hour. Tr. 

, The Kentucky Division of Air Pollution Control was a predecessor 10 the Kentucky Division for Air Quality 
(KDAQ). 
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of April 3, 1976 Joint Public Hearing (Ex. 19), at KY-0000005; EKPC Responses to First Set of 

Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 66. 

21. The state of Kentucky subsequently issued its own state construction pennit for 

Spurlock Unit 2 in December 1976. The permit advised that "No deviation from the plans and 

specifications submitted with your application or the conditions specified herein is pennitted, 

unless authorized in writing by the Division of Air Pollution." December 2, 1976 Construction 

Pennit (Ex. 20). 

22. EKPC thereafter applied for a state operating pennit for Spurlock Unit 2 pursuant to 

401 Ky. Admin Reg. 50:035. EKPC reiterated that the rated capacity of Spurlock Unit 2 was 

4,850 mrnBTU per hour. May 18, 1982 Letter from Robert Hughes with enclosure (Ex. 21). 

23. The Kentucky Division of Air Pollution Control issued an operating pennit covering 

Spurlock Unit 2 in November 1982, which was subsequently amended on October 7, 1983. 

November to, 1982 Operating Pennit (Ex. 22); October 7, 1983 Operating Penn it (Ex. 23). 

24. The state operating pennit stated that it was "subject to all conditions and operating 

limitations contained" in the pennit. One of these explicit "conditions" was that Spurlock Unit 2 

be operated at "4,850 mrnBtulhr maximlQll heat input.'· The permit advised that "No deviation 

from the plans and specifications submitted with your application or the conditions specified 

herein is pennitted, unless authorized in writing by the Division of Air Pollution Control." 

November 10, 1982 Operating Pennit (Ex. 22)~at EKPC R16-000421; October 7, 1983 

Operating Pennit (Ex. 23), at EKPC R16-000424. 
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D. Subsequent Reliance on Spurlock Unit 2's Rated Capacity of 4850 mmBTU 
Per Honr. 

25. In February 1984, Kentucky Power Co. (an unrelated public utility) submitted a PSD 

permit application for construction of a new coal-fired generating unit in Lewis County, 

Kentucky. Feb. 8, 1984 Letter from Robert Matthews enclosing PSD Application (Ex. 24). 

26. The PSD pennit application modeled the contribution of Spurlock Unit 2 to air 

quality based on an S02 emissions rate of approximately 734 grams per second. Feb. 8, 1984 

Letter from Robert Matthews enclosing PSD Application (Ex. 24), at A4129600620111043, 082. 

107. 

27. At Spurlock Unit 2's pennitted coal sulfur content of 1.2 pounds of S02 per mmBTU, 

this emissions rate equates to Spurlock Unit 2's rated capacity of 4.850 mmBTU per hour. See 

SOF f!ll4, 15. 

28. In March 1986. the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, the Columbus & Southern 

Ohio Electric Co., and the Dayton Power & Light Co. submitted a PSD permit application for 

construction of a new coal-fired generating unit at the Zimmer Power Station, which was also to 

be located in the vicinity of Spurlock Unit 2. March 1986 Air Quality Analyses in Support of a 

PSD Pennit for Construction ofthe Zimmer Power Station (Ex. 25). 

29. The Zimmer PSD permit application modeled the contribution of Spurlock Unit 2 to 

air quality based on an S02 emissions rate of approximately 733 grams per second. March 1986 

Air Quality Analyses in Support ofa PSD Pennit for Construction of the Zimmer Power Station 

(Ex. 25). at C4129000170010473, C4129000170010518. 
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30. In September 1986, updated PSD modeling was prepared for EKPC analyzing the 

impact of Spurlock Unit 2 on ambient air quality to comply with recently enacted "Good 

Engineering Practice" stack height regulations. Good Engineering Stack Height Modeling of 

EKPC Units 1 and 2 (Ex. 26). 

31. For purposes of this modeling, EKPC's contractor assumed that Spurlock Unit 2 

would have an S02 emissions rate of approximately 733 grams per second. Good Engineering 

Stack Height Modeling ofEKPC Units 1 and 2 (Ex. 26), at C-0118665, C-0118686, C-Ol18698, 

C-0118723, C-0118753. At Spurlock Unit 2's pennitted coal sulfur content of 1.2 pounds ofS02 

per mmBTU, this emissions rate equates to Spurlock Unit 2's rated capacity of 4,850 mmBTU 

per hour. See SOF ~-,r 14, 15. 

32. Since at least 1985, EKPC's reports to the Kentucky Emissions Inventory System 

have indicated that Spurlock Unit 2 has an annual heat input capacity of 4,850 nunBTU per hour. 

EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 68. 

33. EKPC recently applied for PSD pennits for new coal-fired generating units at the 

Spurlock Plant. PSD modeling for Spurlock Unit 2 was again based on a heat input capacity of 

4,850 mmBTU per hour. Dep. of Robert Hughes (February 18, 2005) (Ex. 27), at 218-19; EKPC 

Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 72. 

E. Planning for the Spurlock Steam Supply Project 

34. In 1989, EKPC's Board of Directors authorized a "Steam Supply Alternatives 

Investigation" to evaluate whether EKPC could supply approximately 300,000 pounds per hour 

of steam from the Spurlock Plant to an adjacent box manufacturing facility to be constructed by 
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the Inland Container Corporation (Inland). June 12, 1989 Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

(Ex. 28). 

35. EKPC's Board of Directors authorized the Inland Steam Supply Project on October 

9,1990. A contract with Inland was signed on November 12, 1990. EKPC Feb. 25,2005 

Responses to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Page 22. Under the Agreement, EKPC would own, operate, 

and maintain all facilities and equipment necessary for supplying steam to Inland, while Inland 

would pay a monthly facilities charge designed to reimburse EKPC for construction costs. 

Project Documents (Ex. 29), at S-0083458, 83490, 83501, 83506. 

36. EKPC retained the conSUlting and engineering firm of Black and Veatch to perform 

the "Steam Supply Alternatives Investigation." October 10, 1989 Letter from Gary Crawford 

(Ex. 30). 

37. Black and Veatch issued a final report discussing various options for supplying steam 

to Inland, and concluded, inter alia, that NSPS and PSD would not apply to the project provided 

that the heat input rate for Spurlock Unit 2 did not exceed 4,850 mmBTU per hour, the value 

contained in the existing air permit for Spurlock Unit 2. December 15, 1989 Steam Supply 

Alternatives Investigation (Ex. 31), at 2-5,7-7 to 7-8. 

38. After receiving the Black and Veatch report, EKPC hired Black and Veatch and 

ABB-Combustion Engineering, the original boiler manufacturer, to undertake various detailed 

engineering studies to evaluate the effects of supplying steam to Inland from Spurlock Unit 2. In 

an August 31, 1990 report, Black and Veatch discussed various designs for a reboiler system to 

generate and supply 300,000 pounds per hour of steam to Inland. The reboiler system would 

require addition of a large shell and tube heat exchanger to the Spurlock plant, with steam from 
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the Spurlock plant providing the energy to heat feedwater in the reboilers, thereby creating new 

steam to send to Inland. August 31, 1990 Black and Veatch Report - Reboiler (Ex. 32), at S-

0012041, 12049; October 2, 1990 Letter to Gary Crawford, EKPC with enclosures (Ex. 33), at S-

0016479. 

F. EKPC Expected Heat Input Increases Associated with the Inland Steam 
Supply Project Above 5120 mmBTU per Hour. 

39. EKPC prepared heat input calculations that i:ndicated that supplying 300,000 pounds 

per hour of steam to Inland would require an additional 432 mmBTU per hour of heat input from 

Spurlock Unit 2. February 19, 1992 Memo to Sam Holloway with enclosures (Ex. 34), at H-

0045696. 

40. Black and Veatch prepared a July 25, 1991 Reboiler Supply Study to evaluate the 

effects of supplying steam to Inland using a reboiIer supply system. The 1991 Reboiler Supply 

Study indicated that EKPC would expect increase the heat input rate of Spurlock Unit 2 to levels 

greater than 5,120 mmBTU per hour in comlection with the Inland Steam Supply Project. The 

study indicated that the heat input rate of Spurlock Unit 2 could reach 5,197 mmBTU per hour 

when supplying steam to Inland. August 20, 1991 Memo from Hubert Smith enclosing July 25, 

1991 Reboiler Supply Study (Ex. 35), at C-OI09081; EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests 

for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 79. 

41. A follow-up "Auxiliary Steam Flow Study" was prepared by ABB-Combustion 

Engineering to formally evaluate the operational effects of supplying steam to Inland from 

Spurlock Unit 2. March 17, 1992 Memo from Mark Paluta enclosing March 13, 1992 Auxiliary 

Steam Flow Study (Ex. 36). 
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42. The study assumed that the Spurlock Unit 2 turbine could accept a maximum of 

3,650,000 pounds per hour of steam at rated conditions. Compared to the Spurlock Urnt 2 

boiler's MCR of 3,800,000 pounds per hour of steam, this left only 150,000 pounds of steam 

available to provide to Inland. As requested, the Auxiliary Steam Flow Study also evaluated 

whether Spurlock Urnt 2 could be ''uprated'' to produce additional ste~ up to 3,950,000 pounds 

per hour, so as to still be able to provide the total requirements of 300,000 pounds per hour of 

steam to Inland while maintaining full turbine capacity of 3,650,000 pounds per hour of steam. 

March 17, 1992 Memo from Mark Paluta enclosing March 13, 1992 Auxiliary Steam Flow Study 

(Ex. 36), at S-0082289 - S-0082291, S-0082297; February 27, 1991 Memo to Sam Holloway 

(Ex. 37), at EKPC_BV3229; Sept. 30, 1991 Memo to Hubert Smith (Ex. 38); March 1, 1993 

Memo to Richard Kieda (Ex. 39), at EKPC_ABB0001367, 1369; EKPC Responses to First Set 

of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), Nos. 80,81,82; Declaration ofYan Lachowicz (Ex. 40); 

Declaration of Stephen E. Pieschl (Ex. 41). 

43. EKPC subsequently requested a more fonnal ''uprating study" which was issued in 

August 1993. The 1993 Uprating Study concluded that Spurlock Urnt 2 could be uprated to 

produce up to 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam. August 19, 1993 Uprating Study (Ex. 

42);EKPC Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 83. 

44. The August 1993 Uprating Study was based in part on an expected fuel analysis 

provided by EKPC that was used to predict perfonnance ofthe Spurlock Urnt 2 boiler at uprated 

conditions. The Uprating Study predicted that producing 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam 

would require 426,000 pounds of coal per hour with a heat input value of 12,531 BTU per pound. 

August 19, 1993 Uprating Study (Ex. 42), page 5-7 and App. A-II. The boiler heat input rate 
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required to produce this much steam using such coal is 426,200 pounds of coal times 12,531 

BTU per pound equals 5,340,712,200 per hour, or approximately 5340 mmBTU per hour. 

45. ABB-Combustion Engineering referred to the August 1993 Uprating Study as a 

"continuing phased evaluation of the potential for Spurlock Generating Station to be utilized as 

the host steam supply and maintain original steam flow to the turbine generator" and as a 

"continuation" of the preliminary analysis reported in the March 1992 Auxiliary Steam Flow 

Study. May 17, 1993 Memo to Richard Kieda (Ex. 43), ay EKPC_ABBOOOI330; August 4,1993 

Modeling Files (Ex. 44), at EKPC_ABB0000027; Declaration ofYan Lachowicz (Ex. 40). 

46. Additional modeling performed by ABB-Combustion Engineering in support of the 

August 1993 Uprating Study indicated a total heat input requirement of 5,337 rnmBTU per hour 

in order to generate 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam while extracting steam for Inland. 

August 4, 1993 Modeling Files (Ex. 44), at EKPC_ABB0000027, 33; Declaration ofYan 

Lachowicz (Ex. 40). 

47. EKPC independently calculated that a heat input of approximately 5,354.25 mmBTU 

per hour is required to produce 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam at Spurlock Unit 2. H.L. 

Spurlock Unit Ratings (Ex. 45). 

G. EKPC's Attempts to Change the Beat Input Limit in its Operating Permit. 

48. On December IS, 1993, EKPC wrote to KDAQ concerning the Inland Steam Supply 

Project. EKPC stated that supplying steam to Inland could cause Spurlock Unit 2 to exceed the 

pennitted 4,850 rnmBTU per hour heat input rate contained in its operating pennit, and requested 

that the pennitted heat input be increased to 5,355 mmBTU per hour. December 15, 1993 Letter 

from Robert Hughes to John Hornback (Ex. 46). 
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from the reboilers to Inland and to return condensed water to the reboilers. EKPC Feb. 25,2005 

Responses to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Pages 18, 59-69. 

56. The new reboilers are 41 feet long, fo feet high, and weigh approximately 90,800 

pounds. The new reboiler superheater is 32 feet long, 6 feet high, and weighs 12,500 pounds. 

The new treated water storage tank is 37 feet in diameter, 35 feet tall, and holds 250,000 gallons. 

The new reboiler makeup water pumps weigh 2,425 pounds, the new reboiler feed pumps weigh 

3,240 pounds, and the new makeup water pumps weigh 9,455 pounds. The auxiliary deaerator is 

16.5 feet high, 19 feet long, 9 feet wide, and weighs 14,800 pounds. The reboiler preheater is 36 

feet long. The drain tanks are 12 feet long and weigh 12,000 pounds. EKPC Feb. 25, 2005 

Responses to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Pages 64-67. 

57. As part of the Inland Steam Supply Project, EKPC tapped into the Spurlock Unit 2 

boiler feedwater system, on the high pressure side of the existing boiler feedwater pumps. This 

change was necessary in order to supply feedwater to the new attemperating system for 

controlling the temperature of the steam sent from Unit 2 to the reboiler supply system. EKPC 

Responses to First Set of Requests for Admissions (Ex. 6), No. 76; Dep. of Samuel Holloway 

(June 3,2005), at 33,133-37 (Ex. 53). 

58. EKPC made changes to the high pressure feedwater system at Spurlock Unit 2 as a 

result of the steam supply project. Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15,2005) (Ex. 16), at 119. 

59. According to EKPC expert Kenneth N. Weiss, the high pressure feedwater system is 

within the confines of the boiler. Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15,2005) (Ex. 16), at 125; 

Nov. 25, 1986 Memo from J. Rasnic (Ex. 54), at EPA3GEN061714, 61726. 
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60. The August 1993 Uprating study had indicated that in order to uprate the Spurlock 

Unit 2 boiler to 4,000,000 pOlUlds per hour steam, EKPC also needed to increase the boiler safety 

valve relieving capacities in order to comply with boiler code requirements. Operation at uprated 

conditions required EKPC to increase the safety valves settings in order to comply with this code 

requirement. August 1993 Uprating Study (Ex. 42), at 3-1, 5-4 to 5~5; January 13, 1994 Letter to 

Sam Holloway from Factory Mutual Engineering (Ex. 55); Dep. of Samuel Holloway (June 3, 

2005) (Ex. 53), at 156-158; Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November 15.2005) (Ex. 16), at 118, 119. 

61. The Inland Steam Supply Project required the involvement of many EKPC business 

divisions, including the Construction Division, the Production Engineering Division, the Member 

Services Business Unit, Spurlock Plant Management, and EKPC Environmental Affairs. The 

implementation of the steam supply project was managed by the Director ofEKPC's 

Construction Division at the specific request ofEKPC's Chief Executive Officer. Other 

responsibilities of the Construction Division have included building new power plants on the 

EKPC system. 30(b)(6) Dep. of Gary Crawford (March 31,2005) (Ex. 56), at 10-13,207-09; 

EKPC Feb. 25, 2005 Responses to Interrogatories (Ex. 5), Page 131. 

62. Parts for the Inland Steam Supply Project were procured in 1991, with installation 

occurring in stages from 1991 to the Fall of 1992. The initial tie-in to Unit 2 occurred following 

an outage that lasted from April to July 1992. EKPC Feb. 25, 2005 Responses to Interrogatories 

(Ex. 5), Page 22, 69-70, 73, 76. 

63. The construction and engineering of the Inland Steam Supply Project was performed 

by outside contractors and required the use of heavy equipment such as cranes. The project 

involved almost 20 separate construction and related contracts. EKPC Feb. 25, 2005 Responses 
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72. The increased revenue generated from the Inland Steam Supply Project contributed to 

EKPC losing its tax exempt status for the 1993 tax year. January 20, 1997 Letter to Joseph 

Tomlinson (Ex. 68), at 4SH_0002359. 

73. EKPC reported the following annual boiler maintenance expenses to the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for the entire Spurlock Plant (not individual Spurlock 

Units): 

year 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

Reported Amount 

$ 10,295,167 

$ 9,060, 180 

$7,463,309 

$8,666,963 

Source 

FERC Form 1, EKPC (1991), at C-0086762-63 (Ex. 63). 

FERC Form 1, EKPC (1992), at C-0087094-95 (Ex. 64). 

FERC Form 1, EKPC (1993), at C-0087265-66 (Ex. 65). 

FERC Form 1, EKPC (1994), at C-0087622-23 (Ex. 66). 

74. EKPC reported in 1992 that "installed capacity" at the Spurlock Station cost 

$592/kW. FERC Form 1, EKPC (1992), at C-0087094-95 (Ex. 64). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Summary judgment is proper under Rule 56 where the court finds that ''there is no 

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 

matter oflaw." Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). Although evidence must be 

viewed in the light most favorable to the non-moving party, Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 

U.S. 144, 158-59 (1970), the non-moving party must go beyond pleadings and "present 

affirmative evidence in order to defeat a properly supported motion for summary judgment." 

Anderson v. Liberty Lobby Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 257 (1986); see also Matsushita Elec.lndus. Co. 

v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574,586 (1986). EKPC must adduce more than a scintilla of 
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evidence to survive, and has an affinnative duty to direct the Court's attention to specific 

portions of the record upon which it relies to create a genuine issue of material fact. Street v. J.c. 

Bradford & Co., 886 F.2d 1472, 1479 (6th Cir. 1989). EKPC has the burden of establishing the 

applicability of the routine maintenance exclusion. Ohio Edison, 276 F. Supp. 2d at 856. Thus, 

ifEKPC fails to a make a sufficient showing on an essential element ofthis defense, Plaintiffis 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law because "a complete failure of proof concerning an 

essential element of the [nonmovant's] case necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." 

Celotex, 477 U.S. at 323; see Isle Royale Boaters Ass 'n v. Norton, 154 F. Supp. 2d 1098, 1111 

(W.D. Mich. 2001) ("[a] moving party who does not have the burden of proof at trial may 

properly support a motion for summary judgment by showing the court that there is no evidence 

to support the non-moving party's case"). 

ARGUMENT 

I. The Inland Steam Supply Project Constituted A "Physical Change" Because the 
Project Was Not Routine Maintenance, Repair, or Replacement. 

Even though EKPC asserted in its Answer that the Inland Steam Supply Project was 

'-' "routine maintenance, repair and replacement," it apparently now concedes that it was not. 

Neither Sam Holloway, the Spurlock plant manager, nor Jerry Golden, EKPC's retained boiler 

expert. claim that the steam supply project to Inland qualifies as routine maintenance repair, and 

replacement.s In fact, EKPC has produced no evidence that the Spurlock project was routine 

maintenance, repair and replacement. Because EKPC has failed to provide any evidence that the 

g 
See SOF 11 66 (Statement by Samuel Holloway that "Well, that's the only time we did it I don't suppose you could 

call that routine"). Mr Golden does not address the Inland Steam Supply Project. Expert Report of Jerry L. Golden, 
United States Y. East Kentuclcy Power Cooperative, August 15,2005 (Ex. 69). In contrast, he claims that both of the 
other two projects at issue in this case, the upgrades at Dale Unit 3 and Dale Unit 4 are routine maintenance. 
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Inland Steam Supply Project is routine maintenance, the Government is entitled to summary 

judgment even absent the discussion below. See Isle Royale Boaters Ass 'n, 154 F. Supp.2d at 

1111 (W.D. Mich. 2001) (Ua moving party who does not have the burden of proof at trial may 

properly support a motion for summary judgment by showing the court that there is no evidence 

to support the non-moving party's case"). 

Even ifEKPC did not waive its routine maintenance defense, the evidence is undisputed 

that under the PSD regulations applicable to EKPC's conduct, the Inland Steam Supply project 

does not qualify as routine maintenance, repair or replacement.9 

There is no dispute that EKPC made extensive, costly physical changes in connection 

with its steam supply project without obtaining permits or installing appropriate pollution control 

devices. As discussed below, EKPC's own documents and the testimony of its employees show 

that the steam supply project does not qualify for the exclusion. 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, EKPC planned and implemented a construction project 

designed to allow Spurlock Unit 2 to generate additional steam, and to supply that additional 

steam to the Inland Container Corporation. The Inland Steam Supply Project ended up costing 

more than $20 million, and included, inter alia, the construction of new reboilers and a main 

steam supply system, changes to the existing boiler feedwater system, the installation of new 

condensate, water treatment, and makeup water systems, and the uprating of the boiler to a new 

and higher steam production capacity that was higher than the boiler had been previously 

9 As with the Dale Unit 3 project addressed in the Government's Third Motion for Summary Judgment, EPA 
analyzed and applied the "routine maintenance, repair or replacement" exclusion by using a common sense multi
factor test that assesses the nature and extent; pmpose; frequency; and cost of the proposed work See Clay Memo, 
at 3-6. 
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pennitted to operate. SOP W 24,53,55,57,58,59,60, 70. As a direct result of this capital 

improvement work, EKPC was able both to generate more steam and to profitably sell that 

additional steam to Inland. Applying the factors set forth by EPA and upheld by the Seventh 

Circuit in WEPCo, the facts established by EKPC's own testimony and documents show that 

EKPC cannot establish that the Inland Steam Supply Project constituted routine maintenance, 

repair or replacement. 

A. Nature and Extent 

The construction work that EKPC perfonned to enable it to sell process steam to Inland 

was not even "maintenance, repair, or replacement" work, much less "routine maintenance, 

repair, or replacement." The work involved building an entirely new process steam line to the 

neighboring Inland Container facility, plus the addition of new high pressure and process steam 

systems, a new pumping station at the Ohio River to supply cooling tower makeup water for the 

station, the addition of reb oilers, a reboiler superheater, pressure reducing desuperheating control 

valves, treated water storage tank,makeup water pumps, auxiliary deaerator, blowdown cooler, 

reboiler preheaters, reb oiler feed pumps, drain tanks, and a reverse osmosis system. This project 

was not maintenance, it was not repair, and it was not replacement. Rather, it was the 

construction and addition of entirely new components and systems that did not exist before. 

SOF,,55-56. 

In addition, the project involved physical changes to the Spurlock Unit 2 boiler. These 

included changes to the boiler's high-pressure feedwater system, in order to allow for 

temperature control of the steam sent from Unit 2 to the reboiler system. SOP" 57-58. As 

admitted by EKPC's expert, Kenneth N. Weiss, the high pressure feedwater system is within the 
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confines ofthe boiler, and EKPC made changes to the Unit 2 high pressure feedwater system as 

part of the Spurlock process steam project. SOF" 58-59. 

The project also required another subtle but significant change to the Spurlock Unit 2 

boiler. In order to comply with the boiler code. EKPC had to change the Unit 2 boiler safety 

valve settings in connection with uprating the boiler to a larger steam production capacity. SOF 

'60. By uprating the Unit 2 boiler from a maximum continuous rating of 3,800,000 pounds per 

hour of steam to 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam, EKPC was able to supply the maximum 

amount of expected steam to Inland (approximately 300,000 pounds per hour of steam) while .J 
still supplying the Unit 2 turbine with 3,650,000 pounds per hour of steam. SOF" 42, 43. This 

increased steam production was expected to require a correspondingly greater heat input rate. 

SOF" 39,44,46-47. 

Other evidence of the non-routine nature and extent of the Spurlock project includes the 

following: EKPC began planning the work for the steam supply project in 1989. and 

commissioned multiple detailed engineering studies. SOF" 34-38. The project involved 

almost 20 separate contracts and required the work of numerous contractors, including the 

original boiler manufacturer. SOF" 38,63. The project involved installation of very large 

pieces of equipment. For example, the two new reboilers were 41 feet long, 10 feet high, and 

weighed approximately 90,800 pounds. SOF, 56. Because it was a new construction project. it 

was managed by EKPC's Construction Division Director, whose other responsibilities included 

building new power plants on the EKPC system. SOF" 61. The work also had to be approved 

by the EKPC Board of Directors, and required outside financing. SOF" 35, 68·70. As a result 
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of the project, EKPC significantly increased its operating revenue - so much so that it lost its tax 

exempt status for tax year 1993. SOF ~~ 71-72. 

Moreover, like the Dale Unit 3 project discussed in the Government's Third Summary 

Judgment brief, the costs of the Inland Steam Supply Project were also capitalized. SOF ~ 70, 

which further indicates the non-routine nature of this project. 10 

B. Purpose 

The sole purpose of the Spurlock project was to increase the steam production and heat 

input capacity of Spurlock Unit 2 to levels above those at which it had been previously permitted, 

and to allow EKPC to do something it had never done before - sell process steam to an industrial 

customer. SOF~" 65-66. The purpose of this project was certainly not to "maintain the plant in 

its present condition." Clay Memo (Ex. 2), at 4. As stated earlier, it was not even maintenance, 

much less routine maintenance, repair and replacement. 

C. Frequency 

This was the first and only time EKPC has ever constructed a process steam supply line 

for an outside customer at any of its plants, let alone the Spurlock plant. SOF 166. See Clay 

Memo (Ex. 2), at 5 (project is infrequent when it occurs once or twice during the life of typical 

units); Ohio Edison, 276 F. Supp. 2d at 861. A project to supply process steam to an off-site 

facility is not something that is performed frequently at typical units in the electric utility 

industry. Rather, this type ofproject is a once-in a lifetime (if ever) project that fundamentally 

changes the wnt at issue. 

10 For a more detailed discussion of the significance of capitalization. see United States' Memorandum in Support of 
its Third Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 22. 
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D. Cost 

The cost of the Inland Steam Supply Project exceeded $20 million. SOF, 70. As in the 

WEPCo case, this expenditure is large on both a relative and an absolute basis. This cost alone is 

twice the boiler maintenance expenses for any given year for the entire Spurlock plant in the 

years 1991 through 1994. SOF, 73. East Kentucky treated the costs of the steam supply project 

as capital expenditures, sought to fmance the entire amount of expenditures, and plans to recoup 

a portion of the expenses through a 20-year contract with Inland. SOF, 70. 

Moreover, because the purpose of this project was solely to produce additional steam for ~ 

sale off-site, it is fair to compute the relative cost based on the cost of that steam alone. Because 

the process steam sold to Inland is the equivalent of29 MW, the relative cost is approximately 

$690Ikilowatt. SOF, 67. This amount is more than what EKPC itself reported was the cost of 

the entire "installed capacity" at the Spurlock Station in 1992. SOF, 74. II 

In sum, EKPC's own documents and testimony establish that the Inland Steam Supply 

Project described above was not maintenance, repair or replacement, much less routine 

maintenance, repair and replacement. 

II. EKPC Changed the Method of Operation of the Spurlock Unit 2 Boiler. 

Not only did EKPC physically change Spurlock Unit 2 as a result of the Inland Steam 

Supply Project, but it also changed its method of operation. Thus, even aside from EKPC's 

physical changes made at Spurlock Unit 2. the Court should find that EKPC "changed" Spurlock 

11 As with the Dale Unit 3 project, the cost of the Spurlock project was higher on a relative scale than all the capital 
and maintenance costs for all five units at WEPCO's Port Washington facility, which EKPC expert, 1erry Golden 
admits can "be used for guidance as to what should be considered a routine expenditure on a $JkW basis." See 
United States' Memorandum in Support onts Third Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 24-25. 
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Unit 2 for PSD purposes. This is because the PSD regulations specifically provide that operating 

a source, such as Spurlock Unit 2, in a manner that is inconsistent with a prior pennit application 

is considered by definition to be a "change in the method of operation:>l2 

The applicable PSD regulations governing the production ratelhours of operation 

exclusions state in material part: 

A physical change or change in the method of operation shall not include: 

"''''''' 
5. An increase in the hours of operation or in the production rate, unless the 
change would be prohibited after January 6, 1975 pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 ... 
or under 401 KAR 50:035 . ... 

401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 51:017 Section 1 (2)(b) (1992) (Appendix C). By definition, then, the 

regulations define a "change in the method of operation" as including an increase in the hours of 

operation or in the production rates that would be prohibited by 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 or 401 Ky. 

Admin. Reg. 50:035. The applicable regulations set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21, in turn, prohibit 

the owner or operator of a source that originally obtained PSD approval under EPA's regulations 

from operating that source "not in accordance with the application submitted pursuant to this 

section or with the tenns of any approval to construct." 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(r)(l). These EPA 

regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 52.21 were explicitly retained in the Kentucky SIP for purposes of 

enforcement against sources which obtained PSD pennits directly from EPA prior to approval of 

Kentucky's PSD regulations. See 54 Fed. Reg. at 36309 (Appendix D). EKPC applied for and 

obtained a PSD pennit for Spurlock Unit 2 from EPA under these regulations. SOF ~'Il6-8. 

12 This argument about the change in the method of operation of Spurlock Unit 2 is not based on its failure to 
comply with a relatively trivial provision of its permit application, which in turn triggers the requirement that the 
source owner must comply with PSD. Rather, EKPC's permit application included specific infonnation on the rated 
capacity of the unit, and it is EKPC's actions to uprate its boiler and exceed that capacity that is the basis for PSD 
applicability. 
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The applicable state construction and operation regulations set forth at 401 Ky. Admin. 

Reg. 50:035 similarly prohibit any operation "not in accordance with the application submitted 

pursuant to this regulation." 401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 50:035, Section 7(1) (1988) (Appendix E); 

see also id. at Section 1(2)(a) (prohibiting operation unless "a permit to so operate" has been 

issued), Section 5(1) ("Permits issued hereunder shall be subject to such tenus and conditions set 

forth and embodied in the permit as the cabinet shall deem necessary to ensure compliance with 

its standards."). EKPC applied for and obtained its 1980 state operating permit under 401 Ky. 

Admin. Reg. 50:035. SOF, 22. 

Thus, under the plain language of the applicable production rate/hours of operation 

exclusion set forth at 401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 51 :017 Section 1(2)(b), operation not in accordance 

with a PSD application or authority to construct (as required by 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(r)(l» or 

operation not in accordance with a state operating permit application or permit (as required by 

401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 50:035) constitutes, by definition, a change in the method of operation of a 

source. In other words, the plain language of the exclusion clearly defines operation not in 

accordance with a previously submitted PSD application or PSD permit, or state operating permit 

application or permit, as a regulatory "change in the method of operation." 

In this case, there is no question that the expected operation of the boiler at Spurlock Unit 

2 was "not in accordance with the application" for PSD review submitted by EKPC in 1976, or 

with the authority to construct that was issued based on that application. There is similarly no 

question that EKPC's expected operation of the Spurlock Unit 2 boiler was "not in accordance 

with the application" for a state operating permit it submitted to the state under 401 Ky. Admin. 

Reg. 50:035, and with the operating permit that was issued for the unit. 
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EKPC's PSD application, submitted in March of 1976, included an Air Pollutant 

Emissions Report that indicated that Spurlock Unit 2 had a rated capacity of 4,850 mmBTU per 

hour, with a short-tenn peak heat input capacity of 5,120 mrnBTU per hour. SOF ~~ 8-10. 

EKPC's state operating pennit application, submitted in May 1982, simply listed the rated 

capacity of Spurlock Unit 2 as 4,850 mmBTU per hour, consistent with the state's modeling of 

the unit for purposes of demonstrating compliance with the NAAQS. SOF ft 19-20,22. 

EKPC's subsequent operating permit for Spurlock Unit 2, issued in November 1982, required as 

an explicit "condition" of operation that the unit be operated at a "maximum heat input" of 4850 

mmBTUlhour. SOF ml23-24. The permit also specifically stated that "no deviation from the 

plans and specifications submitted with your application or the conditions specified herein is 

pennitted, unless authorized in writing by the Division of Air Pollution Control." SOF ~ 24. 

The undisputed facts show that EKPC expected the Inland Steam Supply Project to cause 

the boiler at Spurlock Unit 2 to operate at heat input rates higher than the operating capacity of 

4,850 mmBTU per hour, and even the short-tenn peak capacity of 5,120 mmBTU per hour 

identified in its PSD application. SOF ml39, 40, 42-44, 46, 47. First, EKPC admits that 

engineering studies it procured indicated that the Inland Steam Supply Project could result in 

operation at 5,197 mmBTU per hour. even at the old maximum continuous rating of 3,800,000 

pounds per hour of steam. SOF ~ 40. Second, when EKPC on its own and without state 

approval uprated the Spurlock Unit 2 boiler to 4,000,000 pounds per hour of steam, the required 

heat input was expected to be even greater - more than 5,300 mmBTU per hour. SOF ~~ 44, 46, 

47. 
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Not only do the undisputed facts show that EKPC expected as a result of the Inland 

Steam Supply Project to operate at heat input capacities greater than those specified in its original 

pennit applications, EKPC's course of conduct with the state regulatory agency supports an 

overwhelming inference to the same effect. EKPC's engineering studies related to the Inland 

Steam Supply Project evaluated whether Spurlock Unit 2 could be uprated so that the unit could 

meet its full electricity demands while still supplying an additional amount of steam to Inland. 

SOF ~~ 42-45. Those studies indicated that at anticipated demands from Inland, the total heat 

input required could be as high as 5340 mmBTU per hour. SOF ~~ 44-46. Just months after 

receiving the results of a formal Uprating Study, EKPC asked KDAQ to increase the heat input 

capacity in EKPC's permit to 5,355 mmBTU per hour. SOF ~ 48. There is no reason for EKPC 

to have requested an increase in permitted heat input unless it thought it might in fact operate at 

the higher heat input, and thus the request itself is an admission. But there is more. 

Only weeks after receiving the request from EKPC to increase the permitted heat input 

for Spurlock Unit 2, KDAQ informed EKPC that the requested uprating would only be allowed if 

EKPC provided proof that operating at that level would not trigger PSD as a result of increased 

emissions. SOF ~ 49. EKPC did not comply with the KDAQ's clear and unambiguous 

instructions to submit emissions calculations. In fact, EKPC remained silent. Finally, in 

December 1994, KDAQ sent a follow-up tetter to EKPC asking about the status of the requested 

emissions submission. SOF ~ 50. Only then did EKPC respond, saying that it was reevaluating 

the future planned use of the unit and ''will evaluate the need to continue this process at a later 

date." SOF ~ 51. A reasonable regulator would understand this letter to be saying that EKPC 

had decided that it did not need or intend to uprate its boiler and operate at a heat input greater 
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than authorized in its pennit. The reasonable regulator would be wrong. As of January 13, 1994 

EKPC had already instructed plant operators that they were free to exceed the old steam flow 

limit of 3,800,000 pounds per hour and that they could henceforth operate the boiler at 4,000,000 

pounds per hour of steam. SOF ~ 53. Unless EKPC has changed the laws of physics and 

discovered something as yet unrevealed in discovery, increasing the amount of steam generated 

of necessity requires more heat input. And EKPC well knew that the amount of heat needed to 

supply steam at 4,000,000 pounds per hour would greatly exceed its pennitted limit of 4850 

\., mmBTU per hour. SOF ft 44-46. 

Accordingly, there can be no dispute that EKPC's decision to increase the heat input and 

steam production rate of Spurlock Unit 2 was itself a "change in the method of operation" as 

defined by the applicable PSD regulations because it was not consistent with the heat input 

infonnation contained in EKPC's PSD application, as required by 40C.F.R. § 52.21(r)(l), and 

because it was not consistent with EKPC's operating pennit and pennit application, as required 

by401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 50:035. See 401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 51:017 Section 1(2)(b)5 (1992) 

(Appendix C). 

While not necessary to the determination oftms motion given the plain language of the 

regulations, it is also worth noting why, as a policy matter, it makes sense to treat EKPC's 

expected increase in heat input rate as a change in method of operation. As noted above, the air 

quality modeling and compliance determinations perfonned by EPA and KDAQ when EKPC 

first sought approval to construct Spurlock Unit 2 were all based 9n the heat input rate 

information provided by EKPC in its applications. SOF~' 12, 13, 19,20. By increasing its heat 

input over the levels identified in its applications, EKPC has fundamentally changed the 
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assumptions upon which approval to construct the unit was based. If air quality modeling were 

to be redone using a higher heat input capacity and the same coal sulfur content that was 

identified in EKPC's permit application and subsequent permits, the unit would have been 

modeled at a higher emissipns rate because increasing the heat input rate is directly proportional 

to the amount of emissions from a unit. Dep. of Kenneth Weiss (November IS, 2005) (Ex. 16), at 

26-28; cf. United States v. Chrysler Corp., 437 F. Supp. 94,97 (D.D.C. 1977) (it is a violation of 

the Clean Air Act for an automobile manufacturer to install parts that were different from those 

specified on its application for certificate of conformity), aff'd, United States v. Chrysler Corp. '.J 
591 F.2d 958,961 (D.C. Cir. 1979). 

Moreover, the state of Kentucky's Emissions Inventory System has consistently identified 

the rated capacity of Spurlock Unit 2 as 4,850 mmBTU per hour, and other sources seeking their 

own PSD approval following construction of Spurlock Unit 2, have not modeled the Spurlock 

unit based on its uprated capacity. SOF ~~ 25,26,28,29. In a case involving an analogous 

exclusion from the definition of physical or operational "change" for decisions to bum certain 

types of alternative fuels, the Ninth Circuit held that reliance by subsequent PSD applicants on 

previously modeled parameters was a strong policy reason for requiring PSD review of a change 

that would affect prior modeling analyses. See Hawaiian Elec. Co. v. EPA, 723 F.2d 1440,1448-

49 (9th Cir. 1984) (holding that PSD review should be required for a change in operation that 

was inconsistent with PSD modeling performed by subsequent PSD pennit applicants); see also 

45 Fed. Reg. at 52704 ("any change in hours or rate of operation that would disturb a prior 

assessment ofa source's environmental impact should have to undergo scrutiny'') (Appendix A). 
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In sum, there can be no dispute that EKPC changed the method of operation of Spurlock 

Unit 2 under the plain language of the applicable PSD regulations. EKPC expected to operate 

Spurlock Unit 2 boiler at heat input levels greater than any levels identified in its PSD pennit 

application or state operating permit application, and such operation is explicitly defined by the 

PSD regulations to be a "change in the method of operation." Accordingly, the Govenunent is 

entitled to summary judgment that EKPC change the method of operation of Spurlock Unit 2. 

CONCLUSION 

The Court should conclude as a matter of law that the Inland Steam Supply Project at 

Spurlock Unit 2 was a physical change that was not "routine maintenance, repair, and 

replacement," and that this project also involved a change in the method of operation of Spurlock 

Unit 2. 

DATED: January 17, 2006. 
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Response to East Kentucky Power's Comments 
(3113/98 Letter) 

Comment (1): All the permit conditions that represent CAM should be removed from me permit. 
CAM functions are not to be applied to these permits as is identified in the CA1v1 regulalions. 

J 

Response to (1): The Division agrees wim the comment that the source is not subject to 
Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM) procedures since the application for the faciliey was 
deemed administratively complele by the Division prior to promulgation of CAM procedurt!s and 
the permittee is not required to implemenr tl~ eMf procedures until the pemnl undergoes 
revision or renewaL However. the Division ftndsthis comment on CAM applicability for this 
source irrelevant since the pennit does not include any requirements developed based on CAM 
rule. The Division is not implementing CAM but: is implementing periodic monitoring required 
by existing regulations. 

Comment (2); AU particulate resting should be on a once per permit basts, Any additional testing 
should be based on a need be basis: 

Response t(l (2): EKP nm give a proposed plan that would satisfy the periodic moniroring 
requiremems to as' sure compliance with the paniculate emission standard; therefore, the permiuing 
authority, the Division, must impose necessary periodic monitoring requirements pursuant t.o 
Regulation 401 KAR Section 7(1)(c), Section 504 of the Clean Act, and 57 FR 
The requifemcnt~ art dependent upon informatIOn obtained througiJ stack testmg which lhe: 
UlVl£ICm. may a~ any time pursuam to Reguia[ion 401 K/\R . Performance tests. 

1. 

Conunem (3): record.';; required by this should be defmed ~s rewrds currenti) 
being maintained for operational reasoD."., During the development of tbJS regulatory package, [he 
DivisioIl. Slated {hat the pennil would nOl plac.e any new requirements on a faciHty, 

Response to (3): In your comments you did not derme what records you are talking abouL 
However. the Division has not imposed any new record keeping reiluiremenl'i except those which 
are required by the Title V permit requirements .. 

Comment (4); '111c ttse COM date as an indicator particulate matter mass emission should be 
deleted from aU the permlts. The Division nor EPA has shown any relationship between the hvo 
pardlIlctcrs, 

Response to (4): The Division bel1ves that compliance with the particulate matter emission standards 
is best indicted by use of a COM. Since you have not proposed any mutually acceptabJe alternatives 
to this method, the COM requirment has not been deleted from this permit. 

EXHIBIT M 
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i 
Corrun~nt (Two fly ash silos); These should be deleted from the permit- they were not constructed 
as pla.nhcd, 

Respon~e to (fwo fly ash silos): The Division agrees with your comments, and the two fly ash 
silos hawe been deleted from your fmal permic 

, \ 

Comme\Ill (Source address): The current address for lhe facility has been changed by the U,5 
Postal Service from Route 8 to 1301 West Second Street, 

Respo~ to (Source. address): Your source address has been changed lTom Route 8 to 1301 West 
Second Street on your final permit and all the Division files have been updated, 

./ cornme~. t (Maximum continuous rating for Emission Uni1 02): The maximum continumIs rating 
~ should qe increased to 5600 mmBrulhr, 

Response to (Maximum continuous rating for Emission Unit 02):As stated in the Division for Air 
Quality letter dated February 3. 1994, this rating cannot be increased until the demonstration of 
appJicabUity Of non-applicability of Regulation 401 KAR 51:017, Prevention of significant 
deterioration of air quality. 

Comment ( Emissions Unit 04): It is assumed that each stack refers to bagholL<;e since there are DO 
slacks pre.c;enL Visual emi.ssions should be observed only without the use of Reference Method 9. 

Response 10 (Em.issions Unit 04): RegulatIOn 60:251} requires visual emissions to observed 
Reference Method 9, 
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